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Chdpter 11

VECTORS AND CURVES

. Introduction.

Given the curve y = x2 , we can easily show that the point A with
coordinates (0,0) is at absolute minimum. We also show that the area
between the curve and thq line y = x + 2 is 2 (Figure 11-1s).

1.

igure 11 rla



But suppose we take the figure and rotate it about the point A until the
line y = x 2 is horizontal (FigUre 11-1b) . As a result of the change

yt

y

Figure 11-lb

the point A Is no longer a minimum On the other

. shaded region certainly should not change.

the area of the

This simple example suggests that there are two types of properties

associated with curves in the plane-or in space. Certain properties depend

on the orientation of the curve with respect to a. set of coordinate axes, and
others do not. In this chapter and the next we shall emphasize those proper-

.

ties which do not depend on the coordinates. You should not suppose that'

,either type of property is more important or more fundamental4Zhan tIle other,

for they have different uses. In Section 1-1 to find a box with the largest

volume, subject given conditions, we plotted the volume of the-box as a

function of the length of-a side (Figure 1-1a). If we were to rotate the

reference axes, then the new curve.would be of aittle use'in solving the pro-

blem.

nates.

almost

In, contrast, areas and volutes of regions do_ not depend on the.coordi-

For-some problems coordinates are not useful until.the solutiorr

complete; such a pro lem is that of describing the

a)
(

attracting objects.

We shall introduce new tools particularly appr$

motion of two

is

mutually

riate to the study of.pro-

perties independent of coordinate axes. We combine parts of euclidean synthetic,

-geometry and the analytic-geometry of De§,car-'-=.s. Synthetic geometry does not

employ 'coordin/Ite axes but Is%-very awkward :antitative studies.! Cartesian
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geometry is an ideal tool for the definition and analysis of curves and sur-
,

races, but the analysis. rests on the choice of coordinates, even when the re-
t.sults do not. To combine the advantages of both systems we introduce the can-/

cept of, vector as a translation of.the plane or space,-although later the ce,,n-

cept;will be seen to have many other interpretations. We shall devqlop an

algebra of vectors with operations corresponding to simple geometric construc-

tions. In this way, we can describe space independently of coordinates and yet

have the power of algebraic operations. All of this could have been done betor

the calculus, but we finally ittroduce a vector calculus, and, bring to bear the
f I

tools we have developed in earlier chapters.

Exercises 11 -1

1. Which of the following quantities are independent of the choice of
_ .

coordinates?

(a) The distance between two points,

(b) The distance of -a point from the origin.

(c) The angle between two lines.

(d) The angle of inclination of,a line:

(e) The area of e standard region under the graph y = f(x) .

(f) The area bounded by two curves.

IL
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11-2.. Vector Algebra.

We shall use the geometrical idea of translation as our primary repreAen-
tation of the concept of vector. A vector V is then thought of as a mapping

of space V : Q onto itself in

which all points are translated the

same distance (the length of 7 ,

written !VD in 'the same direct:Ion.

if rf(P1) = Qi and -1(72) = Q2

It^ then the directed line segments

and P2Q2 have the same length and

are parallel (directed line segments

are said to be parallel if they not

Figure 11-2a only lie on parallel lines, but also
-have the same orientation). We can

describe V by the walin which it thal6s just one point since any directed
segment -15, where Q = V(P) , defines the direction and ,length of V . It
does no harm to picture V as a flQating directed segment (of a specified
length and direction) which may be attached to an initial pointif convenient.

The interpretation of vector as a translation clearly makes no use of a
coordinate system. Nonetheless, it is often convenient to have a represen-
tation of a vector in a given coordinate system. If V(P1) = QI and

y

12`

f.

Figure 11-215

X
2

-F J
We shPll use the word "space" to denote either the Euclidean plane E2

or Euclidean three-dimensional space E3 , specifying only when necessary.

1 Cj672



V(P2) = Q2 then from the parallelism of PiQi. and P2Q2 the projections of

the two directed segments on any given line are equal in-..length and have the
same orientation. Thus if' P

1
an d P

2
have the x-coordLItes x1 and x

2
respectively, ' -they. Q1 and Q2 have the x-coordinates x, + and x2 +
respect-ively (Figure 1-2b)--.; Here. Itl is the common len..zh of the two pro -

jections and t is positive if the projections have the orientation as

the x.:axis, and negative if they have the opposite orientation. The number
is called the x-component V

x of -V In exactly the same way, we introduce

the y-component V by means of projections on the y-axis, and the z-component

-
V
z

by means of projections on the z-axis. If we happen to be_concerned about

the Eucl-- -lane E
2

not three - dimensional' space E3 then, of course,
there is _s and no z-component. It is convenient, however, to consider

as par-,, ,E3 by taking E2 as the plane z = 0 . The translations In
are then simply the vectors V with Vz = 0 . By means of this imbedding

of E2 in E3 the statements 1.:ep.make about E3 -can be specialized to yield
statements about E2 r

From the definition _of component, we see that the effect of 77- upon the
coordinate representation -(a,b,c) of a point is to add its components to the

corresponding coordnTtes;,namely

(1) 7" (a,b , 6
Thus the mapping 47 is completely describp6d in a given coordinate frame by

the specification of its components. ---/write the coordinate representation

-of a vector as the ordered triple of ocnnonents
z.

(2) = (vx vz) .

In (2) we have deliberat-=y aC.07-,ted the same natation as that for the

coordinate rer_rese-_oation of a ?;-hall g'ee that this is a convenience

rather than a caul- for corgi In maricularx the vector maps the

origin onto a point whosecoordinatez.,. areithe components-of V ,-

(3) : (0,0,:' -117 ,V ,V )
.z

thus the length of V is the distance -ffetween the points (0,0,0) and

(Vx y, V
z,

) , namely,

(4) 11/71 .
x

± V2 V2

We may represent the transition V by the point into which it maps the origin,

and given either one, the point or the vector, the other is determined. Thus,

673



given an origin, there is a one -to -off correspondence between points and
,vector. (This depends on the choice of origifi but riot the orientatipn of
the axes although the coordinates of points and vectors do depend on orienta-
tion.) As we shall soon see, this correspondence is given a special signifi-
cance in terms of the operation of composition of translations. When 1,$e wish
to emphasize the distinction we shall write V = (Vx,Vy,Vz) for the point and

(v
x017y ,vz ) 'for the vector.

Tbe composition of two translations, first V then. U applied to a point
P has a simple geometrical interpretation. Let Q = 7(P) and R U(Q) ,

(Figure l-2c). tf

cr

Figure II-2c

Think of V as attached to the initial point P to yielca° the terminal point
Q. and 7 as attached to the tip of the arrow PQ to yield the final point'
R . The composition T.14 UV is the translation defined by the directed seg-
ment PR . Thus we may think of W as forming the third side of a triazgle
or which 4 and 7-define the first two sides (provided that P , R are

not CbIIinear, of course): It is natural to compare the composition
--with the composition in the reverse order, W VU applied to the same point

P . For this purpose set S =T-T(P) and R = V(S) = W (P) . We shall prove

T-'

Figure-11-2d

674



1
a

that. R -= R", in other wordS, that the composition of-translations is com- 1
mutative." e leave as en exerciss the spe%oial case in U and V are

obsdrve in Figure since PQ and SR are Parallel

that the exterior-angle,. LTPS ,.is equal to LPSR , and singe- PS and
. ,

are pai.allel, th;,t LTPS = 4PQR . = LPSR* ; hence, fram the eq-nplity
of. the sides of-the-angle,. 6PQR is conkrUent to bR SP Consequently,

1.1Z2

11.T. I 1w1 - Now, from the Parallelism:of .PS' and

Q , S-, R _are copTPtrir, and from tie parallelism of

P ',Q0S0B are cOplPrs.r.-?Hence pal.five.-points

coplanar and Figure 11-2d Irepresellts a plane figure.

ZR*PS = 2PRQ =LRPS

QR. .the four points P ,
-PQ and _SR. the points

P , Q 0.S R , R) .are

But now observe that

I.,

since QR and. PS are parallel. Consequently, R and

direction from Ps.at the same distance (iwi = , hence R

R lie in the same,.

= R .

rN
The sane result can be obtained very simply '-by means of the

representations of U and V . Set P = (a0b,c)
V = (V

X y
,V ,V .--Then by (1)0..

z

MP) = Ca .± Uk
-s

Since the components of the

components of

called the

presentation_

coordinate

7 (ux,uy,uz)

+V +4T c +11..+U)z .z

comnOsition are simply the sump of the corresponding

is natural 1ythe constituent. translations; the composition

'0"- and is written rf For the7coordinete re-sum of r.1" and

of theTr_rn, we have

TJ 1- V = (u
x

(5)

Since addition is commutative,

v-
'
U + Vy' U

z z
) .x y

Vit follows thA U+V.V+17. The commute-
tivityof, the sum leads to the "maralleiogramP law, for the addition of vectors.
In F e 14.-2d the Points. R and R should be the _same and the figure PQRS,
is a rallelogran for which the directed diagonal PR represents U + V .

e..

Figure 11-2e

A



11-2

. From (5)
#

(6)

we conclude that addition of vectors'is also associative:

The geanetricai -proof of the .associative law (6) .weft to Exercises 11-2,1'

as the algebraic proof.Number 6. It is alMott as obvious
. I

Formulas (1) and' (5), the one representing the effect of

the other, the. addition of two vectors, are formally identical,

algebraic consequences are involved, it does not matter:whet.he
..5-

the'point P = (a,b,c), from the-"position" vector P = (a,b,t)

origin onto P.. Once we have ChOsen an origin we shall

to use point.and-vector.as interchangeable terms.

ranslation,.

As far as the

we distirguish.

,which maps the

feel free hencefprth

In order to complete the\analogy of vector addition with ordinary addition
we introduce the null vector ti which may be thought of as the'."identity"

translation which maps each point onto itself. This 0, has the coordinate
representation

(7),

.and satisfies

(8) '

the _property

1.4

for all vectors V .

Each translation

'"effect-of

vector of the same length as -V , but- opposite direction. The inverse- -V

satisfies

= (0,0,0)

± V= V± O=

has an (additive) inverse -V which undoes the

Thus, if V(P) = Q then --)7(g) = P Consequently, -V is a

(9) ) = 0 ;

hence, if V = (Vx,vy,Irz) tie coordihate6representation of -V is given by

(10) = (-Vx,-7y' -1Z )

A second useful operation is multimlicatioA of a vector by a real number.
fz?

By the vector XV where % >;0 , is-meal-it the vector in the direction of. V

with length X times that of V - If X < 0 , then -kV is taken :with' length

:eimes the length of 7_ and :'direction opposite to that of 'I.'. If % = 0
Joe t

then we take %V = 0 In any case,

(11) = 1 X 1 d I-ft -

Note furthFr that

(12) -' (,7%)7 = -(?V)

676
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11-2

If we interpret' V ,as-a point we see for ?;:>_141 that the operation 'of
1

multi-
,

Iillying X. aprili-ed to all points'of sPacetamounts to a change of scale, or..)

\- magnification ly the factor X . For this' reason, we cP3.1 real numbers
.

...

scalars. Finally, in,terms of the coordinate
A
representation of V-,

, ,
. ,:'

(13)
I

X.17 = (7s.1/,XV...NV ).-

.N. y

.

Vwhi4 means geometrically that to magnify V by a factor 2 is eduivalent to

magnifying each component, of by the same.factOr. Fr(13) it follows

directly that multiplication by a sca1axis associative`_
.

(14)

..,. _-and satisfies the distributive laws
1;1

(15) ', (?.. 4- p.)\7 = x.7 t 47,
i ,

(16) _----' %(C' + 7) = xi + 5,.
,-*-,N

_ The usual connections. between the concepts 'bfksubtraction, inverse, and
-er''

multiplication by -I still hold. Thus we define 'the' difference V - U by

Geometrically V - U corresponds to the second diagonal of the parallelogram

in the parallelogram law for f-i-1.1 the.iegment in Figure 11-2e);

the verification is left to Exercises 11-2, Number
.

2.. Prom 'their geometrical

definitiOns it is immediate that -7 = (-1)17 .

V = i.11.7 or U.=. 2s.Vr we say 'Vat the vectors. U and ai-ecollinear.

This corresponds to the conventional statement that the points 0 ,"15;-and V,-

are collinear. Note that_the vector 0 is by this definition collinear Frith.

every vector. (.See Exercises 11-2, No. 4(d))

In the, preceding discussion we' have been guided by geometrical ideas; but

there are many other ways of representing vectors than the ones we have chosen.

The basic algebraic structure we have exhibited is the defining characteristit

of vecitors. In general a set is called a linear vector state over tbe.real

numbers and its elements called vectors if there are two omerationsli.addition
t

of vectors and multiplication of vectors by a scalar, which obey t*.following

lawsA



z,
For each pair of vectors U and V in 4 there ,is a vector U +

2
-called tlie sum-of U and V with the f011owing properties,. 1 4

4

.r

Al. Commutativity, rf = V -I- rf .

A2. Associativity, (17 + V) -I- C7 -1-'17)

A3. There exists a vector 75 In called thernull vector such that.

7_747 o =7 for each vector in in Z. .

A4. For each vector V in Z....there exists a- vector -V such that

... .

For each scalar (real number) 'h and s.,tIch vector 7 in 4-there is a
vector N., in ./ , T. andcalled the nroduct of 7 , with the following

properties.
2

In. 3:77. =

M2. X(p) =

Multiplication by vectors is distributive over addition of scars,

Dl. (x. + )1 4- Or .

Multiplication by scalars is distributive over addition of vectors,

12. - %CU. + = Tr. .

The postulates for a linear vector space are given above only to present

the absttact mathematical concept of vector pre esely. It includes space's

which you might notat firstconnect with our geometrical =del. For example,

the set of all Polynomials with real coefficients form a linear vector space;

the Set of all solutions of a linear homogeneous differential,equation is
-another. For our present purposes, however, the geometrical- mod' is suffi-

cient. We leave to the exercises some of the simpler algebraic consequences

or the vector space postulates.

4

1The-Properties Al - 4 define a structure, cPlled.an abellah or commuta-
tive group, which appears in many different contexts.

adhere to the convention that the product of a scalar and a vector is-
ali.rays written with the scalar on the left.

678



Exercises 11-2. ,x,

1. T et U and V be ariy,....ponts and , V the _corresponding position"
-

vectors. -In terms of U and V what vector,is represented by the

directed segment UV ?

2. In Figure 11-2e, one diagonal corresponds to the Sum. Ty + . What"

vector corresponds to the other diagOnal?

3. Give. a geometrical" justification for the inequality

-

Let A and 3 be any given points. Characterize geometrically each of
theets of points

(a) (X : -1:I r)
4

'(0) : IZ - r) .

(c). (X : rz 1.1

(d) (K = , zeal) .

(e) (X,: 2 = x7. , X > 0)

( : = 1Z + 2s.11. > 0 ) .

(g) (X : = + ?.-S , 7.real) .

(h) (X : - = rz - s!) .

For any'non-null vector A obtain the unit vector (vector of length

In the direction of A .

.

5. Give a:geometrical derivation for the associative law (6) for the addition

wl

of vectors.

From the laws of /operation, Al - 4, M1 - 2, D1-- 2, which define a vector

space, derive theifollowing -consequences.

(a) ?,..0%.

( b) 07,

(c) -0 and V / 0 then xV O . ti
(d) -

(e) If X 0 , the vector equation U = V has the unique -olution

---



11-2
. _.

,
..

8. Show that the set of continuous fl inctions_on the interval [0,1] is a

linea! r vector-space,over the real numbdrs where addition and multiplica-
,--

,tion have theireconventional interpretations.

(a) Let Z1 and Z.2 be linear vector spaces over the real numbers.

Show that the set of ordered pairs 04 = Urri,721 17a.

a linear vector space over the real numbers, where, for

and U2 , V2 sZ2 addition and multiplication by a

are defined by

Tr1 sZ
scalar in

and

Ca-1'172) + `(V
.'

V
2
) = (U

1 ,
V- , U-

1
+

1. 2

sy

x(11,Y2) (xvIA)6-
'cc

The space Z1 is known as the dirt sum of
1

and .4
2

.

(b) Show-that Gi!, the real number field is a linear vector space over-

the rea.l.numbers, where addition and multiplication is now ordinary

addition and multiplication of numbers. Tie set Q considered as a

linear vector'space with a length defined as.1x1- for x a ele is

denoted.by El ,Cone-dimensional euclidean space).

,

(c) Show that euclidean two-dimensional's-pace E is given by

=

where Iengtp.for?.7. e 2 given that =

c, is defined by -

J =

-

Similarly, show that euclidean three-dimensional space E3 is_

a b
a.

given by

--Cthere. length for.

e 72 c s El,,

a.
V 0 , given in the -form 7= C14.,c)

is defined by

4 o

680L
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11-3. Vector Geometry.

In this section, we give some examples of geometrical theorems using

- vector methods; In many cases, the proofs are much simpler than the proofsz

of synthetic or analytic geometry.

a

11-3

First we shall establiSh some preliminaries. We choose an origin 0 so

that we may represent a point as a.position vector.' Let P and- Q be any

p

0'

< 0
i)i '

O

0 < <1
0

% > 1
(Ii) (iii)

Figure 11-3a

two points and P and 117 the corresponding position vectors (Figure 11-3a).

The line PQ is Parq.11e1 to the vector V repr,c,isented byothe directed seg-

ment PQ . Thus a point X of-the line may be'zr'epresented as the result of

a translation from 0 to P followed by a translation in the election of
V or its inve=rse, and we may write X in the form X = P ?V -where the

parameter may b.r any real number. In particular, we obser7e that if X in-'

creases from 0 to 1., X traverses the segment PQ from P to Q and
that. X represents the ratio of the length of 'PX to that of PQ , (Figure-

1/-3a(ii)). If % > 1 , then X lies on the other side of Q from P ,

(Figure 117,3a(iii)), and if % <0 then 'X lies on the other side of P- from
Q ,(Figure 11-3a(i)). We observe also that-the vector V represented by

satisfies ..11:7-t"s= ; hence, 1r= Q - P . Thus we obtain,the vector'form fOr.

the two-point eouation of the line, .

(1) 3-C = ( .

13Q

Here: 1%1 has the geometrical meaning of the. ratio of the length of 152._ to

that of PQ , X being, positive if Q and X lie in the setae direction from

68i



C.

P , negative if Q and X lie in opposite directions from P . Hence, in

particular, the midpoint of the segment PQ is given by X = :

(2) X = t-UP ID .

To gain some experience in vector manipulationswe now use the vector

approach to prove some geometrical theorems.

Example 11-3a. The midpoints of the sides of-a quadrilateral are the

vertices of a parallelogram.

Let the vertices of the quadrilateral be A , B ; C D,and the corres-
:

pOnding position vectors, A , B , C , D (see Figure 11-3a).

0.

e

The midpoint

D
Figure 11.73a

4of AB is given by

1(1'; -311 )

2'

Similarly, the midpoints of the other sides are given by

tc6.
, M =2 1( 5- Trz) .2

-2-3 is a parallelogram if and only M.2424. and N12M3. areThe figure MIM__M__NI

.
parallel and equal in- length; i.e., if and only if M4 = . But

yv

o

- .5r = 32=.(15. .1) = S13 - -171,2 which proves the theorerp..

Notes'that the proof holds even if the origipal,quadrilateral does not lie

In a plane.

F,5ample-11-3b. 'Thearithmetic-average points P
1 'I, 2 -

.

1Pn -is given by h= 0.'lc + + ... :4-17) and is called theii centroid.

-1Z1

t
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The three medians of h.triargle a e concurrent at the centroid of the

vertices. Furthermore the distance from the centroid to the midpoint of any

side is half ghat -to the opposite vertex.

Let P P P1 , 2 '
P3

midpoints of the respective opposite sides. The equation of the median from
P1 to M., is

be

Figure 11 -3b

the vertices of the triangle and Mi,, M2 , M3 the

2= (1 --,0171

-

= (1 - ?)P1

%Ml

+ (15 + )
2 2 3

The centroid A is on this line if and only if there is a value of N. for
which X = A

or

1.e.)

+ P 2 + f
3

- ( 1 - x )1; 4- ,22--P
1 2 2 2 3 '

- )07. oz. -
41;

3 1 3 2 2 3 3

2This last equation is' clearly satisfied by ?N. = -f . Thus we see that the

centroid subdivides the medianin the stated ratio. The same argument applied

to the other medians completes the proof. f

Just as a line may be described by any two of its points, a plane may be

described by any noncollinear triple of its points. Let A , B , C be .any

noncollinear triple of points. The plane ABC mus-p'-contain° with any two of

its points the entire line on which they lie. It- 'follows,' then, that the

plane contains the two lines (P : 15. 1--+ --1:01' la real) and
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tQ : q = A + v(-6- - , v reel.) donseauently, it contaIns the set Ce points

(3) tR. : %)15- - xvo- , vPreal)

Furth4=nore, any point of the plane is Ei point of this set; for i R is a

' point or, the plane, take any line ;through R which is not parallel" to, either

GP-

Figure 11-3c

the line AB or the line AC and does not pass through A . The line through,,

R -w:c11 meet AB at a point P and AC at a second point Q. . It follows

that P , Q and R can be written in the forms given above.

The form (3) in which we have represented the plane ABC is unnecessarily

complex. FOr simplicity, set (1 - ?Op. = and xv = T1 . Otse a that any
.

pair of real numbers g n can be represented in this way by taking X =
2

= 2a , v = 2i . Consequently, we may put

(4) ABc = fR Ri= _ vro- - , µ , v real) .

The representation. (4) of ABC has a simple geometric interpretation.

Take A as the origin of a coordinate system in the _plane with E ,-Ti-axes in

the directions of the vectors IT = B - X and V = C..- A , respectively.

-(Such axes will usually not be perpendicular.) Choose scales (generally

unequal) .along the axes with 1131 as the unit along the a-axis and IVI as

the unit 'alongthe. Ti-axis. A point R of the plane is given by the coordi-

nates (c ,(3) , the Position of R being deterrainqd. by a -translation c Of

A -along the a-axis, followed by a translation Mr parallel to the 1-axis
0 (see Figure 11-3d).
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4

r.7

Figure 11-3d

atr

This procedure is a straightforward generalization of the familiar method for
locating a point by 'its rectangular coordinates.

T5Ii/

...If the points 0 , A , B., C are coplanar we say also tha the vectors
A , IL, 6.are coplanar._ Note that 15y this definition any three vectors whi
.-include the null vector are coplanar.

---.

Example 11-3c. The vectors 5Z , Y, areare coplanar if and only if there
exist three scalars a / b ,

.,
notnot all zero, such that

26 -.-

÷ by + c2-ai = Z .

(a) Suppose OZ. b! = 0 , say-

= - Y -
a

, then

By, reference to (4) above with A =0- , B nd C = Z we see that X is
in the,plane determined by Y , Z and the o 0..

-(b) Suppose X , Y , Z are coplanar. If any one of them, say 7 is

the null-vector then we have the relation

so we assume none of the vectors is O . If 7 is collinear with then
Y = , and

1 - 0 7 o ;7)

aX - Y 0 =. O .

Finally, if 0 , X , and Y are not collinear, then they determine a plane,

and by (4), any Z' which lies in the plane satisfies

Z X-.= + I

or ti
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11-3

Corollary. Suppose X ; and 'S are nbt collinear, then any point Z in

the-plan,: OXY has,the unique representation

We leave to Exercise 11-32 Number 8 the proof that given any four vectors

7 X Y Z in E32 , there are .constants a,b,c,d not all zero so that

i;77 1:2 cl

Jo.
and hence given any three vectors X , Y , Z , not

-

ha's the representation W = aX - )1' .

cm-

We introduced position vectors referred to a given origin 0 . We n614

consider how a position vector is affected by _a'shift of origin to another

point A . Let X be any position vector referred to 0 . The vector

X -A is

coplanar, any vector,,

-x

Figure 11-3e

represented by the directed segment AX and therefore is the position vector

of X referred to A as origin (Figure 11-3e). Thus, instead of shifting

the origin to A , we may translate the plane by 4 and the result is
,algebraically the same. Note that any resultcwhich is unaffected by the

transformation X---1--X is independent of the cho'ice of origin (see

Exercises, 11-32 No.'16).



Exercises 11-3

1. Verify that-Form :1a (2) gives the familiar formulat for the midpoint of a

segment in terms of coordinates for F and Q .

2. Find the equation of the line through the point P = (1,2,1) parallel to
the position vector (0,3,4) ;-then give the coordinates of a point on the

line at distance 1 from P .

3. (a) Is P = (2,1,2) 'in the plane P conta4ning A . (1,1,3) ,

-B = (1,1,2) , C = (123,3),?

('o) Find a vector It normal qio the plane P .

(c) rind the distance from P = (2,1,2) to the plane P .

4. Prove the corollary, in Exampie 11-3c.
4?

5. Let A and B be noncollinear vectors. Determine the equation of the

ray which bisects Z_AOB .

4

Verify that the resultb of (I), of Examples 11-3E12. b, and of (4) do not

depend on the choike of origin.
a.

7. (a) Show that -the vectors A = (1,1,3) B = (1,1,2) and -(1,3,3)

are noncoplanar.

(b) Express the vector D = (2,1,2) in the or of a linear combiriation

+ 1;5' .

8. Show that given any four vectors A , B C

a b c , d not all zero, so that

aA + bB + cC + d-35 =

D there are constants

(Hint: Use the property that if a line is not parallel to .a plarie it
/must intersect that plane at precisely one point.)

9. The statement of Number 8 implies that any four vectors are linearly

dependent, namely that one can be expressed as, a linear combination of

the other three. Show from the assumption that E3 is not contained in

a plane that there do exist three linearly independent vectors in `.E3

tat is, vectors A , B , C for which the equation

SA + bB + cC = 0

,.-. is satisfied only ff all three scalars a 2 c zero.
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. 11-3

10. Prove if r , B , 6_ are not coplanar then any vector Z -can be repre-

sented as a linear%combination
r

Z = ea + 1511 + ct

and that:the representation is unique.

11. Show if 15 and t are not collinear that 1!= r 15.- caZ. is the

eauation of a plane passing through the point A and parallel to the
vectors andand t-. We say that a plane is parallel to a vector 1f
it contains a directed:segment PQ which represents V .

_

12. (a) In the accompanying figure, R is any point on the line AB . Obtain

A (b)

the

Lrepredentation = bB , and- determine E in terms-of a

11713-1
and b .

In the 'accompanying figure C is any !point not on a side of the

triangle.

OA

I

Set ittn - = ct(lt - R) 1"--) -3s- == 13(6 0 Tcp 7 . show
that

COT = 1 .

This result together -with its converse (namely, if P , Q , R divide

their respective sides so that. this.relatiQn holds, then the lines

AP , BQ ,.and OR are concurrent) is-Cevats Theorem '(Giovanni Cevd,

Italian, 1647 - 1736).
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13. Let (0ABC) be a parallelogram, D the midpoint of BC , and E the
midpoint of CO . Show that the lines AD and. AE divide the diagonal

OB in thirds.
.

A 114- . Let P1 P2
2 1 Pn be the oonseautive vesUices of a, regular polygon

of n sides. Show that IT1 + P2 = 0 where '0 is the center

of the polygon. Is this result independent of the choice of origin?

15. Prove' that the bisectors of the interior angles of a triangle are con-

-current.

16. A'median of a tetrahedron is a line segment joining any one vertex to-the

. centroid of the other three. Show that the medians-of the tetrahedron

are concurrent at the centroid of its four vertices. Show also that the

segment of Median between the centroid and vertex is of the total

length of the median.

17. .1-lie, segment joining the midpoint of any edge :of a tetrahedron to the

midpoint of the opposite -edge' is bisected bT the centroid of the four

vertices.

18. The eight planes, each containing one edge and bisecting the opposite

:edge of a tetrahedron, are concurrent.

19. Let A be any noncollinear vectors, let .C.,,be anyline in the plane

AB 'which contains no vertex of the triangle OAB and is parallel to
.no side. Let P tie the intersection of 4 with OB Q the intersec-

-----

tion.with QA , and R the intersection with AB . If -a , p r are

- given by j

::.-

rz -, I = ce (S 1Z) , TS - is. = 0 Q. 7 r(r .. It).
. .

shOw that C431- = -1 . Conversely, if P , Q R are points satisfying

a$T.= -1 then they are collinear. (Menelaus's Theorem.)

:
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11-4. Products of Two Vectors:

So far we have introduced addition of vector's and multiplication of

vectors by ordinary numbers. In this section we examine two useful ways of

multiplying one vector by another. The properties of these products-are in-

dependent of coordinate'axes. At the same time a product AOB of two,

vectors hate certain linearity properties:
'

ti Z. 0 (0531- +, Pa): ctA B. 4- PI ma-6

(ceSS + pt) = cel ± e60A

(

where ® represents any such operation. The linearity properties and inde

pendent of coordinate axes characterize three types of produclt of two vectors.

Of the three kinds of product, the two weouse are the dot product (also cP13e5.

an Inner product or scalar product) A -B , which is an ordinary number, and

he cross product (also called the vector Product) , which is a vector.

Here, we only give- the products and verify t they have the desired proper-
.

ties.

(i) The dat'product. Let A an be two position vectors and let

e be the angle 'between them, where 0 Ce Tc , (Figure 11-4a).

Figure 11:11-a

The dot product (or scalar product) of"th.,e two vectors, written 0 is

defined by

(1) 7: -}3'. = I t I Ir3 1 cos e .

The expression for the dot product is already-familiar as a term in the law of

cosines for the length of the side AB in COMB ; namely,

(2)
_1-12 1-M2 1

I21A1 BI cos e

0:12 13-!312



If we enter the coordinate-representatiOns r = x IAy z
) and

(Bx1ByiB ) in (2) we obtain

(3) 7A = AxBx yB.9.,AzBz

(Exercises 11-4) No. 2)./ However, it is clear fro he Definitio (1),'which

contains no reference to coordinates, that .7.-13 is independent of the orien -.

tation of the coordinate axes. In (2) we have already given one invariant

interpretation (that is,-an interpretation independent of the orientation of

the Coordinate axes) ri but there is another which wp shall also find

useful. Observe that the perpendicular projection of A on the line OB has

the signed length

(4) I I cos e

where the sign is positive if the projection of A fa is on the sameoside of

Q as B 2 (0 re <3,i) 2-and negative if it falls on the opposite sicA

(2 < 7c) (see Figure 11-14-b). Thus the dot product2

A

0 < e <
2 < e <

Figure 11-410'

13. is the length of t times the signed length of the projection of A
)n 56 (compare Exercises'11-4,)No. 3(a))..

B

The dot product of two vectors vanishes if and only if one of the vectors

as zero length, or if"the two vectors are' perpendicular (e . We adopt

he convention that the null vector is both'parallel and perpendicular"do any

ector so that 1: = 0 if and only if It and B are perpendirCular.
-
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We leave as exercises the proofs of the following essential properties of

'the dot product (Exercises 11-41 No. 1).

(5a) A :1 = B -

Ar

(5b) aD = 0;715' -

(5cr

(5d)

1.-12,1-12

It is conventional to omit'the absolute value sign in (5c) and write 1-1: = AV.

As a further consequence df the properties (5), note that

a 2 a 2 .IZ-+ BI =
rin2

< 112 + 2 !pi
ITBN1)2

hence,

(6) + < 111

This inequality justifies the use of the absolute -value sign for the length of

a vector. Geometrically, it states that the length of one side of a traingle

Is less than the.sum of the lengths of the other two sides. From (6) we ob-bin

as for absolute values of numberS (Section Al -3), the inequality

(7)
I < I

The use of the relation 1- = 0 for perpendicularity often simplifies

the treatment of geometrical problems.

Example 11-4a., The altitudes of triangle are concurrent.

Let the triangle have vertices determined by A , B , and Z. Let two
of the altitudes intersect at X , so that. the vector A - X- is perpendicular

C
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to - , "and - X is perpendicular to A - -a* , (Figure 11-4c), or in terms

of the dot, product

= 0

t) = 0

We:wish to show that the line ;through andand 17

C - - .X is perpendicular to or

- -6) (A - ) = 0

prom the first two relations, on addition we find

.

is an altitude, or that

.

o x (1i" - -6") (C - A) - - - 13' 4- IT ,

- - + "6 -

- - - 1-) = o

or

so that

as we sought to prove.

7 0

EXample,11-4b. Given a line and a poifit Xs not on find the

mint Y on i such that XY is perpendicular to 2 .

We write the equation of the line parametrically 'as

. 2.= tY.X tS ,

;c3 that the desired point Y is given as

= (1 - t).7. .

The line from 1' to Y is perpendicular to 2 if and only if

ir

C7,= it (Z' - B) = 0

A) - "t) t(It - 1) - -10 = 0 ,

o that we'may solve for t , and then obtain,

( - ) 07 - 13)A _

- 1E12

(A .--13)17

11-4c. A characterization of the plane by means of the dot

escribe a plane in the previous section in terms of three vectors

ose endpoints lie) in the plane: We now give an alternate description in

ermp °Da position vector for a point in t plane and any vector /r per-

endicular.-(or normal) to th plane.
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0

Figure 11-4d
P

Let A and X by any two ,points, of the plane- (Figure 11-4d) then 7 - 1. is
'parallel to Vine segment in theplane, hence.peitendicular to N.; conse-

quently,
,

(8) ( - ) 0

Conversely, if Cr( - = 0 , then X - A is a vector parallel to the

plane and hence the point X given by

= (X - 171 -I- A

lies in the plane since A does. -If we write (8) in terms of coordinates

Z = (x,y,z) and N = (a,b,c) , and set = d , then (8T becOmeg

ax + by + cz = d

which is the familiar equation forma plane.

( ilt.) The cross product: :-.1,76 ithgll nowdefine a .prdduct of two vectors

which,is a vector. For thit produCt of the vectors ; and t:1.7,1? us
-
parillelOgram-with adjacent -'sides ,OA and OB The area of the- p rallelo

gram, is invariant under rotation of the coordinate ffAe, To associate a
.

vector with the parRlielogram we.use a. normal Ito plane the figure. If
. --,,

e_ is the angle between A and B ,., (0 < e <1r) 111 1-gi gin is the area
..

a,

of the parallelogram. Let n be a unit vector perpendictil zo the plane of

the parallelogram. We introduce 'vector

(9) U =-2AQB = (4AI IBI sin o)n.

If A and B are collinear then -the "parallelogram!' is not defined and hence

:its normal vector n isnot defined; but then at least one of 17:I IBI

sin 8 is 0 and we take- U = 0 in (1I). In what follows we assume A and

B are noncollinear unless an explielt statement to the contrary is made.
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Thlere are two unit vectors perpendicular to a given plane so that (9) does

not uniquely define a vector ri unless we make a specific choice for the

"half-space" into which the vector n points. W choose the halfspace from

which the rotation through "the engle 0 of the ray Ato.the ray OB is

seen as counterclockwise (recall that 0 < B <7) . -EqUivadtently, we choose

n so that the ordered triple (il,B,n) is right-handed, where 51:,..)- is a

right-handed triple when the rotation through the angle 0' frOm the direction

of 1.".into that of - B is indicated by the fingers of the right, hand and the

thuftb of the right hand points in the direction of n (Figure 11-4e). If the

fingers of the left hand were used indicate the rotation, the the left

thumb would pOint in-the direction opposite to n . The two situations are

depicted in_ the figure.'

ti

.

left F

Figure 11-4e

By the fOregoing rule-o-thuinb"if (LI,71) is riehthanded, then so is

'sci that

(10)

With the conventior, that the null vector is parallel to every vector, note

that and B are parallel if :and only if

(ii)

Note also , since-

= 0 .

is perpendicular to both A and B , that.

(7®B) 1" 7 (Zat) 0 .

Next we seek a coordinate representation for A 3-. At this -point it

rays to do a little wishfuL,thinking. We have not proved he linearity pro-

perties prescribed at the beginning of this section, bu let -us proceed as
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though we had and verify afterward-that our work is sound. We choose a right-
"np.. handed coordinate system; that is we choose mutually" perpendicular set of axes

so the unit vectors i , j and ICy in the directions of the x y and z

axes, respectively, constitute a right-handed triple in the given -order (Figure

11-4f)! Such a triple

Observe that

..(?2)

and also

(13)

(T_,1,1:) is called a fundamental set.

.71

= k ,

Figure 11-4f

= T , k0 i = 73

= = 0

Since = (1,0,0) , F = (0;1,0) = (0,0,1) the coordinate rezresentation

of a vector can be written the form

-(14 ) k = .(;,T . w- w ) = ±y

linear combination of the..lrectors-of the funCamental set. Now,

we apply the assumed linearity properties to

= A(Ax
x

4- y
7 (Bxi -I- By + B3)

and obtain, with the aid of (12) and (13), tie product

(15) T T = A x B = (A
Y
B
z

- A
z
B
y

-I- (A
z x

- A
x
B
z

+ (AX B\ - A
Y
B
x

yiz

where we must prove that A X B as defined by (15) is, in fact, the vector

A ®B defined by (9). It is clear that the Product 1- defined by (15) has

the-stated linearity properties.
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1,:0.71CP!
-far...,

The coordinate. :repr
`-

ordinate". frame. This vex.
have yet to show that the coordinate

-
.(15) defines a vector 17 in a given co-

.

d the cross product of A and 73- . We

representation given by Formula T15)

11- '

defines,the.same vector in any othe'r coordinate frame.. This will be ac-

complished by thpwing that V = A(DB = U ; namely that V is perpendicular

to both A and .B , that MI = 1U1 , and also that -("A:7,g,"17) is -right-handed

'triple.of'yectors. To prove that and are perpendicular we calculate

the dot product:

17 . A- (A
y
B
z

- A
z
B-) + A

y
CA

z
B
x

-.'A
x
B
z
) + A

z
(AxBy y

- As-Bx) =
,

x y .

.--
Ib-,:_;the same way, it follows that B and

171 observe fiNt that

are perf)endicualr. To prove

= 17i121112 sin2 e = 117121111(1 - cos2 e)

1r.12-1.512_ (A
.31)2

It is a straightforward exercise to write out the coordinate representation

for this expression. and verify that it is the same as the coordinate repre-

sentation for .1V12 as obtained from (15).'

We are left with the problem of showing that (.Z.,1';i7) is a right-handed

triple, where V is defined in a right-handed coordinate system by (15).
/

.."..Zofar we know only that V = U . To prove that the plus sign is the

correct one requires some details which we-take for granted here, but which

can be proved easily in another context. In particular, we assume that any' -

right- handed furidamental_set can by a continuous rotation be transformed into

any other" right=handed fundamental set._ Let t be the parameter by whiclithis

continuous motion is described. We have already shoMn that V = I U, Nhere

the sign depends on the coordinate:.system,, hence on :t,. Thus we -,may .set-

1r = -where. f may have only the.4alues +1 or -1 . (We are as stoning

U, 0 .) Now the components of U and V both depend continuously on t

7-

arid, therefore,

values

triple

determine which:*

+1 or

(A,-S,7)

Z(t) must be continuous. We conclude that only one of .the

-1 is possible (Exercises 11-4, No. 9). This means that the

must be always right - handed or always left-handed and we must

For this purpose, we chOose a special right-handed fundam 'tal

in the direction of "."g

7 0
in the plane` of

sense ofrotation/in the plane.fram A to is the
0-

set.
CIO,To;1%) we

and IT- so that the

choose i

The piecise concept of continuous vector function is defined in the next
section. For the present, we need assume only that the components of the
vector function are 'continuous.
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same as that from to B , and
Q
f'perpendiculEir to the plane of -A' and

"I (Figure 11-4g). In this special r y/seial coodinate system, r = (A
x
,0,0) where

tr x

jO

Figure 11-4g

Ax = IAI > 0 , and B = (Bx,Bsr,0) where

B

B > 0 , (see Exercises 11-4, No. 12).

Now, by (15), V (0,0,A,By) ; hente V
z
> 0 . The vector I' has the same

dirytion as -11:

° and we conclude, for. this special frame,- hence all right-

handed coordinate systems, that the vector V defined by (15) is ty = :a101" .

Vectors were introduced for the purpose of describing properties
independent of the coordinate system. To-better apprecleite this idea
and to understand the reason why so muoh effort has gone into the des-
cription of the vector product, we make a change of coordinates in'

.-a
which a.ri&it-handed fundamental set (1,j,k) is replaced by the

left-handed fundamental set (1:1541-c*,J whi k* = -k . If the

coordinate representation of a vector A , in the right-handed system
is (Ax,AyAz) 1 then'inthe left-handed system it is CA.x0Ay'Az)

If we tise -Formula (15) in the right-handed and left-handed systems to

describe. V and -171 ` , respectiyely we obtain the following compari-

son, where Ux ,* Uy ,* U
z
* are the components of 1.7 in the left -

handed system

right-handed system left-handed system,

V = UX X

V = U
Y Y

Vz = Uz

V * = -U = -Ux x x

V 4.`41P -U =

VZ* = Uz = -U
z

Thu the entity defined by Formula (15) does ngt transform like,a
vet... is a pseudo-vector; that.is, it transforms like a vector
under rota ons of coordinate axes, but when the orientation of a co-
ordinat axi is reversed the components transform not into components
of the corresponding vector, but into their negatives. However, it is
more convenient to have the same formula for the cross product in all
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coordinate systems than to change the formula when the orientation of
an axis is reversed. For our purposes we need Consider only rotations
and we do not reverse coordinate axes. We restrict rselves to right-
handed coordinate sysems and make no distinction bef7ceell vectors and
pseudo-vectors: There are physically meaningful quantities of both types,
however, and in some contexts it is necessary to distinguish the two.

Example 11-4d. The normal to a plane. We have two characterizations of

a plane, first, by any noncollinear triple A , B , C of its points (Formula

(4) of Section 11-3) and, second, by two vectors, one normal to the plane, the

other a position vector for any point in the plane (Example 11-4c).- We now

obtain a normal to the plane in the form

and thus find a normal in terms of the noxollinear triple of, points.

-EXample 11-4e. The reduction of the triple cross product 7k. x (S'x -6) .

Since B x is normal to the plane of '73. and C , and Ix (t x C) is

a vector perpendicular to x it follows that a x x C) lies in the

plane of .t and or by the corollary in Example 11-3c,

Now

X C37 x.ja = sTS .

is Perpendicular to x CE x , or 1 (1- x xHC)) = 0 , so that

sA .1r . O .

Hence welmaySet

or

= (/T. C)k

= -CA- .5)1r\

-A' x ( ) = k( a .6.)1- _ .

It suffices to choose a particular coordinate system and to examine one cam-

ponent in this relation to verify that kl-m 1 , hence that

(16) A x (5 x 6) =

We leave it to you to verify that 6) hol

in the above derivation (Exercises

for the degenerate cases ignored

No. 13).

Example 11-4f. Three noncoplanar vectors A , 1r, C determine a

parallelepiped with initial edges CA , OB , OC , (Figure 1174h). The volume
- .

of the parallelepiped is the area of the base ti,mots the altitude. The (signed)

volume of the parallelepiped' is the so-called "triple scalar product."

(17) v = 127 x "e")
C
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s x

Figure 11--411

where V is positive if (u,"c) is right-handed set, negative If left-

handed-(Exercises 11-4, No. 14). Thus the condition that the three vectors
are coplanar is -,4-Cg x = 0 .

'dB

ti

ci?

30
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,-Exercises 11-4 -)

1. Verify properties .(5a d) of the dot product.

2. ObtaA the coordinate representation (3) of the dot product.

3. (a) Show that the perpendicular projection of the vector on the line

1Kof A Is the vector

I-13-1 cos e -A- 13'
.A

PZI 'A.

2

The vectof- t
A

is called the component of B in the direction of
'.10

A

(.b) Write in the form .13 = BA + -DA and show that e is perzendi-

cular' to IV The vector BA is called the component of B

perpendicular to A .

.4.- Let anand be be noncollinear vectors. Minimize IB - 111 and

interpret geometrically.

Prove that-the dibnals of a rhombustersect at right angles.

-6. Prove that an angle inscribed in a semicizcle is a right angle.
. _

7. (a) Show that the sum of the squares of the sides of. a Parallelogram is

equal to the sum of the squares of.the aiagonals.

a
(b) Show for an arbitrary auadrilateral that the sum of the-squares of

the sides exceeds the sum of the squares of the diagonals by four .

times the,square.of the distance between the midpoints of the

diagonals.

.8. Given- U = (1,1,1) find vectors V., so that 1V-17Z is a right -

handed triple of mutliAlly perpendicular vectors.

9, In connection with the definition of cross product, why must a function,

continuous on an interval, which.can.take on only the values 1- 1 be

constant?

- -A
10. Show that AxB=AxB , (see No.3).

A-B)
i

C
11. (a) Express the vector V = kA ) ( in terms of dot and cross

product.

NCo care ir with ti = (.r
C

)
B

- Gy
C

and V' =

701 0
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12. In the teXt,"given noncollinear vectors A and B , we chose qright-
handed fundamental set fr 0;g00 with To in the direction of A ,

with S
O in the plane

from 1- to

A and so that the rotation in the plane
A

is in the same sense as that frank to bi-, and withJO

0 perpendicular to the plane of 74. and B . EXpress
.

terms of A and

13. Verify (16) for the degenerate cases ignored in its derivation.

14. Prove the result of Example 11-4f.

15. Show A- - x ) (A: x ) 8
= Co- x

= , B - (C x )

= ( x
-6- - (r x 13-)

= CE X' -A)

Give" a genewal rule for the sigia.?

16. Let A + 8 = O . Show that

a
x x = x .

Interpret this result geometric/Illy to obtain the law of sines for

triangles.

17. Use (16) and number 15. to expres-S

x ) (t x -13)

in terms of dot products alone.'

18. What is the shortest distance between the straight lines _

: = ± sA

: + tig ?

What is the equation of the line perpendicular to both?

19. Use cross products to find nation of the ray which biSectsthe

angle between OA -and OB (Compare Exercises 11-3, No. 5.)

20. Prove that,

x x -6) + Box (ax + C x x = O ,.



L1-4

21. Use (16) to fii two different representations of C.A. x x15)

and so establios vanidentity of the form = 0 . Hence,
r);...-

show how to eic-pff any vector as a linear combination of any three

vectors '4,4; 'for which _I (S. x '. (Compare Exercises 11-3,
,No. 8) .

22. Solve 2. = (t x .
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11-5. Vector Calculus and Curves.

We have introduced an. algebra

tial calculus of victors analogous

vector calculus will be applied to

of vectors; now we-shall develop a differen-

to the calculus of ordinary functions. The
.

.

the study of curves and, later, to mechanics..

.43er."(i) Limits derivatives, and integrals of vector functions. We have
worked with real functions3on a real domain; these will...4Aow be called scalar
functions %o distinguish them from the functions- which are our present concern,
vecunctions on a real domain. A vector function will be indicated by a

-;045.argly barbed arrow, just as a vector is distinguished from a scalar, e.g.,
t X . A vector function may be described by a representation in some

fixe'd coordinate system .'

where f g , h are

we may represent a vector as a polht,

= (f(t) , g(t) , h(t) )

scalar-functions on a common domain. Given an origin,

and a vector function 1..aa a .fUnctibn.
S.

to each value of t in some domain.- In

equation X = r(t) represents the path

of the time parameter. In

which assigns a point. 147(t) in smace

mechanics we take t as time and the

of a particle whos.e position Is given
ection 11-3j Equation-(1), a line is described by means of a vector function -
of the parameter In general, if the domain of 2: is an interval and
is continuous we think of the points ) as describing a cur1T.-.

as a function

7 Limit is the-basic idea of the calculus. For the vector calculus, too,
ye shall need the idea of_ limit- for a vector functiod. Since we already have,
In the length of a-vector, a concept analogous to that of absolute value, ye
may immediately extend -the idea in Chapter.3,. without change of form to'vectors.

. \.

DEFINITION :11-5. Let t oe7'a point f1or Which everyd
. !

neighborhood, contains points of the domain -1.- . We say 'r

has the limit X' -at to and write

.-- 41 =

(9----- A = lim r(t)

-.I../
t-t

0

if and only if for each positive number e there exists a pogitive
number 5 such that

(2) - Al < E.

for every t in the dOmain Of r .which satisfies
o

( V-

/.

.(:),,< It - tai
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In (2) the e-neighborhood of 'A ; namely,

- 11 <' E) is now a sphere about

the' point -jt of radius. c (Figure 11-5a) .

With-this slight generalization ofthe

Idea of neighborhood-we may describe the

idea of 1 It geometrically, precisely

as before (see Definition 3-2 and the

related footnote,_p. 59).

fl Figure 11-5a

Since the difference between two vectors does not depend on the coordinate

system, it.is Clear-that this definition of limit does not depend on the choice

of coordinates.

For vectors, it is not necessary to recapitulate the epsilonic definition

of 'limit; observe 'that (1) is completely equivalent to

urn ir.(t) =o(3)

(Exercises- 11 -5, No.. I).-

.-to

Some of the .proofs of limit theorems- in Section 3-4 can bel directly trans-

ferred to prove theorems about -vectorso'in particUlar, the corollary to Theorem

3-4e for a :Linear combination,

o

(4)
.

.._

ilni E _a.,. (-0.
. , i

a lim 14.1(t)- ,ai
.

t-t t-t-0 il i=1 0

.

andTheorem 3-4d for a product,

( 5) lim a(t)2.(t) = [lim a ( t)] lim 1.( t

tt t
0 ,

to

As a.Consequence of (4) and (5), for the coordinate representation

-17(t) = (f(t)- , g(t) , h(t)) it follows that lim 17(t) = A where = (a,b,c)
t-t0 .

if and only if

(6) lim f(t) = a ,lim g(t) h(t) =.c
tt- t -t0

Finally, for the products of vectors, we have



(7)

and

(8)

_./
tim" ClOr(t1 -1(t)) = {lim (t)] - [rim It(t)

-t-to t- t t-t0 s',4........0
...,

-,' -

lim Pa(t) x t) [Lim 1(t) .x ilm Vr(t)] .

t-t
0

a":+71

The proofs of:these;limit theorems are left to Exercises 11-51 Dimber

With the definition of limit in hand, and the algebra of limits estab-
lished, we may proceed to develop vector calculus.

A vector function "i" is said to be 'continuous at a point tri of its
domain if

lim P(t) 'r(t0) .
t-tC

Continuity onan interval corresponds to the geometrical idea of a curve with
out's-aPs. -

The derivative = tE of the vector function r is defined by

- (9) (t)... itm.(T)
T t

In.Chapter 2-we Introduced:the velocity of a .etralght'linemotion as :the
2dei.iVatiVe of p-osittanWith'respect to time. Position in spaceZcEin'be des-

Ci'ibedas'a.vectorc;-(t)z;- fbr the_motion,of aparticle in space a full defini-
-.tion.Of the vector velocity is

V(t) = 11(t) .

In Chapter 12, we shall have much more to say about velocity 1(t) and
.aCceleratio;m t(t) Vmt(t) ; for the moment weNmerely note; these as possible

applications of the concept of derivative.
.

The following elementary properties of derivative are direct con-
sequences of (9).

7

Let' P' be given by Tr(t) (f(t) , g(t) : h(t)) in some'coordinate
system ; then P' is- -differ-entfable if and only if f-, g and. h are

.4'. differentiable, and

(10)4 Pl(t).= (ft(t) , gt(t)-, ht(t))
If f , u , and. -Tr are :diffezentiable, then

11) Dt(fkt:)u(t)) = f4(t)1.1(t):+ r(t)ui(t)



(12) Dt(t(t)-,,t7(t)) = It(t) Vr(t) i/(t) v*(t)

(13) Dt-(tt(t) x .f(t)) = tri(t) x Ict.) + t(t) x 'v(t) .

(14) Dtil(f(t))= 171(f(t))fl(t) .

The proofs of (10) - (14) are, left to Exercises 11 -5, Number 3.

Example" 11-5a. If If(t)i is constant, then 11.(t) and -il"(t) are

perpendicular.

By the hypothesis,

0 =-EitIP(t)1=DT.[It(t).-2t)] = 2r(t) -111(t)

hence,
z
-11.(t) -#/(t) = 0 which proves the assertion.

. /

Example 121-5b. If 71:.*(t) =.0 for all then t(t) is a constant.

This result follows at once from (10). and the analogous result for scalar

ft/

functions (Cozollary1to:TheoreL5-4a),

Example 11-5c. x =.0. then r(t)- x St(t)
is a constant vector.

This result is very useful in mechanics; it follows immediatelYifrom the

result of Example 11-5b upon the observation that 11(t) xil'(t) =D[1-"(t,) xi-t(t)1

Example ll -5d. If .°;/(t) = f(t)A and 7:(t0) = B , then

(15) 1(t) = S+ f '..f(T)d-c

to .

or

The vector function r defined by (15) satisfies the stated vector-

differential equation and initial condition. Furtherm2re if u(t) is any

other solution of this initial value problem, then

1.1.(t) -1,(t) = f(t)X f(t)Z = 0

so that Tit (t) - (t) = O , and, by. Example 11 -5b, u -; is a constant func-

tion. Since tz(t,o). = -1:(t0) = 0 , it follows that u(t) = r(t) for all t

hence that the solution (15) unique.
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For the present, we shall not .need a definition of the integral,

I

T(t)dt , although you will have no difficulty in defining it by analogy

with `the limit of Riemann sums (Exercises 11-5, No. 4). We merely note that

in a 600rdinate representation the calculus of vector functions is equivalent

component-by-component to the calculus of scalar functions. We have seen this

In (6) and (10), and it remains true for the integralsof.vectort-as well.
0

.(ii) Parametric representations of curves. As we have already mentioned,
a continuous vector.function 14: on an interval defines a curve in space. The
equation X = -P(t) is called a parametric representation of the curve. In a.

coordinate repregentation with X = (x,y,z) such a parametric representation
has the form

(16)

x = f(t)

Y = g(t)

z = h(t) .

For each value of t , the function r determines a point. X = (x,y,z) and
the set of points defines the_curve.

For the purposes o.-this text we restrict ourselves to piecewise smooth

curves; i.e., curves for which the function tin a parametric representation
X -,--_2'(t) is not only continuous, but also has a piecewise continuous deriva-
tive. We emphasize that a curve has not-one but infinitely. many parametric
representation's.. Two parametric representations X .-?() and X == 4i(u) of
the-same curve are said' to be equivalent if_on the domain of g there exists
a scaler function .0 , continuous, increasing, and piecewise continuously

differentiable.'for which the range of 01- is the domain of r and
r(0(u)) = q(u) Clearly, giveniiiely parametric representation X = r(t) , it
is possible to describe infinitely many others by composition with appropriate
.functions 0 .

17- Suitable choices of paraff&ter. will often yield very simple representations
of complicated curves, even curves which intersect themselves or which may. have
sharp spikes (cusps).

.Example 11-pe. The circle..
c

,To represent the circle (x - a)2 + (y - b)2 = c
2

by means of the graphs.

of continuous.functions we rust split the curve into two semi-circles:

'Y =' +
a)2

(a-- c <x <a + c)



and .

while the natametric representation

- c < x < a + c) ,

x =a+ccosely=b+csin 8
for e < 2v provides a one-to-one map of the parameter interval onto the

entire circle.

In order to give a geometrical interpretation to

definition

1,(t) - It(to)
yi(to) = lim

-

and observe (Figure 11-5b) that the

vector X - X
0

where. X
0

= -;(t
0

) and

X = 'r(t) , is represented by a directed

chord of the curve. If the direction

of this chord has a limit as t ap-

proaches to it is that of the tangent'

line. Consequently, if i.t(to) / O ,

the vector To =.1---t(-4-, attached to

the point X0 , is tangent to the curve

there. From its definition, the vector.

-711
O

'points along the curve in the direc

tion of increasing t. If 2:"(t ) =-15:o
then the derivative does. not define a.

direction for the curve at Xo: (although

a direction might exist in faCt,. as we

shall soon see).

we consider the

Figure- 11 -5b

If 17(t) / 0 , it is useful to single.out.the unit tangent vector

(17)
1--1(t)

li-T(t)

-since., apart fr a possible reversal of direction, t does not depend on the

choice of.pa eter (the use of t for the parameter and t for the unit

tangent vector is awkward but conventional.) yereafter, when we refer to.

"the tangent" without aualitifcation we shall ian the unit tangent-vector

(17):

709 A "0
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Example 11-5f. .The semicubical parabola.-

nsider the "semicubical parabola" defined by

x = t2 y. = t3 ..

We may split the curve into the graphs of two function:

Y = x3/2 Y 7 -x
32

, (x > 0)

(Figure 1I-5c): In the figure,.the arrows

indicate the direction of increasing t

along the curve. At the origin the curve

has a cusp, a point where the curve has t

.discontinuous reversal of direction,

although the parametric representation

is smooth. More precisely, since

1."(t) = (2t,3t2),, the tangent is

2tt.= 3t
2

4t29t4 4t2 9t4.

COnsequently lim t = (1,0):
t-04-

lim t = (-1,0) .

t-0
Figure 11-5c

&null derivative may be the fault only of some peculiarity of the.para-

am4trization. rather-than of the curve, as the following example shows.

Example 11-5g. The straight line

We have 83-ready given the perameti-ic representation of the straight line

1".(t) = A ÷ Bt

thus 2:(s) = A + "Tis3 is the same straight line. At the point A corres-.

ponding to s 0 dr
ds

116metheless

lim t = ;Lim
0 B1 rgi

so that-the tangent vector T is defined for' all s . At X , the curve is

perfectly regular;that is; there exists a parametrization of the line
r X = q(o) for which A = -4-(a')" and tt ( a -)0 .0

710
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Tf 1."(t) = at a point then the tangent vector and tangent direction,

may not exist. We.study.only curves and parametrizations,for which the zeros

of. rt are isolated;.that'is, each value of t for which 1"(t) = -5 is

contained in a neighborhood with no other zero of . Whenever we charge

parameter we require that this'condition be maintained. Where P(t)
vanishes the aUrve may have a cusp, or there may be regular point of the

curve, or there may be more complicated behavior.-

The arClength of a plane curve was introduced in Section 6-3(1v).11We

parallel the. discussion there to obtain a formula for the,varc length of .any
y-curve- given parametrically. Let the curve have the.Parametric representation

TZ.=.-Y.(t) for a < t < b "2where "(t) is continuous on [a,b] Let-
a = it0"'1" . t.) be any partition of [ a,b] . The length of the polygon" n
joinin5. the successive points -P(t ) , (i = 0,I,...,n) is

(16) P(a) = IS(t
k ) -

k-1
)1

k=1

n

7 1: i[f(rtk) f(tk_i) ]2 [etId

k=1
' g(tk-1)

:2
h(t..7)]2

where g , h are the component functions in the coordinate representation

of . By the Law of =,the Mean for each of the comzonent,functions, there

exist numbers !1 lk , tk in (tk_1,tk) such that-

--f(tk_i) = ft(Els)(tir - tk_i) , 43(tk) - e.tk_1) =.gt(nk)(tk
/

and h(tk) - h(t Consequently,ht(k)(7bk - tk-1)-

P( a) = _i.._ 2 2k9k1 (' tk-1 )

k=1

It follows from the continuous differentiability of -1* (hence of' f , g ,

and h) that the limit of lim. P(a) exists and is the Riemann integral_
v(a)-0

(19) I if=(t)2 4- gqt) 2 n4(t)2 -dt
a

ib

a
IP(t)lat

The proof of this result is left to Exercises 11-5, Number 13.
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It is easy to Verify. that the arclength defined by the:integral formula

Is the same for all equivalent parAmetrizations_of the curve (given by a

substitution t = 0(u) where 0 is linareasingand- 0' 'continuous). Further-
.

more, from the vector representation of L , the arclength is independent of

the coordinate systeM. These properties 'make arclength a very convenient

Parameter for-the general theory of aurves. For this purpose we introduce

the parameter s., the arclength measured along the curve from a fixed

reference point
0

) by

(20) S = r(t) =

0

C.

T(T),IdT

Since 1"(t) vanishes at isolated points, if at all; the function * is

increasing, and the derivative is continuous andmay have zeros only at

Isolated points. '11-ms s and t are equivalent parameters. Except for

places where r'(t) = 0 we may invert the relation and consider t as a
dtfunction of s with =

1
. Given a representation.of the curveas

1-2.-7(t)I

= ,-we have

- hence,.

(21)

dX dt
ds --"a, QS

dX
ds

= 1

1
dt ;

and t
dXy (17), is the tangent to the curve at each point.ds

rr

Although it is extremely.convenient to parametrize aurves in terms of

arclength to prove general theorems, it is. often impossible to invert the

relation s = t) for a,given curve and we,must rely on the original repre-
,

sentation "P(t) to obtain explicit results.

Example 11-5h. The Four Cusped Hypocycloid.

,Q6nsider the curve given by

F'..rom (20)

3
-e

{y

cos

ly L.sine

G

J

r
3Icos 0 sin 0Id0

0

712-
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In-each case,
ds
de

IT1 sin2 e , for 0 < 8 < --f2

3 - i s117A 6 , for i 5 6 < sc

3 + i- sin2 e , for it < 6 .: 52L
2

6 -- 1 , forsin2 e 37` < e < 27r .2 2

= 3tcos e sin el , and

Thus the 'curve has

61.

=_ (cos e ;sin e). sgri (cos esin e)

cusps at e
2

.3st
" 2 (Figure 11-5d)

Figure 11-5d

Example 11-5i. Now we prove th6 geometrically reasonable proposition

if all .tangent lines to a .curve are concurrent then the curve is a
>traight line. Let the, curve be given by X..= r(s) The equation of the
tangent line at the particular point X is

ca-1,= x + x
ds

rliere X is the. parameter on the line.' If A :is the common point of the
.angent lines; then for each s _there IS a value ;,,X. = 0(s) such that

22) A = ivs) + ca(s)r-,(s)

ake the x-component in/this equation, to obtain from it(s) = (f(s),g(s),h(0),

.11/4f ( 095( s ). f( s) = Ax.

his isa linear' differe-ntial equation of first-. -order (Section 10-7). Since
he constant funct;on s - is a particular solution, the solution can
e put in the forM.

A
x Bx exp

713 5
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where Bx is the constant f(0)-- Ax . Since the solution has the same form

for each component, we obtain the solution of (22) in the form

X
-.1.

( 22 )
t v.

X = r( s) = A -i-t.)(s)B --

where B = 2'
0 - I = -1:(0) - 1 . We have only to replace 6)(s) bka parameter

Fl to see that (23) is the equation of a straight line.

.1n this example we see again how the calculus of scalar functions, this

time exemplified by the soiutron of e, linear differential-equation, can be

transformed component by.,,componerlt into the vector calculus.

52-
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Exercises 11 -5

1. Prove that Definition 11-5 and Equation (-3) are equivalent definitions of

11.mit for a vector function.

2. (a) Prove Properties (4) and .(5) for the limits of vector functions.

(b) Use the results of Part (a) to prove Property (6)..

(c) Prove Properties (7) and (8).

Prove the vector differentiation formulas(10) --(14).

Consider the( function 0 t

Differentiate

(a) 0(t)

(b)
0(t)

(c) 0(t)2.

111t)1 where 1.." .ts differentiable.

5. Obtain the' formula for the arclength of a plane curve g.iven in polar

coordinates by p = f(e) .

6. Sketch each of the following curves, give the points at which the .tangent

vector doesn't exist, and represent the curve in terms of-arc2:ength where

possible. (If no z-coordinate is given, resttrici the-locus to the

x,y-plane).

(a)
= a -1- b sin t

c zl cos t

(b) The cycloid,

'0 c.t < 2n) .

.1.

= a(t - sin t) > 0 , 0 < t <2n)
y = a(1 - cos t) '

__
Show that this curve is the 14cus of a point on a circle that

.7.

rolls on a straight line without slipgnsg.

A (c) The Cornu spiral,

T
t
-cos u2 .du

O

t
y = f sin u2 du .

715



11 -5

(d) The cardioid,

(0 .< e <27r), 1

(e)

x = cos a (1 - cos e)

ly . sin 19- (1 - cos. 9)

.or, in'polar goordinates, p cos

yx

2t

1 -I-

1 - t

1 t
2

Identify,this curve.

(f) The three - dimensional helix,
, , 7

x = a cos t'

y . a sin t- .,

z ='-t;

(g) The conical helix,

= a't cos t

y =."a t sin t

. z =

ii.

Show haw to define-the-integral : ,?(t)d-6. 'by:the methcid of.Riemann-.
ei.

slims. Prove that thirs is equivalent to integrating component by coth-
,.._portent. -c

'a

. .

8. What Is the unique continuously differentiable solution of 1"(t) = t.S3-1'

,with the initial condition

P(o) = 6 ?
/.

9. (a) 'Let the' parametric representation of a clim-lx&; _ven in th6 form
X.

1(s) where s is arclength and 1' is three time differen

-tiabIe. From

dt
ds

n =
ds ds
(t-/./TIT-1 exists. The vector

,i

normal to the c .. Assuming that

that the curve is planar if and only if

It
= fds

= 1 .it follows fromjWample 11-5a that
1/46

is perpendicular to t . If
a
dt

O
ds

dri
t' x- (TT; °

, the unit .vector

1-s called the principle
0

exists for all. s , prove

1

(b) gxpress this condition in terms of derivatives of

73:6
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LO. We have restricted o

= 7.-'(t) , a < t

with isolated zeros,

to the curve at

such that

where

-(a)

(b)

( )

II I

11-5

urselves to parametrizatiehs of curves

for which the derivative is continuous

if any -In!"general, we say that t is the tangent

X i- f there is a parametrization r , with' 2 )0 0 0

= lim- 1(1-,)

t-t`""L'o

r(t) - r(toY r(t) t(ro)t
v(t) -

t - t
0

Show that this definition includes the text case
N

114-1(t)j

In the text we have defined p-arametrizations X = q(t) and X = r(t)

as equivalent if -'-?(AT)) = i(T) where 0 is defined on :the domain;
of i has a range the domain of 11' , is increasing, and has a

talecewse continuous derivative. Prove that the tangent t at X0

as defined in Part (a) is the same for all ZgaT,7alent '6-a-tramtrizations:

If, in the deAnition of eauivalent parameters 0 is replaced by.a

decreasing function, we say that t and T are "contravalentlt-

parameters, just to have a word for it. Show that contravalent
;

parametrizations orient the curve-in opposite senses; that.is,_ if

is the-rtangentfor the narametrizatrn X = r(t) -6hen

-tangent for 3! ti(T) .
re

L. 'Apassible vector generalization of,Rolle's Theorem Let be
.

differentiable on- a< t,-<.b- and let r(a) = r(b) = 0", theryth,ire .is .a

"-point t , 'a <-t.< b ,- at whic.W P(t) = 0 ,. Prove or disprove.
4

For X . r(t) where has a continuous derivative on. prove
that the lengths _P(a) of inscribed .polygons given by (18) have a least

- -

,upper bES'an4 qnd that this unner bound is the arclength .L
-kr

I-

-717 t.) L.,7

7..

-given by

F.

:

;7



1113. Complete the proof that the arclength'integral (19) is the limit of the

lengths of inscribed' polygons (18) by_ establishing the following letma.

Let R(t) = (F(t) G(t) H(t) be continuous on [alb] . For each

partition a = (to-OTtr...,tn) of [a,b] and each choide of Ek 7

tk] (k = 1 , n) , consider

r1

P= E 2

k=1

Under the stated condition,

b
lim p

v(a)-0 I a

Gt Ha )2 - t
k-1

) .

h(t)2 4- G(t)2 H(t)2 dt-.

. 718
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.1-6. Curves in the Plane:

_ .-In this section; we make use of the vector calculus to represent geo-
ietrical quantities in an invariant way; that is, indegendently of changes in
.he coordinates. First, we give an invariant description of the area of a
gion.in terms of a vector representation of its boundary curve. Next, we
tudy the curvature of a plane curve at a point as a measure of rate of
ending Cr turning. We shall see that a plane curve is completely described
y giving its curvature as a function of arclength; in this 'way we shall have

)
,

btained a description of a curve which is not only independent of the coordi-
.

ate system, but also independent of the rametrization. We shall also study
ertain special kinds-of

ake, but have value for

curves which are not only interesting for their own
applications.

(i) The area enclosed12z. a curve. The descriptid.14of area we have
tliized so far is certainly not independent of the coordinate system. It
Is based 'on the idea' of "stanard-region" the region under a curve y=.f(x) ,

Dove the x-axis,.and bounded' by the two vertical lines x =. a and x = b .

we .wish to Obtain.an'-iit'variant description of-the area enclosed by.a curve,
mOl,proceed in either of two ways: either introduce a new definition of

ea.not related to'coordinates and then7show.the new and 'old definitions agree,
..we take otlr oid"definition and modify and extend it .until we see easily that

ea does ;aot depend on coordinate.representations. We shoc/e the latter alter-.
Live, since it involves-less work.We restrict -ourselves to- curves 'that dA,

t intersect themselves, although we give Several exercises intended to'Show
at happens when a curve does intersect itself.

The idea of "self-intersection" is easily described in terms of a paya-
trization )&= x(t) , a < t . _We say the curve intersects itself (or,-

not simple). if there exist two values of the parameter t2--and t1,1,- at

ast one of them in the open interval (a,b) °:such that S(t2) = S(t1)
the curve does not intersect itself, we say it is simple. If a curve is
nple and 1--(a) , it

naicity permits -2:(a)

is called

..:

(a) =' 'ff(b) .- A simple drosef curve, or (Jordan curve) is, therefore, a
nie for 1;,:ch P(a) 1----/Y-'(b) and for which 0 <tlt, - t11 < b - a implies
-2) i i(t ) ,

1
.

an arc. Note that the definition of

We say a curve, simple or not, is closed

Except for a reversal of orientation.

-
7i9 ,-



a

The French Mathematician, C. Jordan (1838-1920, was the
first to realize that this idea of ''simplicity" required deeper
study. In his Cours d' Analyse (1887), Jordan stated the geo-
metrically "obvious` theorem that'a simple closed curve separates
t i-ie plane into two,warts, an "inside" and an "outside." Jordan
considered a more general class of "curves" than'we do; namely,

only need be continuous, not miecewise continuously differen-
tiable'as we assume. He attempted a proof which was-rather -orn.-
plicated and turned out to be incomplete. This "obvious" theorem
was finally °toyed by the-American mathematician Velalen in 1905.
Relatively simple proof6/4re now known, but they all require an
extended development of geometry (topology) beyond what is
feasible here.

For the moment, we confine. our attention to the .area of a region bounded

by a simple closed curve. The parametric representation X = :-F(t) defines.en

orientation of the curve, the direction in which the curve:is traced as the 410

parameter is increased. .With respect to this orientation it is meaningful

to sneak of the left and right side. of the curve just as- we speak of the left

and right sides of a road'with respect to the.directionin'which the road is

traveled.. It is useful to attach a sign to the area of the region enclosed by

the' Curve, positive if, the region lies on the. left of the curve-(Figure 11-6e),

negative if it` lies on the right (Figure 11-6b) with respect tothe given

orientation. At the same time, if the region enclosed.by'a simple closed curve
4.

lies,on

pos ve orientation

she

Figure 116a

respectleft with

negative'orientation

Figure 11-6b

to the orientation of the curve we say the

orientation is positive,(counterclockwise), if the region is on the ri t,

negative (clockwise).- The'expression we-shall'oStain for the area en osed by

a plane curve is defined even if the c e intersects itself, but then we must

extend. ourdea.of area to make the r ult.geometically-meeningful.- By

gf.vine area e. sign we prepare for this extension.

5
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11-6

Next, we modify thaefinition of area for a standard region to conform

with-the given conventions ofsign and orientation. Consider the standard.

region Under the graph of a honnegative function f over an interval Ca b] .

We introduce a simple parametrization,

it(t) = (0(t), *(t)) , a < t < las for

the boundary of the standard region for

which the orientation is positive. Note

that the graph of f is then oriented

from-right to left, thaw.. reverse of the

customary orientation from left to right

.(Figure 11-60: Now suppose a = 0(t1)
1

and b = 0(t0) where a <to <t1 < p
(see Exercises 11-6, Nos. 2 and.4).

Then

A = f(x)ax = (0(t))0'(t)dt
ta
1

,hende

A .=
ti

k t)0
to

) t ,

Figure 11-6c

where the integral in (1) is taken in the direction-of increasing t . Next
we observe that on the straight segments-either y = 0 or x is constant,.

hence *(t) = 0 or 0/(t) = 0 . it follows that the integral in (1) can be

taken over the entire parameter interval; that is,

13 .

(2) A = -if *(t)0t(t)dt..

It is conventional to use Leibnizian notation and write (2) in the form:
-

(3) - A = -§yx dt

where y = *(t) , x = 0(t) and where the orientation of the circle indicates
.the orientation of the simple curve; in this notation, the ends-of integr4

tion are omitted.

Note that the integral (2) is-defined for any Allowable.parametrization

whether the curve is closed or simple or not. For us, the particular interest

in (2) is as the area of a, closed curve. 9



Our objective is ,to show that (3) agrees with our conception of area for

the region enclosed by a simple closed curve for a class of curves which will

include almost all cases of practical interest. Having done that, we shall

simply accept (3) as a definition of area whenever the.integral exists.- In

particular (3) is defined nor the class of curves which have the piecewise

continuously differentiable parametrizations to which we restrict ourselves

(these curves are called piecewise smooth, smooth meaning continuously differ-
.

entiable). The farm (3) does not reveal independence of the coordinate system,

but we shall obtain a related expression for area which does.

First, as in the Introduction (Section'1-2), we consider a simple closed

curve C., which can be subdivided into

finitely many arcs, each the graph of a

function. The simplest case is a sub-

division into two such arcs (Figure 11-6d).

Let y = f
1
(x) represent the upper arc,

and y = .f
2
(x) the lower, where [a,b]

is the common domain of f1 and f2

Consider a positive parametrization ,1 1

x = 0(t) , y = *(t) for a < t p_< 1

Y = f2(x)
where 95(a) = 0(p) = a . The decomposi- x
tion of C into two such arcs amounts

to a division-of the parameter interval

a

Figure 11-6d

b

into two subintervals, first Da rl on which 0 is increasing, then r_r,p]

on which 0 is decreiffsing; here 0(r) = b . Now consider the area enclosed

by This is the difference between the areas of the graphs of the standard

regions under the graphs of fl arid f2 ;

From (1),

_

b
A

1
(x)dx -

'a
f
2
(x)dx .

a

we have

A = -jr Ir(t)07(t)dt 11;(-00i(t)dt
Cx

-where we tai. account of the negative orientation of the standard, region under

the graph of ,f2 fixed by.the orientation of G (see,Exercises 11-6, No. 3).

Consequently,

'in agreement with (3).

6-0 722.

A = xidt



More generally, consider a, simple closed

metrization x = 0(t) , y = 1.11.(t) , a < t <:ep ,

by a partition Ct
0'

t
11 "

t
n

3 into intervals

monotone or constant. The curve (1, can,

be subdivided, accordingly, into arcs

whi8h represent, functions, and vertical

segments (Figure 11-6e). Let

(O(tk),lvCtk)) , (k

De the points of corresponding to

she partition and draw the vertical

Line through each point Xk (the same

_ine may pass through several of the

rk). Let A be any point above the

rarve which is not on-one

curve C, in a positive para-

where 1a.031 can be subdivided

on which S/ is either strongly

of these-lines.
X

N-n4

LX

,et us start at A and go vertically

towneward. When we first meet an arc of

be curve we pass from the exterior to

he interior, so the arc is oriented

rom right to left. In crossing the

ext arc we pass from the interior. to the'" exterior,

rom left to right. In this way, we proceed across

riented arcs until we finally

o the exterior of C for the

e-06en.each such pair of arcs

or example, the shaded region between the arcs

tie area of this- -subregion is easily seen to be

Figure 11-6e

so the curve is traversed

pairs of oppositely

cross the bottom arc and pass from the. interior

last time. Consider the region contained

and the vertical lines on either side of A ,

BC and DE in Figure 11-6e.

15)BCDE
y-xT dt

.BC

- yx*dt`
.DE

Lnce the integrils over the vertical segments. CD and DE vanish by the
-gument for (3). To find the total area cut out of the interior Of C., by

containing the point A %we -only have to actem4 the integrals

over all. the arcs of whin 'the strip. 'Summing over-all strips

area enclosed by the sum'of the.integrals taken over
.1 arcs where 0 its strongly monotone. However, the integral over averticai

le strip

yx/dt.

see that the

gment.is zero, so that we may write

723



A -trt
yx'dt = -Iyx1dt

JJJ

k=1 k-1, c_.
Thus Formula (3) is.established for a very general class of curves.

We have seen that (3) conforms with the ideas of area developed in

Chapter 6. At the same time the integral in (3) certainly exists for a

larger class than those we have just discussed, namely, for the piecewise

smooth curves which we are taking as the basic, class. We simply adopt (3),

as a definition of area for the interior of a simple closed.curve under the

stated. conventions of orientation and_ sign. It is not very hard to prove with

due allowance for these conventions, that this definitiOn satisfies the pro.7

perties of area of Section 6-1, provided all regions considered have piece--

"wise smooth curves as boundaries.. Here, we simply faccept that it can tie done

and turn-our attention to the question of invariance.

Formula (3) is not symmetric in x. and y -.. We shall need a more

symmetrical form, and obtain it. by getting the formula for area referred to

the y-axis-and-taking the average of the two. We have-:

/dt = yx'dt
a

where Ea,$] is the parameter interval. Integrating by parts to invert the

roles of x and 'y ( compare the geometrical discussion to Section 10-4), we

obtain

:A =
P

-I

+ xytdt
0::- a

-

but, since ) =--P.(13) the first term is ze and we have

(4)

lipw we take the average of th

obtain

(5)

;

expression for A given by (3) and (4) to

the desired form. We shall use

under changes in the'coordinate

form for the direct computation

yx')dt ,

this form to nrove the invariance of area

system, but is also frequently the convenient

of area.
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Example 11-6a. The ellipse

x = a + b cos t

y = c + d sin t , (0 < 1 < 27) ,

has the area

231
1= So

A = 7E bd .

((a

11-6

+ b cos t)d cos t dt + (c + d sin t)b sin t)dt

(a d cos t + c b sin t) dt
-rbd

± 7.1210
(cost t + *in2 t)dt

Thus the area is= Tr times the product of the semimajor and semiminor axes.

Example 11-6b. If a. curve is.given in polar form by the equation

p = f(e) .,then.-e may be taken as the parameter:

= lt(e) T (f(9) cos-6 , f(8)' sin o) .

From (5), we obtain the formula

(6) A. = 2 Q7 f(e)
2

de = de =
2
1 16.." 2 1 12de

To see that the area as defined by (5) is independent of the coord5nate
system, imbed the plane -in space. Let i and j- be the unit coordina4e
vectors in the x, y-plane and set v=ixj . The vector v is the unit
upward -normal to the plane, (Figure

11-6f). Ecuation.(5) can be written

in the vector form

(1) A = ir (I x )dt

where It = r' (t) Since v is
unaffected by translations or rota-

tions of the coordinate frame this is

clearly the desired invariant expression

for the
_
area. Figure 11-6f

Curvature. As a_ first approximation to a curve in the neighborhipd

of .a paint, we have already made use of the tangent line (Section 5-7) . If we

want- .further information in the' form of a measure of the deviation of the

curve-from straightness we may try to formulate an analytical answer to'the
geometrical auestion, now muchis the curve bending?" As a curve bends the
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11-6

tangent turns and we may use the rate of turning of the tangent per unit

'ciength, which may be thought of as the rate at which the direction of the

curve changes, to measure the bending of the curve. This, implies that we

must restrict ourselves to points X = f(s) where the second derivative with

respect to arclength

exists. If & is the angle

2- -d X dt

ds
2 ds

inclination of t with respect to the x-axis,

then t = (cos 8,sin (9) , defin s e uniquely. The instanteneous rate of

change of direction,

(8) = de
ds

is called the curvature at the given point. Since t has a fixed (unit)

length dt, the vector
ds

is nermendicular.to t (Example 11-5a). We introduce

the unit normal to .the curve di rected to the left of the tangent

We have, at once

and

= (cos[e 4- ] sin[e
2 , 2

= cos e) .

dt = Kra
ds

d-r=1

ds

Although we:defined the curvature K in terms of e , we ended with an inter-

nretation of K , Equation (10), in terms of the tangent and left pointing

normal. Thus (10) gives an invariant definition of K , independent of the

coordinate system, and we .take (10) as basic rather than (8)..

Note that the opposite orientation of the curve reverses the 'direction

of both t and
-

in (10) so that K does not depend upon the orientaion

Of the curve.

We show later that if K is a continuous function of arclength s

then it characterizes tie curve. completely: namely, for any continuous func-

tion

such that

there exists

K = ( .

only one curve, apart from rotations and translations,

--\
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Example 11 -6c. For the circle

we have

= a + R cos A---

dr = R( -sin e, cos e) ,de

y = b.+ R sin e ,

so that arclengtn is given bys.'= Re . With arClengtil,as paraMeter, we have

sx = a + R cos 7

sy = b + R sin
R

dil s=
Tt ' R

-sin cos --) =ds
,

cl-- l s SN= - cos ."'" sin --)ds R R ' R

'

s,where A(s) = (-cos
R -sin . Thus the curvature of a circle is constant,

consistent with our intuition that the tangent to a circle turns at a constant-
,

rate. The =adius of the circle is the reciprocal_of the. curvature.

For an arbitrary curve we define the radius of curvature R as the
reciprocal of the curvature. The significance of the radius of curvature will
be further explored below.

Example 11-6d. The straight line.

The equation for a straight line in terms of arclength is

a
dt

Consequently, 72-;- = 0 and hence K = 0 . 'Conversely, if x = 0 then t is

Constant" and r(s) 4escribes a straight line.

Example 11-6e. The relation_ between sign of curvature and flexure of
a curve-.

Let =,
0

f(s
0

) be any point of the curve and choose a coordinate frame

with origin at X0 x-axis in the direction of andy-axis in the
direction of 1110 (Figure 11-6g) .



positive 'curvature.

ire 11-6g .

Now let us take the y7components in the - equations

at s = s0 , to obtain

and

az I.
ds

= 0

0

d2y =
, 2

KO .

as

K
0

0 it follows that

negative. curvature

dX
and

, dt d X
----=

ds, ds
ds

2

is Local minimum, if KO < 0 that.

0 is a local maximum. Thus, in ...,,!:_E7.borhood of X0 the curve lies

on the same side of the tangent as tne normal, or on the opposite side,

according to whether K is positive or negative. In the'language of

Section,5-50 we say that the, curve is flexedat- X0 in the direction of Ka .

Example 11-6f. Representation of curvature in terms of a parameter other

than arclength. N._

Le,..-the curve be X = l(t), where t need not be arclength, Using

primes to indicate differentiation with respect to t , we have

I

whence

= [XII and ;
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dt /13he I =
1

ds dt

( re" rg )51e /

15zt

where, at the last step, we have used
,

d" I
dt 1 r f II\ ."'<3. t

11-6

17'13

r

(coM'aptird'Exercises 11-5, No. 4(b)). We recognize
-ds

as the component of

It"
, normal to 21 . If 8 is the angle between I" and X' , then

1/nr

- 12" I. lli
X

l1 K I . !RI. . sin 6) - where the sign of K is positive-- 2
1X11 rgt 13

if 2", points to the left of the tangent and negative if X" points to the
right. Consequently, if we introduce the unit upward normal to the plarie

x we have

(12a) K - (If x )

IX 'J3

- -From this we easily obtain the coordinate representation of K : .for
= (x,Y)

(12b) xly" - 3.9x"K _
[(x92 (yr)233/2

In particular-if the curve is the graph of a function f
take x as th4D-parameter and obtain

(12c) K f"(X)

[1 fe(x)2] 312

X +go. y we may

thus K is positive or negative according to whether the curve is flexed
upward or downw4d (compare exercises 5-8, No. 11(a)). Since we can always
choose the tangent Line as .the x-axis, it folloWsfrom (.12c) that the curva-
ture is zero and changes sign at an inflection point.

Center of curvature.' Evolute and involute. To improve the
approximation to the graph of a function in the neighborhood of a given point

4by a line through the point whi h has the same direction as the curve, the
tangent line, we may take acc of the flexure of the curve, also, and
approximate -it by a circle throug the point which has the same-tangent -and
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curvature, the so-called osculating circle. This would be

center situated at distanCe equal to the radius of curvature

The center Y of the osculating circle is called the center

by definition, is given by

(13) 2 " = X + 7 1. n = .5Z

where..... X

t

I

is the point of osculation on the curve and

the circle with

along-the normal..

of curvature, and,

.R = 1
is.the radiusK

of curvature.

There is another way of defining the.dsculatinacircle and center of

curvature which is geometrically appealing. Let the curve be given by

= 1:(s) and let = r(s
0

) where the osculating.Circle is sought. Consider

many three poirItts on the curve. 5Z = 7...(s ) X = r(s -). -and X L-;(s ) where1 1 ' 2. 2 '. 3 3 ,,%s so , and s3'-are distinct. Consider the 'circle through- -qpt three points.
. ..;,- .

. .

A5 sl , s2 , and s all approach ,',.this cir61e approximates a limiting
3

.

&
-

-
-circle, the osculating circle we have defined above. To prove-that

thisf

is,
_

. so regqires technl,gues .which _will be.better understood after we have studied'

Tayl'Or-'s Theorem in Chapter 1`3. -Just as the tangent line,gives the "best"

,linear approximation (compare Section 5-7) _to the curve near, .X0 (in- the

sense that the error of approximation of any other line is greater than that

of the tangent line for all sufficiently small neighborhoods of%'so ) the

osculating circle gives the "best' approxiMation to thk curve of all circles.

Equation.'(13) defines a new, curve, the locus of the centers of curvature,
...

= q(s) where q : .. This locus is called the evolute of the

original curve, and the original curve is called an involute of the new locus.
-Jr

The parameter s in Y =a(s).-is, of course, not the arclength for the

evolute, but a convenient parameter. The evolute and involutes of a given

, curve are useful in many physical applications, and we shall meet some of

them in Chapter 15

There is a se nd geometrical approach to the idea of evolute which is
/

particularly-illuminating. For this we cons id the center of curvature in-a

somewhat different light,,as the limit of the intersec ns of normal lines;
. .

For a circle, all Normal lines intersect at the center. We anticlpahen,
approac s s the intersection of the normal lines throu_jh X

.

0
and X

0
approaches he center of the osculating circle. To prove thisresult,

write the equati vfi of the two normals:
%.4

From Latin, osculor, to kiss.
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0 - 0

T-r:= isra

if. the-normal,lines are not parallel (t A $6) the.Lines 'intersect at a point-

1.17.= V such that

XO = n -- . 7-

0

We may eliminate t and solve for X by taking the crossrproduct with f

x(1-11' x tb) = n x (5'e - 3Z0) .

- Observe that this equation is equi.;Talent to

.... .....,.n - n
0

s- x ITb ) n x_1.

( s -50 50. -

4'4-

Aiip obtain the limit of Ot , hence the limit of-the point of intersection, as
. .

s approaches s 0 1 by

or, by (11),

x no) = x -
0

'whence =
1 = n , as we sought,to prove.

.

'The construction we have just described is a special case of the concept,

envelope of.a family.of curves&w,.-Let a family of-Cull-Are:a be given such that

eac ue.of a parameter , CC defines

a curve =-54.(t,(0) The envelope1.--
-

Y = 1(a) of tb f+,,mly-is the locus

of the limit of intersections of the

curves U = and V = P(t,f3)
as /3 approaches a . -The-preceding

discussion demonstrates that the evolute
O

Is the envelope-of the normal lines.

The' reason for the name "envelope" or

"outer wrapper" is easily-appreciated,

from Figure 11-6h which shows a curve
. -

and its evolute. We shall consider the

envelope of a general family of straight

lines in a'. later example.
.-
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-...- -
In order to examine the relation between a curve fr= s(s) and its -e

revolute ? = -44s) , we express' the evolute in the form Y = IS(a):. where. a is
,0-

arclength for the evolute, and_ we. denote the tangent and7normal.on the evolute

by I' aid -7:7 , respectively. Now, we differentiate with respect to s in
-i- i

.,...

0 ds 2'ds
dY _ 1- dK _-4- n .

--.

(13) to obtain with the aid-of (11)

Consequently, the normal to the curve is the tangent to the- evolute when
d fic".

ds

Is negative, and is the-negtive of that tangent when

(15) = -

a = 11.111
ds

we have from (14)

dKV.1.11.

dK
ds

is positive; thus,

(A.2).(s d 14 -,( d 1) dK.d

, ds ds as K gn ds K/

hence if ds has-constant sign in an Interval, we obtain

(16)
1 dK

Sgn + c
K ds

where c is constant on the interyal.
t.

The formula for a exhibits two kinds of singularity. When -K= 0-, I

"infinite" radius of curvature, the corresponding point, -on the. evolute 2s

as = 0 .9undefined. Thus a straight line ha4s no evolute. When the evolute
3 .

c-i-s-:

. .

is again singUlar. For example the evolute of a circle is its center, a ,

point
/
not a aurve. ,M6re tyeallY, the condition ---= 0 corresponds to anpi

,

extremum of the curvature. -We shall se; belo.7.? that this correSponds to a
...-cusp for the evolute. .

The inverse problem, given a curve, to find to involute, also has its

Let' Y = peal be the given curve and as ume X = rcs) is an involute.
.011'

e that the correspondence between and a given by callation(16)

-one. Then, from (13):and (15)

hence, from (16),

(17a)

1
s

dK)
K , gn as) da,

X = Y +.
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where c is constant. Consequently,-

involute can be parametrized by
.

=:Va) has an involute -the-
, 4(

-(17)01: 2 .=,-rsCer) + (. cr)1:71.(a) .

. 1!

On the other hand, for each constant -c , (17b) defines a curve undmbiguously.
,

It is a exercite to verify. that (a) is, n faet, :theevolute Zor

each such curve (Exercises.11-6, No. 15).. We see then, that a given curve has'

infinitely many different involutes corresponding to-different-choices of the

constant c ; different initial points for the measurement of u

Example 11-6g. Envelopes of straight lines and the Glairaut.differential

equation.

Consider the family of straight lines

(18) y = mx f(m)

where each member of the family is defined by-its slope m Since = m
dx

the members of this family-.:satisfy the differential equation

(19) Y = x f() ,dx dx '

which is known as /he Clairaut Equation. Now we may ask whether the family

of straight linr comprises all the solutions of (19) . .If we could find a

new curve which` the members of the family.(18).as its tangents, then at

each point of the curve_it would have the same :slope as the -line in the family

which passes through that point; then the new curve also must. satisfy the

Clairaut Equation. We shall show that the, envelope of the f,amily'_of straighty.
Lines .(provided one exists) is just such a curve:

-_ Th'.

Let y = mx -1- f(m0) be a fixed line of the family and glet;--- -='mx -4- f(m)

be any other line- The point of intersection of the two lines is gi-Ven by

f(m.) - f Cala)

m
o
x +

- m0
f(m°) := mx + f(m) or x-

m.
'COOSequentlY the limit

0 . '

point of -intersectiOn as . m approaches : Mo, ,id gj<07,0 by x = ,f t(m) . Thus,

Gx,Y)a point
, . ,

on the envelope of thefamily,satisfies the equations

S x -f (m),

iy = -mfi(m) -f- f(m)',

which may be taken as the parametric representation of the envelope. In any

interval where the function ft is strongly monotone we may use x as the

parameter. -"rhus if 1.1 is4he inverse of -:f2 then m = .L(x) and

y = x4(x), f(;.L(x)). On differentiation with _respect to x , we obtain
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= Nul(x) t ;,4()41(3dx

= 1-.1.(x) + x4f(x) - xp.2(x)
=

-Replacing .1(x) by tn the expression for y

satisfiei the Clairaut Equation (191.

we see that the envelope

- -

-

. . ,
Example li.-:6h. Cusps: of the eydZute- And invoiDlute

Let X = r(s) be the given curve, and, in the notation we have been
..,

employing
'

let T = 15' ( a) -be its.- eVblU Ite .. 't' can be poVed that an isolatedemploying,

extremum of the curvature for, the given curve corresponds to a. cusp. of. the
_ .

evolute.' We prove the result under a slightly more restrictive conditiOn. ..

Consider- a point .X = T(s ) where
. /c / O. (the center 'of curvature is0 .0

,-1;.- 2.
% d K'defined), = 0 (10.e. curvature is SIttationary. at s ) , and --- p 0 (theds 0

ds2.
.

curvature at s
0

is an extremum). In k5) .we then observe that
.

dK
gn -71

2
sue[ (s it.3)-2Li0

ds.

for any s in some neighborhood: of s
0 "(proof of Theorem 5-5a); hence

.. .

. .

liM z = -11m T , - so:. that the tangent _to the' evolute--reverSes 'direction
s;-s

0
:at s

0-

The involute of Y = 75(a) given by (17b) has the tangent given by

d.Te da ciag -da &S.t = = - Cr )
d s ds da ds dc

= d
s

((c a) -y- v
d

-a. J
as1- is the curvature of Y o) . Assuming 7 p 0 , we-see-that theIds

cusps of the involute occur when just one of "factors c c or r changes
sign; 1.e., if Q = c or 7? is: a.ti inflection point, but not if both

conditions _hold simultaneously.



Example 11-6i...-The.involutea'circle..

In ExaMple11-6c. we obtained the.

parametric representation of the circle

2 = CR:cos
R/.

R sin If" we choose

c = 0 in Equation (17b) we obtain the

parametric .representation of the.

imNolute-

sx= R cos R +. s sin R

:%y =' R 6- cos

Mieinvolute is a spiral with two arms

which meet in a cusp at = 0 . - Figure 11-61

v) Curvature as the characterization of a plane curve. For a given .

curve X = -.11:(s) 4. where 6 is arclengthlthere..ls a unique cu1-1..L1!;=e- function

k K , Conversely, given any continuous function k , 7,hers.exists

exactly one geometrical curve with curvature given .as a function of arclength

by K = k(s) ; this is the result-we now prove.

2 ff there exists a curve X = with thecurviture funCtione K then

2' must satisfy the differential equations

C20a)_. Pl(s)
-

(20b)
dt Kn
ds

(-20c)
do _Kt=

.ds-

and the algebraic conditions(20d)=
and

(20e) x =.11

where N is the upwardly directed.noriaal to the plane.



7. A

A\condition such as (20d) is essential for uniqueness; forwithout it,

2%.(t) would also-b0 a Solution.-
any-Constant scalar. Condition'(20d) makes it explicit that the
IS arclength.1 The condition that IT is upwardly directed is

ali; a Uniqueness cOnclifion,:itfixes. the leftpointing normal We

If =r(t)

where:
n

were a solutionof (20a,b,c) -then

could also fix n as the' right- pointing

.norMal,. but if we

characterize not, the same curve` as for

the left- pointing normal,.

mirror image (igure.11.-6j), We shall

verd_fy thltObserVation-in therCourse:
.

of-the-proOf.

Gi Ten --'t 1.,h:(20a),'the-function
, .

':Is'determineddirectly by integratiOn.

-Thlus.the-problem is. reduced to that of

'findingthe solutions of: (20b)-and (20c).

First, we express-the,conditions-(20d) by
writing

. .

t. in the forM,

1

Is a function of

Figure 11-6j

. Then (20b) takes the form

(21) s 37. scri

;cos 8)

(where we must aSsume K-/ 0). dOnsequently, from.(20c)
. -

- do (d (1 de),,-
ds 'K' dsi jk sin e,cos e) - ;4(4;-)2 (Co e_pls. sin e) .

. -K(Cos 8 , sin e) .

2
Take the dot product with t to obtain de. = K2 ; whence,ds

(22)
-ds

de = K

It follows from-(21) that is a unit:normal vector. Note that there- is-

nothing in Equations (20a-d) whi ch fixes the sign in (22). - However we now
have 8 ,cos e) and to make t. a left.-pointing normal we must
-chobse the plus-sign. Integrating, we obtain

(23) e = 0 -4- cx. , where
:f

k( (7)d6



and a: any constant. We thert havej'at-Oncel..-

(cos(0 + , sin(9 ÷-,a))

4-sin(.95`..+ a) --, cos(0 + a)) .

11 -6

Although we have assumed 0 for all s (24) is dsolution-of

Ecivations (20bc) foxi&my.continuous function k ASioften occurs

in the solution of differential equations, the formal result_ is

Conditions more general than those which were imposed to °find its
%

'From the expression for 1:1: in (24) Fe obtain the solutioE of (20a) by

straightforward-integration. Thus, for u: s 0+a=e, we have

cos .11k6)" a

--

I

sin u(a (l) c

It is: a simple exercise to ver that. 1-..(s) (xy-)_ is a solution of the

Equations. (20a-c) which satisfies the condi-tions (20de). Obser-e also, that.

if we. had replaced- B. by its negaE4a (to correspond with a right-Pointing
.Abbnormal) it (23)-, the solution 'Would have been .the reflectipn of- X r(s)

in the line y = y0 :-' In agreement with our earlier assertion.

There are three. different parameter's a , xo ,-yo in the solutiox25).

In what sense, then, can such a solutionbe unique?: A Change in:the.-parameer

a amounts to a rotation, of the curve,: and changes_in xo' and yo to a

ttanslation (see Exercises 11-6, No. 17(a)). Consequently, different choices

of param?srs in (25) merely yield. the same geometrical:cur-lie' in different

.locations in the plane. Conversely, given a parametric representation of a

curve which satisfies (20), al;oppresentations obtained.by rotations and

--9 translations applied to the, given, one ate solutions of (20), (Exercises 11 -6,

No. 17(b)).

The question remains, are all solutions of .(20) members of the family

(25)? Tc;answes, this cuestion, we fix the paraMeters a , x y0 by
0 ' 0

i
- -
mposing conditions which specify a point 'on-the curve -and the tangent at

that point initially; e.g., I

(26) a,(o) = x (o) .=

...

-Vel now. prove that if the
.

vector functions r and .-Satisfy (20) together

with the initial conditions (26), that :1?..,-1251- The .implica-6ion is that there

is exactly one geametricala defined by the curvature function k .

737
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Let the tangents for t and -(5 be denoted' by -t and 't 1 the normals

by i and V`, respectively. Since the 'initial tangents` are equal, to -,= To

it. f011ows that also no = Now consider the ditreince ;rectors,"

s ) - tOs
V = t -

,-
these vectors sdtisf:the differential equations'

(27a)

(

(2--(c)-

together with the initial conditions

(27d) = = =
O 0 0

By a slight variant of the argument used to prove the uniqUeness of sin .and

cos- as defined by a differential equation (Theorem 8 -5b), we:show that

r.-1 W = -5 for all s . Take the dot product with 17 'in-(27b), with 17-,

(27c), and add to obtain

d'? _. 1 d 12 4,a]
ds ds Tds

It follows that, V2 +.14 is constantl, and from the second and third initial

conditions in (27d) that the constant is -5 . Consequently; V = W =-15

From (27a) we conclude next that 17 Is constant and from the first initial

condition, that U = O ; hence '-;(s) =73(S) and the curves coincide at every

point.
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Exercises-5:1-=.6

.Verify that the -Pc-Illowing curves are simple.

(a) The graph of a continuous function.

'(b): A .circle..

(c) A cardi.Oid (EtZercises 6(d)).
A., (d) tornu spiral (Exercises 11-5, No. -6(c)), -

2. Obtain a. parametric -representation for the boundary of the standard

region:under the graph.'.of f Oriented in the positive sense indicated

in iiigUre.

Show how the exp-ressionfol-.the signed area of. a-Standard

Caen in. tie direCtion of increasing' t., changes.ifthe orientation

negative:
. .

. In the derivation of (1) it was supposed that the partlof the boundary
. .

which is the.graph of the given fainCtion corresponds to:a subinterval

Of the domain of parametrization. Show for of'a simple cloSed

curve_haw.to modify the parametrizaticin so that the arc corresponds

to a subinterval- of the domain.

Find the. area .

(a) under one arch of `the cycloid (Exercises 11-5, No. 64,b)) .

of the interior of the-cardiod (Exercises 11-5, No. 6(d)).,

, Sketch the curve,.'aven -in polar coordinates.by p=acs 8 - b ,
a > b > 0 , 20T .- Use (5) or an equivalect formula to

commute they Nc714."4The result is not the area_in_the u ual sense.

Check the. derivation of (5) to see. what the formula-actua gives.

a
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. For the following curusdrwhat is theuarean as computed' by (5)/ .
_ .

1

Generalize as far as you can.

. Obtain the expression for the curvature for a curve given in polar
coordinates by p = f(e). .

Find the curvature at each point of :the following.cur3es-sive.a,

cartesian, polar of representation as the notation suggests

(a)=- x
2

(b)
x2 1
a b
2

2
.

(c) p2 = a cos-2e
.

(d) the cycloid (Exercises 1175,.No. 6(b)).

(e) the'Cornu spiral (Exercises 11-5._

(f) the cardioid (Exercises 11-5, No.-6(d)).

tg)

4
cos- e

y a sin4-09

'Show_that the evoliute bf"a cycloid- ercises.ii-5No: 6(d)) is a-cyCIoid.

_11, Ohtain a cartesian represeritation for the'/evolute of an ellipse and---
sketch the curve.

a

a



The involutes of a curve'e given by / = ).'(a) can be drawn- by the

following simple mechanical construction_. -Imagine an inextensible thread

wrapped-tightly around the curve C3..- on the side-opposite the center of

curvature. Cut the thread at c = c '(compare Equation (17)) and unwrap

the thread from the curve while keepThgit taut. The condition of

tautness requires that the unwrapped thread is-pulled Out straight_

and remains tangent to C . .Under these conditions show that the two

- ends of the thread at the -cut describe the involute of Ce

The curve p = ce6 ),;

. in polarf rm, has-the-promertythat the position

vector of a point on tie curVe'.ma s an -angle with the-tangent ±0 the

carve at the poin_t) which is the same for-ali points.

(a) Verify this Property.

ShoW also that the. evolute of the ecianguiar _Spiral_ is .again the

qiquiangula±

14. What is the envelop of.tne .straight line solutions of the differential

equation

Y
n

itz.

dx dx/

15. 'Show that the evolute of the involute of a curve C./ is (:/ itself.'

16. When does an involute of the evolute of a curve coincide with C!,'?

If the original curve C., has no cusps then what information does

Example- -11-oh give about the involutes of the evolute?

17. In the text it Was asserted that the solutions- (25) of ..,ne

differential equations (20) are all parametric representations,of the

-same geometrical curve. -Prove-

(a)

(0)

any member of the famg_ly (25) can be obtained from any particular

solution by rotatiotand translation;

given-a solution of (20), any-ransformation theolution-by.-

ratSlation.and- rotation also is a' solution.

Lt



18.. The catenary.(from Latin,.Catenarius,,chain) is the curve assumed by a

weighty chain ort flexible cable of uniform density when it is hung

betweer) two support pbints. This is:the shape:6f the cable between the
towers f a suspension.bridge before the deck 5A laid. The curvature
function.for the catenary is k : s K = 1 Obtain

1 s
2

,

of a catenaryand sketch the .curve.

the ecuation

,l9. -Let..r.-=--.1t(s) .represent a-curve in 'threedimensional snace. -Fc&a space
-.4: .

. .

curve it:'is-
0 ds- ..
still true'that is perpendiCular to the tang.

.

,.= PI(s)., and we define the principal normal .1! as.the unit -vector

----dt 1dt]
ds Ids'

in the direction of`f -- . The curvature is .now defined .by_ I so

that .Equation (10) is- still satisfied:

.(a) Obtain an expression.forthe Curvature of a space' curve. in terms-.

'of .anyparameter not necessarily arclength.:

-(-CY What'is the curvature a helix EXercfses 11-5, No. 6(f)) any

po54-t?.
e7.

Investigate whether E uation:(11) must hold fpr a space curve.

ro



Miscellaneous Exerces

1. (a) 'Show that the field of-cOmplex'numbers is a vector space over the

2.

numbers.
-

Show that the set of positive real numbers, tor ; is a vector

space over the field Q of all real-nuMbers :where vector addition

is defined as 'ordinary multiplication of real numbers (for pi.

AN+
P2 e. UK the vector sum is pip2) and scalar multiplication is

defined as exponentiation (for a scalar a c(R. and a vector m

the "product".of a with a is Da) a

(a) Draw the segmentt from the right angled vertex of a.righttriangle

to the trisection points of the h Uypotense. Provethat the sum of
the squares of the segments is

:

is to the sauare of the

hypotenuse and find the constant of troPortionality.,

(b), What is the constant of proportionality for the sum of the squares

of the segnints to ,the points of section of the hypotenuse-into n
\ T'eaual marts? -7

3, Given that the sides of a triangle have lengths a b c , find_the

lengths of the medians.

4. (a) Prove that the cro s product is not associative.

(b) ...-Under what conditions is the associative law fo,- the cross prpduct-
_

of three vectors sletisf .ied?

-The epicyclo d of n cusps is the curve traced out -y a point-of-a circa e

of radius a as it rolls in

-pontact and outside'a fixed

Circle with radius na''(S-ee figure)..

The hypocYcl o of n

(n 3) is the curve raced out

if the roIls-on the

.

(a) Obtain baraietriC eollations

ti for the-epicycloid and the"

hypocycloid.

.(c) _Prove tat the emicycreid and.hypocycloid of .-n
, z.ta

closed cu-rues

(c)-Determine the.a,reas.enclos,e

n .cusns.

-
the

.

-cu.s.ms are simple-

-743.
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11_14

6. ConSider a transformation of the plane in which the scales along the...
coordinates -axes are changed independently:

where = ax ='by Show that if. K 1s the curvature and B. ..,the

angle of inclination of a curve at-a point then the transformed curve,
at the corresponding point, has the curvature

Y ab
2

b2 2 ,3/2cos b sin e)
2 K

7._ .Determine the radius of curvature of the evolute af Ce)in terms of the:
4radius of curvature of Cy.

fr

8. Find the envelope or the family ofstraight lines given by each criterior

(a). The troduct of the x- and-y=ieercepts is constant.

:(b) The sum of the x-'and.y-intercepts is constant c where c > 0 .

9.4 Obtain - a parametric representationof,the folium of Descartes given d',n

Exercises 5-7,'11Thr,he, 13. Repeat that-exercise in terms of thenew-
.

rel5resentation:

10. (a), Pro'Ve the following generalization of 'the Law of he- Mean. Let e:
be a plane curve given by X = 1-1'(u) on ,[a,b].. tf r is con-
tinuous on the close'd Interval [a,b] , if exists on the 'open--
interval (a,b) and is nowhere null, and if then
there exists atangent -1-

0 "(u
0
) / Irr(u

0
)t forme u

0
in

the open interval which is parallel to the-chord joining the end,
points of:the curve.

(b) Express the Generalized Law of the Mean in terms.of a coordinate
representatibn of C.-.

Jr-

Prove,. or disprove:the Generaked Law of the Mean for curves in E3

tn,Exercisaa.1.1-umber 13 we g*ve definitions for the principle
'normal and-clirvature K for a space.curve 7Z = . The

dsvector ds -i- s perpendicular, to but.it need not be'parallel to
- .

. .

t . )We-introduce the binornal vector
...

= t x n . Recall. that ,

dt.(±) = Kn
ds

. and nrove that there'exists a scalar T tech that

and --

do
s

= 4--Tb



(b)

mo 11-Ms

. .10.

(1Ii) cry
= TIll'.' ,

ds
010.

.
, .' --

-; The -scalar T is called the torSion,.ofthe,curve. .Equations fl),
. (ii);. (ill) which generalize Formulas (10) and (11) of Section 11-6

,....r

are the Frenet-Serret equations for the curve.

We have seen that thethe curve is plane then T = 0 . -Prove,

conversely, that if T-= 0 , then the curve fs Plane.. ,(Hint: . Show

for given func tions K-=-k(s) , T = 2(s) that the solutions t of
the.Frenet-Serret equations subject to the initial conditions.

(iv) 'Z'(0) = , fL-1(0) = to

is unique.)4
.

z

tJ

ts-

a



'Chapter 127.-

MECHANICS

1271.--ntroduction.

O

Mechanics has been, and still is; one of the continuing sources of new

ideas for mat matics in general and-Calculua in particular. In fact, parts
or-the ca;_culias ere created in order foosolve-soMe of the meciiaeical probIemq

we Consider..Such scientists as. Newton, Lei)niz,Huygheni,j.theTZernoulli
,

brothers, and Eisler -made fundamental contributions to both fields.

To a certain extent, the concepts and terminology of mechanics have

entered the.language, so that even without science courses you would be

familiar with such ideas as mass, force, acceleration energy, and work. The
,

common meanings of these words need to be modified to agree with scientific

uses. .If we wish to present the foundations of mechanics car.efully it is

dangerous to build, too heavilY as ,ntuition since impart intuition' is not con-

sistent with mechanics as a know it, and in part the subject has been built,

into our intuition by "riQuage-and experience. On the-other hand, a historical

approach is not entire ly sUccessfuI'since mosik f us do not kno;;, tine' extensive

bOdy.of old4rien fic knowledge.froewillch madern:Lechanics developed.,

Here, many of the c

historically, reformula

cepts.=c) ice=dreintrodUced as-they'originated

n.a logical structure..

),
..

A typical problem in m c 4, s questions how objects move under given

conditions, or when obYecta ca:a.lake at rest' with respect to eaoh_otlaar.i Fundat,'.

mental in_ these questions are the asjlsramptions that objects move or are at rest.

in something - phySicaq_. space 7 and that it is .possible to establish a measure-
-.

ment of time for 'r.Trhich "before," "now,"an,4-"later" becomesquantWative state-

mentS...111e the ea workers ,IMImechanics,were quite aware of these ques-
, ., .

tions, they w.pre.)pot-vigreatly affected-by them. Space was described by Euclia:1.-s
.. , . .

syn etic eopewa and ate-r/ p y Zscartest analytic geometry with the o;ginary
0 *

ion of distance. TZ-le-coini.cei5t:oftime was. idealized as a quantity that '
.

cdUid.be.measured as ne measures distance along a line: These assumptions
. ..

.i.

.....,

are not quite correci.' It is important to 'appreciate the meaning of "correct" 4

in this context. A mathematical statement is "correct". If.it 1.obtained from

axioms and efinitions by the application of:gliVen rules of deduction. We
-
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12-1 .
speak of a physical idea as being "correct" if it is a.fruitful way of thinking

of phenomena that enables us to organize our information and predictS '(or at

least does not conflict with) new results, It is common, then, that older

'ideas are supplanted by newer ones as unexplained phenomena force us to inves-

-tigate more deeply: When we say that euclidean geometry-is.not a correct des-

cription of physical space, we mean that-we know of phenomena that are difficult

to describe in euclidean terms and, further, that we have other geometrical sys-
.

tems.which permit a simple description of t1.-;est phenomena as well as others

which ace.more.famillar. ThUs in mO're:advanced works we are willing to sacri-
. ,

fine our familiar euclidean space in order to achle-Ve elegancec-ana unity in

describing the physical world. While we readily admit the limitations of

mechanics as we now describe it, its -great success lies in its simplicity and

its ability to .give a fairly accurate description of systems ranging in size

from many molecules to t5rrestrial objects to the_ solar. system to stars, and

often to galaxies.

In full awareness of its limitations, we adopt a description of physical

space for the development of mechanics in terms of euclidean geometry. Points

in space,will be represented by position vectors 5Z. ; and it is assumed that

we can measure lengths which correspond to-euclidean distance IXE Implicit:

in'these assumptions is the assertion that there is no.distinguished origin or

orientation of coordinate axes,, so, that no physical observation can be depen-

dent on-the choice of a-coordinate frame. We also assume

'ii. measure time t and that we may describe the-motionof

that we know how to

a system in tine by

giving vector. functions It : X that desc ce the position of 'the.
-

cies of the system in a .given space of vectors fixea in time. None of these

assumptions is obvious or trivial, even, though all.are extremely natural to us.

If you consider how you would verify the preceding statements, you will see that

-they 'cannot be separated from the remainder :of our assumptions mechanics, but

that the Subject must be verified as a whole. A prOperjustification is an

exceedinly Sophisticated matter. This' descriptive part of ;itchanics is kine-

tics. In kinematics we seeks, as complete a description of the math X = -P(t)

of a particle-as Possible. Thus, kinematics is essentially the theory of
* . ,
.The idea of a_particle is an abstraction which- also needs clarification.

We may -think of a particle-alaVbit'of matter with dimensionsso small with
'respect to the system of'interest that it may be treatedas thought is located
at a point:" 'Thus,-even so extended an' object as- the earth may be treated as a_
particle if we are_concerned only, with its atnual revolution about the sun, but
not :-/hen we are cAcerned with Its daily rotation on its axial:. (However, even
the latter motion can be treated like a particle ,motion in a !theoretical space
of suitably many-dimensionS, so that the 'concept takes 'on- a different msaniaig
from a_ moreadyanced:viewpoint..) 1'..5r Us, the essential properties
eke its mass; in and position :X = -P(t) . Associliated ivith..the-Ipositickyfunctit

we.have'alsd7the veloCit -=.1"(-t) and-aO'ceeration . =--P7(t)

.eT-10
'16
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curves introduced in-Sections 11-5 dJi-6. There is certainly more to

mechanics than kinematics, since we should like to be able to say when a

given motionTocCui's.. Dynamics is the part of mechanics that tells us what

motion occurs in a given physical situation.

12-1

4" We all have an idea of what 'it means to say-that nothing is acting on or

affecting an object. What happens to a bod'in Ftion, or at ,rest for that

matter, if nothing acts on it? Quite consistently with or experience cn the

earth an with intuition Aristotle asserted that if. an object in motion on or

. near the earth is not acted Win, then it_Will come to zest. Galileo,'by the

:4....study.of motion on an inclined. Plane; obtained the law of inertia: in an ideal

'situation an object'with nothing acting upon it woulti move in a straight line

with constant velocity. Thus Galileo might say that if you roll a ball on the

ground and-it comes to rest, then something, the ground, produces a "force,".

whigNt!cts on the ball to bring it ,to rest. The great achievement Of this and

othirlie,P.1zations is, that they provide a basis fir quantitative predictions

of motion, as was not possible in the earlier physics. We adopt Galileo's

assumption ina" tentative-form and we shall sharpenoit considerably later.
IThus, we say that an object under the influence of.no other forCes moves with

constant/_ elOcity or remains at rest.

The effect of one object on another,' a force, should at least correspond

to our primitil*notions of push and pull. As a result of Galileo's assumption..

we may.say that a force produces a change in the velocity Of Or object or a

force produces an acceleration b1 an object. We shall encounter many -different

kinds of forces later-. Some of them are jUst pushes and pulls and we may apply
them to brie eobject or another. Others are more complicated and depend on both

the object producing the force and the object experiencing it.- and the force

may even depend on the motion of the o

manycompiexities associated with the

Organize large areas of our experience

at this point we say only a force

bject experiencing it. In sp,ie of the

construct,.force, it enables(us to

. There is more to'be said about force;

is that which prodiZes an acceleration

And it should inclilde our i itive idea of a push or

Our ideas of motion-with and without forces deserve a sharper look. We

haVe tssUmed that accelergtions are produced by forces. When we say that an

object is accelerating, we. can only mean it is accelerating as measured in a

given coordinate frame. Ve}61ght take a coordinate frame attached to thd sun,

(!1 the earth, c A moving airplanefor a rotating' phonograph record, or what
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youwill. The acceleration of a given object will be different in each of

these systems, and hence-we should have to say 'that there are different forces'

acting. on ,.he object in different coordinate systems.' At the'isame time we

might be misled by our intuitive feeling about -a fort-41as. a push or ptll into

the 21,a that a_forceis.:51% physical entityirldeiiendent'Of coordinate sysiOem.

But we have just- ob-SerVed that acceleratiOnS measured in different moving

M:ay not be the same. (

At this point,. we define an inertial coordinate system -as one in which

.objects.uldder the- influence of--no forces move with constant velocity. Our

-mrocedure is circular since w/e. have already required-a_forcre to be something

/P. that produces a change in velocity. Consider .a body accelerating in an

inertial frame. Take another frame which moves with the body. With respect -to

\ the moving fraride the body is at rest. Nonetheless the body is exmeriencing the

\t,7,once which made it move.the inertial fraYae. This Lakes sense only if we

have a pre-established:notion of force. Our ideas of forces arose from

.terrestrial observations and observations of the solar system. There is a

natural coordinate system that we-can use to describe such motions. We accept

the assertio that the sun and plahets move, -,but on the basis of simple obser-2-vations we y say that'the stars are. approximately at rest with respect to

eaQh. other.- We know that the stars are in rel five motion, but most observa-
'u:

tionsover moderate periods of time show no suer. motion. Thus, all of claSsica:
..

mechanics refers to coordinate systems fixed with respect to the stars. .Logi-

cafl.y, what we are doing is using our observatioris in the special coo'rdinate

system of "fixed" stars.to define.- hat we accept as forces, i.e. as auaritities

that produce accelerations. We can then enlarge the crass. of coordinate sys--

.tems.we use to those in whiCh an object under the influence of none of. our -know]

forces .moves with uniform velOcity: Thus, we may take the' law of inertia4

stated above, Newton's First Law, as our firbt law"of mechanics: an object

under the influence of no force moves with constant velocity or remains at rest

Of course, every time we disOover a riew force we must check that*ln fits into

corrceptual. framework.
M1

.1-

The problem here is not .the-same as we encountered 1.7.:n our discussion of -
vectors where we obtained resultS independent of the orientation of coordinate
axes. There, we considered different coordinate frames with arbitrary origins
_end orientat but .fixed in relationtosach other; here the origin and
_orientation coordinate- frames may change relative to each other in t-Lme.
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Though we may prefer to think of'force as an ntity not dependent on the_
oordinate system tbis is not possible. .We cannot' discuss motion and force

,
.ndependently of coordinate-systems. The- unsatisfactory nature of this rettric-

_-,
ion motivates a-reformulation .of physics without farce's in a manner -which does
ot ditinguish,special coordinatesystems artificially.: This was accomplished
y Einstein'in,his theory of relativity.

We haveraised very fundamental questions concerning the physical meaning
C the concepts_. in classical mechanics, but we do not give these questions an
atirely satisfe.ctory resolution. 'We have only. indicated the origin and the
mning of the concepts we use.

We now see uanmitative relation between forces and acceleration.
.thout being too precise about the.exact form of the relation between forces
Id accelerations-; let us consider, the results of some siLpIe experimen-t

2--,-.
'-orm our description of space, We know that acceleration, g d X

'
._ is a

dt
2

,c-tor. A push or pull ,also has a magnitude and a direction; thus it is
asonabie to suppose that force, too, is a vector. Further,'for e simple
rces that we know or can control, force.and acceleration have the same
rection. Finally, if we can apply separately tNgliforces

.1
and to

Object, then we may verify that the resultant acCeleation when both forces
e applied is the vector sum of the two separate accelerations. Thus we are
d to guess that the force vector and acceleration vector are proportional,

are the proportionality factor is not..necessarily constant.

To learn about tte proportionelity factor between force and acceleration
k, us consider furt4er experiments. 'Suppose we take a set Of n equivalent

cube's. The celeration produce64applying'a force to one of them is
\

times the acceleration_produced by applying the same force to n of them
idly bound together. Thus, the proportionality factor appears to be a
tsure of the amount of matter present. We ca the amount of patter present
an object the mas4of the object and-we measur- the mass by measuring the
eleration produced by a standard force'on the ob ct. Within the realm of
trelativi ic mechanics we assume that -the mass of = object is fixed. In-
; preliminary form we to ::ewtants Second Law as

F =pp
s d

2Xm
'

dt
... ,II..

.-
.r.

re m is the mass of the object in questionc.I.F the vector sum of the
ces applied. to the object, and I = TT(t) its acceleration.

.
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1'21 dt
dPl

ince.-11 2 -lb_ is a constant we find on adding the two equations
r

-
Pl.:2t1H15.-, or the ford oneobject exerts .-on a second is the ne-, ive of
the. forc%the 56condTexerts on the first. In .5-ommAry we take-as Newton's laws
in an inertial coordinate system,

1. an objeCt under the inflUqpce ii no forces move with constant

velocity;

2. if F is the vector sum of the forces applied to a body and- 15

is its momentum, then

dt '

3. the force one object exerts on'a second is the negative-of the

force the second exerts on the first.

We examine the implicati ns of these laws in the remainder of the. chapter.

(t,

A
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pm.

Exercises 12-1

.

01°-

(a) Considet a inertial co orate system, that is, a system in which

New ton's laws hold. Let -nit) be the pa

given system and take new coordinates for
N-...becomes 15t)'=. tV where y- is a

th of a partiCle in

which tke particle path

cons .Describe

what. the change of coordinates theans-- Show gist- Newton's lasis still-
.

hold provided forces are the same in.loothsystems. This result is

the Galilean Principle of
.

(b) Let i(t) be the particle path:,in.an inertial systenia,s_in (a).
.

Cc:insider a.. ilVsystenl-inwhiCh'thelof-the partite IS,giyen
- . .

15(t}'.r(t) tt) Shol4 that the:laws of mo-tftn-irr--th:thew

coordinate system areH-NeWtori4I.laws'ptovilledyeaddhe inertial

force-: ma'_" (t) to-the total Of the foes acting on teach partiCle

(c)

in the system.

What is the force experienced by an astronaut of mass m:ifiWthe

sole external force exerted upon. him is the gravitationp.-1 attraction

is accelerating upwardwith..mg of the earth and his rocket

acceleratioh equal to 6g ?



ElemehtaryvMechanical Prdb10.a.

In this ,section we examine a-few elementary prOblems which we can solve

.irectly with'the.use of Newtont-sylaws and a. few _simplifying assumptions.
,

. .
. 'problemsproblems ere'inte=estingfor themselves and.also prOyide a basis'fbr,the
eneral techniques of solution we a-e-Hiop in later. sections. -AI,

ice- -

M4,

:(0---Nrotion.Of a protlektile. We start with the.motion_of objects near' the

arth's-:surfa&e-under the influence of the earth's ,gravitational force. Co-

rdinates fixed to the 'surface Of tie earth are not inertial because of the
arthts rotation about its axis and its-revolution around the sun as well as

he sun's-own motion relative to the fixed stars., Nonetheless,_for the probleMs
f motion near the-earthts surface the corrections arising from the earth/S

Dtion earre_usually Insignificant and.we may ignore them. Only forlarge scale
ytiona like that of a long range projectile - is it necessary to account for

ae earth's motion.- As a useful simplification, then, we assume that coordi-
_ ,

ites fixed to a point on the surface of the earth are inertial formotions
mr that point. Another useful idealization, is that the grav17.

Itional acceleration of any object is directed toward the center of the-earth,
id-has a constant magnitude independent.

7 the. object. According to Newton's,
.

!cond Law, then,-the earth exerts a

;raesrItg on a body of mass m , where

s dir cted toward the center of the

zth and i. constant in magnitUde. We

nsider 'motion and displacements so

p1 1. with respect the size of the

rth thag-, we may simpli further.and

ke the direction of g to be fixed

so. Zor a first look at mechanics we figure 12-2a

ed not worry about the net effect of these simplifications. It is sufficient

r the'present to know that there are errors, that they are relatively small,

d that the errors may be estimated or a less. crude ModeLbe used ifthe
Dblem'warrants it.

Under the foregoing assumptions, a particle moving solely under the
,'luence of the earth's gravity, the path of the motion = 7(t) satisfies

gtonts Second Law, d2'
-2cp

:a

where g is constant. Consequently,
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(1) - 2t : 611 .+ +--Z0

(See Example 11 -5d -and Exercises11-5, kb.-.8), where. Is the

:*0< the position of the object -at t = 0 . The motion therefore

plane. through the point -X0 and parallel to the vectors. 1 and

chooSd- a cordihate frame with.origin at - X0 , -z -axis vertical and

downward, and'-axis in the plane oZ' the motion, so that g = (0,

and '1
0. Ox

) (See Exercises 12-2, No. 1.)
Oz

coordinate frame; the path has the representation /.

(2)

X = V
Ox

y'=-'' 0

1 __, 2
z = 7 6,a

Oz'
la
la

velocity and

occurs in a

Wehow
ori ted

,g) where

n this

where

0
xif we VliMlnate. t by putting t =
v

.-in the formula for z . we see that
Ox 4,1

the path of the particleis a parabola. Moreover, the horizontal component of
r

the velocity, the component parallel -to the surface of the earth is constant.

Now we salve the Same problem by another method, a method which is
- .

Lseeming;,ymore cumbersome but which ifmoregenerally 11.4e
.

solve the differential.equation- .

.

if thg were'agiwen function

successive integrations, as before.

d
2
Xm 75 = mg

dt--
4

O

We wish to

of time then we could solve_(3) explicity by two

For many significant iroblems the forcing

term does not depend on time

adopt:a di4erent approach.

problem in which the forcing

Sidered.as-either-a-functioh

re
Note that

(4)

so that by taking the d

and then

*ta\

but on position alone. .For"such problems we7

Both methods'can be illustrated by the,given

term .mg is cons-E.it and, hence, $a5The con-
,

of time or a func-yon of position. .

pc,,
.x?) = 2" -

t product with Xr in (3)

integrating once, we obtain

itl
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In this way we have obtained a first order equationvand achieved some-simpli7 .

Jr.fication,-but (5)'is'only one scalar condition on the three comPanentg of X10
and-it Must be supplemented with two'other.conditions to define X. From the
differential equation (3) itself We see that the components of the accelera-_

tion perpendicular:to' g Is zero, hence the compOnents of velocity perpendi-
, . .

.

,_-7-aulsk'-to g. .are constant. .Thus-(5) can be 'reduced to an. eauation
v

for 7.

-- '''alone: ,:

(6)

.

1, dz: 2The quantity gm(77) - mgz >lihich is constant, is called.an integral of the.
'motion. Sometimes anin-Jt,Ag1741, of themotion together with °tbs.: information

on the trajectory of an object will enable us to obtain i complete description
Of the motion. We .leave to Exercises-12-2; -Number 2).to show that (6) yields
,the same solution, (1):.

The quintity 1 mv2 - in (6); where v .17'1 ,
energy-of the particle, and'in this particular case

-mgz plus any constant) is called

us that-the kinetic.enegy 1. mv2
2

is called the-kine_tio

the quantity- -mgt (or

he potential energy. Equation (6) tells'.
.1yl 2 -4-,

2
= Tazi- + const.

depends on posit::.on alone and not on time or-the course of the preceding

g'i,

mot'on. When the total energy, kinetic plus Potential in this cage, is con-
-st t for a given motion, energy is said to be conserved.. We shall return to

these important concept's in Section 12 -3.

.

-"
In the foregoing solution -we have assumed that the earthts'gravity is the

only acting force. The equationsand their'iblutiOn'more truly describe

motions near the surface of the moon, for on earth we cannot aIwayg disregard

e.action of air in retarding the motion. For moderate velocities 6 simple

nd experimentally acceptable assumption about the force of retardation is.

. .

that.it is.praportional to;the velocity and directed oppositely,,'
/

where we have written the

s.

= -mkir. 1 n (k > 0),V-2Pret ,
-

E

constant of proportionality in the form mk only

T.
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to simplify the equations of motion. From.NewtoritsSecohd Law we obtain the

equation. of motion

;ay.

dt
- kv ;

6

"pie will solve for v and then.obtain. X . As we observed in: Section

31.0-8.(m: 603), the solution of a linear equation such as (7b) may be written

as.any specific solution of the nonhomogeneous equation plus the. general sclu-

-Lion of the reduced equation. Since 'I is a'martioular solution of (7), Wek
-7: ..

r-set

k

saAsfies the reduced e

s dt
=

whose solutiOn we know to be' it

Thus .1-1.e7kt(
k

nd on integration from 0 to t ; we obtain

(8)-. = t 1-
k

-kt

(

1 -
k
e

) (v0 f.) 0

.

see. for an object under the influence of..ravity and atmpspheric,

indenencfeht -of-the initialfriction that there is an asymptotic velocity
oa

conditions. . The -asympat,io horizontal :displacement. is tie.. horizontal component'
.

0 . .
1

of and thus depends only on' the "torizontal component of the initial.21

velocity.

. . ' . - -
/ .0: .-

. (ii) Oscillatory motion. In the solution of'pro,lecpe problems we

solved a problemwith constant for4.6 mg. and noted that if the force is a
>

function of tiMednly then the solution

,

Newtonj's- equations of .motion merely__

'Iansist's of direct integi.atiOns. For the ±n- erecting problems of mechanics

the force is a function-'of pds;ion. _

* .;

The constant mk should not depend on-the mess m.,:but only on the'
shape of the bodyand the smoothness ofits surface:/ -
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. . .::;t'We now study_ a number og such problems which serve as mOdels, of oacil4t-

tory and .vib1.ational phenothena throughout physics and engineerihg. ,We begin '

with the.simplest case.

Imagine a,spri attached at one end to an immovable poiAt of, support and
at the other to a pa icle of mss m.

compared to which the mass of the spring

negligble. The sjp ing is said to be

-in equilibrium.'llf .is-at rest and no

net force is acting upon it. Let the

spring's axis be the x-axis and locate

)-
-the origin at the free end of the spring =0
in equilibrium. If the -string is stretched

or compressed by moving the particle along
A.

/4 the x-ax±s, then it.is found that the forrce
Figure 12-2b

acts t3).r4store the spring to equilibrium and that, it is oroPortional to the

displadethg.-nt from equilibrium. To a fair degreef 'accuracy, many systems

bphave like idealsprings,provided that they are not stretched too far; we

shall see later why this is so. In any case, Hookers Law states. tha-/t-\e

restoring force-on a spring-maUnted particle displaced from its equilibrium.
position 0 to X = (x,0,0) is

( 9 ) = -kX .

From NewtonTs Second Law, the ecuation of motion is

(-1o)

We'considefonly motioli along the x-axis (however, see exercises 12-2; INo.'5

so :that.(10) becomes

,2x ka
' a.:L)

2 Mx °
d.t-

- -

We 1M.' ately,see, (Section 10-8, Formula 12a), that the solution of thisedi

ecuation is a linear combination of sineS,and cosines:

(k >

(12) X = 1717aOSxo m

where x
0 0

is the initial displacement and v' is the-initial zr_eg_ocity. l ks,
. ,4

Ar/T7the motion is periodic of period 2:T
j

1Z
Note that we could have -

Jobitained an integral of (11):
ci,

/*
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sr.

-:-

. 1 '''d k 2
(13) 'cit.) + f x c

. .
. .

,

) ,from which-we could get the solution (12), (Exercises 12-2., No. 6). Ener -is

coO kserved if call - x2 the-_-pdtentiEti'energy.,

A mechanical system obeying qn.a;ion of the Form (11) is called a

02

harmonic oscillator.

'If a force acts to increase the displacement from equilibrium -it is

called a disturbing force. We leave as an exercise the solution of (11) 'when

the force is a linear disturbing force (k <0) ra)-,her than a restoring force

(Exercises 12-2, No. 7).

We reconsider the spring problem made.realistic by the additiOn of the

linear frictional
dt

force -mr . With linear friction Newton's Second. Lawdt
yields

2dx. x k X =+ r dt
d

dt

From Section 10 -8(i) rye recal

for r
2 < 4 -m

the form- of '-the solution, of (14) :

r ,(15) x = e-atLx
0 to

cos bt -1 Lv
0

axo) sin bt]-,

where a = -
2
- > 0 and

for r
2 k> 4 -

m

x = cle -Ot+ c2a

(r > .

2 2
whare" a E ÷ 7r - L.> 0 and a = -F- - A- - /1> 0 . Thus, if ,r2 < 4 L2 -4- m 2- 4 m ' 0. m --%

41cthe motion is a damped oscillation, and if r
2 > then after the firstm

maximum disnlaceAnt is reached the motion damps out monotonically. -A cycle

of the damped oscillation (15) is defined as the part of7!'the.motion between

two successive maxima (or minims), the frequency as the number of cycles per
. unit time. The frequency is constant, and equal to The constant b is

.

27r i
called the circular frequency of the system. Since b is a decreasing func-c
tion of r , friction reduces the frequency of oscillation.

y
,,,-
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or many applications it is important to know what happens to a damped '.

osciIlatoi. (15) when it is driven. by an external force. A television set or

radio coiatains many damped oscillators and the signal received and, later, the

amplified signal act as external. toices: An automobile in motion is another -

such system (the oscillators had better 1pe damped, :014aatTs what shock absorbers

are for) and-the-driving forces are exerted by the hot gases in the cylinders

and the irregularities of the road. For most such systems we are primarily

interested in the response to periodic driving forces.

We impose the periodic driving force F cos cat and whathat are the _

amplitude and frequency of the response. We wish then to study the solutiOn

of

(17).
4
d
2
x

L[x] r
dt m X = F cos ca)t .

sat
2

Since we know the general solution of the reduced equation, we heed only obtain

any particular solution of' (17). To get a particular soldtion of (17) we could

Use the Green's function technique of Section 10-8(ii)? (see Exercises 12-2,

No. 19), but in this case the work is simplified by the observation that

F adsorb is itself the solution of a homogeneous linear differential equation.

With constant coefficients, namely (D2 -1-;.12)z =.0 . It follows'that any

solution x of., (17) is also a solution of 'ML[x] = 0 where -M 7 D2 4-
cat

.

Since NI- and L commute, it follows that if xi satisfies the equation

M[x1] = 0 and .x2 the equation L[x2] = 0 then any iimear'combinatio

six1 a2x2 satisfies the equation MLfaixi a2x2] '(Tbis is` the same

argument we used to derive Equation (8) of Section i0-8(i)-.) This result

suggests that we attempt a solution of (17) of the form

(18) . = A cos Glen - 0)

We need not consider:the term a2x2 since that is included 12h the general

solution of-the reduced 'equation for (17). Entering (18) in (17) sae obtain

Ar(11; -a-) cos(ait. ,7 0). - re.e)Sin(art - 0) ] = A[(1 2e.")cos + r.cesin 0] cos cast
m

ce2)sin 0-r woos O]sYmeht

= F cos cot .

Consequently (18) is a solution if the coefficients of coscOt and sincOt
in this equation satisfy
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A{( -,g2)cos 0
m

-:402)sin

p -

res) sin 01 '.F

rca) cos 0 - = 0
'

From the second of these-equations we obtain

(19a) .

and enter this result in the

(19b)

.0
tan,_93. =

r./

(1) 22

first equation and" simplify to.obtaini

A = F

r2a-)2

Thus we "obtain the particular. solution of (17) in the Foi-m"(18).

The general solution may now be written a.,the sum of the general solu-

-tion (15) for the reduced equation and the particular solutio

(20)
4

X = A cos '70t -
ce-at

do's -

where .A and 0 are fixed by (19) and. C and 'lir are fixed-by the in ial

conditioni. However, we see that the general solution clectlysaway s,p t

.(1,8) la the asymptotic' state

initial conditions are

co-ciliation given by b

of the system, and that

which the solution approaches,-no..matter

osed. We conclude th at the "natural"

es only a trapsient'contributibn t

after a while the system oscillates with ,a

salz

frequency which differs insignifiCantly from the driving frequency
. . .

same tiMe'-tklre.is a "phase" lag r in the'oscillation-of_ the .system; that is;

theraktp4ohe response lag behind the peaks '.of `the driving' force by the time
q

T =10,1.0-The phase lagamad the 'amplitudel,r do' depend on the natural, frequency of
. k ) b .11-the system-as were upon replacing_ r and Fra- by -the frequhncy ..;- ilic5a..

---- ...

f

ncy :

ci ar

. At.the

decay constant a through r =.-2a 2 . 12
a.2 2 to obtain,;

F 2a cryd21T A = , tan 0 -
Aa2 _2

10 -ca j 4- 4a,a)
2.2 2 2 .- 2 2 2.'+ b -c.10

-

Although the amplitude F: of the driving force m4y not be large we see

that it is' possible for the amplitude A of the responfe to becoke extremely
i

large for-certain driving frequencies, particularly if the damping is slight
. .

(r small) and the spring is-lieak (k small). This phenbmenon is khown as

resonance. In order to describe this phenomenon.conveniently we set SZ = .W..
co-

.... 0
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and c =--.--in(19b) where 44
0

= is -the natural frequency of the uAdamped.
4'0,1; 1

system (11), and replace A by

)

2
(top°

c "2N2 _2 s12
S22)2

-Now we plot a as ee function of ft for several given values of

(Figure 12 -3c)

a
1

1

Flgure 12-2c
O

For c > there.is,no maximum for.agy positive driving frequency, but the
-

'least upper bound 1 is approached as 0 approaches .0'. For c y

thereisa unique maximum of. a corresponding toLthe resonant amplitude,
A
r 002 r where

O

(23) 1

/2 4

,

and this occurs.at theresoni.nt frequency --It- given by
2ff

(24)



For c < the maximum-increases without bound as the damping parameter

approaches zero; at the'same time the frequency corresponding to the maximum

approaches' the natural frequency of the undamped. sys4m.: The curves of

Figure 12 -3c describe the tuning characteristics of elements in. a_radio or

television receiver, and they also expXain why a mechanical systekvibrates
.

intensely. near the natural' frequency and feebly elsewhere.

(iii) Motion of.a charged particle. In addition...to mechanical forces_

such as whes and-pdlls and gravitatidnal forces, classical physics is con-
,

cerned with the forces of electricity and magnetism. A given, particle has a'

charge q which is a measurebf its responsiveness to electrical and magneti

influences. At each point X of tpace and'i]ibment in time t there is an

electric vector '.E -;:at(X0t) and a magnetic vector T3* .0 (c,t) .''The Ap.nctions

tand 43 are called, respectively, the electric and magnetic,fields. The
.

electromagnetic forte on the particle of ch ange called the Lorentz force,

is

(25)

where V'

terms and

motion of

law (25).

q + x

is the velocity of the particle. Accepting these asunexplained"

unproven results-(for us) from physics, we may yet investigate the
.

a charged particle in 'a given electromagnetic field under the force,.
0

The analysis of the trajectories of charged particles in electric and,'

magnetic fields is essential ih tfhe physics of elementary particles (quantum

electrodynamics): It is vital the study of the interaction of,-the

wind" of charged particles emitt fr6m the.sun with the magnetic field of'" the

earth and such of its' effects as electrical storms, the aurora, ,and the Van

Allen rad iation belts.' There are very few explicit sblutions of the differen-

tial equations of particle Motion in an electrom4gnetic fj5eld and Much of our

qualitative understanding of such motions comes filom the slmpleit explicitly

solvable case for which t and 13' are constant'in time and space.

We considerthe case of constant electromagnetic field in detail.:

Entering the Lorentz force in Newton's Second Law, we obtain the equation of

motion',

(26)

We assume

the force

d22
c1(

dt2

002W9111

+ X Jad .
- dt

, otherwise the problem is analytically the same.as'(3). since
_

does not_depend upon time we are encourag'6d to look for an energy

-
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integral; we take the dot product with
dt'.

in (26), integrate, and find

= (27) : mv2 = +

I 1

.

where
1 dt
v = 1 1 and .k is constant, Consequently,, if there.is.nd electric

:

dX

fieldt.the kinetic energy is constant. (Thisconclusiotvhqlds even if the field

is not constant.) Equation (.27) is not sufficient information to permit the

solution of (26); it is one,scaaar condition and we need:three Scalar condi:L
*

tionq to'determIne the thi:.ee components Of X . We obtain another useful

-condition by taking the dot product with t in

(28a)
d2TC

.4n - = q(1!
dt

This equation states that the component of the. acceleration in the direction of

is constant and equal'to' --9-- cr . Let the subscript B indicate the
m1131

component of any vector in the direction of 13 , as in Exercises 11-4, Number

3. -We integrate )(28a) to obtain the component of the motion in the direc:

tion of ; , nam
P

(28b) XB = a t21 t 1r +3Z
01B 0133

where'X
0

and v0 -are.the initial position and velocity vectors.

Finally, we must determine the component of the motion perpendicular to

B . For vB = v - vB , the component of velocity perpendicularto 11 we

have,. tlik linear first order equation

(29) creI-- .=
dt ca07 IO =

It would be possible to solve (29) by introducing coordinates immediately

(Exercises 12-2-, No. 19) but we shall continue with an invariant approach. To

solve (29) we need only obtain the general solution of the reduced equation
.

-
( 3 0

. -1

mcdt
4P

where 17. = 0 , and add to 11' any particular solution of (29). Observe in.

n that 1.1' --criar"-- 1 ) 0
'dt Edt

has constant length, its orientation

(30). on taking the dot' product with

quently, lul is constant.. Since

. Conse-

This method'of counting conditions is an imprecise if convenient rule
of thumb. In more complex situatiOps the count may not'be obvious.
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is given, by the angle 0 through which the direction of St has turned in the

course of the motion from its initial direction uo . If we consider the

motion as projected on a plane perpendicular to 2 it is geometrically evident

from (30).that if- q > 0' the sense of rotation as seen from the half space

into which 13' points -is clockwise (Exercises 12 -2, No. 15)...Now note that ,

the Formulas (1) and (9) of Section 11-4 for the dot,and cross products for the

two vectors u and 11
0

remains valid if the angle e is any angle (not

necessarily restricted to the interval 0 < er<:Tr) measured positively in the

counterclockwise sense of rotation from u to u
o

as viewed from the half

space -into which; 13' points (Exercises 12-2/ No. 16). Since- It I 7 Ito I we

have on taking the cross product with to in (30),

C

where we have used Formula (16) of Section 4.-4 for the triple cross product.
CLWe dOnnlude that ,

ffa
'11(110 7E) '21_75

d 12m "Iu.1 _4n e) AL)
Igl

= 111

= grao.X Ca x tn

C1(110 tl)t -q Ito 12 cos e

'201
de

cos e

IT3a

4

ag
at- .

.
% \

dO.thus the rotation rate w = is a constant/ w =-- a 111 , and it id negativedt r. m
for q >0 as asserted above/ To complete the solution of the reduced equa-

_ _

tion we use e- = art , and write 'a 1.n the foAm
. 1 .rx ,

1,32.5
..... _
u = ( cos ze -Oil

sin 4et ._.
-77. ( 110 x Z . .

2--
. . (331

7... r
i

Next we seek a particdlar solution of the nonhomogeneous equation (29).
,

d -03 d -BObserve that commutes with the operator L : + q(B x.-iB)dt v ---0. m (IT v

in (29) and/ directly generalizing the approach to the solution of (17), we
d4. ,

seek a particular solution of (29) for which v
dt

= 0 , namely a constant

vector,. A constant solution of (29) mist satisfy the condition

1
V X =

x

Since- 1,B 1"332132- -.., 1 .must therefore be a right triple of mutually per
' 4

Tl.apendicular vectors (assuming E-- ..) Oh so also is e;:ii.,1333 . Therefore we
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may se't

1B . x . k(n x n) .
41.

From this'and the preceding equation it follows that k = 1 = 1/ISI2 and we

obtain the particular solution of (29)

(32)

From (31) and (32) we see that the component of the velocity perpendicu-

lar to B isi-the sum of the constant "drift"
- - is12

x
and a vector of constant

length which rotates at_a constant rate with circular frequency w 1i -

We leave to Exercises 12=2, Number 20 the proof that the motion perpendicular

to Ti is given as the sum of a uniform straight line motion and a uniform

circular motion. If B = 5 the entiremotion can be expressed as the sum

of a uniform straight line motion and a uniform circular motion; the path of

the particle in such a motion is called a trochoid. As a further exercise we

leave the proOf that if n = 6 the path of the particle is a helix* (EXer-
,

cises 12-2, No. 21)..

(iv) Motion of a rocket. For the final problem of this section we con-

sider a motion in which the mass of the "particle" changes in time. Such prob-
-

lems tend to be complex like the case of the falling raindrop:which may lose

water by evaporatjapn and gain it by Accretion and-condensation. Here we con-

sider the motion of a rocket propelled by the ejection o matter and under the

influence of no external force.

Let M be.the mass of the rocket, including fuel, m t1 mass of fuel

ejected since the beginning of the motion, 1- the velocity of the rocket in an
,

t
inertial rame, and ve the velocity of the ejected matter. in a frame fixed

Vith res ect to the rocket. Thus; in the inertial frame, the velocity of the
, . . . .

ejected matter is v + Ve . The .force acting on the rocket it the reaction

force of the etcaping matter. This` is calculated from the general form bf ,.

_ L

NewtonTs Second Law, Equation .,.2) of Section 12-1, as thek.negative (4' the rate

of change of mbmentum of the ejected matter. The change of mome ;.L. of

ejected matter in the time interval Ct,t+At]. is due entirely to the material
r---. i

ejected in that interval; hence,. it is .

1 il ,
.1.

..... , , ,
*
Defined in Exercises 11-5, NO. 6(f). ..

t
.
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[4? (1 + fie) tlat ,

where dm and 07+lim t (This requires the continuity of
dtat-0

Consequently, the reaction force Fr
,dt

on the rocket

( 3 3 ) 7= - an. + 1

at e'

We 'assume that the propellent undergoes chemical, not nuclear, reactions

so that the total mass of the system consisting.of rocket and ejected matter
remains .constant:

M m M
0

We see, then, that

dm A /
(34) -- . - -- . -uy

dt dt ./

Froth Newton's Second Law we have for the motion of theljrocket

(35) dM
dt ve

dI d
(36) A

In order to solve this equation we must have some hypothesis about the rate or
fuel"nnsumption a the exhaust velocity .(usually that both are constant), but
special solutions are left t9,,,..the exercises.

1.;

Finally, observe that dbar-tliesurface of the earth we must add

tional force so that the equation of motion becomes, with air rests nce
.

neglected,

M 71-t-
art

.
e

AIn (35)we cannot consider UC be constant unless the range of the.rbcket
is sufficiently restricted4.

At this point we leave it to you to solvz4ame of the problems of rocket

?motion (Exercises 12-2, Numbers .23 and 24).
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.EXercises 12-2

12-2

1. Show how to choose a fundamental set (t2To ). for the derivation of (2.)

with the additional stipulation that v Ox( >0 .-

solution (1) of Equation (3).2. Show that Equdtion (6) yields the

3. (a) Show hat in the limit of smal air resistance (k approaches zero)

that e solUtion (8) of (7) approaches the solution,(15 of (3).

(b) Sho t a particle upward; will it return to ground faster if encoun-

ters it resistance or no?

4. For velocities higher than those for which the derivation of (8) is va1id,

but lower than the speed of sound, it is found experimentdlly that the

retarding force of the atmosphere is proportional to the square of the

velocity,

fret =

(a) Determine the motion of.a particle which moves in a vertical line

under the influence only of gravity and air friction.

(b) Re-examine queption 3(b) for this form of air resistance.

5. (a) Solve the equation of motion (10) for a particle moving under the

.40 influence of a linear restoring force without restricting the motion

to oie dimension.

(b) -Show in this case that-:the path of the particle is an ellipse.

6. Find the Solution (12) of Equation (11) from the first integral of the

Motion (13).

1r7 Solve Equation (11) when the force kxs a disturbing force (k <: 0)

rather than a restoring force.

8. Use the GreenTs function tectnique of Section 10-8lip_i) to obtain a

particular solution of .Equation (17).

9.. (a) ,Find the general solution of (17) when r2 > k , the case corres-

ponding to the nonoscillatory damped solutio (16) of the reduced.

equation.

(b) Find the general solution of (17) when r
2

= r k- , the so-called

critic. dammed case.

J
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10. (a) Which is nearer to the natural frequency of the undamped system
x. . .

.
.-.'

(r = 0) governed by (17), the natural frequency or the resonant
frequency of the damped system?

(b) The "width" of the tuning'curve. A = f(50) given by (19b) is n useful
concept in broadcasting. If a receiver tuned to a station broad-
oastiiig at a given frequency has a'sharply peaked tuning curve there
will be no significant interference from stations broadcasting at
nearby frequencies. A convenient.measure of the width is

- Cv

GOr

where W anc dre respectively the frequencies below and above
a

:GO where the amplitude falls to .value r
, where v> 1 . Express

this measure in terms of the constants of the system (17). Obtain
an approximate representation for small c .

11. Obtain Formula (19b) with the aid of (19a) to complete the work indicated
,in the text.

12. What happens when you attemptto get a first integral of (14) by the
dxmethod of multiplying by v = ? Consider the variation in time ofdt

, -2

2
the energy E = illy

2
kx

? Is energy conserved?2
. _

13. Obtain the.general solution for-(17) when the applied frequency is equal
to the

,
resonant reqnency for r = 0 .

i4.. Observe for the undamped snrini; tha- the displacement x is an extremum
rwhen the velocity v = 0 and that the velocity v is an extremum when

x= 0 . Which of "these statements is tze more surprising?,

15.7 In the text it is asserted a..7 "geometrically evident" from (30) that if
q >0 the rotation of the direction of 1.1 is in the negative (clockwise)
sense with respect to B . If it is not evident to you, make it so.

16. For the derivation of (31), let 0 be any - -gle measurd4 positively in

the counterclockwise sense-of rotation from the direction
0 to the

direction of u as seen from the half space into which t 'points. Show
that 0 may be taken as the angle in the definitions of dot product

11.
0 -1.1 and cross product u0 Xt. (1) and (9) of Section 11-4.



+IP

17. VerifS/..Equation (32) by obtaining the result

preceding text.

- 12-2

18. In the'text we have merely solved (29) for the component_of the velocity

of the motion perpendicularto_B:. _Obtain the_ corresponding component

of the displacement vector and give the'complete solution of'(26).

19. Solve (29) by introducing an appropriate Coordinate frame.

20. Show that the component of particle motion perpendicular to the magnetic

field B is the sum of a uniform straight line motion and a uniform

circular motion.

21. Show that the motion of a 'particle.in a cclIstant electromagnetic fiegcar

where E = 0 is a helix (ignore degenerate cases).

22. Discuss the motion of a particle under the influence of both a constant
-

electromagnetic field and a constant gravitational field.

4
23. (a) Solve the equation of rocket motion (35) in one dimension under the

assumption that the rate of fuel consumption -
dM

and exhaust

speed ve = are constant.

(b) For some purposes it.is important that acceleratiOn not exceed

some definite bound, for example, to limit the stress on an astro-

naut. _Suppose the.accelei...ation is set at this bound; replace the

assumption in Part (a) by the assumption that the acceleration' and

v
e are constant and determine the way in which fuel should be

consumed to achieve this result.

21i. (a) Solve Equation (36) for the vertical ascent of a rocket in the

gravitational field near the surface of the earth ("g constant).

(b) Consider t1.4 motion of Part.(a) for a rocket at rest on the grou/i

when t = 0 . Find thexelation betweeS the fuel consumed to_the

velocity v . Estimate the fuel required'to reach a given velocity

assuming that'it is by far the 1 ger part of the initial mass MO .

(c) Determine the fuel consumption as a function of time under the same

assumptions as Pert ( -b) of Number-23.-
p
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'Constraints. 'Use of Enemy Conservation.
J .- "' f

Ar...

- In'Sectiod 12-2 we examined problems of motion fo whidh all the forces
. , _ Efr

were stated explicitly.' Many mechanrical problems have geometrical:aide con-'- .
-

. ditions on the path of a particley for.example,'that iyhei oticin must follow.-
4.4, ,. a given' curve-or lie on. a given surface, Such conditio are calleal con -

straints
. . ,

. ..J.

: A constraint generally implies the. existence-of a force cif 'cdn-. - .stra4nit: which !serves to -keep the particle on, its curve :or -.su.rfade . Since the
velocity of the particle must

A be tangent to .tlit.ep curve or surTaad,, the forces.

of constTaint- must act to prohibit motion perpendieular to the curve or surface
mor 3

and- can be deteraii4ed accordin gly. Thus the normal forces on the object are7
..

n ....

riot specified but may cTy be found from he giVen constraints
v

(1) Motion on an'inclined -plane. One of the simplest prOblems with-con-
.

.5-traints is to de-Oermline the-motion of a particle -op an inclined plane under
the influence of a-constant grdvitational force. This problem was studied

,

extensively by medieval scholars: Later, Galileo based Many-of-his conclusions
about mechanics upon results obtained with,inclined planes. Consider a par--
ticle of mass m on a plane inclined to the-h4rizontaiL at the-angle e , ieree

0 < e < 2 (Figure 12-3a). We introduce a coordlUite system With z-axis along

y -

Figure 12 -8a

.0-

the intersection of the incline with a h zontal plane, y-axiwerpendicular.
to the incline and directed upward, and -axis upward 'along the incline. In
this coordinate system the downward force of gravity is given by

vinig = (-mg sin e 1-mg cos e, 0) no other forces act, a particle initially
, .

.

at rest on the plane would fall straight down through the surface. If the
particle is constrained tomove on the incline,theplatne must exert a force

ae.
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12-3

to keep it there. In the given coordinate system, let (Tx,N,Tz ) be thejforce

exerted by the Plane on the particle.- Ills T 3 (Tx,o,Tz) is the component

of force tangential to the plane and N. is the normal camionent. From Newton *.
. .

-,1

.

$c

.
...

Second
.
Law we obtain the differential equations of the motion -

x

. -
. 4,-

d
2

(la) a -----7 = sin 9
at

I a-

(1b) 121

dt
-mg cos

(113)
d z2 T

dt
2 --z-

and the Equations
_

(i) are supplemented by the constraint

;

4if

(2a) .y = 0 for all t .
N-

-Vie constraint (2a) immediately determines the normal force exerted by the

plane; namely,

(2b),

The tangentia- l force T and the constraint are unrelated. In general, the

N = mg cos e

tangential force is.a frictional resistance and is given as an explicit func-

,tion of the normal force and velocity. Without fricti.on = '6) a particle

_initially at rest slides down the incline with the constant a-c1Ce/eration

g sin 0 .

This section is devoted primarily to.moion without friction, but we shall

consider friction for motion on an 'inclined plane toshow low it may be handled.
_

A plausible ,assumption, which is. supported by expeFiment if the velocity is not
-

too laite, isthat the frictiothl resistance is proportional to the force N

which holds the b6dy against the plane.. If 4 is the constant of propor-
4

tionality (the so-called-coefficient of friction), the friction force is then r.

. cOF

(3) = -1.1N -17

- %. 114
. _e,---

'. ., .1- .' ,
.--*-

since friction acts to oppose- the motion. For simplicity we confine our
.

attention to motion along the x-axis. (The-formulation of the more general
.

problem which includes a z-component of velocity is'left to Exercises-:12-3,

No 1.) In that case,
$

!

a
.

Tx = -4N s4gn -310! -4mg cos 6 'sgn v ,
4 i
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where dx.
=-71-E

-

There dre two4principal cases to consider: (a) If tan i>1.J. then a particle/ . 7 r , .

with an initial downward velocity will' continue down the incline' with 10.-con-

stant acceleration - f magnitude sin 0 - is cos 8 ; if the NinitialOkeTocity is

and ,the,

^

equation ofmption becomes Y-
-

..

-.
)0.

d2x

a.

. _
dt2

dx)
,10-(sin e 1"-P cos .sgn a"!g(sin

upward there Will be a 'retardation of .magnitude sin. 0:

particle comes to rest, v =0 , then the particle will =NT downw' 0 VIAtha,

'absolute acceleration!, stn 8 - cos e-: (bftan.
L.\

.will slow down until it ,comes to rest,. with, a retardation-oftagnktO

is cos e - sin e -if the initial velocity' is-dov.cnward, is cos se if
upward..

6 N 1,4

4 The preceding results are reasonably. consistent with ou*.,..
experience of sliding_ objects.. For aldeObjectat rest, hOweVe;0 the '

equation of motion is unrealistic'. If tan 20 u- the particle will'
remain at rest; and-nDtaccelerate:downard-asthe equation Indicates
The effect of friction'for a body at'Yes`t. is to exactlypplApse-an
applied force until it exceeds the critiial value -.4.117 afterthat11,2:
Equation (3) .Even this.imodifiCationis not overly
realistic. The angle e

s
at. which a stationary object beena to c4,'

slide is somewhat greater,than'one would:predict from the coeffikient
of sliding friction.J This fact is handled-by-introducing a coef?1--,,
cient of static friction 'us = tart es > 1.1 with the property that aria--,

object a rest will not be set into motion unl.-04 the tangential force
exceeds u IN1. Once the object is set into motionthe frictional

resistance is 'given by the coeff- icient of sliding. friction. With this
condition, we see that.--there are two possible courses for an initially
upward motion with tan >p. . 'If -also tan >

s
-then the course

of .the motion is as described above, but if tan .8
s

then when the

objeCt comes to rest at the highest pb.i.nt of its ascent the object:,
sticks to the-plane and.th.emotion stops

It shdulatbe understood that even with the introduction of Static
friction our model is only an approximate idealization Of actual
frictional motions.

COnsider now the somewhat more co Plicated motion, of a.yarticle which

slides on the incline of a frictionless wedge which is itself free to slide

4r
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a
without

describd

-fixed co

friction on a fixed horizontal plant? (Figure 12-3b). We ).71..sh tc7

the motionsof both particle and wedge. For this purpose we take a

ordinate frame with x-axis horizontal and perpendicular to the edge of

y

0

,Figure .12-3b

tilwedge and y-axis,verticle.° We assume that the initial velocities. have no

component perpendicular to the xy-plane so thatthe same is true of the entire

subsequent motion. (See.Exercises'1?-3,-N6. 3.) Let the mass of the wedgebe

M and the positicin of the wedge be given by the location of-its edge on

the horizontal plane. To the pazticle, assign the mass In and position

The constraint in this problem it
(x,y).

(4) y = (x ;tan .

so

Without friction, the force exerted on the particleby the wedge has no tan-
.

gential component and can be written in the form N(--in 6 ,cos e) whei.e

N > 0 .:- By NewtoArs Third Law, the particle exerts the opposite force

N(sin a 2-cos e) on the wedge. Newton's Second Law then yj,elds for the

particle

(5a)

(510

and for the-wedge

(6)

th
d2x

2
-N sin

dt

dt2

d2vm -- mg + .N cos e

r is

2,
m =-k- = N sin e .

cat
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2
We differentiate twic in (4)- and use the result to eliminate '=- from

2
dt,

Equation (5b). 'Then we use
o.

(5) and (6) to eliminate

differential equation for x alone:

(7)
2d x e cos e

.
d t M m sin2 e

dt
2 and N "and obtAJ

A

Thus, the particle moves to -the left with a-constan$ acceleratiOtt.

motion of the wedge we have

-(8)

, 4

Lence, as the particle moves to the left` the wedge m ves to the right. We n
not obtain a. differential equation for y , but solve (7) and (8) for .x an

d
2 mg sin e cos 9

dt
2 M m sin

2
9

or the

, and then obtain y. fr. m (4)."

There are some -other aspects of the motion'which deserve attention. 'Fr

(5a) na (6) we have'
:

9

whence,

m d
2x

d2i

dt at
2

.dxm
dt

M
dt

't

We see =then that the xcOmponent of the momentum of the, system particle plus

wedge is constant. Note also that if; the system is initially at rest th

k = 0-and mx N$ is constent_i4-bhe motion. There is no external force

acting in the.x- direction and thMind of result we have just obtiined is

typical bf mechanical systems without external and frictonal forces.

(ii-) Energy and,lis alplications. A technique we have used several tir

Igcto obtain a firit integral, a constant of the motion. Eeginning with

NewtOn's Second LAS

= (9)
Sft

dm
d.t

dXwe took the dot product 1:zith
at and obtained
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-(3.o)

where

t. ?

d mv .d 1 e c1.2 d-f) as
dt 2 in`dt dt/ F dt

y c12-1 . Then, .we found a funrction
dt-

that for 3Z = r(t) .

4.*

we integrated to obtain

2_3

; -X t IT(X-b) such

at 1.(t),t) t)

1
. mv2 kit

Although these steps appear tb be nothing more than formal maniptlations,

rdsult of the Font. (12) occurs so frequently that (12)arid gerieralizations of

haye the status of a basis physical principle, -that energy_ is conserved

. (°i. e..constant). It is not our purpose here to appropriately qualify and

exiplain the general significance of this conservation. Let. it. be sufficient

for now to show that the energy' conservation principle (.12) can be 'very useful

in- mechanical problets' where it is shown _to be valid .

1 .,

We have already given 4 name to the term -f mv
2

in (12), the -kinetic
1 ,..

0

energy..
2

. Set T(t) -, my and'and put (10) 'in tie;'-form a

.,/
(13) -"T(t ) - T(ti = t2 17 -Ii: dt

t - ;1 r
...

, .

t
2 , s

The integral J --,v dt.j.iss called- the,workefone on the object from time
.- 4

1, , 0
't1 to time t2 ., If the integral is .positilfe the effect

is increase e -the -kinetic energy.,-and hence the speed .of thy- motion; the ideas

of work and energy do 'then .haye some'relation to the common meaning 'Of these

terms. If a _function *IT satisfyirig (11) exists., 'then V(2.0t)

potential energy; the work dori-e) is 'then

-
. .

so that (12) takes the form.

(117) T(t2) V('(t2),t2) ='T(ti) V(1.-(ti),t2.)

-Thus if the potential energy decreases, the kinetic energy increases by

same amoun t-

fife work done

is called the

777 1
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Let us cons'ider the effect of f!Or s of constraint on the energy. Let us,

Suppose we have-a- syTtem with-a constraint ancyn.externil force F is:

'derivable from a p tential function V by (11).1 Furthei., we-4suppose'the sys-

tem to b e'friciip ess so that the force exerted by the curve orsurface dik the

particle consists entirely of. the normal force of constraint N .. Newton's
Second Law yields

11.

. at

d5ZSince = at is a tangent vec to...the curve or surface at 2. , we have

17.1.7t,0 . 'It follows that the force of constraint apes no work and the energy

conservation. equation (12) is the same_ as teat for the unconstrained system.

ForepanY motions under constraint .we shall be able to obtain a complete descrip-

tion of the motion
i
from (12) alone.

-I

The first problem we tr "t by applying thg"e.pergy principle is that of

the motion of a'pendulum. Co isider a bob of mass) m supported against gravity
by a straight rigid Tod of gligibie weight-which is attached to a fixed pivot

about which it may freely rotate in-a vertical plane F...5..iure 12-3c). We'''

choose a

C 4

Figure 12-3c

Joordi.nate frame in the plane of motion so that the z- is is directed verti-

cally upward and.'"the x-=axis to the right. -Let a be .the angle the rod makes

with-the vertical. If is the length of the red, the coordinates of the bob

are given by (x;Z)' = CZ sin e ,-2 cos O. . We assume that theasystem is
4

,fr'j.etioniess so that the only force exerted :by.the rod is the force 'of, Con-

straint 2 which is directed normally to the path of the particle. Since 2
perpendicular to the path it can be given in the form

(,-% sin a cos 0 . From Newton's Second Law. we obtain the equatibns of

-motion - I

A
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(15a)

(15b)

2xm 2 = _sin e
dt

2.
e

d zm = h cos 8
dt

subject to the constraint

2 2 2
x z2

It may not be,inimediately obyloUs:howto use the constraint to eliminpte the

10mal ;orce.-h frOm-(15). (see Ekercises 12-33.17o. 7)'. We shall proceed by

calculating the energy integral'insteacr. (We could use the result (12)

directly, butchoose'to derive t again in this special case.) In (15a) we',

multiply by '1.7.tc , (15b)
by ,

We set

In this

d Eei:
dt 2dt

and add to get

eaz2, _ _ Jimg.) -
dx(sin 8 -dt dt cos 8 ti) .

TE =2 sin e)

equation and find

whence, for GO

(16)

de
dt

at
d{ cos sin e Fet ,cos e

de
, and

dt at"!=

afc1 d.112(d
t)

I = -Mge sil e 1 ;

the so-called angular velocity,

2 2 : ?${
cos e --cos 8.0).,AW 0

which is .in the Form: (14) .

We cannot, solve (16) explicitly for e in terms of elementary functions

but we can easily describe the general character of the.motion. We do need

ll'ewtonts laws to obtain .one essential property of the motion; namely,/whett,
a 1

happens at a stationary point 80 , a point where cao = 0 , if such a point

exists. Unless' 86.= nlr , gravity has a lion-zero component directed tangentially

to the path;'tbere is' a net force on.the particle, the pendulum is,accelerati4

and 8 must change: If eo arc 'corresponds to a stationary point the system
Iis in equilibrium, at rest with no net_force acting; later, we shall discuss

equilibrium states.in.generel. ,

The simplest case, that of no stationary_points occurs when the'!doOstant
.

-Pcof integration (16)
'
Ea = cos e

0 _
is suffi-ci FtlY large, a :> 1 . Wecw-

40
0
2

then have scg.

_

ilP

z
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. , , ..... . 4 , -

=
de - ;

701.11:ne--7tbe.angular.vel6city' is er zero in this 'case, G is.e
dt

strongly' monotone .function of t , given enough Initial speedo-the

courseol'..the motion is ,g sequenceiof complete rotations of the pendulum
, , .

0

.around its pivot. If Sae fix the initial conditions so that e . 0 and GO > 0
'-' .

at t = 0 ,. we obtain from -(17).

. ...../

.. .

e
(3.8)

2g 4 o 147-773777

iry d*

---:

The motion is periodic with period

(19) T =
dir

2g

the time it takes the pendulum to make one complete turn on its pivot.

Next' suppose lal < 1 and again'take the initial conditions e = 0 ,

ap>-.0 at t = 0 . Since 60> 0' initially, the angular velocity remains

positive until the stationary point .

.
e0 (-a)e = arccos

.

is reached at sometime t0 . 'During this interval the motion is still

described by (18). At eo the acceleration is directed back down along the

path, w changes sign and e dec eases aulatil the next stationary point is.

reached. ilifn this time interval t e motion is-then given by
0

2g J'e Icos * - cos e .

t - t ir77 . d*
(20a) = -

0 0

the next stationa- is reached at el = -arccos (-a) = -e0 when

t = 3t0 and then the motion is reversed again. The motion is periodic, the

period being

(20b) T d*=
g -e

0
,cos *.- cos 0

o

The function t e behaves much like the cosine function of the same period.

Like cos, the complete function can be described bYstile firA'quartei cycle
, .

as decined by (18) for 60 < e <:o .
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We may easily see that, for small oscillations, a cosine function_is in-

fact a good approximat to the solutions Differentiate in (16) 'to obtain

whence,

(21)

dt0 de d2
=LE sin edt dt 2 .e

at
'dt

d22 = - sin e .
dt

Jfio

For small amplitudes we know that .sin 8- Is a very good

in fact, if lei.< e.cii we have from Example 7-5b

approximation 'to e ;

3
(-22) le - Ain el < .

We then seek an approximation of the nonlinear equation (21) by a.solution

the lineafequation

- 2
d e

41.'

(23)(23). ..
.2

. dt

which is the equation of a harmonic oscillator

Equation (23) has the solution

(see Section 12-2(ii)).

(124a) e = A Ili cos (t +.0)

1

Under the initial conditions e = 60, 4) 4) 0 at- t = 0 we obtain

(24b) = 0 cos t

.Thus the approicimate solution with amplitude 19a has the period 2y

.From, (22) with E = e
o we, can.obtain an estimate of'the difference between

the exact and. the approximate solutions and the difference in their periods

(Exercises 12-3, No. 9). se

.±)

(iii) Motidln of a particle constrained to move.on curve. Consider the

frictionless motion of a particle constraihed,t6 move ori a curve - = 1(s)

here ,

sm is arglength along the,curve and the external force is given by a

*potential 1T(2) which doe's not depend upon time. From the equation of energy.

conservation (12)

781
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or, since = 1 ,
ds

(25) -

MOT ds
21'dt! 7 14ds dt

2
= k -.1T(t(s)) ,

=

mfds.
2

-o7177,

N
= k - Ii(s) r:

for- U : s--sV(Zi(s)) . In particular, When V is a .onstarit_function, the

net external force is zero, and, from (25). the particle moves with'conatant
ds

speed
dt

along the cury a result which.nicely supplements_Newton's First

4 Law.

Example 12-3. The cycloidal penduluth

Although the motion of apendulum is approximately sinusoidal for small

amplitudes with a period independent of amplitude, there is actually a depen-
_

%.dence of period upon amplitude whiCh donnot be neglected for large amplitudes

(see Exercises 12-3, No. 10). In order to build an accurate clock based on t

motion of a pendulum is t refore necessary ei-E'er to accurately control the

energy imparted to the pen ulum and so control the amplitude, or, somehow, tc

modify a pendulum so..'that t e period is independent of the litude. Huyghe
eh

found an extremely clever solution.of the second kind, the 'dal pendulum

Consider a particle moving.frictionlessly on the cycloid

X a(0 sin 0)

{z = -a(1 - cos 0)
(0 . 0 <27)

under the influence of gravity, with coordinates chosen as for the pendulum

(Figure 12-3d). Thued the external .

force has only a-z-component, F. = -mg ,

and it is derivable from the external

potential V(2.) =mgz . With 0 as

the parameter instead of arclength,

the energy equation (25) becomes.

Figure 12-3d

Huyghens, C., Dutch mathematician ana physicist, 1629-1695.
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(26)

In this equation Put-

2 dd 2
-̀,,m-(.c)i) (-Pb) = a mg(1 - cos 0) K.

2 2
(dx) ( dz.

)
4a=

2
sin

2
'd5o 2

12-3

(compare the solution of Exercises 11-5, No. 6(b)), to get, with a new constant,

k ,

2
(27) sing` g122.) = Ef sing -

`dt/ '

.

To keep the motion within the interval 0 <:27c. ,we take: 0-<:k < 1 . We

may than draw the same sort of conclusions as for the oscillation of a pendulum.

The motion consists..dOf an oscillation hetWeen the turning points

00 = 2 arcsin -/IT and 01 = 27c - 00 . With the.initial condition 0 = 00 1

d = 0 at t = 0 we obtain from (27) for the times before 01 is reached,

whence,

1e enter 0

r 95

sin *
1

2 4hin221 s/1114 F v'o

./7gf
rg0 2 0cos cos2

00

\\

Isin *
2

2 1

't = 2 i: [1 - arcsin
1g 2

cos yr

f cos il ° )"
4 .

..

= 0 in this equation to obtain the quarter period, and; ID obtain

dVr

;

f'or the full periOd,

(28) ':. T = 41T III .

g -
i

Dbserve that the period of the oscillAtion is independent of the amplitude
, ,1

. ,:.
,

given by 0 . . ,

.

.



As we have seen.there is a grea(t deal we can learn about a curvilinear

motion which satisfies conservation of energy even when we cannot integrate

(25).. The methods we have applie are special but may be used whenever the

potential function U is known. Consider the graph y = U(s) and draw the
line Ir.= k (Figure 12-3e). In a figure, the graph of U lies below the
line or y when a <. s < b or c < s .

Figure 12-3e

For a given total energy k , motion can,pnly take place in one of the intexral:

a < s <b or c < s. Fut1rth,rmore as U(s) increases, t1 speed
dt
ds!

decreases. Alarticle slows down as it approaches any of the points a , b
or c , and, it will reach such a point at zero speed. We know from the definL-

tion of potential function (11) that. = v(I(s))) = U(s(t)) ; hencedt dt dt
dton multiplying by
ds 1 that

dX
t(s)illuTE

If the speed vanishes at a point where Uf(s) 0 then the net foirce on the

particle, the tangential. -component of 1" does not vanish; consequently the

particle is accelerated along the curve in the direction of decreasing poten-
tial. Physicists call a trough in the graph of U like that on the interval
[a,b] a "potential well" and think of it as a trap for low energy particles.

To be preciseye say there is a potential well on an interval [a,b)

where U(a) .1j(b) provided derivatives Ut(a) and .U1(b) are non-zero
.

and U(a) < k for s in the open interval (a,b) 'We leave it as an
exercise to show that a particle'in the potential well, beginning from rest
at a , takes a finite time to go from a to b and an equal time :o come .

back (Eiercises 12-3, No. 11). The 'Motion is periodicand under the :initial
ds

. 0 the first half-cycle of-the motion is given by thecondition s = a ,
dt

improper integral .
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a

(30)

and the period 16

(31)

=-
do-

( a) - U( cr)

ni
d CrT = /g Tb

J a -/U (a) - U(a)

1,2.3

s alb])

We.leave it as a further exercise to show that if U(a) = k corresponds

to a maximum of the potential, with U*(a) -=0 and U".(a) < O , then it takes

infinite time for a particle of total energy k to move from a neighboring
point s to a . In other words, the improper integral, does not converge.

Finally there are unbounded motions like those which occur for s > c .

A particle with total energy k proceeding to the left from e , for instance,
will reach the-point c , turn around,'and move out to the right boundlessly.

If U has a Minimum at -s0 we may under simple conditions approximate .b

.U. in a neighborhood of so- by -a quadratic polynomial which has the same value

and first two,derivatives at s as . (This generalizes the tangent,

approximation ,of Section-5-7. Such proximations-will be studied in detail

In Chapter 13 under the heading of Ta for TheoreM).-Let 's
0

= 0 and take
-.as -the approximating polynomial 'W(s) = a + ps

2
where, a =1U(0) and

1 1.
0N .= TIP0) . We suppose- p .0 so that the minimum for both U and at
-s = 0 is a strong one. A particle'in the potential weil'of W(s) satisfies

2 2the differential equation at -+ s,= 0 and thus behaveS.Iike a simplem
harmonic os511Mator. Insofar as the approximation U by W is applicable,

motion of a particle restricted to a "Sufficiently small _neighborhood of

the ininisitam. is approximately that of a simple harmonic oscillator. Mathe-

matically the validity of the approximation of U by W is justified by

proving continuous dependence of the solution of:425) oh the given function'
U . We do not pursue the question of continuous creLlendenceThere- We only

igish to indicate why an enormous variety of mechanIca;:aStems,behave like

simple harmonic oscillators in the neighborhood of their equibria.

From the graph of the potential we can also imm diately see_whether a

particle in' equilibrium, that is, at rest with no net orce acting upon it,

a



.1273 r'

will remain near equilibrium;if disturbed slightly. Consider the potential

'of Figure 12-3f. Since equilibria can occur only at points'where the, net

force

1.7(s)

. Figure 12-3f ,

vanishes, they can occur only wherewhere
dU

= 0 , in this ease at a b ,
ds

A perturbation of a particle'at rest at one of these points consistsof.a

slightchange in its position or velocity which results in a slight change in

its energy. Clearly a perturbation of a particle at rest at either a.---Or c

results in an eventual large displacement from the point in question. Such

an equilibrium is called unstable in the sensethatany perturbation, no matter

..how'imall, will initiate a motion which takes the particle 'far fratitaorigtvo.

,equilibrium.. Apexticle in equilibrium at b , onthe-Other hand, will'stay.

-near the bottom of its yotential well ifits is disturbed slightly; such an.
-

equilibrium 'is called s table.. 'Thusa strong local mliimum:'hOrresponds .to"
. .

, a
stable equilibrium,.a:stiong local maximum to an unstable one.

It. should be,emphasized that a stable equilibrium need not be "very" .

stable. For the two parts of Figure 12-3g we see that even though an equili-

brium is a strong local minimum, or even an absolute mini: math, to boot, a

"small"_ disturbance may push the .particle farfroM equilibrium. However, it
.

remains true that there is a minimum-increment Of energy,'though it may be

"small" which is required for such a gross' displacement.,
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Figure 12 -3g

Stability questions in particle mechanics and Other fielps are usually

among the most subtle. and difficult'problems'encountered,in the. applications.

With the contintlingrefineMent of our science and technology tfze, issue of

S

stability has.become a central issue in several areas. For exam el, in the

study of servomechanisms, systeme. which can respond to their own tions,

uncontrolled instabilities are to be avoided since they can produce extreme
- ,

destructive oscillations akin to resonances. The current effort to control

the hy4rogen fusion 'reaction resorts, to magnetic fields to confine and stably

contain the reaction; both the tbeoryand practice of achieving stability in

this'area taxes out present day resources to their limits.

2.
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Exercises 12-3
- ...

....

1.. Obtain the' Newtonian equations of motion for a particle moving on an

inclined plane subject to gravity and frictional forces of the Form (3).

Do not assume the z-cdmponent of'velocitSfsi.kzero as in the text.-- - .

2. Obtain the complete equftions of motion for the system consisting of a

particle constrained to move on a frictionless wedge which slides on a

horizontal plane. Verify- that the motion is two-dimensiclal if the .
,

initial velocity is perpendicUlar to the edge of the wedge.
.

1

3. What is the normal force

wedge?

4. Consider the motion -of a particle.sliding without friction on a wedge

when the wedge slides with the coefficient of friction p. against the

horizontal plane.

(a) Obtain the equatiOns of rtion corresponding to (7) and (8) under

- the assumption that' > 0 . (Hint: Consider the equation ofdt
motion for the y-component of position for the wedge so that the

normal force exerted by 'the' plane on the wedge may be taken into

account.

(b),i Give- that the system is initially'at rest, under what conditions'

will the wedge be set into motion? .(Ignore the difference between
static and sliding friction).

-(c) Determine. the order by size of the normal forces )xerted by the

particle sliding frictionlessly on a wedge foethe three cases,

stationary wedge; wedge sliding frictionlessly on the hbrizontal

plane, wedge sliding with friction.

Obtain the energy conservation principle for the system

N exerted by the particle on the frictionless

the particle sliding on a frictionless wedge, Equations

Consisting of.

(5)- (6).
(Hint: Take as the kinetic energy of the system the sum of the kinetic

energies for, particle and wedge.)

6. What is the magnitude X of th0 forCe of,constraint for, the pendulum?

7. The text states that it is not immediately .obvious how to use the con-

straint to eliminate the constraint force liou from the equations of motion
(15a, b). Show how to do it.

,
8. DesCrfbe the motion of the pendulum, when e = 7r is. a *stationary point,

that iS,14hen a 1- In (18).



9. Estimate the difference.between the error of approximation to the

amplitude of the-exact solution (20a). of the pendulum problem by that ,

of the approximate solution (24a).

10.- (a) Shtethat the period of 'the pendulum as given by (20) is an

increasing function' of 80 .

11.-,Show for a particle oscillating in a potential well that the motion is
periodic. Shoar"further that the time to traverse the well from one side
to the other As equal to the time to-.come back.

12. Let s = 0 correspond to a maximum of the potential U , with U(0) = k. ,

411(0)1= 0 , and U"(0). < O y where U" is continuous in a neighborhood
on 0 Show that a particle in the_ neighborhood with total_energy k

,.and velocity directed toward 0 takes infinite time- to reach, 0. .

particle
.

. .
13. -Consider a particle of mass m which slides frictionlessly on a 'Vertical

.
.

circular hoop, where the hoop itself is spinning'about its vertical-
-diameter with constant angUlar speed co . Describe the motion. (Hint: .

Use the energy conservation law in the Form (25) where s is arclength
an 'the hodp).

14. Consider a particle moving on a curve 5t = -11:( ) subject to the conServa-
'tion laW (25) with a potential of the form

U(s + Bs2 + s31(s)

where B >.0 anillowthe derivative .Ft -exists and is bounded. Take
. W(s) = A + Bs2'.- as an approximationTto TI(`S) hear s ='0,. Lets the
arclength for the motion under'the'.pOtential U, be:: given by: .s = 0(t)

undei the poterikial W by a = r(t) . Show fOr small aMplitude

' ..ospillationt-that .a and s are close togethei: for the half-cycle

beginning with the initial states 0(0) = *(0) = > 0 , O_ (0) = *1(0.5 = 0

789
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12 -.i-. Angular Momeritum and Central Forces. 4 ..

16.
w The mathematical effect of a constraint is to reduce the number of inde-

.

,

pendent position coordinates in the solution of a mechanical problem. For

example, by constraining the motiorr.of-a particle to a curve in Section 12-3,.
we reduced the number of essential poilti6n co-ordinates-to one, arclength'1

. .

, .

along curve, which:could then b used as a parameter to give the position
.

of-the point. Sometimes the constr nts were tacit rather thanexplicit, as

1

A

.

in-those:simple cases where we assumed141pot proyedl.the motion to be conffned

to a point or line parallel to 'an externa4 force.. In all'these cases,Athe

effec-Nural to.reduce the solution of the equations of motion to a one-
.

. -,,

dimensional problem, the solution of a differential equation fol- one posltion

coordinate. In this section we treat other pro)Dlems reducible to one dimen-
4

sional motion:

the

-51&

(1) Central force fields: We treat first central force fields in which

force on a particle. at a.point X ,scollinear 1...Tith the position Vector.

In particular we.conaider special central forces c.f-the form F 0(p)I

where.p = lXl Thus in-somecoorainate system the magnitude of the fOrce at

X depends only on the distance:to X from 0 and is parallel to the ray OX .

this situation Newton's Second Lev yields '-

diC
2 °(P)I

dt
*, 41

Ifwe take the cross product with 2. in (1) we obtain a_result which does not-
-

involve'the force ex15141i.tlY:

(2).

From this we obtain

(3)

d22 d d5ZmXx =m crt(X x (717)
dt2

an integral of the motion,

Mj1. C.7t

.=-

--where K a constant vector,(cOmpare Example 11-5c). The angular momentum

xmx dX Is another basic mechanical concept. Equatioxi. (3) asserts that ina
. _

.

central force field_ angular momentum is colme5ved.
.

-.

,The constant vector 1Z in X3) is determined by the initial position and

velocity. If we. take the dot prodp.in (3) with X we obtain. .

X = 0

43'190



so that the entire trajectory lies in the plane-through the'oHginand perpen-
.

dicular t , r, that is, .the plane containing the line '0X0 and parallel to

is;the initial position, and, the initial

With this knowledge the'or'iginal three dimensional

to two dimensions. If it-should-happen,that K = P.

the vector -7 where re0 e-
0

1,41ocity;Ofthe vector.

problem -has been reduced

trajectory lies on a straight line and the problem is fUrther reduced to

one dithension; the'PZ---oof is left to acercises 12-4, . Number 1. We shall assume

0 henceforth

Consider the area in the plane of motion, swept oyeriby the segmezer
.

.
.

during the time interval from t to 't (Figure,.12-4a). 'Wi.th a prime
1

iridicating the derivative with-respec
. -

to t we w'site.

t
2 : .

(4) A J x rc-Odt =I (t2 - ti)

where = , and A. is the area

g ven by the integ2s1,(7) of Section

11-6. (tote that the straight segments

0X1 and OX2 contribute zero to the

integral around the closed Curve since

Figure 12 -4a

the tangent and position vector are, collinear along these segments.) Equation

(4) states the p- rinciple of conservation of momentum in the form of one pf

Kepler/s laws (the so-called second law): the position vector to a particle

frompthe drigin of a central force field sweeps out equ al area in equal times.

'40e.nler dispoyered thisaaw Tor.planetary,motIons about-the sun;

It seems-g'pity to -toss off in a line one of the three lavis of planetars'r

motion which cost. Kepler more than two decades of arduous computation and

mailiPulationaftliedatELQfPlanetaret.suchisthelWvereithe
ca-ICUlUs applied-to New laws (Newton inherited the filSt two of

L -from Galileo). Consider, however, that the ear.Lier -work of Kepler, Galileo'

and others was necessary to the development of- mechanics :InNewtonts hands;-

Newton is supposed to have said, "If I. have seen.a little feirther than others

It 3.§ because,I have stood on the shoulders of giants.".. Oddly,.although he
. -.

.

obtained his result4 Sy the, calculus, Newton, In.his great Mathematical.

.. Principles of Natural Philosophy presented his work geometrically to make-it.
---.

acceptable to his contemporaries.

*
Kepler, J., German 1571- 1630.

_
Philosophise Naturalis Principia Mathematica (1687).
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12-4

It is convenient to re write Kepler's law (4) in polar coordinates:within

. txie plane-of the trajectory. If the polar'coordinates of the particle are 0

and 9 .then (p cos 9 p sin e , 0) and 2 x xi (0,0,pe0
this, (3) can be written in the form

dA
(5) ate' =TE = le

With

where R. . _Since IC >0 bY (3) and (\l±), 9 is a strongly increasing.

fu4ction of t Thus the'senseof rotation of. OX about'the origin is

Constant.

Until now we have used only the property that the force at T. is directed

alongthe.line.OX through the origin. `The preceding results are valid even

if the dependence(o) on radial distance in (1) is:replaced by a more general

ItInd'of depepdence. 0(12t) on both position and time. Now-we make use of the

expliCit fOrm of the force given in '(1) to obtain.an energy conservation law.

We show that'a force of the type appearing in (1) is derivablefroma potential.'
.

From the identity

. _
dt d

(see Exercises.11-51 No :;400 and the relation F =4(p)5e , it follows that

-3Z1

sp -that the force 'is the time deriVative-of'a potential V(p) ;_namely,

(6)

7

V(p) = -jr 0(r)it cir
Po

The energy. conservation .law (12) of Section 12-3 states thai

21E12112 4..,v(g) = E
2-1

where the total energy' E is conttant.. In terms-of.,th poIafr representation

of X this equation-becomes'
-



.From this equation we may eliminate 0' by (5) to obtain

(7)
a

1"

12
2

= E .

mE2
This is the equation oe a one-dimensional motion with the potential V(p) -1- --1F

r 2p ^

for which we may use the giaphical techniques of Sections

When we are interested mainly in the trajectory, of the time dependence:

of the motion, we may use e as the parameter inste of t . Since- B is a

strongly monotone function of t , the two parameters are equivalent 'thuswe

are spared the complications of the pendulum problem attributable to the

stationary points where the motion reverses direction.

find

(8)
'4 2

cae
mK2

2 + -VP) + 24-
2pp

From (5) and (7) we

= E .

'<II). Inverse square forces. Planetary motion. Kepler stated two other,

laws'of planetary motion. Kepler's FirSt Law states that the orbit of a planet

is, an ellipse with the sun at one focus.' Newton postulated that the sun exerted'

a central force_ on. the ylanets and _found that this. law ot Eepler!s.Implied, that

the magnitude Of the'force Of attraction Of ti'.1.e,sula is pFbloportionai to the
*

"Inzerse!!square of the distance between the planet and the sun. From this-
.

conclusion to. proceed on ,,,to the universal law of gravitation Is a step.

The'historicalevidenceindicates-,that Newton had Vaioughtout.basic ideas of

.the calculus and mechanics- tOgether with the universal lew of.graVitation in

his early twenties: 2-
0-- .

We'sii=11:nOt Newton in.'obtafilirig the inverse square force from

1

z

Kepler's Saw. Instead, we shall assume the inverse square law and verify that.

the trajectories given by Kepleri s First Law occur

see.`Misce.11aneous Exercises, No. 2). Specific.=1 1 yl

(9a) a T
P2 IXi p3

-x

under its influence (but
N

we assume the,centra1.170rce
.

. . . .

with proportionality constant -.a , and show. that any ellipse'with focus at the

origin.is among. the' possible- trajectories under this law. In general, Equations.

(8) can be4"9*.ed:tp findtbg,.traaectortes4or any-central force'Iew... We

.

4 -
The word !linveree" is to be .taken in:the'sense.of.reciprocaI.



1,24

shall leave as an exercise the problem.

-inverse square law from either (7) or-(
.the'trajectories under an.

4teS.-12.--4,,No. 2) . Here, we
use special tricks, particularly appropriate to 1.11 inverse square law, for
obtaining these traj_ectories.

From Ne nts Second Law,

.

P
3*

we have on taking the cross product with g 0

From (5) we have

in the form

(10) .

a mz a
dt =

3
K x

p
F

2= (0000p
2
9*) = p etk and we rewrite the preceding equation

d
`

x
dt

P

L Now we write the right side of (10) as e time derivative: From

x de de, e, cos e Opc7

./ cos'ACe , sin e , 0)

a cf

dt p

we obtain (10) in the fOrm

A.

; whence t-,;:
. ,

^(ii)

-dreLdZ 2't
d 2
at p. ' .

x -a - T3 .
p

4

Since 3C and Tt,x 1:t are parallel to .the' plane of the trajectory, we Conclude.

that so also is the constant vector 11 . Choose coordinates in the plane So'

that t = (plo,o) --with. 6 >0 * Take the dot product with X in (11) and use

(IC x 1 x -K2

(:see Exe.rctiei 131.., No tcr -get-
. .

altg
P a + cos e



12-4

Equation (12)- is the polar representation of a cc section which has a focus

at the origin and x-axis as an axis of Symmetry. The trajectory is an ellipse

if a2
> 13

2
a parabola if (x2

2 t32 2and a hyperbola if a < 2

Ti* general character eft the trajectory can be determined at any instant

by the distance from/ the origin and the speed. To verify this observation, put

(11) in the form

to obtain

whence,

= -a - mK x .

,2 a2 2am 3t +m

. (13)
02 L al m2K2v2 2=0

where v = 15ter It follows that the trajectory is an ellipse parabola or

hyperbola according to whether 'm2K2v2 - 22 is negative, zero, or positive.

. ....

The escape velocity is the smallest speed necessary 41or an unbounded tra-

jectoryi a parabola or hyperbola. Thus the escape velocity is. I
mp ..... ..a >0 , that is, prodded the central force 1' 'given by (9a) ia an- -;;'..

attraction. If the force is a repulsion, a < 0 J only hypirolic orbits exist:
.11.

.... 4.
We study the elliptic trajectory in detail. With 3> 0 , this case occurs

for a >13 .' Since the,focus lies on. the_ ma .or axis of symmetry the orbit -ha'a-
.

.-.the gene.ral.appearance bf 'Figure 22-4b

where , . center of the field. of

force is at one foCUs of the ellipse,

_ the other focus is indicated by ,

and the center- of the ellipse by C .

The semi-major axis of the ellipse is

giyen by (12) as a- = t(po p*) where

p
0

is the value.,of p at e = 0 , and

p at e = ; thus

(14) a =. mk
2
a

a. -02 2

Figure 124b

We may eliminate f3 -from' (13) by means of (14) to obtain the equation

(3.5)
2 2ctv =

rap

795
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12-4
as

which gives the speed at and point of the ellipse in terms of pospion on the

ellipse and the constants in 2,.a a . Next we prove Kepler's Thid Law, the

square of the period is proportional to the cube of the semiaxis4f the 'orbit.

From Equation (4), the period T is proportional to the area of the closed

orbit,

'TabT =
K 2

where b is the semi"-minor.axis of the ellipse which is given, with the help

of ('14) .by

mK2 ig jr7b -
42 02

(see Exerciset 12 -4, No. 3). We 'then find for the pert

(16). T =

If the sun were fixed and exerted thesole force on the planets, an inverse

square attraction, then Kepler's laws would constitute a complete description of

planetary motion. LuCkily for Eepler, the data of 14s time were not so precise

as. to toreveal the slight discrepancies from his.laws. Given'Kepleris lawq,

Nrewtbn framed his law ofgra?vitation: Wgiven two particles with masses .mi
and m2 ancli positions 2.2. and T2.1 respectively the.force exerted by the

Cbject'.of-'mass :the-objett of mass. m' is

(17) Gm2m-1(22 2)
;13

where G is a constant of the universe. In this it is assumed; even though

the masses of the sun and planets are not located at. points that these bbdies

can be tkgated at.particles.- By means of an-integration i is possible to show

1)oz-a sphee whose density is a function of radius alone it its gravitational

attraction on an object outside its surface is she as that of a partidle

with the mass of the sphere, andlocated.at its Such:integrations can

be performed.very simply with techniques for integrat functions *Of several

.variables which are developed a little later in the calculus. It appears that

Newton del4Yed7twent5 years until he could satisfy himself of the.-validity of

enter.

vr. Good enough to serve for the physics of more than two and one half
centuries between -Newton and Minstein.

796
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this proposition before he announced the law of gravitation. W(It is, in

tact, not hard to show for.any shape for distanees from the body which are

large in comparison to its size, that the' departures from the- inverse squire'

law of attraction are negligible. But remember that Newton, in order to prove

Such results, had to develop the necessary calculus first.) \

In the inertial frame of the fixed stars, the equations of Motion of the

sun With mass inpicated by m1 and position by and a planet with mass

and position/ .1'52 are, by (17),

- 21)

2"113

and

GmiM2(22 - 21)
(18b)

m21;
11-- ;132

Upon adding the two equations (18) we obtain an equation exhibiting conservation.

of momentum,

. (19)1
)-

A(=71 m222) °

The point ml
m M22

is called the center or mass-of 'the system. From
+ ria2

(19)0' = , -hus-the center of mass has zero acceleration. To obtain-the

equation. of motion in termspf the position vector 1' .- I"
2' -Alel. of'the planet

-

with respect- .to the divide In (180 by mil' (18b) -by m2 and subtract

1- Nt
-to find

-k, = -
.L.

G(Eo., + m2)1 .

(20) .

3
P

.., - =.-<..

where p = mi , as before. This equation has precisely the same Form as (9b)

With a = G(M + m)m and all our earlier .results hold with this-value. Con-

sequently,.in a. coordinate frame fixed with respect to the sun Kepler's first
. /

laws still hold; the orbit oilop planet is an ellipse withthe sun at a focus,
, -.

.the vector X' s!reeps out equal areas in equal times, and the period Z of the
''...,

i.

motion is given by
'N.

x .

,--.

... VCajori, F. In Sir Isaac Newton, p1Z127-190 (History of ScienceiSociety.,
Balitmore, 1928).

Ait 4
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12-4
1

(21) na3/2T =

Me)
7-1

Since. ml is much greater than ,m2' for all the planets,the approximation

a f-= GMm is quite good. However, for a massive planet like Jupiter, for which
.

m2 z .001 ml the difference from tie accurate period (21) is easily deteCtible.,

The problem we have solved treates.two bodies in isolation.- The general
probl&m of finding the tra:letctories of three gi-avitating bodies is already far

.deeper.. The beg-6We have_ been to do is to find computat..j.oftai methods, for

approximating the solution-im particular cases and even that may be very com--
plex. For the general n-body system we ray expect the problem togbe even less
:tractable. For-the solar system, however, the effect of any other planet on
'theorbit of a given planet about, the sun can be considered as a. small pertur-

bation of the basic two-body motion.- In'this way practical approximate solu-
tions of the equations of motion for the planetary system are'obtained. There
are other interesting and difficult questions which one may naturally ask; the
most important being the question of stability of the solar system. Can the

mutual interactions between the planer grossly affect :the}Orbit of,any'one -of'
them? Reassuringly, for the ideal 4.article picture we have been using; Laplace-

in 1773'showed_that no great disruption of the solar system'can occur through.
.

internal interactions0'a magnificent achievement.

In their efforts.to solve the problem of celestial mechaniC, mathema-
ticians Prom Newtonts day to Gauss Created'the calculus dhd poWerful methods of -

shicilYsis which are'useful for much else. In our times mathematics still fates

Itself as much_as it been stimulated by its applications. A mathematician

today can pursue his c er without knowledge. Of any one of the significant

applications of mathematics. Still, like the,mythical giant Antaeus, mathe-

maticsz.gains strength by contact with the mother Earth and is made Vigorous

.meeting the' problems imposed by other human concerns.

.

by

(Iii) Tbe spherical pendulum. Complete conservation of angular momentum
implies_that the force-is a central force (Miscellaneous EXercises, No. 2(a)).

However, there are some problems with noncentral,forces.for which- some components

of the angular momentum remain constant in the motion. .We conclude with another

example in which such partial conservation of angular 'Momentum is -used to reduce.-

Laplace, P. S:, einch, 1749 - .1827.
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the problem to one dimension. We considet a pendulum but allow the bob to

move on a sphere instead of constraining the motion to a circle ix a vertical

plane. We have the same equ ation of-motioell before, namely

(22) nalt" = mg -

where 2 is subject to the constraint r12,=425ind the constraint force

-;22' is directed toward the support oil the pendulum.. The energy integral i's
"lb )

. ..

(23). ra - = mk .

This is an equation in the three components of XC . The constraint permits us,.

- to eliminate one component. In'order.to eliminate another component and reduce-
.

tire problem to one dimension we need another conditionwhich dpea-not involve, '

-the unknown factor'h . We eliminate -N. from (22) by taking. the cross prodUCt

with IL, :and find the derivative of the angular momentum"-

(24)
rial7(TC x "Zt)- in2 g

Thus angular momentum isnclt conserved. Note, hbWever,'that the component of

,the derivative in.thedirection of g 3s zero. Therefbre we have conServa..- .

tion of the component of angular momentum parallel -to- ; namely,

(25)

-where u Is constant.

(Z.x:Z1)1 =

We chocise a coordinate frame whiCh simplifies the elimination Of.two

coordinates from Equations (23) and (25) and,.the constraint condition: The

'z-axis is taken vertically upward so that g = (0,0,g). We use polar coordi-

nates r , e with x =-ar cos-0 , Sr = r sin e. The constraint
2x + y2 +'z 3 22 .can.then be' written in the form

(26)

From (25) ; we find

(27)

and from (23),

.(28)

.4

r2 z
2

=

rte' =

lbw

2 2 .2 2-
+ r 8- -+ z.- j + gz k. .

799
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12-4

If p. = the problem reduc the circular pendulam treated in Section

12-3 as you may verify -(2xercises.kzvli., No. 6) . We assume hereafter that

1.L..A 0 . .(Fron (27) it then follogthat e is. a strongly monotone function
,of -t :J. With (27). We eliminate 9- from, (20) and with (29) we eliminate

to obtain the onerdifferential equation for z

2
2

2 2- z .
z/ .4- 2gz = 2k

z2

Or

(29) z/
2(gz - k)(2

2
- z2)

/2
2

Equation (29) corresponds to a one-dimensional motion with tho, "potent2Ial"
--k)(22 - z2) 2

and "total energy" - .'
We analyze the Motion qualitatively, as in Section 12-3, by studying the

P ential as a ft,uaction of . z . The potential function has throe real roots

at z4= + z = We diStingui thre cases- g < <1-i< and

2
B 2

<
5

(Figure 12-11-c).

- Figure 124c-

) 2.

Singethe "total .energy" - aff is negative -and since the constraint *Plies
.

:Izi-< , the condition that the "potential energy" not exceed the "total

.k !
ener gy" can7.be satisfied only if > -2 and if -"Eg . does not'Pall below

rdmimum of the "potential"- in .[ -2,2] . 'If these conditions hold, the.:

z -component of the motion iaseriodic and: z -ranges between a minimum value

zi and amaxiMuM value z2 .- A half cycle of the oscillation is given by

(30).

.,- and the period

= idCt

zl )2(k - g)(22 -

800
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.. . ...

Dyring one. period e increases by the amount
,, .,

g)(22 - .f.2) -

4-7

r
etat 2

F.:
.... z,

2112

22,
t2 40c 2 2

A

Unless LaB .is a rational 'multiple of it -the motion of the pendulum. will not
, be. periodic. In Figure 12-4d we show how the orbit appears on surface of the

sphere,.

z
2-

---
Z4

.dz
Zis

12-4

Figure- 12 21+d
. ,

The function. t .given ,by (30) iS' called an .elliptic' integral. and
.cannot be expressed E.ts' an elementary fun:ctiork. The ,invetse function t
is called- an elliptic:, function. The.e4iptic.integrals,are so named-"because ".

the integral for the arclength of .an ellipse is a member of the class. These.
functions appear in many applications. . J

'40
We haVe seen :thiough a succession of problems of increasing Tomplexity' how

it is possible to simplify the problem of specifying the motion of a syStem by
use Of constants of the motion (conservation liws) and constraints.. With a
sufficient number of such ,conditioris we frequently can reduce the problem to
one diMension. The techniques _we have used fOr the solution of 'these- problems'

5

e

IP

will .be found useful in .many others.



Ekercises 12-4

Show taiat-.1fr = in then the trajectory is a .straight line. What
43;formatioti can' you obtain fr6m (7) in this case?

..

-2. Use (7) or (8) to, integrate the equations of motion for
-1force. (Hint: 'Replace p by R = .)-

..7 0,

r 3 Verify that .the semi-minor:axis b of the ellipse

an inverse square

). is given by.

At what height will a satellite of the earth have the same. period as the

period of rotation of the, earth about its axis? A synchronous 'satellite

would be placed at thii height For the acceleration of gravity at the
surface of the earth take g . 980 -S EL- and for the radius of the earth,2

8 sec
6.37. 37 x 10

What is' the escape'. velocity l'rom the earth ! s surface?

6. Consider a satellite in a circular orbit about the-.earth.. Its .retro'
rockets are fired* briefly so that its speed is reduced but direCtion
of motion :and..position are chahged negligibly. ,Suppote the. change. of

speedis:just ;enough:. -60 bring .the satellite to theearth!s, surface.

Without air resiatanc.el_ what must 'the- change Tin speed be and
does A.t..take .the ,Sitelli-4,0 each the' earth- the..retrorOdkets

-

.

fired?-:

Prop% if µ = 0 in .(27)._ the motion *of the spherical pendUlUm reduces to-
- 4

r that Of the..cYscUlarpendulum. of Section 12-3.

8. :Under what conditiOils is the maximum value- Z.
2 equal to the minim;

of z for the motion of a sphericai.pendialum? Discuss the
.

! motion in. this case.

9. What is the motion of the-penduluM when z = 0 ? - (Hint: :Equation (29)

is not convenient for the study of this motion) .

10. Determine the magnitude, of the force of constraini?. (2?).



Miscellaneous Exercises

1. Show that an object thrown with "an upWard component into a resisting

atmosphete must come down to the -same. level at a speed less tha,Aits

Initial speed.

2. (a) Prove if the angulai'l momentum of particles is conserved then the

force is a central foice...:.

(b). Prove tEht a particle obeying Keplerts first two laws-/s sub ect to

an inverse square. force.

Show how the electric and magnetic field vectors E and IS of Section

12- 2(iii) musty. modified to account.for the motion a charged i

particle in a coordlnate,frarde which moves in translation with 'respect

to the inertial i'rame with constant velocity IT. .

4. The path of an objict attracted by a central force is a circle and the

center of fOrce is on .the circle. Show that the force law is an..4qyerse
- 7- .

fifth --poiger law, = --- and shOw that the speed is ptoportionhl to
.. 2 .

t(a)
Let the paell'of- a particle be given by X ?(s). where

arc:length. Define- the langent. --E and principal normal

dt
=
: .

...
,... (s) -.an& .cn -where. the sign of the- curvallklie

, ...

-11 -6,
. .. ,

.

nonnegati-iras..lia ExerciseS 'NO. 19), Let -v.."4--E and.
.dt

'. (IV-

dt

. ,

,---- 'be respectively, the speed' ancr.acceleration.alOnghe
, . . .

2Show thdt the force.on the particle is F = mat -+-. mxv s .

curve.-

(b) Use :the result of Part (a) to.derive the inverse fifth power law. inf.

Number 4..

6. Consider a rocket ,which is to lift a payload of mass Ml
the amount of fuel relative to payload necessary to reach esgpe velocity

in one minute frOm the earth given an exhaust velocity v - 2 x 105 -c--211-sec
Neglect air resistance.

Determine

and a constant rate of fuel consumption.

4

4

f.



The -Di-eatiori of analysis was intimately associated with its applications
. .

and great. mat3:CeMaticians, Newton, Euler," Gauss, gave much of their thought to
obtairiireg numerical solutions .to applied prob-rems As analysis grew, bathe-,
maticia.ns became increas'Ing3_y concerned with general problems _rather than
specific problems and their. numerical solution. As an example of a typical
pattern -far a mOdern,theorem analysis.con Sider. Theorem on.',-the exis-
tence of the integral_ of a bo ded function. over an interval. The theorem
.refers upper.and lower est tes-for,the',_itegral., If for every poiltive.
E there exist' upper and Iowa ri sums which lie. within the tolerancR. E of each
Other then the integral: exists. This is the pattern: if "the ,solution of a

,.prableM. can be estimated then the soIlition_exisIs.1,The problem-is considered
7solved.n if.tit is showi that such estimation: is.-.`rroasible"..,.. To: that.
estimation is theoreticPlly possible is not enoUgh.' In-order to yield useable .

- . . .

numerical results, the method of estimation must be practicable by means at our
command; furthermore, it should be economical and cost ust.omol-e in time and
money than the solution is worth.

In recent years, with the advent of high speed,electronic.compUtation,
the field of numerical analysis has interested mathematicians again. Their
interest is not so much in specific computations as 111 the ,c4OnstrUCtiOn:of.-."::.."--
effective general scheines of Computation. - Whether a given _scheme Is. effective
ddpends upon the instruments of ..computation at hand. Although such practiCal
considerations have. shaped the growth of numerical analysis there already is
a body of elegant theorems in this area sufficient to' capture the purest
mathematical imagination.-

In order to focus our thdughts, Iet us consider the problem of ob-tal TI4 rig
.accurately to a-given number of decimal plates the period of 'a pendnitirit moving

with the angular amplitude From Section:12,3 EqUation (20b) we.haVe
the :.period

With slight modification, a result of Riemarua, 1854.*
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Suppose the factort.:2Ir to be known to any desired accuracy and look onlyg
at. the integral. glace the integrand is monotone we ought to be able to use

upper and sums to 'estimate' the integral.. The integral is. impro7
per the integrand. has an-unbounded discontinuity at the upper end of inte-

,
gration 7- but this is .riot a serious difficulty; We can obtain a continuous
integrand by an appropriate substitution. For this purpose we set
cos * = (1 = u)2(1..-1- 2u) = g(u) 6uCl du .and _obtain

-A_ g(u)2
. .

= ri u(a. 3.0
du

J - g(u).)L1 g(u) ] -/g(u)

I
du'

J 0 -,/(3 21.1.)ci 4- geu.)](1 + 2u)
. .

The integrand is no-where zero. Now thewOrk of computation begins. We must
find the intervals in. which the integnsuad is monotone if we are to use the
estimates by upper and lower sums as in Section 6-3(i1). In -thiscase the
integrand has a sngl e. ex-tremum, a miliiiraum, in the interior of the interval of
integrations'; The zero of the deriyativd.corresponding to this extremum is to
be located, more asUally.approximated with a certain error'. Now =we can deter-
mine the minimum value of the function, again appP5ximately, and fix the.number-
of partition points needed in each of two intervals of monotonicity to

.

yield the desired -accuracy. Next we may calculate the values of the_integrand_____
at each of the partition points, again -6o a deg:se of approximation. Fir-11y .

the Rie12182:111- SIIAS .are calculated, -perhaps with fUrther errors introduced by
. .

rounding off to an appropriate number of decimal places. Thus even in this
relatively straight forward example we see that a realistic problem may require
a careful analysis of every arithmetical operation performed on the way'to a
numerical solution.

The problem is riot -always one -of -airectly transforming a theoretical________,

solution of a problem into a numerical solution as inthe preceding example.
Sometimes the theOretical solution cannot be translated into practicalmethods

..- Z

- To get rid of the singularity at zlr = we insert the factor (1
To avoid a singularity at the origin we make' -gt-(0) = 0 by inserting the.
factor 1 + 2u .
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.and_.neir schemes must be devised: Furthermore,. error analysis is not telways

practicable. Often 'comPutational schemes are used.Without any other justifi:

cation except that they seem. to work most of the time. Sdientific.and tech--

nologicalprogreas will not wait for sound error estimates. Empirical methods

-have taken us, a long way: Still it is Important-to do what anRlysis we can

Walve,emPirical methods can be wasteful and tithe consnnr they are. also known

:,sometimes HtO-give.l.ncorrot results unexpectedly

The literature of numel-ical analysis, or even. that part it acceSSible4,

to us with, tools.of elementary calculus, is far too large for us to cover in

the scope of a single chapter, or single volume, for that matter. Here we

confine ourselves to a few basic methods: iteration schemes for finding the.

zeros of a function, approximation to a functioniin a neighborhood of a point,"

numerical-integration and numerical solution of differential equations.-:

Exercises 13. -1

(a). Obtain a-method for computing the square root af's.positive number.

to within-any prescribed tolerance' e . Obtain estimates to deter

-mine ,at. what stage the processay-be braUght to an end.
/

:(b)2.Use the.given method to obtain accurate to 5 significant

figures.:

The idea ofusing Riemann sums toapproximatethe Integral I given by

Equation (1) has, led us into formal complications. In such an approxlf-

mation the integrand is approximated by plecewise,constant functions.

Use a.little more ingenuity.in:.approximating.the integrand and obtain.

upper and lower-
1t/2/2 -',

estimates
it

-0

for 'M
-;x d*

.. --(Hint:- note that
---1-

and use estimates for cos and sinf x -1&7747 -1E1777:

obtained from Example 775(b).).,

a
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13-2.. Iteration.

.(i) Iterative hods for estimating a zero of.-a function.T

An iterative scheme of approximation uses an estimaie of .a number to

'obtain a better one, the better estimate to obtain a still better one, and sc

on. FOr example, consider -theproblem of Obtaining an approximation to -.AT

(Exercise's 13-1, No. 1) - We know that a0 = 3 is an upper estimate for VT

It follows that lit = is a lower estimate. This suggests that we try the

average of the two in order to improve the estimate:

8 2 2With a0 = 3* we have al = . Since a0 = 7 2 and al 7 + 7 we see

that a
1 represents a considerable improvement over the estimate a

0
. The

same'icheme can be repeated indefinitely: giveivan. estimate a.; for VT a
better:estimate ak1 is obtained, by the recursion formula

" (1)
1

ak÷3. ak ak

127 1 .In particular, for al =
8

'
we obtain a2 177 with T

-2304
Let

us see how good the improvement in the error is. If a_k =.7/7+ ek then

re
E+1 akF1 47 ek H: 1.

1-7(1/7 ett-L7Z7-
"V7 .

Since -IT > 2 , and-

2
.

ek

2( -if ek

e > 0 , we have

0 .< ek+l

ek,
.5

Conseguently if ak is accurate to ii decimn, places, that is,. ek'< 10
-

10
.or 2

2n 10=2n21 .

then e.x+1 20 or ak+1 is accurate to more than twice 'Coe

number of decimAl places. Clearly; the scheme (l) is a very effective way of

1".improving estimates for 'IT



-Iteration schemes 'are used approXimate -a solution or an':equation of

f(x) 0\ir

the :.form

(2)

(

Thu, ,the. equation ':0 - 7 --...: o/ can be solved approkimately within any given
i--

tolerance. by -(1): . The method //is to recast (2) in the form
.

1, . , ,.:- -

(51 -1
/

x .-.=_ 0(x) ,
. I

and to use the iteration. scheme .:

(4)
= 93(etk)

r .

to approximate the desired solution of (2) and (3). The estimate a.k is

called the it.-th i-Eerant Of the scheme. For the example f x x2 - 7. we
have used 0 -4

2 x
7,

man+x - . There are ma possible ways to obtain an
equation.of. the Form (3,) which is equivalent to (2). The problem is to obtain
an iteration scheme which works, that is, one for which the approximation is
improved at each step: Moreover we want the improvement to be substantial so
that it is'worth the effort of computation.

If a is a solution of (2), that is f(a).= 0 ,:then a is also a
: .solution of

.

(5) : -x = 0(x) x f g(x)t(x)

where g is arty .function defined- at a . We seek:a choice of the function
. so that the: iteration scheme

(6)
ak+1 ak g(61k)f(ak

converges a so that

.(7). ;11m 0(ak) = a
"k-co

Furthermore, since the only kind of condition we can usilgo 1 y impose on, the

Initial estimate a is that it be within sdMe _neighborhood- of' a We should
like (7) to held, independently of the choice of initial estimate, .within a

neighi3Orhood of ' a- .

9

,...
.

and ask under what circumstances the estimate ak+1 given by (4) is a better'/

estimate of a than ak . Set ek -----: ak - a . The criterion for improVement

/ ek-F1in 'the. estimate 'is 1-171 < 1 ,

-k -..

a '-t-__95(.a)

or



(8y
,-

er = aka -1.- a O(al) 95(a

k 1 ak a ak -a
iGeometrically this criterion is that_pie iteepness (or absolute slope) of the

chord to the -graph. y = 9.5(x) between the points '(a', 0(a)) and (ak., O(ak) )

is less than 1 . This' means that (ak , O(ak)) lies in either the right or

left quadrant bounded by the lines of slope ± 1 through the point

(a ,06:0) = (a,a) , the unshaded region in Figiire 13---a.

Figure 13-2a

If ak lies within a neighborhood of a such that the graph 'y = 91(x) ties

within this region fox all points of the neighborhood. thew (8) is satisfied

not only by ak , but also by all succeeding iterants-. If 0 is differen-
..

tiabie we observe.-that the graph lies Within the region for all x in some

neighborhood I" tf. a if, and only if, 195(xx) 9:1(.a) < 1 for all x

I . or this"-i is slifficient that 10' (x) I < 1 on I , an immediate con-

sequence of the Law of the Mean. Finally, note if-the steepness of the graph
.

is bourided below 1 . on I
(9) 101(x) I <M < ,



and in general

16.0)

10_ (t )

,

ja2

I e01-

a) 1

= 10(al) 56(a)1

-01

< mk I eo

132

Timis the iteration scheme converges and the error baiznd approaches zeros-a-

. Metrically

With (10 in mind it is clearly in our interest to choose a function
- -

in (5) to make M as small as we conveniently can. First let us sae what can

be done with a constant, function g x . We can require that 0' (a) = O ,

and if f,./pis continuously differentiable this will mean that M can be held

within any desired tolerance by restriction. to a suPfsufficiently siaall neighbor-
,

hood of a . From 95(x)_.-= x + cf(x) this yields 0' {a) =. 1 + eft (a) or
1

,01-

= 7 39zT1 . Since we do not know, .a exactly (otherwise we,, would tot be

loOking for an approximation to a ) , 'we gen eraily do not knair (a) exactly,
and in fact a.ny "reasonable approxima-tion.to "f,

1
-

fOr.the solution of (2) we are led. to the iteration scheme

.

ak+2: = cf(ak)-

Example 1j-2a. I1et us calcuagi the real zero of f -x x3 + x - 1 .

Since f (x) = 3x2 + 2. > 0 , the function f is .increasing and th' zero is

unique. Since i(0) = -1 and f(1) we take a
0

=
2 and approximate

7= 7 . Thus we.t.rnploy the iteratioii 'scheme
1ft(a) in (11) by 1"(E),

811

$:

14_



to obtain with a0 = 0.5 , r(0-.5)

and so On.

-.375

. . 0.7 ... f(0.7) = .3. , 04

1607= 0.67 00 f(0.67) =,-.03

. . . .1

:,

Soniettmes a sef-mingly sligh md-ification -will. result in a great
.. ....

ment..in,:anitekatiOn:scheme. tometims.an algebraic device will reduce the

-amount of computation necessary: The following example illustrates both.

Example 13-2b. .Consider the equation-

. 2 ... 3 10
z-. 1 x +x -I-- x -12- ., + x , ,T- 12. -; ..

aa .5 .. 0 . . -

ffrhpre is a solution beti:Teen x = 1. and x = 2- and we rciew, expect it to be
.

much .closer to .1_ -. We sum the geOmetrical progressign to recast the equ.atio:
-in the' form 1-

(12a)

or

(1210

11x 1 - 12x - I

11-= X
-.-

12x 3_1 = 0

Now if is the desired solution, f( ) =*0

ft (a) =

=
1_1

a
22

3.= (12a - 11)
_a-

or

(13) f'(
srSinci -a 'is 'ciose. to 1 we may :suppose that ft (a). ft (1) =. 71_ . With

. (a) replaced 'by. (11) .thiS .yields the iteration scheme:7'9'1'

) -11 )=.11(12 - -.a

.-.
.0



Now if we use 'a 1 as our first approximation to a we obtain' al "=

The syzccessive Iterants are all equal to 1 and the scheme is not useful-for
solving the original problem. Where.have we been careless?4:

13-2

In multiplying by x - 1 -to obtain (12b) _we introduced the extraneous.
solution x = 1 which is close to the solution we are seeking. Moreover,

f' (x) 0 at- x = 10/17_
which also is close to 1 ; so the 'approximation to1.1

1
nmsri be far from the truth.

7

If we are -to benefit front our clever algebra
_07_and use (12) we 6h811 evidentlylhave to begin. with-. a better initial estimate

for a ..
. -

Now

O

-Since we expect u, to be close to zero we expect higher. powers

To obtain an initial estimate for a , set x = I 4 u

(1 u' )351 -
12..

-u-

use the binomial theorem and divide by u to obtain..'r
+ 55u -i:;165u2 12 .

-

(12a

a

of u to be-
small compared With u and we ignore powers -higher than the 'first to obtain'

for an g_nitial approximation

1147,55u0.,7

-Thus .1 + u- 2§- =.1.018::.-. and we take a0 = 1. NOW:W:e.inSert thi0 -55-. ,
. o,...

.value:InStead-of a in (13) to 'obtain: fl(a)--= 1:4 m141:(Note.tha-i,there s
-... , -- - .

---no- pointto OarryIng7=--th4ny:'d601.thiii7places initial1.142 'Wiih: this-estimate
x.-eplacing--f4(a) in (11), we obtain the iteration scheme. . Z,.

e!.k 2L-70(akil 12ak -I- 11)

To calculate akil we use a log table or the LL scale on a slide rule,
and obtain successively the iterants a0 = 2.02 , al =- 1.0175 , a2 = 1.0172 .
In two iterations we reach the limits of slide rule.accuracy.

. In this case we have seen.how a proper initial estimate may be -crucial.:
for the conVergence of an iteration scheme.- For many cases to obtain a

suitable first estimate 'is half the battle:

. .. -.) ; -The most commonly used scheme for which the function g of' (5) 'is not. .

constant is Newton s Method. In- gewtonts Method g(x) = -
f '

-.,--1
oo- ''

- thus



3

c v,(a) in (11 ) . is replaced by - to give ,the

a-14-1 ak FirakT

The iteration scheme used for It" above iajNewton's Method (14) with .

f : x x2 --7 .
.

-Pone major advantage of a convergent interation scheme is that it is

s Orrecting. An error in computatioii at any stage, provided it is not

:too large; will not prevent convergence to the soluticin: The computational

met cods of 'eleMentary ArithmetiC do not have -,;this property. Because of this

propertyslight modifications in:the 'Scheme, either-systematic ones -or specie]
.

adaptations made-'at any -st41,317.. the course of the.computation:,will not_ affect

the outcome . For example, the derivative Lii_'NeFteiiii s Method ( 14 )' may
.

. be harder to compute thapi the 'f ilEnction. Values . In that case- tt may be more

-. efficient in terms, of the effort of .computation. to replace. :the- derivative by
. .

..

e :difference quotient -ath in

(15) ;.-(.ak) f(ek-1)
ak-- ak-1

Any combination of -the, methods we have de'Scribed 'may-al:so be adOited. For

example; it May. be .convenient -to 'use' (14). or (152 'until we are cloke to the

desired level of accuracy. say up to' k. = m and then use (11)Nfror t final

. .

stages of the computation, k > . . . m j-with_the constant : : c-- taken as

4
'111razo

M
or 711M-1..

whichever is: appropriate.
= f(am -) - f(a.m. )

-1

A(ii) Picard's method for the solution (pi' a differentia equation.'

1

The idea of iteration is just as important for theoretical questtons as

it is for numerical -computation. If- an .iteration scheme converges for "given

equation to a v:alue a in the domain of a continuous function 0 ,'this fact

alone shows that a solution of (3) exists; namely (a) = a (Exercises 13-2,

No. 6) . Furthermore, iterative methods can be applied ip. situations- of other'

kinds. Cons ider , for example, the f011owing iterative solutions, Picard 's

Method , for the differential equation

E. Picard, FrenC4, .(1893}. The -method was first .published by LiOuville .
1838. Picard greatly generali'zed the method.

8.114-

.1



.(16a)

subject to the initial condition

(16b)

solution, we

4d . u(X) = y
0 0

y = yo at x x
0

mean a function u : x y for -which u'

For the soluiion u we then have

x
(17) u(X) = y0 + (x u(x))dx

0

This form -of (16.) suggeste the iteration

(18a) u
0
(x) y

.
(18b) (-2) Yo (x uk( x) )clx

0,

X) =

, 13-2

ct,(x , u(x))

It is easy to give' general sufficient conditions on the function '4 for the

convei4gence of this scheme (Exercise's; 11+-M, No 15) and to s*ow under these

conditions that 'she successive iterants converge to a solution of (12) and

that Ithe solution is. unique. For this we ,need some of the ideashaptereav

14. Here We_ use the scheme to prove uniqueness for the solution under the

condition that the derivative be bounded stated in Sectign 10-9 (p. 625).
.

THEOREM 13 -2. Let :Equation (16a) be separable, 4, .(x,y) = f (x)g(y) : If f.

is continuous on a neighborhood of x
0

and g` 'bounded on a neighbor-,

hood of y
0

then there ise.xactly one solution -uk: x y, of (16a
,,-

satisfying the initial condition (16b) a*neigilborhood of, x
0

. Observe that we have arready demonstrated the existence of a

solution (Theorem 10:-9), the o

be an appAximation'to a solutiOn

the error cxic(x) we have

..lak(x).1 = -1.3.(x)d <-ek(3.9)

now-

questio2 is ttlipte of -uniqueness. Let uit

u on a neighborhood of x
0

where for .



rx

f(olititk(g) --gu(watx
0

x
;(0e(n)[Iii(e).-

,x

where ri is -a number between ) and u () according to the Law of the
Mean. Now simmer) uo is continuous and satisfies the initial condition (16-b-) y
then 4(18) uk .is contiimous (since it is differentiable) and aiso. satisfies
(16b) for k > 1 . From the continuity of u and', uk there is a neighbor-

-hood of xo where the values of both functions lie within the neighborhood
of y0 where g' (y) is bounded; hence g' (1) has the *a= bound. Further.:
more, the neighborhood of xo an be taken within a closed interval Whbre
f(x) is bounded. Consequently, on some neighborhood of xo. we may satisfy
If'(x)gt(ii)I < M . We may also restrict this neighborhood so that (19). is
satisfied and so obtain .

(20)

Al order- to guarantee a reducti= in the
x0 131 < r < 1 ; then

C

(21) Jcri;(x).1 < ek.< <-2 0at
where e0 is the errof- tolerance for the rinitial a oxiraation (th- .
.of verification are Seft.to Mcercises. 13-2, No. on some interval
aboit x the iteration scheme converges for ,each valtIe of x to .u(x) .
It follows, that there can only be one solution u to (16) una.er the hypotheses
of the theoreta as we now prove. Let. I be a neighbprhood of x0 where u
and v are solutions of '(16) and-where the hypotheses of.....the theorem hold for
u (-in-particular, tha-C. g' u(x) is bounded). Since both u and v ate

.
solutions sae have proved -eh -ikts.thereis a neighborhood of xo where, the ,Itera-;
-tion scheme (18)' cpnve ge. .u(x)- and a neighborhood. where' it converges ;to

Q. ,
v(x) ; .henc4. an the s 31:er. oftlaese neighbo'rhoods, say- .the iteration
scheme. converges to both u(x) vex) ; hence, on J u(x) = v(x) . Now;

'if u(x)-. k.v(x) on -I there must -Cleaskorit point -- in such-ths
-_ ,
u(g ) A -,.q) ". If some such point exist witti x , -then:* consider

. a

error tine need my requii-e
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We then have xi.> xo since we have found a neigbborhkd J of xo where
u(x) = v(x) Furthermore, xi r. I since I contains at least"one point

.g > x0 where 1.1(g) v(g)- , and since xi is the greatest lower bound of
the set of such points. Because u and v are continuous and u(x) = v(x)
for x < x1 , it follows that tfie two -are equal at x = xl , say
y1 = u(x1) = v(x1) . Further, since xi a. I , the hypothesis' of the theorem
holds there. Now, _u and v are botch solutions Of (16a) satisfying the

initial condition = yl at = xl ; hence as we have argued above u'=
on some neighborhood of . Hence x_j_ cannot b the greatest lower b' d

defined by (22)S. We conclude that (x) v(x) in I and by
a sirrrT Ter argument that' u(x) = fbr x < xo on I .: Thus u and v
. are thesame.

13-2

7

7 Exercises. .13-2

.
1. Devise an -iteratiOn 'scheme to approximate. ,K for any positiVe A -.

Show hbw- tb choose gn initials.timate for ,TA- so that- the scheme - -

converges and, verify that--the .error c an be broUght .betw any,
:,._,

tolerab.ce. , - 7

(a) -.An iterations s'cheme is called_ alternat4;ig if the error changes 'sign
at each iteiration. Since any -two* consecutive itere,nts'AproXimdte
the

.3e
solution from abbve and below, the 'value- of an alternating

schemd.is that 'kt permits an estimate of the error without a separate
error a, 71;31ysis. Find a sufficient condition that a convergent itera-
:tionscheMe be alternat'ing.

(b) Construct a convergent alternating scheme for calculating -LE

(c) Use the alternating scheme obtained in-Part (b) t8 calculat

accurately to two decimal places.

Obtain 'an iteration scheme for n.-AFL. demonstrate convergence,

estimate tTe- error in the k-th iterant.
2

(a) Prove the following theorem. Supp e f(a) = 0- .- If f has two
continuous dirlvatives o a neighborhood of a and if ET. (a) # O ,

then NewtpnTs Method (114-' convergIs:if: the initial estimate is

sufficiently close to a_ . (Hint: use the Law of the Mean 'twice

to 'approximate f(ak) as4'fOr the tangent approximation Sec'tion.
5 -7 )

81
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(b) Show-that Newton's Method is monotone (the error has constant sign)

if in addition to the conditions ofPart -(a), f" (a) 0 .

Obtain the.,_greate;t zero of f to 3 decimal places, where
L-

(a) ,f(x) = x6 + .6x. 9. ;
o

(b) f(x) = x3 - x2 + 4x - 2
15

(c) f(x) =E xn

. nO

6. Show if the iteration scheme (4) converges to a number a in the domain

of 0 , and if a. is a_pOint of contilutity of 0 that is -a solu-

tion of ..(3); that is, 0(a) "= a .

. 7. Verifythe error estimate (17) in the-Picard iteration scheme for a

separable equation under the conditions of Theorem.13-2.

8. Consider the differential' equaticin y? = which has more ..than one

solution u : x 7+ y satisfying the initial condition u.(x).

x = 0 , for, example, u : x .-+ x and : x --> 0 . In view

13-, haw can this be'possible?

=- 0 ".--at

of l'heorera

I.
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33-3. Taylort s Theorem- with Remainder.

In Section 5-7 we Considered the tangent4pproximation to a function f

in the neighborhood of a._point a ; namely, as an approximation to f we took
the lineitr function

13-3

f1 x -,f(a) + Fi(a)(x a)

which has the same value and slope as f. at a . We may reasonably suppose

that, a function which has the.same derivatives as f l'up to n-th order, where
n > 3. , is a-et-ter 'approximation to in' some-neighborhood-40f a . (It is

.convenient in this context to ,call f(a) the, zero- order 'derivative of f and
we silikri frequently write .f(°)(a) for f(a) ). We consider such an approxi-

mation in the form. of a polynomial function

(1a) x c0 4-c1(3c c2(3( -: a)2 + cn - a

r:The n + I conditions; fn(kital = fn(a) fOr _k r0
determine -the: n + I coefficients c.k : from'.

(k)-(x:1 _ (k + I)!
1 'ck. -

:we have, on Setting' x = a -2.

)(1b)

nt

2, 1 1 n 2

-

Entering these expressions for the coefficients in (ha), we obtain
. .

the so-called Taylor polynomial of n-th.order'at

In Section 5-7 we obtained an estimate of the error of the -tangent approxi-

mation in terms of a bound on the second deriVative. For the -approximation (2)P-

-cie obtain an error estimate in terms of a bound on th (rk,+ -th derivative,.

Brook.. PrIgi-ish 1685L3.733...
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THEOREM gall:: (Taylorls

tinuous derivatives

b . If if.
(n+1)

(x)

Theorem) et f be a

on the closed interval

1 < Mn+1 on. I then

function with n + con-'

I with endpoints a and

(3) f(b) = f(a) + f'(a)(b - a) 4? + 22122.(b -'al + R(b) 1
n:

where the remainder

(4)

Rn(b) is bounded by

Mh 1IR (b)I <
(

- a I n+1n 1)2 1

Proof. For the proof we use the method already employed in Example 7-513

to approxintate sin and cos and in Section 8-6 to, approximate the exponen-

..tial function. Suppose b > a , (the proof for

13-3, No,. 5). We have for

(5)

Integrate.from. a to t

to obtain

-whence

x z Ca,b] ,

(124-1) ,-M < f < M
n+1

b < a is left to Exercises'.

in (5) / where t [a,b] and apply TheoraT 6-4a

-M
n+1

-(t a) <

.f(n)(a)

Now integrate again f-rom a to

(n)
(t) f n) (a) <. Mn+1

-. a)
(n)

(t), < ) +-PT - a) .
n .1

,`Where .x L [alb] an/obtain

1)(a)- + a)(x. - a) - Mn+1(x

2

..n+1 -2

(n-1)Note that this is just- the .tangent approximation -for. f . Ifwe set
n = 1 in (7) we obtain aesharper estimate fore the tangent approximation

.

. that of (1) in Section 5-7, namely

(8)

We may- integra-te repeatedly in the same. way to obtain higher order approxima7
tions from (5) and to obtain,. thezresult of the theorem: The completion: of the'

proof by maihematical-i4ductiOn is left to EkerCises 13-3, -Number 5.
_ .
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Example:11-2a. We calculate j67.:EC accurately to six decimal places.
For this use the function f x with x

= tka . We have for the

successive derivatives

1

2A x

f"(x)
303/2

fm(x) 3
8(1 + x)5/2

Observe since 'flit(x) is decreasing that for

-6
Consequently, 1T4

-2
(
17r0

)

375), 26 Thus the

1 1mation f2 100 'yields the desired accuracy. We obtain

ss 1 + 1.(
10)

)(1.)
2 100 : 10,000 2!

= . 1 0049875 ':/ -

Rollie -Off in the wrong direction would create an' error of more than half -a.,

unit:in:the sixth decimal place.: At this. point we dO 'not know which way to-
round off becauseowe do- not know the sign of the er'i.oi4. However, observe- that
virs(1) . We..anticipate that f (-21-) -iS abetter apprOximation than.100 . - 3 100

, therefore. we round upward to obtain

4-)a-: 01. At Jo.Q014-988 .

100.

second order approxi-

The proof that this is, correct I left to Exercises 13-3; Number- 6.4

Example 13 -3b. Next we show-how to approximate eircs for small.
_positive value's of x It would be possible to calculate .the, -successive

derivatives of arcsin x' and use the theorem directly.: We shp1 prOceed-

slightly differently and use
. .

6

we apply Taylorfs Theorem to
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g(u) = if-77Y

u = 0 .- For the derivatives of u we have successively

g ( )

1)31( 2

g" (u)

.3

4(1 - 11)5/2

5
)( ) 1 3 5 - (2k - (2k):

2k(1 - u) (2k+13/2 kt2
2k-

(1
(2k+1) /2:

Since g(k) inCreasing we see that the maximum on [0,12] reached ,at

u It follows that

n-

g(1) = g:(u) + (u) 21S)ilL
± Qh(n)fc76-(ki)222k

(23;:i - 1) (2n

(n. + 1)! .2n+1

2n + 1 --'un÷1

2n + 2 (1-
- u)F14,1

- u).
(2n+3)/2

1'

--
Now restrict u so. that

( 9)

4

""'""''

.1 - u
=

This will occur only d.f, 'u < , hence

then,

(10) ici(u)1 <4

Under this condition,

and the remainder can be brought below any tolerance for sufficiently iarge

n . Subject to (9) we then *ive, with u = t2 ,

J



2karcsin x (2k): ;4-1

k=0 (2k + 3.)(itt

4- En(X)

where rram, (9) and (10),

B:(X)-1
-110 Otla(t ).dt1.<1

(-1 rta.x
._ 2

lJ 2 rdt I < 1(2.

-x2
where we have used as an upper- bound for

t2

1 - x
2 on [0,x1 . Sharper

error estimates are possible and iptil(x) L can be Made less than any tolerance

for Ix f < 1 , not just' xi < by `taking n laige enough (see EXercises,

13-3, No. 9)-.

x2 )n-1-1<2n+lx2n+2

Since and the -polynomial gn(t are both Integrable follows by

Theorem 6-4c that Qin(t2) is integrable. We integrate fram 0 to x , where

Ix! to obtain

The preceding example offers an instance of the representation of a .

function in a neighborhood, of a given point as the of its Taylor poly-

nomialS at 'the point. If we can make the remainder R(x) smaller than any

given-Aeilerance for each point x in some neighborhood of a simply by

taking n large enaugh then

1.(k)f 1.
T(x) = lim f (x) =

k:
n-03

k=0

In that' case we write

ft.)

(13) f(X) = 1\114(a)
k: (x a)k

n=0

= f(a)4-fi(a)(x -a) + :T4.111(x
12'. .

where by the infinite.stba (13): we mean the 11m1 of the finite sum in (12).

The sum (13),: is. called the Tayiar series or Taylor expansion of f in the

neighborhood cif a -.. Taylor did not obtain an estimate of the remainder as in

. Theorem'1373, but described the technique of expansion. EXpressions for the

eirst given by. Lagrange and 'Cauchy (see Ekercises 13-3, Nos. 8
.

and 9). We sbA11" postpone the general question of existence of a Taylor ex-
.

pansion.:to:Qhapter 14 where we. deVelop better. methods -of handling the issue.
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Exercises 13-3

1. How many terms of the Taylor expansion o J57-77,T in the neighborhood

of x = 0 should be used to give Irt = 8 1/37.77iE .accurately to five

decimal places?

2. Obtain, to three decimal place acturacy

" 13._ Give .tan
100

accurately to 5 decimal aces.
.

Give the third order Taylor polynomial at x = a in each following case.-
.

Obtain'a formula for the general term if you perceive the pattern.

(a) +x, a = 0

(b) x2 , a =

(c) tan x , a = 0

(d) = 0cos x

(e)
1 7T

sin x 2

(f)-.1'og x a = 1

(g)
1

, a = 6
77-

(h) sirih log x a =1

( i) 14-X3 .+ 732 + ÷ 5 a = -1

(j) log cos x , a =

ea,

5. (a) Cotplete the proof of Theorem 13-3 by induction for b > a . The

case b = a is trivial.

(b) Give the proof for the case b < a .....

6., Show if x) has constant sign in the,interval'

'then the remainder
n
(x) has' the same 'sign as

fn+1(x)(b a)n+1

of Theorem 13-3

7.. In Example 13-3b we found approximating po137.nomials fo' arc sin . We

did not actually prove that these are Taylor polynomials by verifying

that the coefficients satisfy (lb). Show that these are Taylor poly-

nomials by, proving the following general uniqueness theorem. If f has.

n + 1 :continuous derivatives and there exists a neighborhood of a where

where

f(x) c c (x a
0 1

1@n(x) 1
, then

+ cn(x - Qn(x)

(1 = 0,112,...,n)



8. Lagrange, e, obtained a form.of the 'remainder R (b) in. (3) which generalizesn
the Law' of the Mean. -For thia apply. the LaW of the Mean to the function

n.

g(x) = f(k)(x)

k=0
-

)n+1

on the interval (a,b). with, the constant A chosen so that

f(n+1).g(a) = g(b) = f(b) and verify that 0. where t' lies
(4a +

between. .a and b Thus' the Lagrange form of the remainder

(32+1)

n (n + (x E1).21+1
R (x)' .4' What conditions' must f =nd its derive-

tives satisfy for this reault?.

(a) ShaW that the remainder in'Taylor

forth

Theorem -can be

.

ItrL(b) = 1%
a

b - x)n fn+1(x)dx

, I.

where it 'is' assumed. that f has n + 1 continuous
, . . . :

(Tint: us-induCtion and integration by parts. Compare pter

102 'Miscr)isineous Exercises, No. 20.)

(b) From the integral form of the remainder obtain Cauchy's remainder

Rn(b) = 34..(b -
n
f
(n+1)

(u)

where u lies between a and b .

-Use Cauchy's form 'of the remainder to prove the claim of thee ,text

ffor.theTaYlOr expansion of artstn in EXample 13.r3that,

Itm n(x) 0'7for '14.< 1 .

10. .0.6e eccentricity, an ellipse is given. by
2

e = 1 2)E where
a

is. "the - semi -major axis and -.lb , the .semi-minor_ axis. The circle,.
4

a ='b . has eccentricity" e-= 0 , thus -e measures the departure from

circular symmetry. Obtain the arclength of the ellipse in the form

s = a f(e) and expand f in powers of e' to sixth order: (As we

mentioned in Section, 124(iii), the integral for the arclength of an

ellipse cannot be _written in terms of elementary'runct s . gnne-solution

of this exercise yields.preclie estimates of the arclength provided the

eccentricity is not too large.)

25 1 Gi
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11. A function f is said to have a.zero of cird

-0 = f(a) = f'(a) = f"(a) = = f(k-1TT

k at. x = a if

(k), r/and f ta) 0 ; the

leading term in the Taylor expansion of f at, a .is then

f
(k) (a)(x

.

41- a) Prove if. f has a first order;zerowat x
-

. ,
.-then. the function .g ven by -g(x) = Tf6cli has a zero of

n . (Hint: Use the Lagrange remainder of:No.'8 'for f

Two curves are said to have a contact of.order In at t'point X0 if n
.

ig: the largest integer for, which' the curves have parametrizations

..5t..&%(t) , = q(t) respectively, with _20= =:ot(to such that'

7:5 and . qt(t0) # tr and T'(19(t0)

and 14-1r1) j 11C. 111-1)-

= a

order

(to)'.

... , re_

extended component-by-cOmponen vector

C1(k)(t
0

) for k = 0 1.1.

tylor's-Theoren can .easily be

ction's so tht"'this

tion may also be given 1h terms of Taylor pOlynoMI4S- as .before.

(a)

(b)

Prove that if t is replaced by an equivalent,\paeameter,.-6he order

of contact is unaffected.

Let s and a be arclength along the.curves. X = lqt) and.

4(t) . Show if the" curves have contact.of order as

defined in.Part (a) then the parameter of Part (a) may be.repla

by arclength; i.e., for

s= rt-

Jt ir./(
. 0.

we have dkX
dsk S

)IdT end =

a=0

t

Jto

where k =

n
cla

+I
s=0 a=0

ic'(T)IdT

_ ...

. .

Show that the curves '3, = f(X) and y = g(x, havea contact: of

.order- n at x = a- if,, and only if, f - g has a' zero-0.10344er

n --f- 1 at a .
.0 \



13. Infinite order of contact. at a -131.7ren point does not necessarily .traply

that the two curves coincide on _any neighborhood of the point. Show

that the curve
.

Y

2/x
e"
-1.

-2 for x-.4 0

0- for- x = 0
_r

has a contact of infinite order with the x -axis a x = 0

14. ) .Show that ;he .osculating circle to a curve at a given point hai a
, . contact of order 2 or more.

(b) Prove that if an

' contact of order

of Contact.-

osculating circle to a rIane curve has a

2 then it crosses the curve at the Paint

15. Given y = f(x) and y = g(x) have contact' of order n at x = a .

and g'
n+1.)

(a) r 0 , prove that

f x .
f(211-1)(iN'

lIm = i4- :: (X) - __,H = a : . . r f

x-41 30.43
X x~13,6 x

. e, '(a)g x.
. .

16. In' the .light of Number 15 calculate the fO/lowIng limits.

xh - 1
(a) 11.m x - 1

1 - x
(b) lim. log x

sin ax

x-0 x

(d)
an x

t-O

t

x sin x

(e) lim x - sin x

x-0 sin3 x

x
:lim (x - 1t)tan 2
x-v

lim sin x sin a
x 7 a

(h) lim (I -
1 1

log x x - .1

x-1

I 1 -lim x log
1 - f3x(i)

Xdwa

13-3.

17. If f - g has a zero of order n. at a we say that _ g(x) approximates

f(x) in the neighborhood 'of x =, a . with an:-error of ,order .n . We also

say f(x) A(x - zar.; terms of higher order, Mere

A-- ( f
(n)

())..
(h)

.

Let s
1 2

s2
s
3 2

e be successive sides of a convex quadri-,
7

lateral. An ancient Egyptian document gives as the formula for

the area of the quadrilateral '

e
827 1 ,C*

-



a.

r(sa. + )032 +

This formula is correct for rectangles but is not gen erally valid.
For a quadrilateral with -two

adjacent perpendicular sides

of length 1 and two _other
sides''-of length 1 + pc , (see

figure). What is the order'

of the error of the -F.gzirptian'

formula in the neighborhood.

of x = 0

(b) Let' 'a_ be the arclength measured from .X0 to X along a plane
e. Determine the order in s to which the .arcl,ength

proxinriated by the' thord length ,e = IX -, X0 I-4 and give -the' err

to 'lowest order. -.

4

4

111
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b. 13-1v: iuierical Integratioii.

(i) The Rectangle Rule.

In Chapter 6 it was `'stated that the integral of a function can
as the limit of Rieman sums. This idea can be used directly to. estiMate the

, .

'integral, but we shall see that it is easy to refine the idea so that with the
same data and-with little extra, computation we may obtain much better estimates
o ifi.t2e:jorrtegral-.--For a function f defined on l[a,b] the given data coinprise

:the "values of the functiOn at the points' of a partition [X0,x.i, of
Ca,bl"." For- simplicity,.We require that the partition points be uniformly.
spaced xk = a + kh , (k =0,1,2,...;n) ,

z -whece b
"

h = a . Let the function
values at the partiii6n points be

,
f(5k)

b..
We iiay approximate .1. -f (x)-

by the Riemann :sum

43,(kxi E Yk
k=1 k=1 8 = X

o,

This ,,mode of approximation (the so-called 2-
Recta:rig, e Rule) is tantamount- to approxi-
mation of the integrand by the piecewise
Constant fUnetion f : , for < x

. xn=

Figure 13 4a

- In order to estimate
the error of the ap roximation, we use Taylor's Theorem. For -the-a-pproxima-

-tion f we-havk.ov r. one interval o the s.ubdivisicad

f (x)d.x =
xk

2
eFoi the. xact integrand, we have

Xk f(Oh;f(x1c)(Xic - X)..+ QI(X).
X

'N1 2
,

where Q.1(x) I < x) ; here MI is taken as an upper bound for
if "(x) or. :a,b] ReRlacing. x by xx.,..1 in this. xisul't'we have

a

"2-

829 1 71:-""



where -ek is quadratic or higher order in 1;1

arrrrm vtg m 1 to II we obtain,

where E = E,
k=1.

( lb )

atisfies.

(ii). The Trapezoid Rule.

2

2

firreliy

n

f ( ) dX = h E P.

k=1
1.*

I

- aor, since- n =

In contemplating the foregoing procedure observe first that it does

not make use of all the given data (the value y
0

does not :appear in (la))

and also to approximate the graph of f on a subinterval.; by . a hortzo4ta3_ line '

seems rather crude. Instead now approximate the- graph'..by its chord (Fietre.

137,(b)) on each sizbintei-va.l.of the partition; that is, we, approximate :f ',
. .

.o.by the piecewise linear funation f : (

gl-Y t1Y
... _. al ..

s Y, k 37'k-I,f ,() x =y -- ------k Xk3.-. .h

for:
*:

:.x a
--
N.: 32: x_ i .:. For- the integral,.

..... ic

of '. P- ...We. lia-c:re t of the,.

'trapezoid-al" -=egi er the chord:
- .

.C.k.'i'(2 ) ,e. -s- .

.
To'eStimatetheerror of approximation in

the originFO integral at
-1-

80

7

(2)

Figure 13 -.4b

we'form the.Taylor e anSion of



j (
s_t, )f dt r>=

1

Yk-1
xk xlc-F-1) + 2 xk-1

-_
.u.11

3.4 "k-1-
.1:1

extwe-.insert the Taylor -expansion.where y(n)'m

Yk
Yk.-1. 2

rin. (.2) to obtain

(14)
xk Y.fle(x)ax k-2.1

xk-1

From (3) and (4), on negleOting. terms of order higher 'than

Yk-1 3.h

error estimate

,.we get the

xk= .1 f*(x)dx - rk. f (x cbc
xk- xk -1

With the aid of the integral tIllocu for the Taylor ;.emainder-'01.cercl:SeS-.3..33,:-.. .
No. 9(a) ) it can-'be .proved that

-c65
14.2h

-..
,-

=4,7here- M is an .upper bound for 11.7 (x) 1. -Ca;b_3. ; the proof is -left to
E5.cercises 13-4., Number- 5(a). Summing, we obtain from (2)c-(5):, and (6) 17.°,a'.;

b.

,

Yd.
(7a) =-1a(-T

.where c .k ; this is the'Trapezold Rule for num6riCal' iptegration.

k=1

-

÷ Y2



.

Far sufficiently large .21 we see that the trapezoid rule will represent a 'con-
. . ,

s

Siderabie 1..MProvement over the Rectangle Rule,given..in . .

-Simpian

SinCelepisoXimatian to the integrand by a piecewise linea.;-.function will
U.S17,01y:be..superloiT to approximation by a Riecewise 'constant fuziction it is
ikatural'to prodeed further and see what imPravement- will be zained.if .the

.
.integrand is approximated by -a piecewiSe quadratic function. To determine the

e .coefficie.nts- of a quidralwid 13olynamial we need three donditions. Thus
use quadratic polynomials whiip take on the same :value as f at three

:successive partition-yoints aPproximate f an two 'successive' s; of
. .

the subdivision (Figure- 1374c). For ..

that reason we su_bal..Vid.;e' Ee,b3 into

an even:number of sUbintervals. On

:the successive pairs Of subintervals.
. .

we approximate f by
- ...

.

akS. x _xk)2 + bk(x - xk) ck

- .

for xic_a < x < , where.. k is

From:the-.conditions

i I

I I

r._,

2hak 22.--7(3rk-73. k ?k+1)/
(8)

(7-k+2. )/2i-1

- Cansequentry;

jxk4a
±1'(x)dx- = + ciddx



. c .

( compare, be cises 6-M, No. 21) .. .

....,,To.'-e:stimitte :the error of approXima:tion- we use Taylor expansions at

--We- write .rthe. ,original- -integra.1 in the rOiva.-
',.- .

°.... -

4:1
+h

. -

...:.-; f(k).dx, -F--: ..-'f3ric- +:-..7 :

to

For the function values y y
i-3.

ye have the Taylor expansionsfunction.
k"-I k-

AT k

k .. '2

From -these exiaansicins, we obtain

2Yk 31:c.7 3 -
v.
k 5

sr

h + h +
. Comparing (10) and (11) w. obtain* the error". estimate

r

xk+1 r* xk+1
f )d-x - -4(x)cbc

-xk_l
et

-31v 115
9 Cr

,...

where -:terms :of order higher than 5 are neglected. In fact., it can be shOwn
e

that , .7-



where , 1.s
.

(x) j. 1"on- ;Ed., (Exercises 3.3-4-, No:

Surimiing Ever the._ 21 successive pairs. of 'subin-elrvals we them Obtain

Simpson's Rule,
. .- .

. .

h
'b -

i f )

. _ .
(3_1+a ) sx f,x, clx = .431":6-17-`43.r-I. i'P7. ÷ `t3r3 *f. i':).1.

-

(13) . ,haVe. estimate -for 'the :error,- .

-

.. .
1;11

odd

whence,.

m -

100. n -"

"Formula (11-b) .,revee-i.s-. a retharkable faCt.: `.If the integrand f(x) were
. .

tic p omial -we .Would .expect zero- error be-Cause we used quadratic

interPolatio to .approximate f ." Note, in'addition, that 1,f f is a poly-.

noraia3: function of deieee 3 ,then fly i".. zerO..-iind .7.,r :may .take; M .='o in
(14-b). Simpsont-s Rule yields; more than we might expect -it is exact for

_ third degree polynbrdials.

a

Evidently, -we- could go beyond Simpsonts Rule and use interpolation, poly7
nomials of higher degree them two to approximate the integrand.

Aninteresting theory extends the methods developed in this section and

it may be found in most of the introductory texts on numerieel*anEtlysis.*

ExamRle 13-4. Now let us coMpare the methods we have developed by

2
4`approximating . log 2 =-: . 2.--dx . For simplicity subdiVide the basex

. .

interval. [1,21 into only two equal parts, by means of the partition

(1 , 2) . We have 3/ = 1 = = . Applying the-Rectangle?2 0' e
Rule (1a) obtain

44-

For example, see Ilenridi;
el., York,' 1964.

Elements-Of Numerical,Analysis, Wiley,
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.,.-. from. the -Trapezoid _Rule. (723).;

1- -log 2 :Rs.
e1
F__1:

2
-4-

impson"s Rule (14a) yields

we --have

8log 2 1:,3(1.47s-,+-,.7 .694

",-From -a: .table .Ormatural logarithms- we have, to five decimal place: aCeuracY :- .:
. ..

--log 2 ='''.'69.315- .- From (14b) -we ;estimate the error -in Simpson's Rule-using ::- --.,- :- _

-.Dit:(2-4.- -'-±.--t 24 Tor. x i. [1;',1 ..- find -...x

1801.x 2.

This error estimate is plain:1y too large. A more realistic estimate of'-the
_error is'obtaitied.if ..(12)- is used fOr

24 3
the error calculation instead of-.-(13).

-Taking- Yr' :a (1.2)-, 'we .obtain ste . Although-,the use

of -(12) genelit.13_y, gives a better. estimate -dr,the,errqr than (13) ,: the ,method
give-a-no clue aStd whether the 'error is over underestiihated.

,b

A (.iv)- . Stirling's Formula.
We have already taken note of the prodigiousrate of grawth nt

computation of nt as a product-,'"1 -2 -3 - 4 - . , also grows in difficulty
s .

extremely rapidly with n . Earlier, we established an upper bound:for nt
((13) of Section 8-6) which. can be calculated easily With the help of a table
of logarithms Using, the idea of numeric egration we can refine the
estimatevie have already obtained to get'MIr.. asymptotic approximatiop., to .nt,s.,

the remarkable asymptotic formula_ of StIrlirig.
In order to approximate nt using integrals we first convert the product

to a sum by taking the logarittun:,
log(nt) "= log 1 + log 2 + + log ri .

The form of the sum suggests approximation by' the integral.

= r log.: .21 -4-
1

..
.is -in- creasing the-integral is bounded-_by Power and upper

Riemann sUma) s follows,



.. n-1

Elog n < log x dx <.E lag

k=1- .1

we .then,-itave- _

log(n .1) < n log- n
whence.

f _ < < en(2)"
,e . - e

This is_ a somewhat shilipe,/::reSult than- (13) -:of Section- 846.
We -refine (16) .by:-Uthini--the-Trapqoid Rule. -Sincezthe- grapin.Y = Iog x-.

is. flexed .downwak; its chords' lie the graph, and the Trapezoid Rule
gives an 'underestimate

*
%

l 1ogIII:, -log 2 + log 3 4- a.ogk.4. -

'

Consequently,
-

(17)

= log nt -
log n,

2 5 log x
1

r- n21n: < eyn

In a -sirni 1 ar fashion ,it is possible to obtain a lower 'estimate for .n: of the

. same form, namely, cIT--t.(eii) ; this is left to Exercises 3.3-4, Number 6.

From these clues we suspect -that there is a -Constant X 'such that

I.
alien

X-rn- (31)n
- 1

e

We s1-0.1.11 soon prove that such -a constant exists, but for the moment let us
take the existence of X as a hypothesis -and calculate its value. For the
calculation we, use Wa.11isTs Product (see Example 10-6e) for x., namely

2 [22n(n:)-12sr
n...03.211 ÷ (2p)

2 [222"qx1E.
= lien

2n + /granom.

= lim 2n + 1n-co
2

2

16-



. .
consequ.exiily if such a constant' T 'exists, then X = . Thus we obtain

13 -4

(2:86)-

Written' in t* form,

(,181:),
.

.,- , -
. .

,,.this -result is known a'S 6tile-lines Formula., and 'we say -that -..iritn (7) is'an. .., .
e'asymptotic etpressitin for rnT. ,. or large n it is . mach. -easier to . estimate ."--- -.

.X1!. - by the asymptotic formUla.'th.an --Co -CalCulat4 the uct'' 'I 2-- 3 -- !: - (n - Iin. .

,.. ...
Next We...shall Prove the ,axisten.ce of a-constant. X which satj.:Sfies (17)...1.

For-this Ve'.Set and verify, the .. existence -Of the limit
(12)n

,

-
.

15.3 n . For the proot we S1IF43-1 show that N. a .bounded mOnOtone funC.

-Elan. of n from Whioll, by LexnnaA10a Page= 661, the-result .f.ollOws.
_ .

(17) we inmiediate1,y obtain e as an upper baund for _x Consequently
0 < X < e and we'have only to prove that is -monotone :. For this purposen
we shall need an ,estimate of the error in the Trapezoid Rule.

.-

3k.= log x
k+1

. k

and

log k log(k -I-1)
2 N.

We a3_ready.icnow. that Jk > Jk , and, D
2 log x

2

from (6) that

(3-9) kJk - J* `.< 1
2 7

'N . k
. 4..'Now, for .

-4.

--1

Janies Stirling. . English (1692-1770

837
I



dbseiv_e -that

( 2o ) Xn-ig_ ..." . a . e ,log log - log --,. -
A.n Xn . 32+1

= (I4a 7 In), - (In-'1 _n+1

:It fol3.ows from (19) that
. *

,

= ( - in ) ( mn+ - in)

= j -n+1 jn+1

1*2-ii.+1 12n

.
and from the left- side or this inequality; that

.. -I *. - . 8 _

'- _,,5 , ...'

A. .< A. ..n+1 n

Since

-X
n.

-

bounde and monotone the existence of` Tint 7s..n X is proved..
nco . . -

The estima.-6e,--(21) be used to r.afine-Stirlis Fortgela ..,..Firsec, since
*Ei clecrea5ing- ation c;)f '22° -it.' follows_ithat iteN. <n ..n

n-Abo

From logR---- < 12 we" obtain on sunmaitg from:. . t6 n + k -
. ..-v+1 .12v_

iir



(22

. ,s.z

1 ."1

[12 + k.- 11:2'

log - + ... 4.xn+k 12 2 +
(n + 1)2

But now observe that the' expression in. brackets is a lower Riemann sum for
in.-Pk71 1

77 dx.,- and consequently
- J ti-1 x -

v=in

then, for all

Since

log n .2
s:14k -12.(21

2.

. . -
.. -- - . .

. .. - . .

we Cob.clude that-
-

Or

Consequently,:.
found

1
12(n - 1)

Xn exP 112(2v
1
- 1) 3

n 02) n J/12(n71)
In. summary, we have.e.

e
1/12(n-1)(23) ifr-Ea < n! (24T1

Exercises 13-4

by approximation

.EstiMate



Estimate how large ..n should:be taken in'Simpson's Rule to give 1r

.accurately:to 5- places by approximation to the ..ntegral of Part

Obtain log -3 to "four decimal' place .accuracy by numerical fntegration
3

of dx
1
x

..
-Estimate the integral /

of Section 13-1, Equation (1) .

d*

-17DTT

Hint: Coinpare Exercises 13-1 Number.,

2 v2Vse the substitutions sin * = u -=: 1 - to obtain regular

algebraie- -integrals:).

tOrM"..1f.the TaYlorremttinder to obtain the terror bounds
-

for fi ,;
.

. . .
'the- Trapezoid Rule given la, Fonmala (6) and

. .
-

(b) -SiMpsonrs Rulegivenby Formula iz.(13) .

6 .using- approximation to the teg-r.a1,.. log

of: the. "forin.

n-'

obtain an' inequality

. N ' ...
.,

J:' - \

(Hint: .;ITote that _the eXtensiort to- the left.of -a 'chard ,..o-,Ithe- graph :
- . , --

3/....,.:01 x lies above the curve.:) , : -

Obtain asymptotic expressions ?Or the followingbinomiaI coefficients:

`f7.,(a) (2n)

(b) (nk ) k fixed: -

(c) (P:a) ',"`for p
q

. - .

-



Obtain an asymptotic expression for- the 'cOefficient 'of-, x`4-1-1

Taylor expansion, of . arc sin 'x (given in, Example 13-3b) .

t

13-14

Obtain a sharper lower-bound for -Jk J-x-k than that of (19) and so

Improve the lower estimate.'for nt in (23) (Hint- Use the integral

form for the Tklor remainder as .in No. )

I

ti

.1

.

a



/113=5. -Numerical Solution of First Order Differential Equations.

Picard's method (Section 13-2) for the, solution of the initial value

problei for the 'firsi-order differential 'equations

is used: 'Mainly; to .prove. existence and uniqueness of the:Solution: Practical

numerical methods usually proceed in an entirely different` fashion. Here we

give one of the .simplest teciiques, ,Eider's Method: There are-many more,

sophisticated, methods- for the solution of (1) and new methods for the -'solu-

tion of differential: equations are continUtiklly being devispd and unrest atea;

bUt File=t s'MethOld trill suffice as an introductidn;.. :"

In order to obtain error - estimates by the means at our- disposal we

consider- the special- case- of separable equation
. .-

(2a)' f(x)g()

With minor adaptations oar arguments can be-extended to -the general case. Our

problem will be to obtain -a .numerical 'solution of: (2a) on the interval b]

subject to -the initial condition

2
(2b) Y = Yo at x = a-

'By ricaI Solution. we mean a -tabulation y , y , y
0 1 2

..

gives the values of y at , the ,respective points x0
xl 1:X2 -xn-

-. of a Partition' of [ :a,b] We sInFillsup.poSe that the partition points are
- p

.uniform],y speced;_ xfc = x, kh for k = 0 , 1 , 2 , , n , where

h
. . .= -b . Of course we do not ekpect to obtain y exactly

.- .

an approximation S r . We shall then.. estimate the error ek =
. .-

.

e
.

. ,
iir(t. we observe for the exact solution that--,

..

( 3)

where yk- 7 4F, (

tion stepwise by

y h
k-1

h2
'k-1 2

but to get_

...This suggests- that we obtain the approximate solu-.

(

a

1.

RID
...a



9.1 =Y0 +h4)(x0' )

gl h Cx1'Sr'1)
7.

y = y h (x yn n-1 n-3.' -3.

tn.

We mEiy:antappret (xy) as a funaion which assigns a° slope ot each
- _

point .of: some' 'region of the plane.- A solUtion of the differential equation

(1) is then. a curve y I= F(X)..- which has at each of its_ points- .Tx;F(X)),

the (xF(x)-) . The system of EqUations (10 then, defines the sila'aes--
:sive vertices':"of ana approoOmatirtg polygon (-the Euler polygon) which' begins

' at the vertex tx0 ) and continues along the line .of slope
O

4, (x Iy0 ) until = Where tte next vertex (x 1 ) is reached, and so
,*

-4"on (Figure 13 -5)_

- 3:3-5

Figure X13 -5:

x =13n

a

We sh537 prove tha.-t the appro5eima'tibn, can be kept wIrtIpcin air prescribed
, -

tolerance 'provided the norp.,- 32 of. the partition is -made smAll, enough

* . .../ 0 ...
. .: .

'S It 4.,i important not -Co. asSupe Without prior analysis .1:Dat Ftaking the::
ilorm-.smalk..*-1.11 -always reduCe the error foi all "difference _schemes" similar
to .t1e Euler method. Countei-eXamples; by no means-artificially contrived', are

4:known:: ... "(See -Isakdson, E. and..Keller, HI.Analz-sis of /ci-xmerical Methods, Wiley..
New. YOile.1.966).

v.:-,,..7_---, -

' 1.,
0. .

1
843

:.

.



13-5

From (3) and (4) _we have the error

-(5-) '31k Yk (k-1 Yk-1) g .(2ic-1/k-1)
'

. .

For the- cb,efficient of the first. order term tae hare by -.the.' f the Mean

xk-J29k- ) 7 YlcA xk-1)Eg(&-1 .(3r
k-1719111117-

= f(J.cki>g? (ni) (Ytic,1
)

I
wh6re, is some number between '.4yLi \It f°11. °ws from

that

(6)

0

(9k-1 Yk-1)-[1 hf(N-1>g'(Tik)))--. 3Tk-1, :

(5) ,

On the`, assumption- that f -and g ohave bounded derivatives the coefficients

of h in (6) are bounded and it is possible to find nonnegative constant A.

(see Exercises 13-5, :No. 1) such that for the absolute error ek = 19k ykl

we have

(:7)
h2

We now ,use (7) to express k-1
-in terms of -ek-

- etc., and obtain

ck

-0/

=w4"..".

ek-2

Ali + (1 44A)3 .-1172 " . ,

terms of

ck_3

bik.) 4: l!L-f 1 ( : 4- 4- .(1 -I-

Slimming trig geonietric progresfon.i.n.bracketd we'.then have, .

, 1$.4;--'
7-:- .., ,I,'-.:, .

where we have- takelb
:
: .so thAt

In f .:- - il-. - -:.: 1 ,..-..... -
po-i /.w .

- .

hA}k -1] -.

We plat this last inequE4ity

- 4

Since, bx Secti:ozi

. 16

quation- (11)-,
4.



n-
tr-E71-r 1.

2i
< e

From (.8), we conc.lude that, lim ek

-, ,

.ikg6 - ei) 1-4b

.

n

.

The- only, source of errof. we have made allowance for is the truncation
error caused by -the cut-off of the Taylor expansion after the first order ",

- term. There will also be round-off error from the 'approximate computation of

exp[(i) - a)A)

.-t

9k ... We c oic- treat -round-off error casually because .anY error comnittedat '

one tt of the computation' is propagated A all succeeding steps. .At the
same time, it is 'wasteful to 'calculate ,9k- --to a level of accuracy trinac_12. higher

than the inheren-r\truntation error since such accuracy will not significantly
I' . .

.

.
. . ..

.._ .

..

affect the f-c-ns41 result. Tiqus the round-off error shauld.be comparable to the
._ .

truncation error. 121 (7) the truncation error is bounded by 7- A .- To allow
..for -round-off error as well we .need Only bound the round-off .error

mod- replace A by a larger constant. In that case' we obtain. the same kind
of final 'estimate as (8) . If we do not -take the predautionof reducing the
round-off error 'appropria
.partition of [ a lb] .

.

We may lose any benefit, from re.f-ir'ing the

Example We consider the equatio4 of motion for -et pend4luizt;" Section
EquatiOn with amplitude 2 . For -simplicity we take = 1 and

obtain * *equation- for the firatc.guarter period

(9a)-

with the initial, co tion
. : 9 .

(9b).

Ta put a bound-: o
remEtinder

:(3,0)

de
dt cos e o < e

h2where.



.

serest. Frrom .(9a) we he within the fir t quarter cycle of the motion

0 <-9 <

thUs ye take =_
(6) form.

.

where *k-I
We cannot")}.1.se this

of the motion. It

k '> 0 . The value

than by the

a'1
2 ,

d de
= "COS

2 de dt
dt

2 Sin e ;

in the_Euie-r method- is obtained like

1:t2,k rk

lies between _9k_3. and ykLz- and r, is the round off
fortula for :error estimates over an en-tire qUarter

can be shown (Exercises 11-5, No. 2) that e > ek fork
W-134 then be reached by the approxirte solution earlie

-
2 ,. .

° sin *

error_
cycle

solution. neighborhood of. 2-- cos may;Thus in a

be bbitrarily. close .to zero and no bound can be Put. on. . Nonetiaez--

cc.-77V
( k-1

less we may- fix our -att,116.entio on

.; error in ek when '0k-1 < e* .
A

s.113 lik-l

- cc.--.---itic_i_

Entering this estimgt

obtain

.
any value 0 < e 1 q- _and_ consider

We have

sin e -k--19 sin e
cos e cos e

.

11) and using the .estimate obtained for

- #

_-,- o. .:We sauna the round.--off error- Iv irk! < .1-15- and take
....

Sin e .> 1 eind obtain 1;,:3;-' (8) with A - sin. e:so that
"lb .); C)#4/77

where.. is_ the -period of .the pendulum,-

ek <

close enough to

tand (b - a).

2



The

15-5

method' does not permit' us to determine n'Ox do, we know before haid

hPW =large k
. 4404

must be for. g to exceed :-:However,,, we may make an inde-

penderit determination of

knowipg that 8 at

"motion 'by Euler s method

T' (Exercises 13-1, No. 2 and 13-41 No. 31 and
/

t. we can obtain an accurate description' of. the

.

Exercises 13 -5

. C:1]64er the solution by,Eulerts method of the.init 1 value problem

(2fily..6)'in a region where f (x)
_
and g(y) have:bound deriva4,ives.

Obtain error-estimates'in,the form of Equation (8).'
:4.

ils\.2. Show fpr the in) tial value problem (9i1b) that the approximate solution.
A:is greater than the exact solution, namely that' ek > ek , (k > 0)

Show if 01) (x,y) is a function of. x alone,, that Euler's method for

.EquatiOn (1) approximates the solution by successive Rfemannsums.

f.

JO



13 -M

1
Miscellaneous Exercises ..1

Obtain an iteration scheme for the zero of f- x a -; thus_
show how to. calculate- the reciprocal of a without .

. ,
7 -

.Use the method obtained in (a) to calculate: accurately to the
extent' ihdicated by -the approximation 7T S! .3.1.1593

. .

. 2. In Section 132_we observe_ d if xolk> 0 is an appi.oximation to Irani
Aone side, then is an estimate from the other Side: We showed (for

X6!

A = 7

-Lx ) 1 en approximation from above. Show that the harmonic
0 .

'mean approkimates... A from below and'.estimate the error.

but the proof is valid in general) that the arithmetic mean

. Compute It sin x dx accurately 'to three decimal places.
a

. 4. . (a) Consider a- right triangle with shorter side of length' a longer
side .b , and hypotenuse c- . Let a be the angle oppOsite aide
a . Estimate the error. in the. approximation..--

7 3aa m b 2c

(b) 'Obtain an approximation for Cr in 'the fOrm

a a(pb qiit?

c2

. where the ..conStants p and. q are so chosen that the error in the
a.pproximatilia is higher order' theA -3 .. Estimate the error.

Consider the solid of revolution obtained bY7 rotatingthe graph y = f(
of a nonnegative function Ea,bT about the xaxis. Let 'Ajo Al , A
be the areas of the cross-sections of the soI.Id`perpendicular to-the x-a.,

+
at x = a a b

'To ; respeCtively. -Show that Simpson2s Rule

gives the exact voltxale for each of the. following cases,

frIlstrum of a right circular cone (y = f(x)
segment of a- sphere (y = f(x)
on the x- axis),.

848

is a ''straight line)
is an arc of a circle with center



A7-

of.paraboloid; -ellipsoiaN or ,hyperboioid of :

(y.= f(x) is an arc' respectively of parabola, ellipse or erbola
with the x-axis as an axis.of s wuetry).

. .

Let 1 = r(d). be the vectorial re fesentation of a plane
arclength as parametei-...,:Let

r( O }. Where

1..is-th..tangent:at 0 Let Z
be the pOilit:wherethe line MC

meets the normal line t ugh 0

,Showirf the curvature K t 0
_, .

not zero then to lowe order

3 where C is the ..

center. of curvature.

curve with

Let 4Ec curve be given by ,7 = -11<s) -Where s arelength measured from
= 11(0) . Consider any three distinct points rea. = :F(si) 2

= z(s3) where the si are confined to an 5- neighborhood

Show thmt the circle through the three points approaches the
circle as 5 approaches zero, (Assume the curvature at

not zero.)

= Ws2)

of s = 0' .

osculating

s = 0 is
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ChaPter.1.4

_SEQUENCES AND SERIES
:

-4.11-,l .'-'Ixillrodu."6tion. , c
, .

0 . _

Sequences of rcupbitr-S' are not new to,us-. In SeCtion 1-2, wewere" concerned
with the sequence III-1.,I2. , ..; of approXimants to the area under : a' .aufrirec-..,
At the beginning' of Section 13 -2 we investigated,tethSe quence defined cur-
sivel,y -4fY, .

. --

,
!-

. - .

as .a seqUenceapproxfziating

succession or numbers; first sa.
Finitely is natural, we- formally

whose. domain- DC) is the set of
position of ak 'in the -sequence,

1r.t.tb. terra of the sequence.,

1= I +
.2 "k ak

While. the notion of -a sequence as an infinite

, next a2 , and so on,, marching off inde-

define a sequence as a Function a : k -) a.k

natureal numbers. - The natural number k. , the

is.. ailed the index, and ak is calleieithe

Our primary :concern is whether_ a sequenr serves to approxiiaste a given
real 'number , in the sense that to 'any given 'margin of 'error .e > 0 - there
exists a. number. co = SI ) such that

every
term. . with k > cb is within

.e .la - e. Thr k > cu ` Under these. 'circumstances we write
lim a

k = .. This merely repeats the neral. definition, .P.232, in Section.

5-8 of .1.1m f(x) = 2 . for sequences,
xn.00

;s7:. k ak for w

rue, we say that the -sequence a -ltcoilverges" ,and that .it

"converges to 2 .u If a sequLce does not converge. we say it diverges.

. The tWo crucial: problemS are:*

particular. Moreover, given a sequence

there-- is a =Amber 2 such that' the statement

-
1. Given s. sequence -to determine whether .or not it converges..

-- .

2. To determine the number to which..the secTence conterges.

Since for any given. c >.0 , we ,need. o 16ok at et.it- with .k > co- .we

need only :.insist that- a be greater t n j e .Want ignore the.terms
sm. , a2 ,-,.... r; si,, . "Thuslfor questions of nvergence the beginning of a
sequence is -irrelevant, :



1;4

14-2. Convergence- of Sequences..

We forma1,1,.y.' state' -the'--definition la.nr.'a as
k-ce-

TYFPINITION 14-2-a. We write lim ak if tOY,- every e > 0 there
..

k-co A- :,:. ,- '
c.IS

,-

.1 s a .number_.-a. .= el) : such th..at for= ill k ,:-the inequality 4:,
... .... , .

....0. .

-
is satisfied.

.1 ak - I < e

This definition is identical4ith We- Aecir
. .

the deleted neizhliorhood.2of,:-03.:- a a, set Zjc ': ".at > co) . ecause'oi'
. .

1.-cieritifidition- all the theorems and proofs .of.-.Sect.ion 3-11- _can be *tra a tad I
terms of sequences. Thus we.simply state the theorems and ipavi their pro fs

.

to the -,cercises (Exercises 14-2 No. '1).
. .

THEOREit 14-2a. For a constant sequence, a :

Tat,ORENi'lli.-2b. If iim...
k-co

'
11th,0REM 14-2c. If lim ak = and lim bk = m then

k-co
--',...--........ ip

+ M

lim a
k-co

-4

..:'-then for any constant c

lim cak.= c lim ak
k-c0 k-co.

Corollary. The li nit,. of a linear combination of sequences is the same
lirtear combin.ation.of the limits of. -the segue:ales; i.e., if'

WE.



ORE M t.141-2a... If 1

then.: 1.

.6- and lira b.t.
kvoa

rn ak 3pic

Lemma 114--2. If a..4

,Such, that ak ->`O >:(00:-

2 > .0 then' there exists. a nuinber
.

Corollary 1. If lim ak =
.

-such that

for -

and then there exists a number a.)

C6rollary 2. A limit of a sequence whose values are nonnegative non-

positive) is nonnegative (nonpositive)

THEOREM 14-2e. If lira ak = 2. 0 , then
k-02

then

.1
3.5.ra = 7 .
k-co k

Corollary. ". If F 2 and kk-ce

11.m 17- =
k400 k

. = .

THEOREM 1-4-2f. If

then < m .

Corollary 1. (Sandwich Theorem) If

and lim ak = 2 arid: lira bk =' ra
kCf3

mr-

C".it
k > mg*

ak 2 and ck = n



then*,: if lim k exists,
k-co-

Corollary 2. _.(Scilieeze.,Theorem)- ak < bk" < ck for k > co- and if

ak 1im
: k.,co -

lim 10-1; = .
"

oNotetat the hypothesis. of the Squeeze theorem forges b tQ

e.-xi-st;-14_1*e._.this .must be,pat of the 11Y-pbth4a.is of the Sandwich. Theorem..-.....
it

- For:. e"sam.ple I. let -a '-- li--.44' -I,- c ;-: '-k: 1 and observe -that 1p : k. --, (-17k, . ..
. - - ..

converge..'
. . . - - s

:
. does not' converie.. . .,_ ?. --- : .'.v.,

. Corollary. If cn is between Ein and bn for. all n and

an = 13 rn b22 then- lim cn = Z3 m. an .
n-ce P-e°

-1.h.bOREM 14-2g., If lim ak and f is conti=
k--ao

of the sequence is in the.domain of f ., then t
.. con-verges to f ( 2)1 i.e.,

bk lim. f(a-k) = f(1.1.1n ak) f(-8)
k.-00 x-co . -

at"
. -

e sequence-

t.'
,and the terms:.

= f(ak

. , .

Proof.
- ..4:(1). Since' k, .1.a.lcontizruous at ,: 2 ; corresponding to -...-> 0 ; there

- exists 7a ._..8- > 0 7 such that . if.( x) 7 .f( t) I < E . If. -' i. 1 . 8 : and' 4-
x 1 is in the dOmain- of I . - ": '':

Since lixc.'sk = 2 ; corresponding to the ,". ZY- of 1. ,there e5cists:air.-
_.. .

co, = 4(8) such that 1 ak - :. Z I 8 for k > to..
'1IP' '

3)., Since r is is fn the domain of .1%4 combining 1
- _ .

I.f(ak) - l'.(.01. < e

k > co



;

the obier.iration that lim = 0. (take 1"2 (e) E) iind the aid ofk

we can find the limits:: of mpny impotant sequen.ces.the precedinifieorems

Example...3:4-2

since.

lcaitn ait -1- +
/4 .

n-o0 b b +-j j' -1

kn . .4

Example 114--2b.

-> 0 ". ten: 1 rn I
.

4- .a0

. . f b0

1

1 21cc'< (from Exercises .A3-1- No 6, oi the
(1 +t)n + nP . -_,

-Binozcrial Theor:em,.. EZercises A3 -2, No. 13(c)) but' -- = 0 and the1 + p.p

. +
-0

$. .

1-ab.e- If
j 40-

0 if k-<j,...,, .

--1-(1-11) +

j n ,

=

4'

bo. (.11.

,4then; 0 ...Let 1 + "'

conclusion follows- from the Squ'eeze.'Theorem.

Example 14-2c.. If a > 0. /- then

: n e = n-f; . Hence ".l' +

Therre e jet - 1 . But lim a
n-0,

E =

squeeze: Thee em-i

;If 0 <a <1 then

Ex

Set n-47 1 + e
n

--whence

n = (1 4-

1

him
n.ro0
nia, and - a = (1 + En) n > 1,+ n

. Let a > and set

= 0 :and, thus lim = 0 by the

lim -3.147 = lim
n-03 ,n-0,

cn 2- 1 (4> 1)

lim n-43 (1
n-oo . n-0,

1
limn
n-oa

lim = 1
n-o0.

n - 1) 2
2 n

Consequently,

+ en?

n(n
c2



r .,
Theorems 146.-g exhibit the following pattern: under certain conditions

the .1 imI t of the.sequence:--,a- k`-)- ak. is 2. 1n each case there is the
Implicit asSertion. that the sequepce: has limit: We close this .sectionk-With
three. existen theorems. -.tinder appropr to conditions we shall guitrante ---.

ence76f.: the limit of a- sequence without4nece ssarily bei ng able to
- .,

its value.- -

s.

. -
-_ ..

Th..r..bREM 14-2h. (Mociotone Convergence, Theorem) If' the sequence a..: k --) ak
-. .is bounded and nondedreasing, ak <.ak+i for all k ,' t hen the sequence

. . a 'con.y;erges-1 P. and the limit is th-least upper ,bound of the range of a .
. r

Proof. Let the least'upper bound of the range of a be.written*P. as_

e > 0 , there eXIsts...an Integer v.= kc .satisfying
ak < 2 , or

sup(a, ) . Given
E < a 2 7"

1 - ak < E .

ence if k .> yr = N( e) then '2

Corollary. ' If the sequence a k ak
a Is bcra:nded, then 1im. ak. .= .

-k-03

Proof. ConSider. .1.5k
-.

o .

it nonincreasing and. the_reinge

and aiiply the' preceding' theorem.
-

Example 24-2e.. The sequence a : k a.,_

show-that a is a monotone sequence, consider

..f = (1 + t)..t(log(14 1

But, by the. Mean Value Theorem,

where-
.7

Henc

log(1 4.- t)

. 11 < U < 1 + -

and therefore

-k(1 + 0 converges. 4r°tf : + 1
) . Then

et 1
+ 1

1 =. t u

.,log4 + .7) =7T..
+

Bedell from the l'ootnote- on p. 265 tha:4-the least
called 'U. suprempm:of (ak) and :Id:it-ten Mirup(ak), -

duce the greatest iower bound or.--iiifixwm., 'ind'icated 'by-.

856

9I
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upper bound of
We shAl i also

4.
C
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.
.

ft is pgative and f
7

'increasing. Thus the sequence a is

inczeasing. On the others hand, by the Binomial Theorem

k

2i

sinc e gi _.j Tor J > 1. . But, since E ii El '
j=14- 2.1=0la. k --50, J. .

we haver (1 ÷ --V -<.3 - ...Hence, since 'a is nondecreasing
. . k

1 =(2)..(2 )

'2

the range of
a is bOunded it fglows, _from Theoreino. that a. conVerges- (This
result can'als.6 .be obtained by the

-

--teChniques of p.
TheAdea of a:SubSequente obtained b,y the deletion of terms from a given

..
i L': sequence is...frequently useful. A s-ubsequence of a : k --t ak is defined by

- .
an increasing sequence of positive 'integers i : k --+ ik ; the subsequence-

- . - .
corremOon4.522g -to'. i being b : le-rbk --ro .

-Gf k. .. s-

. -THEOREM 14-2i. 'EVery sequence possesses a monotone. suhpequenee-

This property of sequeddes is very general: the proof uses on24r. one ,.

piollopexty. of the, set of real nuMbers- R that; R is 'ordered; , thUs the

theorem applies to any sequence. whose range is Contained;'-i'n-an ordered

:

. .. -.....---.*Prodf. We prove the- pequence a : k -' ak Contains either a nond dr:easing'-...
. .

- subsequence or 4 decreasing subsequence. For the proof we assume the a dOes--

not have ecnosidecreasing 'subsequence and _show ghat -a: must then have a de-,...- -

creasing Subsequence. 4 -...
..

Since a does ;tot contain a 'nondec-reasing sequence; t _follows for any -;
D

term ak. that any finite nondecreasing subsequence beg ...with

terminate, ptheretfore there exists-a eubsequence of maximal length
,

41) J1. J
= <: a 2 <: a

jjn

857
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14.72
sr.

.
It follows th.at ajn+61 < ajn " for all terms ajni.ni following ajn , other-

.
wise the sequence" could be extended to one more term by tincluding ain4.132 .
Now, to eaclq, k associate the index df a maximal)sequence -"beginning with
_ak _i_1:.e :,set_ _j _ =___v(k.) ___ _In__(1..)- _ Ma set b = a , b = a , ... ,n, en't.- 1 pi 2 .p2 .

b = a- ere pis = v(1). -and. pk.i = v(pk + 1) > pk Since ak -- ,.pk
Pk+1- slicceeds a in the sequence it follows by the preceding argument thatop

g
a > a ; that is, b > b or b t k -4- bi is decreasing.Pk ''' Pk+1 k , k+1 , . - k .-

Since every sequence has a monotone subsequence, ana since every monotone
bounded sequence is convergent we see that every bounded sequenCe has a con-
vergent subsequence. On the other hand any convergent sequence is bounded.
For, if lim ak "At

= X take e = 1 to obtain
l`t-ce

1ak - 2 f < 1 fo,r, k > a4 where co = CL (1) .

Thus if 1 4 = max ( 1 al I , 1a21 , ... , I am 1 , 121 + 11 3 we -have telt 1 <14 for
all k and therefors, a : k -4- ai is a bounded sequence. Thus boundedness
is necessary -for convergence and suffi cient for the existence ef a conver-.0-ge nt subsequence. He4ce, one way a sequence can. fail to converge is,,,t.hat the

., -sequence is not bounded. . la, \- -

If. the sequence a. :k -> a is bounded then we know that it has a- con--
-,..

vergeht subsequence, say I) : k :- a . Suppose lim ak = 2 and "lim a.. = m,
k..co k-ce 1k

._a__-_. In_then in must be 2 If 2 A m. , let e =
3
1 then for j > co ,

i ma- 2 < e and: for k."5 <D2 , Ia. - I < a. . Thus if j > max aDvay2 3 we
ik v.have

Whence
1

2 m 1- < I
.

21 la- ml
- in

3 3

a + aj ml < ti ml , impossible.41 ,

.

Conversely,: suppose the sequence : k is bounded and- has the
property that all convergent' subsequences converge to the same.limit, .f2..,

11.

then im k. = . Suppose it is false that lim ak = , then there exists
k-co k-co

an. e > 0 and a subsequence : k such that

c for k = 1 ,

858
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But the subsequence b is also bounded and therefore has a convergent subse

quence c : k --ck = bj = al , which is also Er subsequence of a,-. By
k j sk ,

, _

Theorem 14-2f, ilm ck > 2 + c or urn ck <2 - c . In either case-.
- _ k....c. ,

_ k-co .

Urn mk /,..E violating the' assumption that all cpnvergent subsequencies of a

converge to I . Hence ,lim ak = 2 .

k-02

The preceding observations can be Summarized in the following theorem.
. I.

TBEORENC14=2j: For the sequ'ence a k 7k to converge it is both necessary

and sufficient that,
.

-1. a is bounded,

2. all convergent s'absequences.haire-the same limit.

Cauchy discovered a simple criterion whioh.expresses conditions (1) and

(2) simultaneously.

I

DEFINITION 14-2b% A sequence a: k -)ak called a Cauchy sequen-ce

If given any c > 6 Ithere.exis4/.s M= t2(c) such that for k , j >to.

we have.*

lak - jI z E

.1.
. ,

TBEOREM 14-2k. (Cauchy Convergence Theorem) A sequence a : k --i. 8k con-,

.

verges if, and only if-4 is Cauchy sequence.
(

-- Proof.

(a) If lim-ak = then given ,c > 0 take co = so that

ck, j > co we -have I ak - 21 < and .E f < - whence2

.

(b) If fa.k) is a Cauchy sequence then,

(1) a is hounded. For the proof'.of.7boundedness le- 1c- =

Then if k > v where. v = N(1) , for integral. v , we have

lak aj I < 1 with J = N(1) 1 ; hence a bound for a.

is M = MELX(Ia"114--2 1a21 Ia_.1 , aI + 1) .

859



It follows from the boundedness of

subsequence- k

1. Prove

. 1.,. --... .

"ter. P-
.

-

k). that a has a Convergent
,

. -
a with lim a 2 . We now show
""k . }6..03

. , . . s , V
lim ak --= /- -.;-=-.For-gtven_ e_> -.0 there xcists_an_Lto..=
k...4:0

and ma = 12t(e) such that for ki, )..a....:, 2 ' I i I k

for Ok 0 ..,f > to2 0 1 ak - a 1 < e . s . if ... k > co where

to have
112LIC f 21(i) 2 AM we

-.21
lak aikl laik

(a)* TheoreM.- 14-2a

(b) Theorem 14-2b

(c) Theorem 14-2c

ti (d) TheoreM...14-2d

(e) Theorem 114--2e

(f) Theorem'14-2f

Exercises .14-2"

-(g) Corollary to Theorem 14-2c

ti < 1- ---,Ill. e
2.

4.1,A

Lemma 14-2 _

Corollary 1 to

6orollary 2 't45

Corollary to 7-

Corollary 1 tc.

Corollary 2 to

r

LemMa 14-2

Lemma 14-.2

rem 14-2e...

TlIeorem 14-2f

Theorem 14-2f

2. Show that if AI < A < A2 , where A = lim ak then there is a number

co such that k > co implies . Al < ak < A2

Prove that lim I al-cl =' 0

4. Let f

if, and 'only- if lim ak. .1

be a function whose domain contains-the point te and points o

every deleted neighborhood of a . ' Prove the converse of Theorem -l4 -2g.

Namely, if lira f(xn) = f(a) for every sequence n xn

Ile in the domain of f and which has the limit

continuous at a

Find lim ( n2 - n)
n-wco

6. Find' the limits of

(a)

the following sequences

n -) (1 ;

(A&

(c) a , a.-> 0 ;-
n

lvg n'
a-

whose -terms

then f is

> 0- .

I-

114



"J.

7. Show that /2 + /2 + 2 -1-1777.7. -=,2 ; that is, show that the sequence

a : k -> a
k-

defined by a1 = ig, a.
+1.

= /2-r-- E7i. converges and the
x

limit is 2 . A

Show that, 2 , namely, that sequence a : ,k -> ak

defined by al = ;If , a.k+i -107k copverges and the limit is 2

9. The Fibonacci numbers are defined by fo, = fa. = 1 and f =, fn+2 n . fn+1

la 7-- O , 2. -, . Find lim
fn+1

n-co n

10-. Show that` the sequence

4-4- .

a : n ->-an 2
= 1 + - + + + - - log n1

3
1

.

converges. (The 'limit of this sequence, is called r s constant,

y It- is not known whether or not r is rational:

Given a sequence a : an foita. the sequence.

Q n -> na
= - a .

, n
k=1

(a) Prove that if aim an = m.
-

-then lim a m
n

(b.) Show that a may converge while a t. does not..

12= Prove that if : k --?ck is a subsequence of 'b k -> bk and b is

a subsequence of a : "-V ak 7 then c is a subsequence of a

,13. Find a.sequence with no convergent sUbsequence..

14. Show that if k -> a is a subsequence of k ak then -k > k .

-:.- .,
15. Show that 'if° k --> s4 and. k'-> s4 . are two subsequences of n -> s

"`k 'I&
n

satisfying Lim s = lim. S =.8 and the sets of indices i_
K.

and

-----:----/-
.k-.co "'"k. -k-o e tik

together 'include all natural numbers, then lim s = S .together
koce k

gf:>

16. Let' a : n -> an be a bounded.sequence. Let C be the .et of limits

ofi subsequences 'of a '). (The elements of C ,are called clUster points

of it .) 'The least upper bound of C sup C , is called the limit
superior of a , and is written lim an . Prove that lim a' e- C-s.

.-::
f,

n
-

I5 .. 861



A

17. As ts "in Exercise 16, def -the limit inferior of a as lima a = Cn
where inf C is the gx:eates lower bound or infillum of C . Proveo- .

. lima ancC.-

For
f

each of `the following sequences a s find lima aid lima n,.

(a) n --)`(-1)32

(b) a : n -cos 2n7r

(c) a : n -)
.1 I
n.

(d) a : ,(1 (...i)n)(p- a) :-

is

19. Let a : n -) an be bounded , Ian I <14'.----7--13-4pose that

J Al < lim an < lim a A_ .n

Prove that there exists an co such that for k > co , < ak <A2

. 20. Suppose that a number A is less than the limit superior of the bounded
sequence. a : n an , that is, A lim. . Show that a has a sub-

sequena.4 b : k 4 bk = a. satisfying bk > A for all k .

21. Let f be continuously differentiable and consider the sequences- n -) a

and., n --)b which both converge to , a where a- b - for .n = 1 , 2n- n
. Show that the sequence

0

converges to ft (a) .

n -)
f ( an

) r f
(bn

)

a --- b. .n , n

-A 22., Show by an example.that .the continuity of the derivative is essential

in Number 21.

1E4
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14-3. Series:

f 1 k+1:.--Sinbe -/2
k-co

1

2

we know- that
. .

..(1.-)k-I-I

'2'
.

- 2lim
k-co :1 - -

-2

.

1 3 -.- n ti

- .1+ + ...'+ thus it is natural to write

,

2 '

co

n
-..,,

.1W.
2:= 1 +.1 -- 4- (t)

2
+... (-4 . This is an example of the following general

n=0

situation. We are given a sequence a : k -,-ak and form the sequence

k

= a. ; if lim sk = s then we write
-00j=1 k

= 0'0
a

The sequence ,s of partial sums 'sk is called

i=1

the series associated with the sequence a of terms Again, we say

that the series converges if the sequence of partial sums converge. Thus-a

series is given by specifying either the sequence of terms a or the sequence

of partial 'sums s Given one, the. other is defined by one of the relations

(la)

or

(1b)

sk = al + a
2
+.... + ak

ak = sk+1
sk

Without ambiguity then we sha71 frequently refer to the series, .: a.'
i

without regard to the question of its convergence.

Co

i =1

Dew is convenient to consider series written li -a
i

where k is any

1=k

5-nteger'Weaesimplycohsideringthese'cluenceoftrmset:I-"ti/.those
domain is the set of integers _n such that n > k . The sequence of partial

k+jT1

1sums is defined accordingly by s
J

= . Most frequently k will be

1=k
. either 0 or 1 .

V

1

863
.Y6 .4.
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THEOREM 14-3a. If E And E bi converge and T. is a- real number,

1=1 i=1
.. *03 03

then li %a i
converges-to

X Z.:-
an

. i=1 . i=1 (i=1

Eai +.E bi

i=1 i=1

ProOf. Use Theorems 114-2b and c.

b
i

) converges to

Corollary. A linear combination of series converges to the same linear

combination of their sums

We State several useful criteria for convergence and divergence.

CO

4

.V.fthOREM 14-3b. (Cauchy Criterion) The series ai converges if, wand

i=1
only if to eve'ry. e > 0 there' exists a = S2(e) such that-if

m . n >. m theA
4

-10#

Proof. Observethat
1,

Convwgence Theorem.

a1I< e

- s
n 1

=
I

a
i

1=n

Corollary. (n-th term test) If the series

lim la I = 0 .

864.

190

and apply the Cauchy

converges then
.1*

C.



co

cn._sEam111:-a. The series (-1)m .does not converge by the h-th term

n=1

test. Note however that

co

n=0

[(_1)
2n4-1

+ 1)211+2] = 0 while

co

-1 + [(1 2n 2n 1
] Miler used this observation to conclude

4

` n=1

that E (-1)n As ludicrous as EUlerts conclusion may seem `this makes

n=1

...-----gr:rie*sense in the light of Exercises 14-2, Number 2.

While the n-th term test is a necessarycondi,tion for convergence it is
-

not sufficient. The following is an example of the insufficiency of the n-th

term test.

co

1
Example 14 E-3b. The,series . does not converge. -I.e., the 'series

n=1

co

nE
n=1

diverges. For proof, we group terms, and observe that

1r
1 1, 1 1 1 IN

1 + -1f 4- -1f
1

4- n : 1 (5.
2 - 2

41041

2
k4-1 2

k
4-
1 '2k+1

In general,
1

2k4-1 1:
1 = =-1T ; but given

2k 1 ->
k4-1li
1 *1

n = 2k / 1 1 . .

2
n=2

k+1

any co there is a k .wch that 2
k-

> CD . Thus wlith n = 2.k 1 m = 2
k

4-
1

and
. 'e < 1

'
Theorem 14-51? shows that the aeries-diverges.

2
01.

THEOREM 1Z14--3c. - (First Comparison Test) If. 0 <ak <bk for k = 1 , 2 p

co op

and the series Eb converges then the-series- a. converges.

i=1 i=1

. co co

and E a E., b
i

<
i

i =1 / i=1 .

665
r-, /Th
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k k -'

Proof. Let s : k -0 sk = E a,
i

and 1 / r ) Tk E bi ' then s < T .
1=2. i=.1.

Since a
i
> 0 the sequence s is monotone increasing. Since T converges

it-is bounded.- Thus- -s -bbEaded and therefore convergent. That
03 CO

Ea, < E bi follows from .the Sandwich Theorem.

i=3. i=1.

'Corollary. If p < ak < bk for k = and the series
. .

:E= a i
diverges then the series

b i
diverges.

1=1 1=1

In both the theorem and the corollary we can replace the hypothesis by
0 < ak < bk for k > co .

11:Lk:OREM ell. -3d ( Integral Test) If

(1) f : T f(T) is a monotone decreasing continuous function.

4

(2) f(k) = ak , k = 1

the integral I f(t)d-r. and the' series E either both converge
I

2",
.10

co

or both diverge.
k=1

2 3

Figure 14-3a

idaio

J
866,

201.



Pi-oof. We have

n

t=1:

n
f(T)dT and a >

1
I 1%1

.n
n41

.f(T)dT .

1

(See Figure 14-3a.) Thus the conclusion follows from the Monotone Convergence

Theorem (Theorem 14-2h), lince a
i
> 0 for all i and .f is positive.

THEOREM 14-3e. (p - test) The series

diverges of p < 1 ,

1
P

n=1

converges if p 1 and

Proof. Use the Integral Test and Theorem 10-6b.

Example 14-3c. The series

Via

2 ' < 2n 1 rT372- and

NM

n=1

13/2

Example 1l. -3d. The series

converges, since
co

dT

2
T log T

n=1
n2 ÷ 1

converges. For

converges by the p-test.

co

n=2

1
n log n

diverges while

CO

diverges but

n=2

dT

2 T(log 1-)2

1

n(1og n)2

converges.

The First Comparison Test is sometimes inconvenient to apply. For

co

14n3example, if we are looking at series , we feel that
LLLn n3 2n -.. 1

CO

,
this series is "essentially like" the series However, t is

14! n=1 n

a tedious job to derive the inequalities needed for the First Comparison Test.'

The following theorem makes-precise and:juttifies the phrase "essentially like."

867



ak
THEOREM 14-3f.. (Second CoMparison Test) If lim't = c 4 0 then the series

k.oco k

ak and E_bk mither both converge or both diverge.
n=1- k=1

Proof. If c > -0 , then by Theorem 11. -2 there exists an w such that
if k >co then

c
ak

< < 2k

Thin 2 ok < ak < c bk , for k > co . Now apply Theorem 14-3a and the

First Comparison Test.

Example, 14-3e. The series

lim
np.ax. n

3
+ 2n - 1

= ---4;

00 1-Xn3,+ 1n + 1
1:
n=1

n3 + 2n - 1

n=1

converges, since 40

converges by the p-test.

At the beginning of this section we gave a special case of the geometric'

series

oo

n=0

rn If r 1 then

0 0

n=0

rn' 1
r i

1 insince lim rl = 0 .-
r 11-m

The next two theorems are tests, for convergence which exploit our know-

ledge of the convergence of the geometric series rn . What is. needed

n=0
is a simple condition or a positive sequence a : k ak to ensure that

ak < c rk for some r < 1 and k > co .

1HE0REM'14-3g. (Ratio Test) Let a k be a positive sequence for

ak+1which lim. = r . Then the series
a k

converges if r
k--ccr ak

k=0
and diverges if > 1 -

868
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. Proof. The proof of Cordilary 1 of Lemma' 14-2 can be extended (Exercises

14-2-, No. 2Y -to prove thatirAf .lim ak = c and c, < c < c
2

then there exists;
k-co

4..

o s3ch that for k >e.w.

Cl < c
2

.

If r < 1 , choose r so that r < r
1

< 1 . Thqn there exists an integer

v such that for k > v ,

or
gy.

a
k < r

1ak

ak < r1ak. :

co

v-i-p
< rl P avThen by inductio n we have a and, therefore, a

k converges
y

k=0
co

by comparison with E r1 av
k =0 rl

On the other hand, if r > 3: then choose r2 so that 1 < r
2
< r

_ .

where there is an integer v such that for k.> v,
4

a k+1 r
2
> .

ak

Chen, for k > v , ak+1 > ak and therefore ak > av1 . Hence2iby the,

Sandwich Theorem we cannot have lim ak = 0 , and by the n-th term test
k-00

ak

k=0

diverges.
Is

THEOREM 14-3h. (Root Test) Let a k be a positive sequence for which

, then E an.

n=1

converges if. <1 -and diverges if r > 1 .

2(),;
869
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- --1 . .- . (. .
. a

i52.-oor.-- If r < 1 choose r., .so ,titaX r.< ill < 1 and a.) such that,
,

r1
.4.for k > co 1 .

.,

-. ..-
...k , k .

1 . 1 1 zr 2 :
. Va -< r or . a,

K
< r .10 .....

1 r - -VD' . N . .
A-116_,

s

..,

. -
c .

-. co .. l co ^ --
vi--4,..

t and, therefore, E act convarges by comparisoiamiith y r1k . On the other .

-. , ..,

.. .

. 4et - .
v---hand:-If r > 1 choose r so that -1 Icr2 < r and c such that, for''. . - 2 .... ..-.? - -, . .)' .-kk > co , ak > ri or ak > 'r2 > 1 . Thus we cannot have lib. ak =c0 and

k---co

ak diverge.

. .k=0

A.
ExaMple" 14-3f.' The series

ulna (II- 3_.)2
(n 1);

CO

n2 In!
conlierges. Since

21..71
1 A .1 I

.4

2n + 1 1 (n + 1)2 + I L 1- lim -lg. n -1-, 1
r

'()ja-co
n ÷

4
1 n2 ÷ 1 n4.00

exercises 14-3_

1. Test the folldWing series for eonvergence.

(a)
co

1 -
nTa.

(C) E
la=1

(n 2..)2n
n3n

co r

(a) ,n:
n=1

4, 1:
1

n(log n) (log log n)2n=3

2. Does the series
(n 142- 1)21

2

n =1
converge?

og' r

870-
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1

. .

3. Find a suitable. co = 11(0 for each bf the following series.

(a) E .

-4.

1 ,'
2 .

11.. og, n
0 ,

co

(b) n

n=03
co

zairrT_
CP)

n
2

n =1

11.

r"

,.

4. Show that if a > 0 , n = 1 , ... , and li ann 2 2 converges then
,

. -n=1
co t.

.-, .

n=1

converges.

,

5.-.Let .a : k ->ak be a monotone decreasing sequence. Show that if
r- ..1

asubsequence-for which 4,.. > then E
(elk

do

diverges,1

2-k lk ""k k=1.

a has

co

6. Show that if the series of positive terms 1-: a diverges then.

i=1/
..,

. ... %

co i
a.

E 7diverges,witeres---,
,

.i 3

,
i =1 ° -''''' k=± ..

7. Show that if the series of posiive terms
a n

converges then

Ea 2 converges,.

n=1 ,

Prove that

ao

n=2.

*r/t
se

k=0

(-1
n

log 2 .

n=1

Xlc:÷
n+1.

1 - x =.1
1

x and Integrate:

871.
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S

a: .

. -
9. (Cauchy. Condenbition, Test) -7-Shol .*at if n an is a deoi-eit.si rig

seguerice-of positive terms then e'=s.eries a 'and: 2n a
n=1 .7 "2

either both converge or bot adVergi:
- ,

10. (a)

1

- --!- 11 - loo
.

Use tile Cauchy Condensation, ,T,shst,to-show -that n log n erges
k=2

ancttat E-
; l.o. n

..... p'-.
on,- ....v

b-.

-ei-

-

g

n=2-; ( g ) , ,..
l

4 ,

4.ppl,y the .Ca.6.c.by Candensatith3NZe 1..,,to test the ,convergence of' t.
OD

n=2,

3_

log n)(log log n)

cs,

e

S.

872
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_ .
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t ,

a_4,-14.... Conditl.onal. and Absolute Convergence. .
.

-o farlwe have considered pr iiy series with positive terms: -The
c 7

rsequence of qtrtial soms has genet been monotone and we havd'given condi-
.

tions which guaranteed that the -terms Sk became% nsmall 'fast'eough."
.

How-

ever,-if the series contains both positive and ffegative-terms then cancellation

1/4.'effect's might contribute to the convergqnce of the series.
.

..

114-=11-

co s
. --4

T a, as with improper i s, if . la
i

converges we say that
....

1=1 °
,,,.. .

.
,

m

the series. converges absolutely 'ehile iff a converges and yi 'ail
%

i
--..i-_,f a s- i=1 i=1

co ...1:-.

diverge we pay that Y converges conditionally.

i=1

TO justify the phrase "absolute convergence" we prove that absolute

convergence: implies convergence.
- .

m co

THEOREM 1-a. If !ail converges then li a.
1

converge6.,

1=1 i=1

Proof. Let ) sk = ai and t : k )-tk

i=1
is a Cauchy Sequence, and for n > m

n

Is. s =
I

sz: ail <

i=m+,

A

n

la
. Then t

i=1

-.Thus s is also a Cauchy Sequence and thereforeoonverges.

/

. ..
. v.,.

With Theorem-14-4a all the tests for convergene of Sectibn 11.3 can be
.

applied to series l
it

andpositive nd negative terms ]:=.,y- testing:the given series
& -

Tor absolute.. convergence.
,..,

.

5.

873



n=

Example 14-4a. The series

1
converges by the p-test.

2
n=1

s#

converges since the series

-.
,-

./ , ,
, ..,

We have exhibited nmnAtests for absolute convergence.. The eollowIng

_ 1 test is 'the principal deans for establishing the,convergence of conditionally- .
.

convergent series. ,. .
.

THEOREM 14 -4b (Leibn iz t s -Test for Alternating, Series) If

oi I

such that

for k - 1 ,ga ak+i 7 7sgn

[al Haki is monotone decreasing,

= 0 0
k-co.

.-then converges.

N

Condition 1 states that the terms alter;aste in sign. Such a series Is

called an alternating. series'.

Proof. Under Condition 2, the sums of two consecutive terms has the

same sign as the first of the pair:

sgn(ak +'alv.i.1) 1 sgn

Now cons ider the case al> 0 If al < 0', the ,proof may be spilled directOD
to the series li ak .). The sum of an even number of terms canbe obtained

k=1
.4- ... j

,by associating sums of consecutive pairs_ as. follows,

P'
..-

San (a
1

+ a
2
) + (a

3
+ a

4
) 4- ... + (a

2 rl a 2

1

4 n )

Since a -+ a > 0 it follows that S2k ___2k1 , defined an increasing .. sequence
. ,

.

.. se :- n --+ S
2n . SiMilarly, since a2k

+ a
21c+).

, < 0 , the sums
(
of odd numbers of

-germs,
.

OM

S n+1
= a

1
+ (d + a 3)

2

n

874
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.
t

. t -...-'.,
.

..1

form 'a decreasing sequence s0 : n -15. S2n_f_I

.not only-monotone, but also bounded, since

1

r

e sequences

Sn -f-S2n-i÷a2n < S2n_i 5 Si ai

1474

s are

Si e-.S + a > S > S2 > a + a -

.

2n+1-- 2n 2n+1 2n 2 1 2 '
i

therefore, by the Monotone Convergence Theorem, both s
e

and s0 -converge,.
4

.MorOver, since the sequence n ->S2n
+1

- S
2n =

-
a
n+1 ,converges to .0 , both

sequinces s0 and se have the same limit,' S It follows dirTctly that

k=1

ak alio_has the sum Exyrcises 14-2, No. 15).

.
,

Finally, note that we have a simple estimate of the error of approxima-
tion of the n-th partial4sum Sn to'the,limti .S : since. S

21 <S < S23+1
for any i and j (Corollary to Theorem 14-2h) it follows for all n that

s - sn I < an_a ,
st.

In other' words, the absolli error in approximating the limit of a ConvergentG

alternating series by the §um to n terms is less than the magnitude.of the
next term.

Example 14-4b. The series

diverges. whilen
n=1
14 -4b are satisfied.

CO

n--.1

n=1

0

conyerges conditionally since

.converges since the hypotheses of Theorem

Exercises 14.-4

1. Show that if E a acid E b 2

converges.-

co

2.. Test. (-1)

n=1:

n=1'

n2

n=i

both. converge, then

for convergence.
(n 1)2

_N

an n



i

L *
03

..-----j
Is the following true i.te general? If an converges and-;

.4 n=1
02 .

.:.

1Im % = then a ncn converges .
not,

P=1

. Test for convergence the alternating series ak , where
k=1

1 1a2k+1 and a2 TE

5 Prove. that if I a
n+1

an-1 1 -< an for all n and
1
a21

E an, converges absolutely.
Q..

,n=1

.e.

0

21;1.

. 876k
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14-5. Parentheses and Rearrangements.

From Example' 11 -3a we see that 'the insertion

It--

series ca. make a new series which converges. Consider what happens if we
co e

insert 'parentheses in a convergent series. Let li a = 2 and

i=1

of parentheses in a divergent

sk =

i=1

.-theinsertion of

has the form

nere

403
ai and let 1.1 b

i
be

parentheses. A typical

b = a
i z .+1

a series obtained from E a
i=1

by

term..of the sequence b : bk

ii+1 ii ki

Therefore,the sequence of partial

quence of s = s ) ,
. . `°n n'

sums, t :

+ a
i
+k.

,

k
tk

1
a subse-

i=1

and thus lint = lim sk =
loco k-00

of parentheses in a convergent sequence doesn't affect its

For a finite sum a1 + a
2

+ + a
n a rearrangement

dbesnot'affect the sum. The situation is not quite-as simple for

The following two theorems tell us.. when we'can rearrange.

2 . So, insertion

sum.

of the summands

ThOREM If theseries

"yr
Nit

ai converges

i=1
rearrangement of the spries 'also converges

Proof. Let be a rearrangement
4

of

to S. absolutely,

to S

`,

a .

of the proof -Choose a :v so la'rge that the ipargial sums

hence

v.

series.

then any

We outline the idea.

2
, approximate the sums of- -the- corresponding

- .

series. For tilp rearrangement b of.the
ro

and

infinite
o

series, take a partial sum which



includes all the terms al , a_c , ... , av . The remaining terms oft a , no

matter how diAributed.in the rearrangement, can have only a slight effect;
--

-1. v co

therefore, the partial sum closely approximates E ai:
and, hence,

.

,,,49 . 1=1 1=1.

The proof-consists of a careful accounting for the small effect of the terms

beyond av . --.
//..

6' ,5- *
Let 'ail = S , E. a

i
= S

i=1 1=1
k

t : k -> tk = E bi ,

, s k --> sk =. ai ,

1=1
k

:: k -> ski a 1 . Given c > 0 , therle

i=1 i=1,,-

exists an integer v = N(e) such that if k>-v theri"
co

1=k-1-1
co

sk I
E and I s sk a1I . That xi b.

1
.1=k7411 1=1

is a rearrangement of
ai

means that we have a one-to-one mapping

1=1

* : i --*111(i) of the set of natural numbers onto itself and b2. . = a(i) . .1.1

. ,
..m

li 1 . by introducing themay also consider a. as a rearrangement b1
4'.1=1- 1=1

inversemaipingto*,.,thatis,95:10(j)
J

.. Set
,

-v
1 = 'mazi95(j) : 1 <j < v) . Then, if k > ,vi , _we have ,

, -

Is - tkl

f

_ E b
*(i)

b.'

1=1 95(j)>v
j- < k

= Is E. Ai E arii(j) I

.

i =1 'k 0(j)>v
',.. .j <k

Ar

S - a5) +
L.- a I (formula continued

95(j)
1=1 95(j)>v

878
j < k



v

- ai

i=1
V

IaO(j)

0(j)>v

I ai

V

IS E
1=1

<2s

t, Yas S as its limit, which proves the theorem.

UldhORENI.14-5b. If a. is Condition:lily convergen , then given any

1=1

number r there is a rearrangement of a
1 whose sum is r .

1=1

CO

Lemma.14-5. Let a
i

be conditionally convergent.. Take

1=1

and.

O

Then both a+
- k=1

Oroof. If

o

1

: ak
0 for k

a : k --> ak
, or ak .

and

03

k=1

ak for ak > 0

.a
.

lak
for ak < 0

0 f > 0

diverge monotonically.
%

Co

converged then
a k

k=1

Co

also converge and, therefore, ak ak{
ak being the sum of

k=1 k=1 k=1

two colivergent:.s-eries would converge.

Co

k=1

ce

k=1

14-5

would

879 1 4



Proof of Theorem 14-5b. Consider the case r >0 . By Lemma 14-5, we m
11 i

1
+1

choose i
1

se that ak+ < r < ak . Choose 12 > i
1

+ 1 so that

k=1 k=1

it +l
12c

i
1+1

ak+ +, > ak >r> E
k=1 k=11+2 k=1

ak ak
k.a.

1+2

ont uing in this manner we construct a rearrangement which converges to

singe. lim ra*1
I.'

= 0 . The proofs' for the case r = 0 and r <0 are

similar. (gee Exercises 14-5, No. 1.)

We apply Theorem 1,4-5a to prove the following theorem.

Ih.L0 If the. series
b

are absolutely converges

j=0

00

A and B , 'respectively, t their Cauchy Product . converg.

i=0
n

,to AB , where c xi a b.n k n-k
k=0

'Proof. We begin with an intuitive approach. -Let us expand

.

(

.

ai li bj as by the distributive law*. We obtain the sum of all

i=0 j=0

terms of the form aib
j

for i = 0 , 1 ,-2 , ... , j =.0 , 1 , 2 , ... .

Arrange these terms in an array as in Figure 14-5a.

The distributive law holds for finite series. Its use for infinite
series has to be explained and' justified when it is applicable. Here we only
use it to suggest the scheme of the proof.



zz

r , , -,
801 . auk-

a b
0

b(
0

..0 0 1
Ar .

".' ...

. .
. .

de .

. .
.
.

b a b ... a1bk .. 0,.10. ,1 1

,
,

OP,

,
dl/

1

a.2 a
2
b
2

..., a_b.2 0 k
,

,..-
. _ .

a. b kbi a. b0
a

JE 2
... akbk

b

e

an b a
n 1 ann 2 an bk

0
b-n

bI n

n

anbn

Figure ]A-5a

r

We see 'that cn is the sum, of the terms in the tL7th diagonal of the array, and

e
n = an + anb

1 + + anbk + + anbn +n 0

+ a. b
n + . + aibn + aobn

= a b
.j

max fi, j ):

. + an-1bn +

This is the sum. of the terms in the n-th "ell" (called a! gnomon by the Greeks)

Note that

n i :

E n+1 li ek =An+1Bn+1 -(t '4(2: bi

k=0 k=0 k=0 -

Hence, by Theorem- 14+ -2d, the sequence n En cbnverges to- But



- gl = aibil < laillbil

>n i+j >1
1,j <n 1,j <n

n

Ibi

<i <n <n

.5(E Lai) (t rip., +(E
I)(1=0

<i.

< A* (B Bav*) + (A* Av*
*

.

n-1.., n-1 0* 00

where An*
1: Ia1! '. En

*
lb

.j
I , = li lail , B* = Ibil , and

1=0 i 1=0 i=-.-0

. Since the last sum converges to 0

co C.1
.V1E c. .= lIm C

n = lim E = lim. A B =AB .
n-02

n n n
1=0

Exercises 14-5,

1. Prove Theorem 14-5b for the case r < 0 .

c0 00

2. Show that (E Dri41)( E E conclude that

n=0 . n=0 n=0
exey ex+y

(See Section 8-5.)
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14-6. Sequences of Functions, Uniform Convergence.

one

In Section 14-3 when we observed that for

r
n

converges to

series for each

1

1r! <1 the

we were thinking of n infinite- r

of functions. Namely, we

geometric series

class pf series,-

1.1 < 1 . However, we can also think of it as a

have u : n -,u
n

where u
n is the function

n
U. r -10r

12 and s : n -*sn where the function

Then the series of functions

s
n,

sn r E rk
k=0

IIu. converges to the function

n=0

In the sense, that for-each r , Ir <

f(r) .

the series 1.131.(r)

-m=0

DEFINITION. 4-6a. The sequence of functions u :

un ' x un x) (let E be the domain of .0
n

for
,

series

1r
1 -r

converges

un where

-n = 3_ , 2 , .)

converges pointwise to the function f : x -,f(x) if for every
x e E and every c > 0 thereA exists = S/(x,e) such that for.
k >im-, we have

luis(x) - f(x) I < G

Since we have defined a series as a sequence of partial sums, Definition

14-6a immediately defines pointwise convergence for a series. In general, any
statement about sequence

Equation (la) of Section

of the fact here, but

is directly translatable in this way (i.e., by

4-3) as a statement abbut series. We make no use

statement about series is also directly translatable

as a statement about sequences (by,Equation (lb) of Section 14-3).

Pointwise convergence is not the "right" idea of convergence for amlica-
bion of the operations of the calculus. to a'sequence, as the following examples
;how.

883.
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ficas1021146a. 'Consider the sequence of functions.

(see Figure 14-6a).

1.

: x
n 1for 0 < xG

2

1
, nfor <x <1

2

Figure14-6a-

Eve* though n is continuous for ni = 1 , ...., we have

A , for x =j0-
lim u = f.:

, 0 ,-for 0 <x <1
.

--

so that f Thus,. for pointwise convergence, the
.

limit of a sequence of Continuous functionS can be discontinuous.

Example 14 -6b. Consider the sequence of functio ns.,

u x

4n2x 0 < x

R) 2n
1

f°14
12n<

x- < 1

1

0 , for n

(see Figure 14-6b).

it`

219
884
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4

.Figure

1
Then lim u-' = 0 while -lim 1.1.(x)dx 'Thusn

n-co n-'00 0

1 l

n-oo zi-co fu
[1.1m-U (xldx lim.

10
un(x) dx

IOW

14-6 -

Thus Poi- poittwise convergence the integral of the limit might tot be. the
limit of the integrals- .

t

. We 'should. very much like tO have the properties which Example 14-6a and

Example 14-6b. show we do not have for pointwise convergeAce of functions.
A

The trouble with Definition 14-6a is that m , the number. of terms of the
.-

sequepce which we must take to be within c of the limit, depends on -the-'

particular.value of x with which we are concerned'. That is, for c fixed
the fundtion )2 given by co = fgx,c) is not necessarily bounded:' If it is

s
bounded we can choose = SUP{S2(x,e) : x in E} which'is independent of

-

K . Notice that in Example 14Lba and Example 14-6b it. is the case that-
(x,c) cannot be-bounded. and therefore we cannot choose co independently

. .

Xr-x (ExerRises.14-6, No. 4)3

DEFINITION 14-6b.% Consider. the sequence of functions U : n
4

where u- : x -7+ (x) and -let E be the domain oFi u
11

,.for.
'1n = 1 , 2 , . The Sequende u converges 0711-Piorm3g. on -E. to

the function bs:)..f(x) if for every c91-40 there exists
S2(e) such that for _ k > m we have luk(x) 7 f (x) f < e for

all x in E .
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... Now we shall ''show .that.with uniform convergence the phenbmena exhibite.

in Example 14-6a and Exaniple 14-6b are vimpossible.

Ti-th,OREMA14-6a. (The un.ialimit of a sequence of continuous function is

continuous.) If the sequence u converges unifbrmly to f on E
and un is continuous on E for n = 1 , 2 , , then f is
continuous on .E .

Proof. Take .x0 e E and e > 0 We want to estimate lf(x)

by bounding 1x x01 . Now

If(;) - u (x) +-un (x) - un(x0) + u (x0)

< 1f(x) (x) I lun(x) - u(X0) lun (xo) - f(x0)1.

401

$4

Take n fi_xed > c(3) , choose 5 so that

-c;

Theia

lun(x) un(x0)1 < 3 for Ix - xoI < 5 -

I

3
EEE

3
f(x) - f(x

0
)1 <

3
+ < e 'for - xo 1 < 5 .

TA REM 14-6b. (The integral of the uniform limit is -Elie limit of the

integrals.) If the sequence

__onverges- uniformly to f on

then

b-

lim un(x)dx

E

a

%
, and if

f(x)dx =

of continuous functions

[ a ,b3 is 'cont-ained in

S

[lim un(x] dx
a., n-=

un
E

Proof. By Theorem 14-6a f is continuous and-therefore integrable.

Given e > 0

lo

thereja-lcists co = t2 (e) such that if k > co then
,

If(x) - Ii e all x in E . Hence if ->. (, 6
- a)

then

b bu
17 f(x)dx

A
.1.2.k(X)C1j- =

a a.--

b-

F [f(x)
a

1.3k(D5)3dxf

.1f(x) '--uk(x)1dx < b
a

.

a- dx <-



Having demonstrated the-importance of uniform convergence we need a

usabitt criterion for establishing uniform cCinvellgence. This is provided,

in the setting of series of functions, by the Weierqtrass M-Test.

.THEOREM 14-6c. (Welerstrass_M-Test) Consider u : n n ,.where the

domain of un .-for n = 1 , 2 , and let M : n -4144n be a sequence

4z.of positiNie constants. for which 1un(x)1- < n for x E . If-
.

Mn converges,. then
n :Converges aniformlyon E

m1 n=1.

Proof: By the First Comparison Test u converges pointwise and'

n=1
03

absolutely, say to f . 'Since
Mn converges, given e > 0 , there

n=1

exists an co = (e) such that, for k >4413

4 Thus if k >olo then

If(x) E u
4.

n=I

for all x s. E

< e

) %un(x) lun(x)1

h=k+1. n=k+1

M/21_eam. 14-6c. The series
, - -

where r < l since

"1,

< E m <Fin
n=k+.1

1-1 xn
n=0_-

an4 r. converges.

converges uniformly on

n=1

222.
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Example

log2 =

.l

n211
n=1..

situiORIEM 14-6d. If tYFe series

converges unifOrmIy to

of derivatives u,

n=1

differentiable an.A.N4FT

Proof. Since E unT

n=1

00

.17
g(t)dt =

a n=1

log 2 . By Theorem-14-6b

n=0

CO
jr1/2

x cbe
0

CO

1

(n + 1) 21141 n=1

1
nn

ofcontinuously differentiable functions. n
4=1

and if the series .f on the

converges

= g

interval 1= (a,b)

uniformly to g on I -1-.11.1m f is

I.

= g .by Theorem` 1A -6

x

I
co

ula(t)dt =

Since. g is.cAtinuous, f* (x). = g(x

n=1

un(a)):= f(x) - f(a)

z



i
:- Exercises 14-6 a

; - .

1. Show that,- each of the following series converges uniformly on the. sets
, 4

specified. --.

I -,

(a) E sin nx

n2- n=1
CO

sin xn
(b) 7 ;

real

x + 0 < X <;x n

n=l

2. Shtrw that the Welerstrass

uniform convergence.

a

M-Test is not a necessary condition for

OP

3 Show -that E xn does not converge' uniformly on lx1 < 1

n=011-
,..., .

4. In Example. lli.64a and Example 14-6b show for each fixed c..< 1

Q (x, c) cannot be bounded.I . . ,4: a, --':
',,i'5. A sequence of fUnctrons u :' n --*% is said to converge 'in 'the mean

to f on [a,b]

.

{f(x) - u (x)]
2dx = 0

(a) Pi-ove: if verges unifornilY

converges in the mean to f

.

on = [s.:b) then
s-

(b) Show by an ,eXariiiple `that can converge in, the mean to f but

not pointwise*.

a



Show that if the series-

(i)

n=1
f(x)

a
02 E [an

(ii)

cos nx +

then

n nx] converges uniformly to

= f(x) cos nx dx
7C

_

(iii) b
n. P
= f(x). sin nx dx

7C
-7C

(The series. (i) with coefficients' defined by Equations (11)' and (iii)

n = 0 y y

n = 1 2 , '6-00

is called the Fourier Seri f

890
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. 14-7. Power Seried.

At the end of!Section 13-3 we soughe_to determine'when a function; f ,

CY . w ±(k)
could be the sum of its Taylor series

-1'
(x .i) klc:

. Section 8-5,
i -... -- ma

n=0 ,
$,.

co

FOrmula (8) showed that e =x x
These series;are power series, series

,
of the form 1: a (x a)

11
. To study power' series it is sufficient to study

n=0

power series of the special form

W.

(1) 4
a'xn

4,11e
n=0

Our first theorem implies the existence of an. interval I .symnibtric

about the origin such that (1) converges.absolUtely foiall-interior points

of- I. and diverges .for all exterior points.- Thus, if is bounded,:

I= : lxi <R) , (1) converges for Ix' < R and diverges for lxi > R .

R is called the radius'of convergendt of (1) .. If I is unbounded, then I

is the met R. of all-real numbers and we write R =to . That R can take

on all vues between 0 .rand infinity is shOwn.by applying the root test to

the folloWing three examples.

)n.(it 0)
-1.

n=1

v For lx1 = R ,. the conmergence-of (1).it left in doubt as the following-
example shows.

691 226
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Exa
.

converges if -1 <,x < 1 and diverges otherwise.

.t. 0 1-

4

co

THEOREW.1.4-7a. "If the power, series a nxr. con-Verges for x = r he the

n.0

power series a nxr :converges uniformly and absolutely- for .

n=r)

lx 1 < r1'

cc.

Proof. Since the series 1: anrn .converges, lim a nrn = . Hence
_

n=0 n, 03

..v

there is an. co such that 1 a rnl < 1 , or n > ,m . ButNor Ixi < rn
l'

1
,

. r n
i'l nIanxn1 = la-1,1Xn1.< la 11r n1 < la 'rill 1 11 < 1--.1 for n > co . Sincen n 1 . -- n r r

00 - = Y
., tt'

1.< 1 >
(1) converges .and : a xn converges uniformly for 1x1 < r

1,r n

C.

n=0 . n=0

by-the Weierstrais i4-Test.

Froth this result it is not hard to establish the, existencelOf the radius

of convergence mentioned -aboVe .(Exercises .14-7, No. 2) .

We have the following cdkollar? to Theorem 14-7a.

CO .

Corollary. Let- R be .the radius of convergenc4 of the 'power series

CC' t
ii xn converges unifon for

n=0

E. a x-n- . R , Power series
.

.

n=0

x 1 <

C 0

Thus by Theorem 14-6a if f(x) = a-xn , the function is continuous.

n=0 :

te

in (x : < .R) .Moreover, sir3ce the.-cceveigence of .a
n

n.

i. mpl.tes
Z)

892



. r 1

n-1.. co

f11t_
for n > (a and lx1 < r

1 ' r
and since

12 .1

converges by the n-thr1
,,...

Pk n=1
m

root test, the power series n anxn-1 converges uniformly for

P=1

,Ixi < r1 < r Hence by Theorem 14-6d f'(x) = n a xn-1 Thus, by

n=1

induction f is infinitely differentiable and

(2)

Setting

(3)

Thais

CO

f(k)(,) n(n - 1

n=k-.

x 0 in (2) we find fk(0) = ak

f(k)(0)

ak

1)anxn-k..

a xn must be the Tayibr Series of its sty

1/
n=0

r

. 228
893



Exercises 14-7

co co

1. If the series li a
nx and li bnx

n
converge on I'd .: R show that

n=0 n=0

co co 00

(1) > anx
n

+ IDnxn = (an + bn)x

n=0 n=0 n=0

and that

co co

(ii) (:)E: a
nx E n

b xn

n=0 n=0

ont interval ix! < p

FrOm Theorem-14-7a
co

a
n
xn either

n=0

op

=0

c x

re

n

en E'akbn-k
k=0

prove the claim of the text that a power series

(a) converges for all x or-

(b): there exists a number R such that the series-converges.for.

IxT.< R. and diverges for lx.1->. R---

3. Prove that if

00

8*2cil
has r dins of convergence Ei and_

bnX
n=0- n=0

co

has radius of convergence

-of convergence

R2 <RI , 'then

Mir

87,Z29

E(alt
n'ot

+ b-)xn-ilaas radius
n.

1



4.. Show that the radius of convergence of the power series

R.=

0. if lim il77-1- = co

CO A if - Im.
ni

In all other cases R = lim 1

)111/17Tn-

anxn is

5.. Find the radius of convergence.2 R , for each of the following power

series

(a)

(

n(n 1)x
n

2nxn

n

(

nk n
c) nt

n=0

co

xi n1 x

n=0



Miscellaneous Exercises

bn1. EXtend-the'Second Comparison Test by proving that if lim
an

an > 0 .-ror all

Elbsolut ely

n ,

co

and the 7.1 an converges thew-
Y--.: bn

.11=1 n=1

m. 2

2. Let bn be a convergent series of positive terms.
n=1

Prove if I

a
n4-11

bn+1
a b

< for all
n

then
n converges absolutely.

ns=1

3. Let an be a series of nonnegative terms.

n=1

Prd'Ve if --jn

an

an +1
> 1 + c > 1 for n > CD

a
absolutely, but if n 1 - E <1 :then diverges.

an+1
n=1

Hint: Use the preceding exercise to compare the given series yith a

then

OD

an
n=1

rot

0 where

convges

74;

convdrges-

p-series, where p = c .

4. Show that each- .of thl'esconditions in Leibnizts Test (Th9orem 14--14.b) is
.

necessary for convergenCe.

Prove that ai converges. if

i=1.

sgn ak "ign
ak4-1

.

(b) k ak 1 is nonincreasing

(c) ltm ak
k--00

J

6. Shbw that if lim
lan4-1 -. $n

a - a I

r , then the sequence n -0a converges
n--c72 n n-1

r < 1..and diverges if r >1 .



1 4

Translate the Weierstrass.,11-Test as a criterion for the uniform conver-

gence of a sequence of function

8. If, for all x in, E,, ju.:(x)f-..CM and
0

1.111.9.1(X))

1-1777-1
co

n > v then - un converges uniformly in 'E .
4=1

n=1

< r < 1 for all

A telescoping series is a series of the form , .(a - an 1 ) . Give

necessary and .sufficient conditions for the coOrergence of a telescoping

series.

10. Prove the Cauchy Criterion fOit uniform convergence: a necessary and

suffiCient condition for. the. uniform'convergence of the Sequence of

functions .0 : n -*un with common. domain E is that to every c >0
there exists an c.-t2(c). such that if n , m >03-, then

lun(x) - u (X)I .cc for all x E . 0."

ao 4

Show if the series of functions vn. converges uniformly on E and

the series og functiOns

/property that )

"

-mi-Pormly in E

'21.1

un , with common domain

.22=1

.

irh(x)- for all

, has the

x E , then
11: un

converges

00

p=1_

(a) Consider- a series of funCtiops u -1nliOrmIy convergent t4i,

n=1

on E . Let I*: be a function defined and bounded on
ca

jf(x)i < rove that .1: f un converges uniformly to

f un

n=1





cfrier

,..

(b) -, by an-example, that the bouncledness of f is a rttcessary

ion in-Part (a)

-,(4!1!..: .

13. Find the Taylor expansion of f x (1 --1-,x)a a not, a positive
- integer., (the 'binomial series for exponent a) , and find its radio's of
convergence.

ShOw that the radius of

arc sin x

convergence, R of the Taylor series of

4
(2k):t2k+1

2k +. 1)(kt)2

-(see Example 13 -3b) is 1

1 . Show that if the continuous function

rectangle

satisfies

f(x/5r) 0

.ab < a A .< c where

r

(x,y) (x,y) defined. in the

(1.) maxfI cf)(*,Y) I : Jx - x0-I 5 a , ly - yo
and

(2) max[ID 41)(x,y)1
Y

then the sequence of. functions

xol <a IY Yol = b

: uk defined by uo x yo

.
.

converges to 4 functiOn U Wbich
_
'satisfies the differential equation

d.x for

and the initial condition y = y0 at x =

r

233 .



..
a.

. Find, the Value. of as . More precisely, find the lima of the.
xn

sequence n -) xn defined by x
0
-=_ a , xn+1 = a and determine

valUes of a for which the sequencd converges.
- ,

Llite.

,

th.e

0

/

S..

.
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15-1 Introduction.
, 7

.

-Chapter .15

GEOMETRICAL OPTICS AND WAVES

-.7

Ibis is the.third.chapter on applications .of the calculus to thescienCes.

In:the first of these, Chapter we. were concerned Withprogesses.pf growth,

decay4.andcompetition, and showed thit. one differential equation may govern

natural phenoMera th:manydifferentand,-at first,-Seerrli4-gly Unrelated cOntexts.

Our - main - purpose was to stress how one mathematical model may serve to link

phenomena and processes whibh occur in ill'the-sciences. In the second bf

_these ch4terS,',Chapter 12, we' pursued, the one science of-Mechanics to some

dePt3:11_ but again followed.a narrgw'mathematical..threadthe,solution of cer-

'-tain differential equations (irimarily those of-oscillatory phenomena) was our

jasic guide. There we saw how a few basic mathematical ideas can be .exploited -

for the analysis. of.a-yarled assortment of probleMs arising in a single science.

We selected a narrow threadof mathematicaI:metbOds.to.Weave across the

sciences . -7
.

The intent, of the present-chapter is quite diffeeent: Uo-i; we use's

science; as. -the guiding thread: we ielect a narrow: sequence Of_phSrsical con-
cepts leadin4 from geometrical optics throprugh waVe-physicb.- the Creyeiciplment

-- of the science will use,most of the iinportant methods. of 9-le caleulus. Our

purpose is to 'Shaw how the broad sweep.of the calculus (in contrast to the

'lim1te0 selectionof Methods in Chapters 9 and 12) finds application, and we

.sbn11 see that the calculus furthers the development of the science at every-

stage.

Since our main concern here is mathematics and not physics, we shall not
,

try to lay grounds for belief in physical laws. We simply accept "legs of

nature that were isolated only_ of er long years-of observation, speculation,

and verification; pnd reveal tebe orsequences implicit in these laws by

methods of calculus. As we progress along the scientific thread, we trace

peak 'of, the broad line of historical.aevelopment' front the early laws of geo:-

metrical optics wi

general laws Of wave heory.

their limited domain of applicability to the modern very,*



Chapter 9"is intended to Show how one topic of mathemhtics is univgrsally.tQar
applicable to ell the sciences,.. This chapter Is .i:atended.to show how one
topic -of' science uses various mathematical methdds. The twi"chapters together
are intended to -indicate that the interactions of mathematd6s° and Science are
profound indeed. Mathematics "and-science are the very warp and woof -"b.r the

conceptionof... the universe that we have created. Where mathematic's:and' science
are most Highly interwoven, there, both subjects have .tended tO reach their.
greatest development,.

I

.
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..15.72,__Gecimetrical Optics,.

We introduce physical laws in much,the order In which they were set forth.

We start'with very restrictTve laws, weaken the restrictions, and thereby en-
_

large the domain to which the laws. apply. The procedure we follow is "quasi--

axiomatic" and is intended to suggest both the physicist's heuristic Search'.

for fundamental principles on the basis of limited Observations as well as his

tests of such principles by further observations. The laws or "axioms"'*

list contain undefined terms as do the axioms of a mathematical system; but

they also necessarily,dontain implicit restrictions on both the observatiOnal-

and computational procedures that are associated with thew. 1n mathematics,

too, the axioms are usually stated in an implicit context, but the situation

ismore'obylous in stience.

ye define neither light; nor its various subjective attributes: we start

with "let there be light", and introducemathematical constructs that repre-,

sentmeasurable Prone.tties of light. You.are aware that yoja..4re reading with

the aid Of light, and although this nage is at present practicPTly fully

illuminat6d, you can change-:the'situa-bion bYclosIng the book (something'we

writers try always to bear-im mind). There is no obvious stiAicture to,the

flood of illumination upon the page, but you have seen dancing spots of light

traced by shafts of sunlight on a tree-shaded path, and beams of. light entering

clarkened rooms through narrow Cracks of slightly open doors; or, you may have

become aware of straight line characteristics revealed in floods of sunlight

by the shadows that they cast. You have handled light sources such as elec-

.tric lights, flashlights, candles, and have seen'the.stars as distantsoui-ces

of light. You have seem the image of your fade-in a mirror; "and the fractured
,

appearance at the surfece.of water of partially immersed o:bjects.

The most primitive constructs for such situations are*geometrical, and

were introduced-by Euclid. Euclid represented light as something "propagatine

(traveling) along "rays" (straight lines) and "reflected" (thrown back in ai

special Way) when it encountered a mirror. A geoliretry of rays and the hypo-

thesis that light travels at different speeds. in different transparent

materials serve a1so to. account for the "refraction" (breaking 'or bending) of

a ray passing from, say; air to:witer.

Why intrOdude the idea of traveling? The candle that is consumed as it

gives -forth-light, and the monthly electric bill, make clear that something-is

being:used'un to provide the.light. .We.transforM energy from some other form

to the form.associated with light; the energy flows from one place to another

.and the i-ays,we COnsider,are-gUides for the flow ofenergy.
_ .
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F.

In the next two sections we apply_, the calculus only to the geometry Of-
.

rays .-:mostly straight rays, but also some carved ones; mostly fsmtTiar

effebts, but-not ngcessartly-famIliar:interpretationst we introduce a signed

ray(a "shadow forming, ay") tolaccount for shadows, and some of the rays may

split into many ( "diffraction ") to-describe some aspects of what occurs when

light strikes a. sharp edge. Sections. 15' -2. and 3..53 deal:with geometry, and

"geometry will be sufficientuntil'we associate the magnitude of energy flow
with a ray (as we do in Section 15-4) . However*- to appreciate the physiml

content, it should be kept in mind that -these rays, in some sense, are the
directj_ons.for energy flow.)

o

(i) Euclid's Principles,.

Early observations of light, sources (sun, stars, lampS)'and of the re-
flections of such sources and objects in smooth surfaces (water, polished

metal) suggested two "laws" of nature; EUclidls principles of propagation [El}
and of reflection [E2]: '

light travels along.straightlines (rays);

rg23-:' when a ray :is incident on a_smoOth plane surface,:the incident

ray,-the reflected ray, and the.nbrmal. to the surface all lie in

the same plane, and'the two rays make equal angles on the:opposite

;Sides of.thenormal.
_ . .

(i)

Figure 15-2a

901+
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15-2

.Figure 15-2a(i) illustrates -EE2] ; it shows the plane of incidence in

which a ray fran a source ($) reaches the observation point (P) via 're -.

flection,at the intersection point (I) on the mirror; the rays are at angles

a with the surface normal (N) In Figure 15-2a(ii) we see that the" re-

.flected ray (I to P) is 'the extension of the mirror image (St to I) of the

incident ray (S to I).

Figure 15-2b

S'

If a set of rays diverging from a. source S is reflected from a planegibmirror as in Figure 15-2b(i), the corresponding set of reflected rays appear

to. originate from the .image source S2_ as in Figure 15-2b(ii). Thus as far

as the reflected set-of rays (reflected-raysystem) is concerned, we may

replace the mirror in Figure 15-2b(il) by .the source S' and reduce a re-'

flection.proliblem specified by -CE2] to a propagation problem specified by

[El] . (This image method was essentially introduced by Heron or Hero several

hund'red'years after EUclid.)

We regard LE1T as defining geometrical propagation in a uniform Medium,

and .EE2] as defining geometrical reflection from smooth planes. These cover

the situation of Figures 15-2a and 15-2b as well as more complicated reflec-

tion probl

Two- arallel rays incident on a planar reflector as in Figure 15-2c(i)

are re ectedas.parallel rays. If we-regard reflector as consisting of

two hinged planes, and swing one away fr t. the source as in Figure 15-2c(ii)

-then reflected rays are said to diverge; if instead, we 'swing the plane to-

ward the source, then the reflected rays converge as in Figure 15-2c(iii)--

In the latter-case, the reflected rays intersect, while in Figure 15-2c(ii),

their extensions,"behind" the mirrors intersect. Whbn the rays converge,



their intersection is called a real intersection, and when they diverge, the
.

intersection of their extensions is called. virtual..-In eithercase the re-
.

fleAed rays appear to originate at the intersection.. -

If we have rays incident on a complex reflector consisting of, many planar

.portions, then we can determine the reflected rays, by applying' [E2] . Eolui-

valently, once we have determined the dIatersections(real- or virtual) of the

reflected rays we have reduced the .problem to an application of [Eil....owith
41

the intersection pointtaken as the image source. We also need to determine

the intersections of rays reflected -from curved* mirrors. But before we can

'consider curved mirrors, we must introddce a more general law of nature than

,

ab.

(ii) Hero's Fri:( 131e.

/
a OIN

-(ii)

Figure 15-2c

Euclid's principles, which describe the essentials of many directly

observable phenomena, 'are contained in the more concise and more general

principle of Hero: 1,

[H] : ray follows the shortest path between points.

With Hero's principle we may study reflection by curved mirrorS:
y

Before-applying [ H] to more general situations than those covered by

-LE3 ;we use thecalculus toderive [-E] from [H] . Since, by definitidn,

a straight' line is the shortest -path between points;, we see that [I] 'covers
EE1] directly. Simil-Rrly in considering [E2] we need not consider_curved



a

.paths, Wet seek the between S.....and P via-a -point J on-
. r .

surface of the mirror.as in Figure 15-2d(i). We may take J in the plane
through /S and. .1' that is perpendicular to -the mirror: any- displacement of

J perperulicular to this plane will clearly lengthen the component

and .L
2/

(Exercises 15-2, NO. 1). 'We introduce the lengths and angles of

Figure/15-2d(ii) and rnirTmize L "= +.L2- (as required by [H)) and show
that the Minimuri correSponds to r = a (as required by. [E2])...

In order for

L1

to be- minimum for, fixed.

we require:.

(2)

Thus

h11

1 a 1

112

1

Figure 15-23

14:
4_ x2 .4:

and h2 and J on the .surface of the mirror,

dL
dx-

dL x (d x) d - x
dx L

(d 2g
+ x2 x

....-

and consequently: sin r.= sin a as in [E2 ] . (See Exercises 15-21 No. 2.)

= 5.41, t "sin y = o ,
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Ti is-clear_fr.00-,:tht_aboye_tbat applYtag.IE2 to.r-flectian-from a-point-
-

on a.cUrved surface is equivalent to using 1E2] ..fol'Treflection from the tan-

gent .pianes'at t/le,poliftp.t'PractiCal.applicgions pi'ior.and_subsequent.to: [R]

havebeqn baSed on [E2] .plus the ntangentplane.approxlmation"- Figure

shOws reflection of a ray from a point on the concave side of a re-

flector, and Figure 15-2e(ii) shows reflection at the same point of a 'ray

(i)

I

Figure 15-2e

- .

'arriving from:the' conVex side.,...note the relation between the directions.'

SimilarIYfor twa rays incident on a curved'-Mirror, we:can-construct-the-

reflected rays (or equivalently,:their-intersection):by, geometry; note that

bath, situations InFigures .15-2e(II1.) and ..(iv) .-giverise.to.the same inter-:

-section point (real for (iii) and virtual for_(iv)).

There are. situations not :covered by-..[H] which-are..covered by [E2].

and the tangent-plane'approxliation. Fcr example, consider a Source (S) 'on

the circumf'erence of a circle and an observation point (P) at opposite ends
of a diameter. ThF geometrically reflected ray from S to''P via a point

on the circumference-as in .,Figure 15-2f(i), is the longest of all such paths

(Exercises 15-2, No. 3)- Equation (2) is fulfilled for the situation of
FigUra =:15-2f(i), but for this case the corresponding second 'derivative Is less

than zero. There are Rso situations of Interest covered by (2) for which the
second derivatives vanish. For all such cases, independently of the second

derivative the. first derivative of.. the path length is zero,-and we say :that



-the ray path is 2.tationarj _for....first_lordei:variations . To cover all su

situatione., -we 1esla.ce [}1] by the more general princip3A

[111 a: ray. follows a stationary path.

I

Figure 15-2f

909



of curved refIectorsand-illustrate-the-----

essentials for the case of a conc4ve cylindrical'mirror. The simpler class

corresponds to a itgrtollaPertUre" mirroi'as in Figure 15-2f(ii); for this 'case.
.the semi- aperture of the mirror is very small Cdlipared.tO its raqius

1%2

of curvature a . Let I be the center of the arc la and S the position.

of thB source ona line perpendicular to the mirror at I ; then from the law

of reflection, it follows that to a fitrst approximation the rays reflected

for whichoints of the mirror' go through the point

1 1 2
TEFF P1-7

The proof is left to EXercises 15 -2, Number 4: In particular if
%

. co

then, the situation corresponds to an incident-set of parallel rays as in

Figure 15=2f(iii), and we obtain. simply

C

-j.
. -.. _

a
k.Thus for the small-aperture mirror all reflected rays intersect at

2
-- (the

focus). .

The more general problem of reflection from a mirror with arbitrary sized

aperture is illustrated in Figure 15-2f(iv) fdr a set of rays from .a source on.

the axis of asemi-circular mirror '(FigUre 15-2f(ii) deVicts Oril'ir the situation

in-the ..vicinity "of-the axis). If We.rotate-this figurLardand Its symmetry

"'axis., we obtain .a representation of Aflection from a portion of a spherical

mirror. If the distance of.the source from the reflector becomes infinite.

.(parallel set of rays incident)/ then the envelope of the-reflected rays is an

epicycIoid- (Exercises-11-M, No.5); the cusp of this curve is at -- The

envelope ofthese reflected.rays is called a caustic; we may:deal with a caustic

surface, a caustic line, -or a caustic -point; the last is also called a focus.
Next we consider the'caustic obtained by the reflection of a set of parallel

rays incident_ upon. a cylindrical mirror. By restricting the rays to a plane

perpendicular to the generators of the cylinder we obtain a two-dimensional

problem.. In this-case we, expect to'obtain a caustic line. Since the reflected

rays are tangent, to the caustic, once-we know the caustic we Specify the system
:. or

of reflected rays -by means. of [El] .

'

(iii) Caustics.

-

We consider a set of .rays paralle to the x-axis incident upon a two.

dimensional mirror.. .We.consider a fix observation point P = (xly) on the

same side of -the reflector-as the source, and apply ER] to determine the

910
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.____condition that._ the i nr.j_dpnt ...ray_t-hat_strikes--the-mir-zbor at I 7: (g;1) is
...-

reflected through P (see-Figure 15 -2g). We'ould specify the paint

Figure 15-2g

the incident ray 'that- strikes it in terms of the parameter of arc length along

the curve, but it is more convenient_to use the angle ghat the incident ray
makes 'with the normal at I as the -parameter, namely- the angle a such that
tan a is the slope of N . The ,length of the ineidnt ray measure. from the

y-axis-is ; the length of the reflected ray from I to - P is

R = Ag - x)2 -,y)2 and its inclination-to. the x-axis is

(3)

The total length- from the y -axis via I to 'P

L = g. R = -17 - )2! +

Differentiating, ,We have

- y)
2-

;1-

(4) Lt = El n (n y)
E 6os 63 + 12 sin e

where the prime indicates differentiation with respect IA . .Using EH] ,
essentis'lly as for (2), we- equate L2 to zero to obtiLin

(5)

Thus we have

(6)

Since an is the .slope of the tangent of the reflector at the point of incl.-dE

-0 sin e
1 + cos -e

e e2 sin 2- cos 2
- tan

2 cos

e
2

fence, . "is the slope of the normal N and equals tan a . Corisecluently

.911
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-TTY.

froinl4hich.

,

-*"

= tan 9 =-7:tan a

e =2a

3.

as could have been.obtained -directly from °[E] uponinspection of Fig-u- re 15-2.

The 'equation Of the reflected ray arising from the. ray, incident at an

angle a with N is
i

(9) T1 -Y = (g -x.

which we rewrite as .

(10) g(a,P) = (E x)tan 2a - y) = 0 .

-
This specifies the set of .reflected rays corresponding t6..s..set of incident

parallel rays. The parameter a cie-s6.271.bes not only the' curve of the -reflector

(E 6:4 T1(Ce)) it also pickS out the *lay. incident at . g and the corresponi

ing reflected ray (10). "'The point of 'intersection of two neighboring rays

:g(CryP) .= 0 and .g(Ce 4-4a/ = 0 , 'corresponding to a a n d a .+ Act is
'determined by g(d/P) = 0 and k(ct + 441'13 g(a"P) - .0. . In the i 1 mi t

.
Aa-4 the point P of intersection of the neighboring rays falls on the

envelope- and..is specified by the simultaneous equations

D g(d/P) = 0 -

tan e = (g x) tan 2 a ,

:'.7.

Differentiating (10-, we obtain

. and with .(7)

Since tan 2a tan a -17

(14)

eliminate tans

Tit ,

De23(a,p) t.(tAn 26: 2(t2- x)
tan .a

cos 2a

1
we reduce -.0.3) to

qos 2a. .1

riag(a;p)-7 (11_tan a1Lj21 "2(g -cos-2a
Thus/ since (11) requiiea- Dag(a.,.P) = 0. , the x- coordinate: of .the point on- the .

envelope is

. (15) 4: cos 2S
2 tan CC 2

-"-011-.Lich we may re-write in various equivalent forms,. e.g.,

2
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(16) = g
ni

cos 2a

1572

.

We obtain the corresponding. y-coordinate by using.(16) to elirhinAte x
from (10): thus ealP) = 71,; cos 2a' tan 2a - (n y) = 0 , and consequently

-r-

(17) Y = - 31 sin 2a2

Equatio4s (1) and (17) from which.'we could ealminate a) specify the

caustic curve..the envelope of the eflected rays.' Given a specific reflector

we can useits parametric representation to eliminate g and 0 and thereby

determine the caustic explicitly. 'We illustrate this two simple reflectors,.

the parabola and semi-circle.

Example 15-2a. SParabola. W$ consider a. Set of rays lucid t upon the
1---°

joarabola

(18) 2
=

as in Figure 15-2h. The parametric equations of the parabola in terms of ce,
.

MIL

where tan a
a

(199

and consequently'

-
is the slope of_the normal,

-

(20)

-T1 --=,2p tan a

;Imtering the expressions-for

are

-

la

- "

2 ,,tana
2 P 2cos a

I

tn'(17), we find
.



2p tan a -; .sin 2a = 2p(tin =- 0cos acos ,Ct

. .

--,Similarly, employing the expressions for- and

tan2ce 4.1:21s1.22 ) r cos
k 2 2 tmA) =L---(sin2 a + cos 2a)

cos a cos
2

J

.

Thus the envelope of the refleCted -rays is the point

x = -p y = 0

(15)1 we have

( 2 3 )

namely, the focus of the parabola (see Figye .15-2i) . The fdausink
g-

property of
- - . *,

parabola accounts. for Tits- many .applicationg.-:(teleacqpe mirror

microwm-ze- and spnic _" digEs" sett.) ) _for call practically parallel radii

tion -( the- rays froM_very_ di tant sources ) by pcting the ..incident .rays' to

en appiopriate small deter Ar placed at its- focus. Simi 1 RI-XY, parabolic re-

.flectort are used for. the .problem of converting the radiation from a
q.

source, at the .focus into a parallel be.m6L of rays.

. .

The preceding eXamplemay 'Seem artificial in .that (23) could have en

obtained by much simpler pibcedures than the one -we followed. In t' eoct

example the same procedure yields a far- less ob7lous resigt.

Ekadosple 15-215. Semicircle . The parametric equatiOnsH of: q circle of

radius. a, "")

- .

as depicted in Figure 15 -2j are -771

.(24)
-'

..

*-)'

ieNp IA a sin a.- _

..-..... .../.. ./.

aric-cOiageqtii&;ti,;,- ,-."'.Y .
.

.

. (25) . TI 21 .=' a cos cx.

=-a cos OL.,

E.- .=..
gin -cc-,

...-.:,

- . .

From (17) we then obtain Mi. the cavistic-



(26)
.

and from (15

MMEM. 1111.

Figure 15-2,j

in -2a.= a sins -a cos 4, .sin3 a

(27) x- a c c v a - a
.

Sqcisr-ing---ija... (26). -"and .(27) a'.3:2'd adding,- we obtain
.

-4- 2 2N aii: .-_ 2/3 '
..k.2C + y2) ',F. 1 +. , sitt-..-76: -.1-4-* 3 (L)

L'-

sin a cos 2a a cos a .1
.2 .tan" . 2

t28) .

+ 2 sin2 -a

= -
**the.eque,tion ;6±%tlie ePicycloid 'traced

,
out by a point on a circle of radius

.

rolling on theo.'oixpside. of -4',fixed. dirC.1e\. of radius 2 . .',..".-"--

,.../r- - . ..- \ .. E't .e..;The 'cusp or focal point. of the causti'c-is at x = -- -y*=0- -9-this-.
. . 2, '

a

2 ,
kcorrespondsto D g a,P) = and Clocurs.'at . a, = O The>rays.inci-dent. .

near the center of the mirror -_(a = 0) are kiown as paraxial rays "small
aperture" mirror theory; only these give rise -Co reflected rays that .appear to

originate at the cusp (See Exercises 5.)
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imM

r

-1*x
-4%.

Figure :15 -22

1
So far we have considered .only-iefa.ections from concave mirrors; for

such cases the reflectey1,,,rays intersect andthe caustics are real in the sense
defined in Section 15-2(11):0 -.Similarly, for Incidence on a convex reflector

the extensions' of the reflected rays behiro .t* reflector intersect on a
virtual caustic. The identica3-austic curve-specifies reflection from either
side df tfm mirror. 'Figure 15-2k- shplis..the situation for incidence on a convex'

parabolic reflector, and Figure .15-2L(1):.shaws theanELgoau.s situation for a.

demici.rcle.. Figure 15-2.8(Ii) shows the:- geometri'Cal method: of constructing the

'916
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13"

epicycloidal caustic of the semicircle. Since "the caustic of Figure 15-22(i1)

is the envelope of the set of extended reflected rays, it is tangent to all

members- of .the. family.-/From the figure we see that the distance alon Ihe ray

extension from the mirror to the point of tangency with the

it cos a . Thus the neighboring reflected tays of length ar__..\

from a source (their point of intersection) at a dista. :R cOsa
their extension..

Since the reflected rays are tangent 'to the caustic, we may treat the

caustic as the evolute of a system.' of curves which are orthogonal to the rays.

These curves, the involutes of the caustic, .are called -the eikonals or- eikonal

curves In ray theory;. the radius of curvature at a point P on such a -curve

equals R + a
cos a :where R. is the distance along the ray from the mirror-.

(Exercises 15-2, NO. 7). The rays (the orthogonal trajectories of the eikonal

curves) are tangent to the caustic and normal, to th eikonals, and -this provides

a' geometrical construction for the eikonals: tile are traCEd by the points of

a taut -string as it unwinds from the caustic.

(iv) Shadows.

.. In the preceding discussion we ook an observation point P lying on the

same side of the reflector as the a ce the "lit side" of the reflector).

we al3.ow P to lie on the opposite side of the reflector, we obtain en -addi-

tional solution of LI = 0 with- as- given, in (10, i.e.,-

(29) = 0 if e = n ,
.There the geometry is .shoWn.in- Figure 15=-2m, : Thus in addition to.-the geo-.

netricallY' reflected ray shown. in. Fig-ure.15-2g, we see- from Lt = 0 (i.e.,

Prom. DPI.) that the incident ray also gives rise to another ray one travel-

[lag along the orig7P1R1 direction .of inCiden6e. Wei-e the reflector absent, we

fould 'interpret this ray as the incident ray itself (i.e.l.the situation of

:Eli). However we insist onthe. presence of the reflector and- seek a physi-

significant- interpretationHof the rays corresponding to (29). When we
. .

.nte pt a broad beam of light by a mirror, we notice essentially two effects:

0 =

Jel
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because of,'Zhe mirror, there is not only some light observed in a region of

space outside of the original beam, but there is also some light missing from

a region of space originally filled by the beam before we'inserted the obstacle

Were we interested solely in the original beam, then we might simply say that

some of the light has been "bent" from its original direction (reflected) and

let it go at that: However in order to ultimately specifyle full effect of

the obstacle analytically, we assign it a more posiVe rate. We say'that the.

incident rays "excite" the obstable to4gpAuce:not only. the set. of reflected
-

rays but also a set of shadow formiterdys parallel mo the "massing" incident

rays in the dark region of space. It is these shadow forming rays that we read

into (29); these must cancel the incident rays on the "dark side" of the mirror

to "create" the geometrical shadow. (This idea of shadow forming rays may be.

hard to reconcile with mental images of the reflection of rays based on a ball

bouncing off a wall. However,' were we interested in specifying the total

effect of the wall in the ball-wall problem, we could also do so in terms of

reflected trajectories and shadow formingkrajectories.)

To make the full effect of the obstruction more explicit (and to set the

stage for our subsequent discusSdonof scatteing) we introduce, a symbolic
: *

representation for the rays. We let Ei. be a Measure' at any point,of the

effect of an incident ray, E of the geometrically reflected ray, and
E S of

the shadow forming ray. We represent the total effect Et at any point

corresponding to a ray Ei incident on,,Ireflector, by

Eg , in lit space

= E
i

+ E.: E =
E
s

,. in dark space .

...Thus in the lit space the total effe is Et = E
i

+'E
g as shown by the two

rays on the left7hand side Of Figur 15-2m. On the other had in thel dark.
.

space we have Et 7 Ei + Es cOrrespondinvto lhe dasheorSay on the right-hand
.

side. of Figure 15-2m; in order E
t represent.the physical situatiOn'of

the geometrical shadow, i.e.,.inorder that rEt .vamish,.werequire

(31): ES = -E

We take (31) as a supplementary assumption to: .[Ht] the first solution

(e =.2a) of lit 7 01 accounts for:geometrical reflection (ind:we subsequently

As
This measure will later be identified with the idea of "amplitude."
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determine a magnitude to be assigned to such rays14, the second solution (e = ,r)

with (31) accounts for shadow formation. I

The symbol E in (30) represents, the scattered part of the- total effect

E
t

= E
1

E . This is the' part of E
t

that we may regard as, originating at
- .

the obstacle to E or 'as outgoing from the .obsta cle.

If .we consider a syttem of parallel rays incident on a convex semi - circular

cylinder (or equivalently on a full circular cylinder), then the corresponding

scattered ray -system '(reflected plus shadow forming rays) .is as sketched in
_ .

Figure 15-2n.

,

The iagil1 y of curves perpendicular to these rays is the.-carresponding

infinite set of eikonals. Figure 15 -2o plus' "its reflection in the x-ax.1s46,.

shows several of these curves. These curves may be obtained geometrICally
. . . .

from the caus cs (the caustic for the: shadow forming rays is the pciiht...at

, or jr constructing the normald-of Figure_15-2n, geometrically* or

.analytically. We give an abalytical deriva:tion in -afollowing section._ At

larger and -larger 'distancet-froM the scatterer the elkonals. of. Figure -15 -2o.

becorie More'and.mOre QI;cular
7



(v) Edge Diffracted Rays

There are addftiona.1:sets of raSrs-iniplicit Hero's principle, and their
utility has been shown by the .,recent investigations of J.B. Keller. In parti
cular we,consider. edge :diffracted rays ariSing when - a ray. is incident on a:
sharp edge (which `breaks up" orhdiffracts"..an incident cray). In order to

intrducing such rays, le-ls-ud review the preceding- material.

,"
-Wei ussed reflected- s and s ow forming 7tys.. and .we saW iii

4conne h the- semic rcular cylinde ths.t both kinds of rays were
quired ;.-,,to obtain a complet4 coverage of space by scattered rays (or equivalently
to Obtirin Closed scattered eiktinalS). limiever if the-:scatterer is a strip as c
in Figure 15-2p(i) ,. such rays alone do not cover space, whiCh implies- that the

scatterer's influence is restricted to the two directions shown in the figure.
To construct a scattered ray system that covers all space,. we 1.r4roduce the
edge diffracted:rays of Figure 15--2p(ii); these rays. are included in

an incident ray striking the edge is diffracted .to P via the shortest
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(iv)
Figure 15 -2p
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From Figure 15 -2p(i) and,Figure 15-2p(ii), we see that there'are essen-

tially three differentcaseitha=,t arise for a fully illuminated strip; these

correspond to the three differeht observation.points of Figure 15-2p(iii)..

An observation point at 'pl receives two diffracted rays; ,P2 'receives one

reflected ray and two diffracted' rays;:' P3 'receives one shadow-forming ray'

and two diffracted.rays.-..-In a subsequent section we show that the magnitude
(of energy flow) associated with a diffracted ray is in general mUch.smaller

than the-aghltude of' e 13ther rays in Figure 15-2p(iii).. If we assume this

resultfor present purp ses, we neglect the diffracted rays in the regions
corresponding to E., P

3
and obtain the scattered ray'system of Figure,

15-2p(iv); this figure shows only, the "strongest" scattered ray at each obser-
vation point. A corresponding eikonal curve normal-to the rays of Figure
15-2p(iv), is shown in Figure 15 -2p(v)1 and it 10 clear that 'such surfaces be-)

come more circular with increasing distance from--the scatterer.

The-Various rays'of Figure 15-2p correspond only-to the scattered ray sys-
'tem, i.e., to the effects in space arising fram something that obstructs the
incident rays; this figure does not take into account that the observation point.
Is also reached by an incident ray. In'particular, as discussed for Equations
(30) and (31), the incident rays and shadow-forming rays cancel in -the shadb'w

region corresponding to P, ., Thus the net effect n the.shadowregion *Must

arise from the edge diffracted rays as In Figure 15-2q; suCh effects have been
discussed in' detail by 3.M.eXe/ler. ,(Bright areas in the shadow regiah:of

obstacles with-wery.regular.edges were first commented on by Grimaldi,.i613-
1663.) .

7-

Figure. 15-2q

For present'purposes, we consider only the caustic of.the;edge rays for
the analogous problem of a:disk. Thus if a parallel set of pays is normally

incident on a circular diSk'as.in Figure 15 -2r, each point of the edge gives
rise 'to a "full fan of rays" normal to the edge ,at that point. An off

point receives edge rays only from two points of-the circumference

on the,disk,.i.e.. from.the.Oiametrically'opposite points cut by the plane
containing the observ4lion point and the disk's axis. However, a point on the



am,

,

axis of the disk' receives edge rays fr.- the entire.- cir-cumterence: the axis is. .
. , ...

a -caustic of -the edge rays . ;,'Thus !the c- .... of the shadow of et normally..
illum,..inftted,,,dirCiaar- disk should show a bright spot,. the Arago. bright, spot,

.-...

s ., .
Or Poisson' bright EI (as predicted origizaally around 1800 via a wave a.rgu--

..:.-- a big argument). L - 3-

15-2

...
For--the circular disk, the line caustic t e edge rays is the envelope

of the 'planes normal to the edge of the ditk. or a disk of general shape
$

-.(an arbitrary planar scatterer) normal to the parallel incident rays the

corresponding caustic of the edge rays is a cylindrical surface, the envelope

of 'the planes normal to the edge. Since two such planes- inte-imect in a line

normal to the dlilk, the caustic cylindrical surface .generated by the lines of

intersection is also normal to '-02e plane ,of the disk: The cross-section of the

caustic cylinder clit by the plane of "the .disk (or as viewed .on a screen in the

disks shadow),_ is the line envelope of normals. -tO theedge".in the plane 'of the

disk; it is the evolute of-the edge. "' - i.

In partiCular for .an elliptic edge

.

the. equation of the evo

(33)

to is

(sic)1.3 (by)2/3 (a2

2 2

2
b2

+ - 1
P

2.2 3
b2)

(see Exercises 11-6, No. 11). This is the. il'ourcusped' curve sketched in"
"

Figure 15-2s. Such caustic sections' by. Coulson and Beckn
in 1922.

9232 7



(34)

Tigure 15-2t

To derive (33) we describe .the ellipse-

t at a cos 0 ., i= b sin 0.
The corresponding nor:nal at (E.,n) through P = (x,y) is specified by

(35). 8(56,P) 111 lj)71 --,42 "I" b =cos

4ild the derivative with respect to 0. gives

(36) D95 8(0/ ) 3 b3cos 0- 1121

Substituting (36). in' (35) to f9171117late'ditbei x or
(37) -by. .-= 932

cos3 sin3 0..
.--

ConSeqUently the locus of the normals*. is

2
(38) a -

2
2'

a
b cos3 0 3r

a- b2 sin3
Y.

0

Y I. we see; tta.:t

7..timiTtAting 0 rro (38), we obtain-the required result (33).
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. -

The associated length. In the above we discussed rays rellected' from

surfaces and rays diffracted by edges. The. edge rays a in Figure 15-2p(ii)

..are drawn radially outward from a point on the line representing the edge, but

the scattered rays of Figure for the cylinder are not radial. If we visua-

lize the cylinder becoming thinner and thirner we might erect on the basis of

our remarks for edge rays that in the small. diameter limit the ray system. of".

Figure 15-2n could be represented as a spt of radial lines as in Figure 15-

but later we shall see that a new phenomenon, diffraction becomes important

in ;tile small diameter limit.

The situations of both Figure 15-2n 'and Figure 15-2t are covered by EH') ,
and both correspond to scattering by a-circular cylinder. In order to distin-,
guish them we must associate a scale factor "for length With light. To do .o,

in addition to the geometrical property assigned to a ray by 'filg3 , we shall

-also need to know that light of a single color has an associated length T:

(later we shall identify N. as the wavelength), which is independent of the

length of the ray path. We could then diitingUfeh.the two different scattering

situations for the cylindrIcal-.obstacle:of Figure!,I5-2n and Figure.:15t2t.,as

follows.: the. ray. system of Figure,15-2n corresponds to a very large cylinder

-a '>> X and the ray system-.1of Figure 15 -2t corresponds to a very small cylinder

a « .

The existence of an associated length might have been guessed (from

Grimaldi's observ-atibns of coloi efl'e-cts in experiments on light diffracted,

inter shadow regions, Section 15-6-but was not. We show subsequently that the
required associated length emerges naturally as part of a more general model.,

the wave model, for such phenomena. We mention the matter now partly in

anticipation, but primarily to stress. that the present model is incomplete.-

*.
The notation a >>. T. , (read, "a is'much greater than 70 implies that

we consider asymptotic expressions in which the parameter -
a

is presUMed to

be small.

Q
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t.

Exercises 15-2
.

1. -Show that the shortest path from-a point A7-7to a point B .by way of a ,

point 9n a plane mirror, must necessarily lie ip:the plane containing A
and B Which' is.perpendicular to the plane, of. the mirror.

2. (a) Equation (2) is a necessary but not sukfiient_condition fadr-the path

length L to be a.minImum. .Show, in fact,; that the condition.
-e!

a = Y ,is' sufficient fOr'a. minimum.
J.

.
.

Show that .T =la corresponds s- o the shoor otest path by the methods of

i 4. .'elementary geometry.''(Hint: se the image principle: This was the4,

method used originally by Hero.) '

3, -.Sho.4 that EE2] yields the longest possible reflection path:between

' diametrically-Opposite points of a,c1:rcular re ctor (Figure 15- 2f(i)).

f.4.4Show -to .4 -first,;approxpluition. for .l small ape l WM e concave, mirror

(Figurejl,5-2f(ii))-th.;:t all rays from a source_on the axis of thelAirror-.

at distanCe u from the mirror .center are etiected thrciugh.e.°7pOi.nt at. . . ._

..distande: v--Ifrolla the mirror,. where %

1 1 2+ =u v a

For the semi-circular mirror show that the cusR:of the caustic
AP.corresponds.76o.. Da g(a,P) = 0 .

6: 'Consider the-elliptical reflector,

2 2
x_e

2. 2
a b

Show that all:the rays originating at one focus of the ellipse are

freflected throughtV3e other focus. (Thefoci of the ellipse are the

a > b)

po

7. /Verify analyticpil Y that the radius of curvature,at a point of a'

refletted eikonal for asemi-circular mirror (Figurd,15-22) is

11-1--94 cos cx , where "R is the distance from P along_t e ray to the2
mirt r.

c1.0) where c = 147:77..)

edge ray caustic for a parabolic disk with :'edge given by

Y = SPX
211Y

-

260 926
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15=3.. Refraction.
1-

In the preceding sections we considered
r

91"71.ayS incident on re-..
. -

fleeting surfaces, and used 01] -to deteryiiii-thtefiec-iediet.-Olf We

now. extend the development to partially transparent surfaces:. and. consider in

addition a Set of transmitted 'rays. A transmitted:ray does not :lie.

along the extension, of the corresponding_incident bUt makes an appropi-iate'
-

angle with the ray extension; this kind- of "break' the ray patla is "Called-

refraction.

Observations and studies of the broken appearance of a rod partially im-

mersed in water, and of a beam of light traveling partly in 'air and partly

-in water, go back to Euclid and 16'tolemy (second century ofahIs era), but the

complete description of such effects was first given by Snell (1591-1626). °'

As the a-ppfopriate analog.e.of CE1. for reflection, we have Snell/s Law. of
% .

_Refraction: le ,

r

-

-Us] : .- A. ray of light (of one color) incident on the smooth plane

f interface' bets:Teen two transparent media gives rise (in addition

to the reflected ray) to a refracted 'ray on the other side of

the- interface. The incident ray, the refracted re x, and the -

surface normal lie in the same plane, and the two rays are on
I .

opposite 'sides of the normal. The sine of the angle p that

the ref§acted ray makes with the normal is proport.oxial to the

sine of the angle of incidence.

-From. Is] we specify the directitin of the refracted ray y

or equivalen,

(2)-

,

142 sin p = !Jo sin a

sin p = sin a .

constants 4
1

and
2 are

called the indices of refraction, an

4 2
., 3 ..

p = is celled. the relative index of refraction. The situation Is shown
P.i. T '

r ,
. .

.

in Figure. 15-3a for- ;J. <-11 (this is assumed in all that follows):: the rty -

2 ..

s travels from .S to g.?, via a point I -.on the interface. The Ws- are .

phYsical constants which specify the essential physical property of.the media
.:

JP

for the topic at hand; they may be measured exp4F1Mehtally, and- we assume -they

,are knqwn- In .particular for ye ow light pass ''from...air to water; -we have

1 ...:' 3

la2

9272.6



Figure -15zaa-
,

We.may apply . Cs] _ to such problems as a _point source abOve or below an
eir-Water surface. In particular the Caustic, f,or the srtem of ..refraCted rays
can-be:fcrund by -t4e. Method Of -section 15-2.

Fermat assumed that in a given medium. light travels_-with a velocity. v
--izersely. proportional to the index of refraaion; v = .p.- where c is the
-Speed of light in a vacuum andreWrote (1) as

-s

3)
sin a sin 13
v

2

cVA v =-- .2 .1.12
.

He then derived (35 :from the follOwing minim* priniciple called.Fermatls

Principle. 14 4

CF] : A ray takes the-least time to travel beWeen,two

If the -total ray path..colsistis'7of two straight lines, La.
.

two media with velocities equal
. -

corresponding travel ties are t

and L
nd v

2-
respectively, then the

with 1 = 1 -2 ..;,, from- CF]' we see-

that ti t2, must be a. minimum, - Fermat's Principle. not only
the clumsy C s] (the CH] .. replaced ", .It also includes CH

. special case. where vi = v2 . and the pointb. S and P are on the 's of side
*cif the interface.

ti

7



Figure 15 -3b
df:4

We apply .111 to the configuration of Figure 15-3b to derive [S]'

essenttAlly as we used ,.[H] _ to derive [E] : The time- taken to: go the. dis-

.111"
and,tance Li from S : I at a-.velocity J. t , nd, .siTni/FirlY,

vi

is -the . travel -time between I and
2 v2

Thus. [F] requires that"'

(4):

at -velocity . in- medium 2

11312 ± x2 x

-sr

717.

- _
be ja 171iriirmim :Diffeientiitting (4) with respect tV.:73e-y--and equating the result -

...

to zero;. that

we obtain
AP %

(5)

x

v
I-4121+ X2

.2...

.

[S] in7 the form (41) )7

a sin 0
v v

sin a = .s
42

= 1.1. sin 04.

If 1.J. = 1 and S and are both in mediUM then (5) redUces -to [E] .



15-3- .

It is Clear from our disaussicars:of the replricement of CHI by CH*1 in
Section .21 that we should also generalize.. L[F). by replacing least time
-atationary time. Equivalently, li.we define the ovtical path length to be

, then as the analog of DV] we take

[Ft] a ray. Is the stationary optical path between points.

1

:Praike , we may use EFI.).. and (5) fOr refraction- at: curved..
faces: Thus we could:now-consider the refraction analogs :of the :reflection
problems we Conaideredprein_ouS3:1. HovieVer; we leave these as _exercises and
go on to other .queations. dr:

Rainbow caustles:. Newton (1719) showed that white light *could. be,
regarded as ccmposed,of _different coiors, each 'specified bya" different value
of sothe physical parameter (say". to) ; and that in general the:.re.lative.:indek

of refraction -between two media" depended du color, 144 . 1Thua a ray of
white 1.1ggt-. incident at an angle µ on an interface may be treated as a set

. .

. .

of coincident rays bf.,different Colors-- (co) each being refradted a dif-felent
angle 0(m) as determined by the corresrionding index of refraction µ(co)1:
ConseCluently, a. si rg1 es -ray of incident white light - becomes a fan of colored
rays (the sRectrum.) on refraction, the different colois appearing at ang.l.eP
determined by ,

...

(6) sin
-7P720T::"

For,-yellow light incident on an air-water interface-we have p. = for the-
.

.colors red- through yellow, on to blue, a(c3) increases througn 7 and con-
_

decreases from red. to blue as sketched ,yin Figure 15-'3

BLUE

4

WHITE

Figure 15;3e

930),
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15.73

O

.

,Relation.:.(6) is strikingly exhibiteain.
.

the

incident on spherical water drops. In the.foiloWing'we..user.theymgthof:-
. . ,

calatalUS to the angles of the primary rainbow and secondary -rainbow:,
.

for:-COCuiar!cylinders and

Figure -15 -3d
..

.-kray-incident-On a transparent circle (atch as a.cY.linder-of water. in..

eizi gives rise to .an .infinite number-oerays. Some of these are shown in

Figure-15-3d; initially we consider the ray p . If a system of parallel rays

is incident on the cylinder, thee'we deal with incident rays making_all angles

a '(from' 0 to 90°) with the cylinderls,narmals and to each corresponds a

diffs rent p(a) We want to .show that in the vicinity of some particular

value of the arg7f. la (say a )'-the.rays p(a ) will be "foaused" (In th

sense thatthat they meet at a cusp-of the caustic),or equivalently that the

has a stationary value Os corresponding to as

44

'

llgure 15-3e

931
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The primary rainbow corresponds .to rays 'jtha.t have...unde.rgone:tworefrac-
tions and one iniernal reflection. as. shown in .Figure now shoi that

:. 0- .<the angle between the _emergent ray and the incident ray) hat a. =
stationary value., 0 and express in terms of the relative.

..c .
From the figure, we have:

?al additiOn, :iron; the 173T./ `-of refraction g tin: f3 sin a
c.2. .

91 p. cos 13
- dcx

cos a-
.

so tint .

.
cey-,Eihd-7(9.) yield

...(10): cos g. = 2 cos- a...
and the law -.0f, refraction, we obtain

. .

2as
'-=

- 1 4,

which determines the stationary-, a7 of th4 angle of incidence, and con-
. s-seqUently the corresponding values of 13 and 0 . In particular,

93,sin =

4For yellow light, u(c 7) ,s , and consequently 0
through blue, the corresponding va1ues of 9gs decrease through 42°

This result for a cylinder also holds for a sphere, and is therefore

basic to -the rainbow formed when sunlight illuminates a- region of air contain-
.

y water drops. For one water sphere, if the sun is in back of you and
you can see.the ray throve! P 'of Figure 15-3a, the colored rays. will be at
about 4-2° with respecV to the direction of incidence (in the plane of.witike

; .for the colors red



For7the,-secondary rainbow, ccirx-eapondirg.tottwO internal reflections

have- the Cor.dgiaration-' of figure: 15-3f.. In this case,. I
.

Ci3).-.. g
2

. Differentiating in (13) with respeCt to - and using (9) and (5) we obtain

.8 cost- 2a

ands consequent

For µ v, we have 0
_

we have

More -generally, for. n

2
(16) cos a = (V" 1)s nkn 2)

(see Exercises45 4) .
spiri

reflections,

Stratified Medium. If we apply the law Of refraction to a ray traveling

t'ilrugh a set. of parallel, slabs as in Figure 15-3g, such that each slab has

a. different index of refraction we obtain

(17) iso sin 80 = µ1 sin = 1.12 sin e2 = = constant = c .

Si Til 4 1 arty eoi.: the limiting- case o4. -a continuum whosavindex. of "i-efraction. is, :, . _ . .

..... . . . -...,
i'. -sole_ly:. a fiinction. of --X; -we have

(18) ;1(.0 1iin q(6)..=1.3.1(x) Sin 9-(x) -= c '...

93.3 26 7



Using III= tan 8 - we havepdx

- sin
2

(19)

from which

.(2o)

*

Integrating (20) between 0 and x , we obtain, with. M(X)

(21) P Y Yo 0.011112 ....

1-
. c

Moms in terms of M(x) we have.derived an equation 'to. specif the.set
that start at- (0;Yo) and-airrive at (x,y)

-

AS an illustration, we assume

( = m(x) =
4-10.!x

To evaluate the integral (21) in terms of (22), Ahe substitution



..
..

the equation of a circle of radius .

-
whose center is " located, at

-

Figure 15-3h

'Rotating the coordinate frame of Figure 15-3g (for convenience in the

ollowing applioption 'to rays in the atmosphere)- we ow -ray-paths in Figure
.

15-3h for (25)-- with; 0 and with b < 0 .

...
di

The above remelts serve to account for mirages. Normally the density of

- the atmos e'Te ecreases gradually with increasing sat -tilde; the index -p. fe .
-whi de ends primarlily on the -density, also decreases gradually. However,

-ove a cold extended -surface -the dens ity*and p.. may. decrease rapidly, with.-

-slirfEtc may then- be' seen -at lairge distance, by means :
of doWnCt.l.fvins rays as 3(In.whicli:the curva.ture is greatly

. .

exaggerated). . The eye . sights 'along angle ..of' the r.ay-ts 'arrival, and- one

imagines that the ship lies. along.the:line- -sight: On a much _Barger- scale --.

and.4rith normal decrease of µ With altitude, F" accounts for our
seeing the sun by refraction after it had passed.. bel -the-'horizOn. -- "

935



Figure 15-3j

A more cortmion.mirage occurs. over a hot extended supcface. When_ the density-. .

aZid ',first increase, and then. decrease -with increasing height. For such .

cases the 'ewe may -see the object. 13y an xl.pci32-ving-'iay -welr:a.i. by' straight.
.

ray acs. in Figure which the curvature is again greatly se;caggerated),.
In this situation the eye 'sees mirror images;. since.this is remintSceixt -or
reflection on 'water, .one also .imagines that a water surface is present.

4

27
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.

Consider a

'Exercises'15-3

point source Under water. (.c. and'the rays fir whibh
. .

.

the rays refracted intosin 0 Determine the virtual caustic

air and show that one eikonal is an

ellipse.- (The apparently different

positions of a small Pebble 122.4

dish of water as seen from differeat

view points canoe described in

Introduce.
4

the parametetLcoa-b-r= cc()): 0
-Where.:

and are-the Pngles

,thade,with.the'Surfate

.andWater_respectively;)

)- Consider the two-d±mensional prolilem of a set of parallel rays in

nedium 1 Incident on a-convex semicircle and strip af'.medium 2 '

as in the accompanying figure. Obtain the pa is equations for

the caustic. Sketch the caustic for

.1

(b) Consider the case where medium 2 is a circle. Obtain parametric

equations for the caustic of the trice refracted rays. Sketch the ' .

.caustic for la . (Is there a shadow? Try TiluMinating 'a'

cylindriCal glass of water with a flashlight.) ,...

. -46nsider sunlight illuminating a large number of drbps aver'a very large

4

voIuMe of space. and discuss.hdw:one will: see the faMiliarleirC 6f.trie
- "'

rainbow.



Show that 0 i-s sa. Icimtrm f'or the 'primary rainbow, and a . fie '4k01:

th'e secondary bow. Using.-the fact that ;.1.(co) ''Increases. as the colors
.4.

go from red to 'blue,- state. the 'appearance of
.

the primary and secondary'

arcs in Space and-ithe orders of tfie. csiors in the two cases. Derive (16).

Sketch the4ariation of p. with height corresponding to. the .situations

shown in Figure. 15731 and Figure 15 -3j

.0

r

N.

;



1 Kepler-Lamber-t.

In Section 2r we 466-umed Hero's principle [He] that-the raYpath- be
-s

statioAa' ry,. an& used the calculus tor, reveal some of .the- physicS.
Except.-%for the discussion of shadows, we did not associate a magnitUde with the-
rays.: We ,n6w do soi. and thien supplement flit with an energy- .principle or flux
principle. We introduce a flint density,. F e.'s a measure .of the energy flow per

.
second through unit area normal to a ray; indicating the direction ofa ray by
a unit vector , we call F the flux vector.

Kepler in 1604 (by a mixture of mysticism, insight,. arm some observations

of light sources) proposed the irdrerse iku.sze law for' the flux, density associated

with a source of, light. He
mr-
argued lessentiPilyeas follow-5.r If .a ste y source

(one not-.varying with time) .is emitting rays ii 4Portly in all direct.iork.s., then

the total associated flux (total energy'-ps- second) passing through .anY:
spherical surface. centered. on the source (as in Figure-'15 44) is a. constant;
then.,_sine the surface _of a sphere increases as the square of its radius- r

.

O

Zigure 15 -4a

1.

the flux,density . must be proportional .3 . EqUivalently; we miy" suppose

that the flux density depends on radiuS r alone; F = cl,(r '. Through a"
.. .

. . .
_,--

syrii=1.11 part: of" the spherical surfed& of area ...s. the flUx is irk,(r).nS.- ;. If wet , .

detS...sizbil ivi d! ;the Sphere into .srgalrl and .add-the contributions from all the
cells'we obtain a :s.,um17.117ogous to a Riemann sum.' We take the limit as the

-...

-- .

maximum. area rot* tht approaches z.etig and call this limit a surface integral;]

a naturl; generalization of the- concept 6f Riemann 'Integral. In terms of a 1.

surfa-ce integral' over the sphereothe total -flax, according to Kep:le-r,- is
..

F dS = '14)(r)132 = c (r)-J1S = 4;1.2 .

--=. C ., a -constant,

±5 simply- the Surfracl7area of .the -sphere. It:- follows that
-.,

. , -

43( r')--=
4-4 147rr.

939
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- .15-4 : .

Lambert (1760) generalized (1) -by taking the component of the flux ve-Otor
Fly norm. al to a surface; as tie measure of the energy flow. Thiis :for-eArerY

surface S enclosing a give.t.'steady source (and no other sources); if

is`the outward uxiit normal on -S fiOm the ideas' of Kepler and Lambert

it follows that

[1CC,3 : F-R -N dS = F cos e dS a constant,

. .;" .

where !. e is the angle between the ray direction -1t. and the_surface.noi-mal\
N -as in Figure 15-4b.

-

Figure 15-41)

Equation (1) is the special -case of _[ISLI. rres-ponding to a uri form
*Ant-source at the center of a sphere; for this case F. depends only on
Et2i4d_ R .is pa:railel . ;f we 'take -the-,constant in (1) to etualUni:tY.,
-then the corresponding form of (2) is the flux delisity for a unit po-int source:

-(3) F = 4)(r) 1
24irr -

Equation (3) corresponds 'to .u.niform radiation in three-dimensions .-
We may .also apply [KG] to determine th6 flux density F for a unit

point source _radiating uniformly_in only two dimensions-; equivalently]
for a unit line 'source, an ex\E-611.ded source along the z -axis which-emits rays
uniformlyin4perpendiOular aw-plaltes as in -Figure 15-4c.- We apply for

-C= 1, and S equal- to a coaxial right- circular cylinder having _ength
along z and radius r as in Figure 15 -4-d. The EICL1 integral vanishes
over the flat caps of the cylinders= at = 1 : for these pieces, we see that2
R is perpendicular to N = k (where .k is the unit vector tn'the-dtrection
of the z-axis., and consequently rt '?. 0 We are thus--left with
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:Figure

tile 'integral! over the oirculfa.r wall (of height unity an radius r 3. for which

(4)`-'. .f IF idS' = -2srrF = C C.

We tate C = to define a unit source. Thus .frbil (4) ,

(5) F = 4,(r) =
7* . ,Is the- flux ensitY-aror unit length of, unit line-source.. .

. _
, .. ... , 9tia

':. . 2 75:



Figure -15L1.e

Sirri 1 Arly a planar scarce is defined as an infinite plane (say :zy}
emitting riiys*perpe rldicularly in 1.7directions 'where is the unit-

.

vector in the direction of the- x-axis: FOr this case we take S'.- as -a -riglit
cylindes. .in Figure 15 -fie, with plane faces of unit area Parallel: to the
source (and -." enclosing" it) . It A N vanishes except over these unit
faces [KG] for C = -

V!)
and Conseque

F =

is-the fluk- density for unit area of. source.
_ ..., . .

:14,.sbaliu..1d be kepe irird that all the move equations -are very special', -
cases, t[ICG]. In general --FR is a function of all .. coOrdinates 0 .with... EicrA

. _

ci -pr all 7.1osed surface enclosing 4233, -given set of steady:-sources

Fru OCEAr, it".1.ver. follows that tge integral- over A.'" silrfece thatitir
dbeg.nciivenclose _any sources must vanish:

1-

(8) F as = o
. .2

-I .



. .._

i.e... the nstarit in Ems,] is zero for- a source-free region. "STht sourde,is

-outside closed surface, so ..that whatever flows through part of S0 flows-

through-another part.) . We use this to define a pencil cf rays (a narrow
- -}-0

cone of rays) -analytically.

out

Cohsider-.the. capped tubular surface' So- of Figure which encloses
a set, of rays. Tile curved surface S

c ..
is 'generated by the rayi passing

A

through the boundary curve. of; and the entrance and exit., faces S1 and
SA are taken perpendidular. tcrthe .rays, i.e., the faces are pieces of the

--elkonaI surfaces diiscUssed previoUSly. Thus, if N-
'

..N1 and T are 'the

normig..s to Sc Si and S2 . , respectirely, then A = 0 - Nl. 7 -1 ,

and : R,- N2 =--- 1 . ,Applying (8) to So = Sc + S1 + S2 I. we see that the integral
over -

SC vanishes and we are left with

.,"

(9)
-is. FdS = . FdS 5

S
.1 e 2

where the integrals are overthe entrance- and "exit faces of the tube: In
genral F varies from. point to point on each face. .However, except for special

Situations-., when the faces. are small enough so ;that the variation of F-- over
Akk

.each is'negligible., (9) may be approximated by

(10)

:set- of rays

= F2S2.

for which (10) holds is defined as a pencil of rays; theset
inclosed' by a tube whose -end faces.aAre rtions of eikonals. deriiiing

(10) ; the ".special", situations which 'are excluded are. those for which a 'face, : -
coincides with a focus or..caUttic.-;As disCussed -in.Section 15-Z, 7a focus ,cOrres-
ponds to the intersection of many rays, so that a closely fitting- tube enclos-

...-ing-sucIl a set would narrow down to :Si= 0 ; for such cases (10) .is not a
valid relation for. F . - Howevi er, such cases -are still covered by 18) provided
S
0 does' not intersect the caustic., A.

Figure -15:-/'7,
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'Let .1..IS* ap_ply )) to the essentislly two-dimensional problem of refl.ec-

tiOn frOm a cylindrical surface as described in Section 15-2. We take the

z-coordtpa in the dfrecti:on of the generators of the cylinder and- put

dS
. .

= 11740.6 where s is arc.leng-th along a cross-section- of the cylindrical.

ace. Now we drop the unessential z-c9ordinate and consider the pencil of

ray -capped by the initial curvilinear ds1 .-and terminal'

element length. Ls2 (Figure 15-4g). To' fiA..-t order We Kaye"
-

-

"-

,

ds
'

where p. is the radius of curvature Vita point of a curvilinear element and

L.* is the angle subtended' by the element at the center of curvature 0 .

Since the two caps are chosen as portions of eikonals (surfaces normal to the

rays), and, the centers of curvature are the 11miting,intersection of the common

'normals to the two caps, we see that the two caps have the same" centers. of.
'Jr

Figure 15-4g

1curvature (Figure 15 -4g); 'hence from (11) 2
. 'Enter this result in

P1 2-
(lo) to obtain

. 1F = F
1 F2 ins

2 .P2:-

P1

Equfftion (31 specifies the variation of t flux density with distance along

rays.

Now consider the perfect (complete reflectIon of a parallel. pencil' of
rays. oi'71-.1dth. Aso and flux density Fcy from a convex -curvilinear portion

Cl o4 a 7refleCtor ss in Figure 154h. The length:of the 'eikona,1 of the

corresponding reflected pencil is- .,ns1 at Cy. , and in.S2 Et distance R
.1brom C

1 Perfect reflection means that no rays cross the reflector; i.e.,

the total- incident flux is conserva. by the process and passes through the

terminal car; LS.st . Thus (10) holds: FodSo = F2ds2 . To first order

At'
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Figure 15-4
(approximation of the curves lity their tangent lines) it is easy to slathr that

= Lso ; consequently. = F . Since the reflector is concyg_x, 4s2 > asi
and it follows that F < F = . T6 -determine the exact 're-dation between2 1
F
2 and 'F0 we now use (12): we write the radii of curvature-of the pikonii5

.p1 = p and p p , and obtain

r0=
1 .p

2
p R

-where R is the distance along the reflected .rays.gteas-u.red frotii.theareflector,

and -p R the distance from the caustic (tile locus of-centers .1for -the:radius
-of. =ryatt.Ve the pts). Thus, as discussed in Section 15-2, the rays that
pass through 6s2 appear to originate. at- their virtual intersection point'
(on the caustic) inside the reflector.

For the, semicircular mirror' odi radius a- (see Figure 15-22(ii)) ,, we found
:previously that 13

a
cbs a *, where a is the 'angle of incidence with the

to face n -' this also holds to first order for reflection from a convex
portion. of a e general surface where a is the radius of curvature at the
p6int of incidence.' Th4 for a convex point -(1.e., -.a 'Point on a convex-portion



of the mirror :the reflect: density equals..
a cos,-a

-a cos a 4- R

. Fn
we drOp the subscript -2). may also te.4(11) as F =

1
rewri

4-

K
KR

= 1. is the Ave:ture of .the eIkonal at the. reflection point.

.

where-

4Figure 15-4i
I..

On'the.other hand, for ..reflection from a concave point, the caustic is
real,/ and R and p are on the .same side o the reflector srs- in Figure 15-4.i.
For this case we replace p by -p in (13) and (110 and obtain

cos a
(3.5) =. stf cos a

cos a - R
4

where the absolute value is used because-we defined F as a pOsiti-ie quantity.

Equation (15) specifiei F except on the caustic R = p , the 'special situa-

tion (S = '0) excluded from the start when we'introduced (la).

and Path Leiwth. A remarkable property of F as in (3A) (remarkable-
.

only the present stage of ou.1- development of a mathematical model for scatter

1 that can be giVen in form

6) .
(._ .

,F
0

a
2

cos2

where Lir' is the second derivative with respect to a 'of the general, path.

eng-th E. + R(e) -= L introduced in (3) of ,-Section 15-21
.

an where the subscript
.

-
- ,



.,-11" indicates that 'Age use the condition- =%0 15r = 2o$, as fOlrows .froM
Herors. principle; DsI, is the second derivative' with reSRect to arclength
along the 'refIgcto. We may assure ourselv4 that (18)".hd4s retracing

.rA ,cur- derivation of e caustic in" Section 15=2( iii) . &tar g(a;P) = 0
fOr a reflected_nskya.sorresponds:to, Li ,= -0 , and our equation.. Mag(cx,P) =, .

for tie caustic of":the eefle-cted rays cbrresponds = 0 . (See Exercises
_15-4 Mo. 1.)

We mention this now to make explicat that F becomes singular- on the
caustic = Dag(a,P) = 0 , whiCh:indi&tes a "I irn-i-ta-tion of our present
essenti geometrical-model for the- prot6gation of light-. Later we shall
see thi result as a limiting case of a deeper relation between flux and path
length?that must hold. for a more complete model.

.43S,

Partially transparent surface. ipt. may. extend the present flux considers-
-4.1rtions 'to the case. of 'partiF41 1 y transparent media considered in. Section 15-3,

and obtain the corresponding. refledted and transmitted fluxes when a pencil of
rays is incident- on the curved interface of two different optical media.' At
the present primitive stage of our model, we. would simply introduce a reflec
tion 0 < P(a) .< 1 as Ei. multiplier of the incident flux to obtain the
values of the reflected flux .for the corresponding perfectly reflecting sus-

_face. Applying (8) to a pencil of .rays incident on a plane interface (with
-So "enclosing"' the interface as in Figure 15-4e), we then .find that for the
incident 'flux to equal the sum of that- reflected and that transmitted we
require that the geometrically transmitted flux be' multiplied by th trans-
mission factor '1 P(a)

Scatte?ing Applications. In the above we applied EKE] to obtain the
flux density for elementary sources (in one-, two'-, and three-dimensions), and
to determine the change of. flux density along a ray in a 'pencil of varying
014ross section. We nbw extend our considerations for the elementary sources
to ,analogous scattering probfems. We define the corresponding "elementary

_ .

scatterers" by the previous stipulation,thSt the total radiated flaw eqUal
'unity d that it, be distributed uniformly over the available'directions;' then

indicate generalizations. We. do not Sollie any Scattering _problems"' explicitly,
t exploit 'the previous develoiinent to introduce terms and general forms for

Subseque use.

-.Thus if we have a set of parallel rays normally- incident upon a plrfectlyreflecting scatterer at x = 0 . \as in Figure 15:-4j, then from Section
15 -2 the incident set:of rayS.,,gilres rise to a reflected set of rays and to a



15-4.

.

Figure 154j.: ...e

shadow- forming set of rays.. We may say that the'incident.rays have "ited
..

the.plane and converted it to a source of radiation; we call the incident set

the primary 'radiation" and the scattered set (reflected plus shadow forming,

the secondary radiationl.and say that the plane has become a Icondarysource.

We define an elementary planar scatterer as a secondary source,fully analogous

to the'planar source considered in Figure 15-4e and Equations T6) and (7).

Ater(In a' ter section we cons,ider analyticalliy'the specific problem to which,

this 6o ponds.) The essential feature of (7) Is that the flux does not depen

on distance.). Similarly for a planar scatterer which both refleCts and refract_
....

we write the scattered flux corresponding to the direction of incidence 1.

parallel -to hex-axis as

F M(R) = ±. ,

where he direction of scattering It corre ds.eith to geometrical re-
. A

)flection R = or to fo rd scattering; R =1. . 'or a perfect re-

flector it turns out that M is the square of = Es diseudsealii:Seciicgi

.15-2(1v)_ if the incident density is unity, then JM = 1 .).

Similarly we visualiz 'rays incident perpendicularly on a fine cylinder
-

As in Figure 15-4k and-apply DEO .essentially as for the discussion of edge



diffracted rays.in Section 15 -27,.- we see that the scattered s t of rays.::traVel_...

rsially outward froM tile s
AP-
catterer. We define gis.eieraentary liAe .scatterer-'

. -

--as a seconder, source fully ana ous to the line source of Figure 15-4c and
. I ,

Figure 15-.4d and Eq4ations' ('1) 'and (}2. i,e., the: total outgOing."flux-.:'per unit .

1ength of scatterer is unity,. and the,:icattered flux :density per:unit. length

is given, byA ( 5 ). . for a Or -VSt
.tion F, -is 'inversely prOportional r but. the :flpx. 'density is d longer-

ar-

the _same in all directions:

(is)
All , . -

n.

- .
where the directs otiaf-observat ion ''R 'May e fiver all 48.Lues- i.31. The -emplane.~

..

-
Finally in three dime-it...sic:ins, we visualize" d_pol.nt catterer excited by

... . ... . .- ,-- - ,
-....

rays, and define: a secondary point -sdUrce- ami6. goius to that of Figure 15-4b
and EquationS (1) to (3): More generally, for an arbitrary 'scatterer in three
diMebs ions, the analog "of (18) is

.(3-9)
_

I La
2

.where again M* depends only on direction's and not on distance. The functions
M fc the --three types of scatterers depend on various, parameters; and their

determination requires a more. complete mathematical model than the present one.

However, the forms. (17) (1,,8) ,.'and (19) give the appropriate dependence of F
on -R

We are now in a position to further- our p.scussiog, he relative magni

tudes of the differenZ rays of Section 1 Thus the parallel' raysindident-

on the broad finite strip of Figure 15-2p igS s e nt a lly -two kinds of

secondary sources: the body-of the strip becomes a one-dimensional plane-

sourc04:44;ith reflected flux density equal to thit incident, and the edge's 'be6 me
secondary line sources - with -flux density specified by (18) a The flux dens ite
of the. rays geometric-1411y reflected from a plede are independent -Ibf distance,

but the flux densit . he rays diffracted from the-edges decreaseskas 1

with Increasing R . Thus 1,x1 the region of space' covered by the reflected

rays., the edge ve ys
,
.become relatively weaker -with increasing FL."

sea
.

Derive the relation between $1 x and path length, Equation (16) , from
Equation (14)1..

4 .

4 ,

0



. 15 -5. Trpyiphryi Principle. -

.A.,11 our preceding':disaussion is covered by the 'two' "laws of nature "_. [Ft 1
. .

and CKL] plus ome Of,-the implicit ph7Sics.relevant to geometridal.op-6ical.

.phenomena, _The basic physics 'was contained in_ the two laws, the ,rest was math

mailltLmanipulation based on i.geometry of ays and some "procedures- 0.4 .the

- cale AS a prelbamary. the' 'intrddutt ion of additioiaal struct -Into

our mathematical model for the. propagation of light, we now suppleme

previous geometrical construction of the eikonals-by an alternative construc-

tion called Htyghens prinCiple . This principle by itself does not give ..us

any new reSults,but. (and this is often much more signifidant) it gives us a

new way of thinking about the results we have already obtained. ,

There are_two_familiar-forms in which energy propagates: packaged around

nartidies, or associated with waves (e.g., if you are swimming with a friend
- - .

you 'may transmit energy to him by splashing and showering-him with .water drop's;

or by setting un a wave on the water's surface)-. ,thapr#ent stageof the
. -

development the flux involved in EXL] is in _some sense gufa :along .the geo7

metrical 'rays. It is easy to visualize the rays as guide 'lines for very fine

'particles (a view held' by the ancients, and refined by Newton = 1705), "but we

may also regard' the mays as . the normals- of a system of wave -surfaces- (the

eikonal
., .. 6 . ..

s4, '

Many individuals (Hooke; Euler,' and others) regarded light as a. wave

motion' in a snedial medium, but it was Huyghens (1690), whop introduted_ the...sub-'

ject as an. Analytical one. 'His intuition was based-on. the analogous two-

dimensional problem: of ,.how disturbances traNzel on the surfate of water.- (Toudb.

.tflesurface of. still water and the disturbance' travels outward- in a circular
.

ripple along. the ,water surface.) %
.

Huyghens used. the fact. that light has a finite velocity' of propagation

v. ::(as established experimentally byRomer, 1676) for the deVeIopment of a
.

.wave 'theory of. light. -:He assumed that 'in a given mediUM1_ light starting fram

an elementary scarce, at time t
0

would spread as a spherical 'sul'face whose -7
. -

radius r(t) increased in time as- v(t ), 0

_ es

-If we start a ht source at, time t0 and leave on, the corresponding
.

Huyghens 1- *wave s e is an outgoing spherical front =- a step' function dis7.:
-

"

turb'ance whose one-dimensional analog is shown-in Figure 15-5a .
.

In this figure

: we plot. a magnitude associated with.. the disturbance (say the flux. density :F

introduced' in Section 157; or a related quantity) as a fUltction of time-

time t '1 :> t0
' 0
the wave front has moved a distance v(t. t and it 'keeps

J.
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0

Figure 15 -5
adirancing- with inCreasing (1:he
s na3Zed. ii: HeaViside;' )

inuouSfUnction drawa.;In.-Figuse- -
--

. ,.,
S-tarting.with an_scAvancing waire...frcint.(h fter, the- waiie surface 11)-

,
%in -piree regeritee4:ch- point on the Waye ace', as

te of an elementary- sPheri.cal....waVe (call it _p wavele-g-. -W), whose.
, .

radius also .increases:' in time proportionally to v . Thus .if the' origi'na1 .'
wave

-
'surface '"W is a sphere of ;adit.S- r(t1) , the wavelet surface spreads

..as a sphere of radius R(..t) ti) ; the two-d;sensional analog 'ls -shccw4r., -
t

.

Figure 15+512

in Figure ghtain the wa surfice Cif the source; advancing :wave
front, Huygyb' prescribed .

CHuP1.4,.: to. Construct the wave 1787.ieface W(t2) at time t2 regard
the wave SUrfeCe W(t1) 8t `time 1 At

e locus of the centers
- .

of - wavelets...- w.- of identical radius v(t - t,) and take .

iti(t as the cuter" enVelopg of the set of. w.2



Figure 15-5c based on Figure 15-51)211 mstrates DEL) The essentiale.notion
ia,that if we assign a magnitude to the outward part sof.'a wavelet, then, only

"on the, outward envelcipe of the set of les (i.e., only on We)) do the
magnitudes of the yrs "yeup (reinforce) to giVe a- significant overall effect.

Eta.

4 _a

'If a pIanzik: portion te a wave surface is incident on a reflecting .surface,.
re can constrii.c-, the... reflected wave front by means of [Ku] as indicated in

'

Figure 15-5d. The-figure shows the incident wave front at (plus the two
rays or normal.* that bound it- ,

dicatee'where the, incide4t fro
absence of tl:fe refle-ctOr. The

and a front (.shown -dashed). atft23 to
would have. reached at title. > tl in the
at.ial reflected front at time .t- .1,mage.



shown unbroken of the dashed front at "Et2])e .the envelope 3f the 'wavelet?

generated.. by the incident- front at different .times as the point where it en

'countered the reflecting surface moved -off to the right. The daslaid front-6is
also the wave frontf the shadow-formiz3g raYs.- discussed in Section 15-2.
Figure 151-5e-shows -how Huygliens f constructl.on for:scattering y a strip yields
the closed "-scattered we've surface corresponding, to the reflect plus shadow

'forming plus diffracted rays. be Figure -2p(iv); the result. is of .course simply
,. ,

the- closed eikgnal of Figure 15-2pkv)

..- SimilarlY if the.tscattering surface is the interface between two different

'optical media 'specified by velocities v -and we construct the trans-

mitted portions of the :wavelets' to take in-te account that these portions are.

traveling at velocity vl instead of : v and then construct, their- envelope

to obtain- the refracted wave front as, in Figure 1575f.

. 4

.-"



We have indl.ca:ted that the-Huyghens's wave surfaces are simply_the eikondi,'

sarfaces discusSed in Section-1572: We n ow apply E:Hu] to the-reflection Of.

a plane wave front (parallel ray.system). by a perfectly-teflecting convex
41

seMicir and Make this identification explic. SirIce all:waves in this.

problem cave with .the same velOdity, all distances i(p) traveled areporpeir-.
o.tional to time (t) , so that we may. work with either L or t. ; in orderito.

, -

exp.10 4.t.:-. previous figures and results, we work with di-stance L T15e

center -o!' the Circle in Figure 15-5g is at x = y = 0 . The corresponding

incident wave is a. plane iiave..fron-C whose position, at airy time t > to- =,0
may be indicated by x > x0 = 0 ;-143..e.*; our reference. time is t = and our
reference position is x ="0 . Y-

x .= ei cos a
_ x =. x0

--Figure 15-5g.

We treat the Huygpens construction_for-Figure 15r5g'essentiaily as.,we,did

that Of. rigare 15-5d. We'construct wavelets of different radii at clifferent

points on the circular scatterer, the radius a point'being-prdportionaI to:

the time it would have taken the 'incident wave f ont to travel from that.Poiritr.-

td;:theplane. x = k0 .'-Using Huyghens's princi e in this manner-We May-say

that a point I'= (t,l) of the scatterer, where g -=.-a cosi:e<X under
0-

,1' --1- .excitation by the.wave.front.' X :-.. -a cos a (see.Figure 15-5g) radiates a, ,
-

.. circular wavelet of radius 1g x
0

=T la cos a t x0 ; hers( x.= x
0..

-is. the
0 . ..

,.; present position of..tlie incident wave front. The resultant wave front 1s the
.

...

envelope of oil such elementary wavelets. To draw a wave fron,114construct
4

enough, such wavelets to enable;their envelope to be sketc..W. Fig 15-5h
. .

.shows the case x 0 (i.e., for the time when the incide front i at. the ...

0 7 ..., 1
. r .

origin) and Frigure-15-2o of. Section 15 -27 shows additidqal curves fOr'diffefrent

.

.
:-.



15-5

values r ; in eadh cage, the straight portion of the curve corresponding to

the shadow wave froitt is also the pogition that would have been reached by the

Incident front in the absence-ofs,the scatterer: The"curves of Figure 15-26

Fl 15-5h

can be -constructed either' by using the present procedure (circles centered on

the scatterer) for different constants, or by -using the wave `surface of Figa.e

15-5h as the- locus of circles of identical radii and then drawing. their out-
ward envelope. ,

Analytically, we find the-envelopeof the fsmily of circles ~by the same

procedure we used in Section 15 -2 to obtdin the-envelope of a set of straight

Janes. Thus if we take x
0 = 0 , we have the equation of a. Huyghen-s circlet

,2 2 2
(x a cos a) (y - a sin a) = a cos a .

_ems' with respect to a gives ty = a sin a -'x tan a , and entering,,

this expression for y in the equation of the circle (1)'givesc

a)x[X(1E tang a) 2a cos a] = 0 . Thus either
a "

95,5
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2 x

f

(2) X =.-128: COS C C and y = a sin a(1 + 2 Cos ..a) , /t
'g < a < E

J
Or

'(3) =0' and y = a sin a_,

The parametric Equations (2) describe the envelope

,
)

2 2, 2/3
kx y

a
2

(4)

so that the corresponding curve (WR of Figure 15-5h) is half of a two - cusped

epicycloid (twice the'slze and rotated through 90 degrees, as compared with

that for rays shown in Figure.15-2I(I)`) . This portion of the wave front

is_generated 1r a point on a circle of radius it- rolling on the circle of

radius a . The Equations (3) specify the We portion of the envelope of

Figure 15-5h, which consists of a line segment of width.:2a- normal to the

diiectionof incidence; this corresponds to the ahadowoforming*weve.

GiVen the analytical expression for the wave surface analytically in (3)-

and (4),,or its graph, as in Figure 15-5h, we can construct its normals (the--

rays of Section 15-2), and then obtain any other wave. front on l aying off a

constdht.distance along the'normals and joining the points. We can construct.

the evolue of fronit (the caustic of the rays) and determine that
aR E cos a is the radius of.curvature, where we recall that R is distance.

. along the ray from the mirror;,and, of course we can "discover" the law of

geometrical reflection by noting that at a-given,point the reflected and

incident wave normals make equal and opposite angles with the scatterer's
t

normal.

Fromi'a -"pare" wave view, in order to determipe the scattered wave front-

when the incident front is..-at any xo > =a ; we use.the wave surface of (4)

and (3) derived for x0 = 0 (1.P= WR Ws Of Figure. 15 -5h) as-the locps of
- . .

,the centers of circles of radius lx0 I and again determine the envelope

mechanically or analytically; i.e., we need not refer back to the surface of

the scattierer. Thus we determine both past and future wave fronts by the

-EbyghPrqt4.construction. If xl
2 we obtain the wave fronts shown in0

Figure I5-2o of' Section 15-2. The point on a wave.surface ( corresponding to

the incident front at x0 )'at avdistance R x0 - a dOs'.0: along a ray, 'may

'-also be designatedby: the cylindrical coordinates r and 19 as in Figure

15-51.. For very large.values of x0 .we-see that hand r ar e practiCally:

parallel and that 61 = n - alft ; we have



R- a cos:a = x - 2a cos d SS X
0 0 2

which corresponds`to-..er wave

.

from a source a't x = -
2

(the sn of the virtual caustic) : If t'a'e
;

tpen ..

neglect a'<< r ,,'.146 obtain r and the fronts aPproac4.cirdies

centered on the origin of_the mirror. A

Figure 15-5S

For incidence on the convex semicylinder, these wave' fronts are, real in

the same sense as we spoke of-real intersections for the raysof Section_15-2;
k!'s.'`

Z; or incidence on the concave seialcyl1nder, the wave fronts,of Figure 15-2o are
-(

virtual. The virtual wave fonts =for incidence. on the convex cylinder_ the

real ones for the concave case) are obtained fOr x
0
< - ;-these-are the=114

curves, shown in Figure 15-5j (i-vi)'plus-their images in the x-axis. For the

sphere we obtain the virtual wave fronts by rotating. the curves of Figures

arouad the x-axis.

The inside fronts" nearest the scatterer in Figure 15 -5i maybe likened

-to...a volcano with crater. The'dbncaire craters of successive fronts represent
t

a bounded portion o,J. a wave outgoing from an origin at, xr = {the geo-

metric focus). The outer sides of the volcanos correspond to bounded portions-
,

of waves outgoing from the edge of-the scatterer. The flat bases of the

volcanos represent the s'hadow-forming wave. The most significant feature of

.the set of figures is-that the locus of tale caslis is the yja-tual caustic of

the geome-i.ricalliks derived,previously im Figure 15-22:.' hus in th.same

957 t .

g91
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(1)

(v)

Figure 15-5j

(vi)

,fashion as .r.re traced the origin of ,the real rays to their virtual caustic,

the real system of wave .fronts may be traced back to the cusps of the

virtual, wave-system.

292



15-6. ('i) Periodic Waves.

In ,the preceding seation_we obtained the elkonals of ray _theory directly

-by.applying [Hu] to a wave front. HUygens represented light'essentially as

an irregglar sequence of isolated disturbances or pulses., The essential

feature of the mathematical,description of a wave pulse is shown in Figure

15-6a, Which represents a dliturbance propagating with velocity v along the

x-axis. The significant asp ect of Figur4 15-6E. is that the shape of the pulse
4-

A

'does not change in time.

42

O t2 I

-a

X 0

Vtl

.Figure 15-6a

If.We specify the pulse form at t = 0 by y = f(x) , then since the

.Pulse form at arty. time t' is obtained by the translation x vt , the
-

pulse form at time- -t is given by

(1) = f(x 24-0

Phydicplly, we see that the function f:(x- vt) represents the unchanged

disturbance moving along the x-axis (direction I) with constant velocity

v . Similarly a disturbance moving in the D.direction - would be.

by- f(x + vt) .

t2 -t1)

'X2

X
-

By itself [Hu] is merely another'method for rederiving the results we

obtained geometrically. However if we.aSsociate the idea of periodicity with

Huygehsr'ida: of waves, then we will have progressedDquite far towards the 'full .

,..mathematical model we are developing.

Periodicity. Newton (1642-1727), by refracting a pencil of white light l.
-

through a iris= of elass, showed that a ray of white light could be regarded:

as made up of rays qach having a single color (an idealization called-mono-
.

chromatic light), and that the relative index of-refraction 1.1. cliilends

color. We touched on this before in our discussion orthe rainboir wheQ.

eAt
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we worked with ,.1.(a) as. the "coldr-parameter." His studies on the-

colors.obtained by'illuminatinehin transparent Plates, essentially estab-

lished that

EN3.: monochromatic-light' is .periodic. with -period depencteiat pn
.

Newton's picture of ligHt'as a:stream-of:Fine'particles-subject to perXbdic

'fits"othat followed ea other at Tegular:intervals is not .appropriate
7

the visible ,phenomena h was'familiar with, but the idea of periodicity re-

lated. to'coior is as significant as Huyghens's idea of waves. V-
.% ' Young (1801) combined Newton's idea of periodicity with Huyghens't idea

of waves, and regarded monochromatic. light as made up of periodic waves:

If'we rewrite (1) dm the form y = f(p) with

(2) . p = k( - vt) ' k = k(a5)

where k.(4 p- '(the "propagation constant") depends on color, and where is

called the phase of.the wave, then Young's principle states

;[Y] : monochromatic light can be represented by a wave which is a

periodic function of theiphase p = k(x

Analytically, we express [Y.] in thevform

(3) f(P) = f(21r 4: 1))
o

f(arn p) n = 0 , +1 "1" 2 ...
where the ppribd of f is fixed as 2v ; the term p represents phase or

position within a cycle, or interval of length 2v -.
. ,

. , .

If we impose the condition : ,

(4) f(0) =A

where A theciplitude is the maximum value of If' , then the

function satisfying .(3) and (if) is the circular function

(5)

(6)

y = f(p) .= A cos p.= A cos(gx..- vt]) u(x,t) -

We may write

2
k =

V
X

simpldst wave

where X is the wavelength.asscac..iated with light of a single color. If we40
increase x by &c then we increase p. by 4o = 2v L2c

. Each time
X

..changes by the length X we have-, = 1 and Lio = and f {p) of (5)

goes through a maxi 2vxmum and minimum. The factor kx = 'is a convenient

.dimensionless measure of distance for a.movtochromAtic wave; it gives directly

theiphvse change in.units.of 2v corresponding to the distance x . Similarly,

.960
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we may write kvt = 27r. y
t

wd.th

(7)

as a dimensiopless measure Of time

,Of 2ir for a time interval .t

with .(7). gives

(8)

21rkv
T

cor responding to. the phe e. change, in units.

From (6) we have kv = 27 whi Ch together
t.

=
T

We. are Row.. in .a po tion to interpret the parameterg* h and T = tintro-

.duced in the above as well as 'the corresponding "color .meter"'w"e have

mentioned previoUsly.

.

O .

.,

u( 0,t}
Figure 15-64

r 8

A #

Figure' 15-6c .

In Figure 157-6b, Ire plot u of (5) 'versus x for fixed t = t -g., and in,0
.

Figure 15-6c, we plot . u of (5) versus t for .fixed : x.= x
0

. -It a l'i:Xed

a

moment of time, urj. is periodic

of lemigth a. , which is:why

in x ; the wave form A43, repeated, at

is called the wavelength or .the 'spre." ce

" .

\'\-63
.-.

,,
4 .
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Similarly at a fixed position on the x-axis,.we observe that u is periodic

in t : the wave form repeats itself. at time_74ntervals T called the time

period or simply tUe period.

At.a given time to we obtain the wave form-pf Figure 15-61). Later at

to + At we obtain the same4system of crests and valleys with each point of

the wave shifted to x 4x , where- 6x.r.7.T. v At . Thudwe'may visualize the
wave as traveling in the direction I 19F ;De x-axis.

The 'reciprocal of T is called the frequency of the source producing the

wave and it is convenient to measure this frequency in, -units of 2v ; i.e.,
to use co =

2v where co istcalled the angular frequency. Thus we rewrite

.(5) as
ti

(9) u = A cos (ix - art) .

Thus we identilfffy the color parameter co as the angular frequency of the. wave

associated wit light of a single color.

The angular frequency. ca is a property-rot the source of the waves and

does no- depend on the optical properties of the different media (characterized

by different v), through which a -save passes; however,- the wavelength X = 2ML
co

does depend on the medium. In general the phase' velocity v is a function ?.t.

Mb.

m 1- so that Naves of different freqUencies travel with different .

v(cr.;) in the same material,....../Equivalently, since the index of refraction is

defined as inversely proportional to we may rephrase the above 're-terms

of -1(co) . Taking the development until Equation (9) as applying to medium

with index of refraction la = 1 (fi.ee-space or vacuum), we replace kx for

,the more general case by
e

(a_o) 21-T 2vkx = p.x = xX --
.01

where is the wavelength in tlAe medium with = 1 and X (a function'

of cry and the material) is .the 'wavelength in the optical medium defined by

The Wavelength X is the length factor Whi'ch accounts for- the differences

in edge diffraction with color which we elluded to at the end of'Section 15-2,.

We could haVls., introduced much of the above structure. into the ray picture

iw.associating the idea of phase (periodicity) with a ray: Hqwever, the wswe

picture is in generakmord fruitful for the usual visible phenomena. For

convenience in the following we may use a mixed terminology with the rays
-

I understood as the corresponding wave nerm...1 6

.
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-
If light of.a single color travels a distance L in va.c14., its phase.

has changed, by- kL . Corresponding :to'tlie unit sources of Section 15-41 the

'phase at a' distance' R aloiig the ray. from the source, differs from-the phase

at the source by kR Similarly for the efletion problems.of Section 15-2,-
. -

the phase at P on the reflected eay in Figure 15 -2d(i) differs by

k(L1 + L2),' from the phase at S , and the phase at- P. on the ray in Figure

25-2g-relative to the phase at x = 0 is given b3;

R) =:k(t + At - x)F (n -7y)2) . From the geometrical methods of-
.

constructing An eikonal (wave surface), we -see that it is'a,turve (or surface)
)

of constant`phase (i.e., there is no phase difference between any two points

on'an eikral), and we may label.a particular eikonal by a particular value
of p . Similarly for the elementax'y sources-of-Section15-4, say the point

source, we may surround the source (Figure 15-4a) with a set of elkonals-, ix

this case Aherical surfaces of, particular radii- R
21/,

correspqnding-to the
particular phase differenc es kRn .

Inste7ild of-working directly with pos p

late forinally with

. (13..)

and take the r eal -part

behavior explicitly.
,

Equation-(11) and

can be justified in the

The convergence

el.Drrolex numbers -,/z = X
4

t. -

11
R , the series anzn

-n=0

(x
2

+ Y
2

)
1/2 = Izi < R .

function exp : x ex

Then,

.

it is more

o. .

eiP = cos p + i sin p ,

,
convenient to marapu-

RT(ellin = cos p when we want to exhibit the periodic

any operations of the calculus we may apply to it,

folloWing way.

power series can bv deftned irk an obvious way for
00

iy . Then, i f. Er.x
n

nO
hai radiUs-,of convergence

will converge for those z x + iy with

,
It is then natural to extend the domain of the

to the set of complex numbers.;by
t

It.. - 00

exp z z

nt.

a

963
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where \we recognize

sin x

,T11%lp we conclude that

ao
.n nx
n!

n=0

nx2n
0

+

-.2n+1x
.2.14-41

2n)1.

n=0
- (2n 4-1)!

(-1)
n
x
2n 0

(_1)nx2n4-1

(2n)! T-2n 4-1):
n=0

-

(-i)nx27+1
(2n.4-

n=0

aria cos x

e
ix

= cos x 4- i sin x

K

_i)nx2n

(2n)t
n=0

If we represent (11) an t he complex-pTnTle we obtain the vZ.Zte-Ziagram

(Argand diegr4m) of Figure 15-6d. As we progress along,. ray (as we increase. I .
IA p increases and the tip of the vector of unrit length describes a circle
A v

oeunit radius. The projection of the tip on the x-axis (the real axis) is

the oscillatory function cos p ; each time p increases by 23t (each time

r y .4r

Figure 15-6d

the till describes a full circle), the x-projection goes through its maxim

(4-1) end min .nLra (-1) values. (The function e
ip

is often called a ph'asor.)

more generally, we work with

(12) F(p) = AelP ,

where. A is the amplitiade-

964.
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In subsequent applications weiuse,the exponential'form

(13) = Aei(kx-wt)

15 -6

for which-the function u of .(9) is given by Re(U) = u . We :peak of (13)

as a plane wave traveling in the direction of the x-axis.

In general, we consider waves which are not necessarily plane waves of

the form (13), and A need not be constant., To tie-in the present discussion

with energy flux considerations of Section 15-4, we note that (in general) at

dis tances from the source large compared to-waength we may approximate A
loy4a-cdhstant t!r' -17 , where F 'is the flux density introduced for the

Kepler-Lambert 71e- We-write 7
(14) u

.

where L equals. or r , and where F in general depends on distance..

For the point source (or point scatterer) at the origin in three dilmg'n-
,

c _-
sions, we showed in Section 1

2
5-4 that F = . We therefore write the

r
corresponding wave as a

ei(fcrmt).
(15) U = C r = 7(Z y2 z

3

where we used%kr. (instead of rf).in the dehominator for eonvenience.

Similarly.for a line sourcg (or line scatterer) along.the.z-axis,,the wave
corresponding t6 the%fluX densi:ty F is- r

U = C
2

-wt.) 1 7.77
, 1-- = x + y . r

/ -

In the same sense that --e interpreo.(13) as a wave tra e g efong _the'x-axis,.1,.. '4.

,

we speak of (15)'and (1C; as waves travelih,g outward radiall3t;,Or_Ks outgoing

waves. For the
t--

planar source (or'planar scatterer) t .x = 0', F is indepen-

dent of distance, and the analog of (15) and (16)

cei(kx-ust,

Ce
-1(kx+cct)

(17). U =- for x > 0

(7

fgr x < 0

which we rewrite cdmpaCt1y-ae

U = Ce k1(kIxmt)

65 299
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.15-6

Interference. The concept of interference.wai; introduced into ware

physics by Young. Later we shall discuss interference in detail but we men-
'

tion it now to stress the most significant feature arising from associating

a wave.(or more specifically a phase) with light. The essentials are indicated

.. in Figure 15-6e for scattering of a monochromatic plane wave 'by a screen 'con-

teaming two very narrow slits separated by d . The waves from the two

slits that arrive at (x,y)

I

I

Figure 15-6e

where (x > d) have traveled different paths

L
1

and L arid -therefore- differ in phase by
40.

or

7rd-
sin e .(19).. 'Or= k(L2 - LI) = kd sin e = 2

) .)

_s' -
N.

,,-- .,

,..
. rs - . c

- Fro 3.11.), we may thus write the resultant wave at (x,y). in the Corm
.

;

(20) ,
, u = u3 + u

2 w(1 + ei°), , ,

where we have used the fact that the fluxes from the'two slits are equal to
.

.
- . ikT,

1
-icc-6,

s
-a firs-E.approximation and where we have absorbed e . and otAr

,

factors into w . (See Exercises 15-6, No. '1.:.) The Corresponding energy'flux

or intensity is proportional to J..
.0- -

. a . .

- '

(21) F= 1U1 2
= 1W1

2
11 + e10 1

2
= 1141,2 2(r ± cos 0) ... L

2 c.
_

For the moment we set 1W1 equal to unity, and show of the

i_nterfer ce effeetAn terms-of the simpler function

.(22) F.= 11 p19512 = 2(1 + cos 0)

described-vectorially in Figure 15-6f.

"a*
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I .

;

We see that if .0-=-0 in (22) (i;e.- 61.= 0' along the-x-axis) then

25-6

.... .... 0
F = 4-'.. (This corresponds essentially to'a caustic, of edge ray6.asdiscussed

r 2
in Section 2.5-41,Mwever, we now have much more structure for the description.

/ t

. of light in the shadow region.) As'weovary y keeping

14.-,,r'eaches the zna imum value 4. when

0 = 2nn ; . n = Cr 3

and a mlnlmum of zerowheli.

(21.)

This behavior

.,.(2n
-

Is clear from-(22)11and more graphically so

If. 0 = 2nt , then the two vectors oflunit length point, in the same diAction

along'a straight line .and their resultant is 2 ; if 0 = (2n + 1)n thef

they point in opposite directitns and cancel each other. The results for. F-

x fixed, theintensity

from Figure 15-6f

with variation of 0 are shown in Figure 15-6g.

F

0 g
Figure 15-6g

. Thus for a monochromat wave (fixed X) , a parallel screen on the

shadow side -elf the slit-screen.(the dashed line at x Figure 15=6e) will

show bright and di:/.k bands. the bright bands or "fringes" corresponding to

p = 2nn are located on the Screen at a distance x from the strip by

967 I
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(*,25 ) = 0
. .

,-

, tXx
.

X , 2X ... = nX % y =
, -

1.6.0 when the path differenceiis an integral number of wp.VeIengths.
, ..

.,

the dark fringes corresponding to 0 = (2n + 1)1T are'loc d ,by

1 ''. 1-,.. (26) La , ?%. 3;:"
f , 2 ,

--1 (3:"

+ ex , r". ( Y (n ± eX

itc.

Si MI? Ri-1,y

We call (25). "constructive intefTerence", and (26) "destrlict*4.reinttrference."

I-f we use white light .(a miture of waves of different" .)0s), then on

the axis at y = 0 ; we obtain a white_ central frinie; however, from 425), the

side fringes are displaced from the axis in proportion to X and we -therefore

see bands of different-colocg. (As we mentioned st 'the end of Section 15-2,

analogous Phenomena in ,the shadow region of a wide strip. first Ittoticed-by .

Grimaldi could have led to the discovery of-the periodic tharaoter of mono-
,.

chromatic_light but did not.) Comparing (25) with experithental observations

we findv-from the displacement of-the bands of light of different color, that

-thelwavelength for red light is -about twice that of blue light, 1.e.

(27)

and.that the-colors orange through yellow'through.green have wavelengths _X

of length intermediate to that Of red an

- In the remainder of thechapter we consider severalelementary applica-
tions.to scatter-T/1g phenothena of -the Huyghens-iiewtbE-toung per.lodib wave

theory of light. These applications are. associated with Fraunhofer (1787-1826,--

an experimentalist), Fr'snel (1788-1827, a theoretician), and Rayleigh (1842-

1919, both) .

X = 2kb
r tor

4- 4.,

Fraunhofer IiiiTraction./ pz a Slit. eVie next apply the wave model to

Fraunhofer diffraction of a plane wave by a slit of width 2a in a perfectly

.refleting plane as in Figure 15-6h. We take the origin at the cen-Oer of the

slit.

- We write the, incident wave as

U GX ;',t) = U. = ei(15V(pt)
Nw

and interpret-(28) as a wave of unit flux density traveling in the x direction.._._

Using {Hu] implicitly, we regard Tii. as exciting wavelets in the plane of-
,

the aperture, and specify a wavelet originating at x = 0 , y ='0, bY the

-

.?
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N.'

ti
. ;.`

Figure 15-6h

i(kr.c.nt)
elementary

,-

outgoing wave form ...Ee as in (10%*
...t.o: , -o so

3
4",....

.et ori at ( 0,:ri ) as in. Figu.re --15-6h we use-..
4.

(29) = C '---)-1,- , =
, 1(kR-3.ayt)

As. -o..
.,

Every point of the line y =

r.

r

a wave-

x = 0.1 foi- -a < <ya every line element

of .the slit) corresponds to a wavelq of the form (29)4. We retkreg&it-----the net

effect of all such wavelets at a distant .point r by the integral ,:

U

jra

u(TI)dr
-a

(30)

by;

5'

, -
Restricting considei-ation to r >>. a ; we approximate R in the exponent-.

(31); R=r-Tisine.
P

In /the ei-lominator we' use simply R = r , because NI is much lessr,sensiticv.:ei,

. to c es in the denominator than to changes of the phase. (From Figure

we see that a slight change of the magnitudes. of.the two. vectors has
,

effect compared to a co mAarable. change _in the phase differepce 0 .) 'Vt,
(30) reduces to ,

.
. N

2,

(32)

.

where

U e
1(krmrt).

:g(a)

969 303



(33)- G(6)
1

a .1kc sin 0
,

-a
..

i.e." T.1 is an elementary cylandrical wa (source at the origin) as in (25),., ., +:

G(e) (the acattering-amplitude). Thus for e = 0
-a.

or . we have ,

._
-

, g,
5 a1

q4) G(0) . G(g) . di = 2a 2
J-a

. ...

1 -

.

where -2it is the width of the-strip.-- For the. other angles, we .integrate the
.,..

' \ex'ponential'alid obtain
- p4,

..1.--
. ,

e
ika sin e - e -ika s. i/e. 2i stn(k.a sin 6)

G(e) ik sin (9 . ik sin e
. .0

2arsin(ka sin e)1 - ,
S r(e)-,

` ka sin 0-

times-a function of angles-
.

-

.

where S -is the width of the strip, 'and r is gn oscillatory function with

zeros at ka sin e = mg . -(See Exercises 15-6, To. 2.)

A (ii) Rayleigh-Born scattering Ly a sphere.

As another illustration we consider Rayleigh-Born scattering by a sphere
-of radius a whose optical .properties differ only very slightly from the free

space in which it is imbe ded (a "tenuous" Scatterer) " We -use the'geometry

of Figure 15-61-with center of the sphere &t the origin,'and take the plane

wave

(36)

as the incident field.

r

U. = eiCkz-mt)
.

1

.FigUre 15-61

1.f0
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We regard the sphere as made up of eleMentary'Sburces. of-.spherical wave-

k...

ei(kr-Imi.)
-lets, such that the source at the origin produces a wavelet. , as

-,

in (15). The elementary source at the position= $ = (E,i,t) excited by the

incident field Uri = e
i(4

"'Ll°rt
) produces an effect at /1 = (x0y0z) dpscribed

by

''(37)
,C ik(t+11);-Icatu =

1(x- -, 02 + (y -2-702 +. (. -.q
2

= 1.4r2 --1- p? - 2i.*-----ii) ._

- -

a,where.the phase is chosen to-agnmae4/ith,the phase of the incident wave at 15

(R1=-0) . The net effect is represented.by the volume integral of u over
..

.

the sphere of radius a4: .

4-

(38Y = Su( p)d\r(r3) .
I

-0e. define the volume integral as the limit of .sumz Eu(ilti)Ofn
. *

where `the

volume is subdivided into eleMents withrvoluMes Or 0 where ."%lies inn n
the corresponding volume element, and, tile limit .is -taken aa'the maximum ak

diameter of the volume elements approaches .0 .)

Essentially as for the slit problem we restrict considera4on to r >>a

and approximate._ -R in the exponenof -u by

139.) r. -
r -p

.
in the denominator, we use simply R = r,. Thus (38) becomes

.

2. - e, ,s.
....-

(40) u. C kr G(0.. ; \

2

(41) G(e) .

i.e.., U is the product of an elementary spherical, ave outgoing from the

origin as inN(15) and a scattering. amplitude G(eY which is independent:sof

.r but depends on the angle of observation 6.. For preeent purposes we do fr

not evaluate the integral in(41) but merely show how It is analogous to (35).

In the forward direction 'e = o we have r (= (0,0,z) so that

r
= and (41) reduces to

z.

. G(0) drdV . V ,

where V is the volume of the sphere. For other directions, we-write N

4
'
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(43) 64-) = 167(
-$

where- J(9) is an-oscillatory functio4:analogousito r(e)
be'ShcWn that

.

...Ice, m. sin X

X3 - i X?

I. ). 4 1
. -

Which approsches- if 8 = e. _eand also approa es ka _1 2va,
. 3 . / .

_ 3 .x.

. V'approaches 0 . We may us the, fact that IT proportional to- 7 for a
.... ..

Variety of 'different scatterers s-tO further the
,

scuSeion on- color of the

sky that we toUched on In Chapter 9. We considl r
. . .

. . s
-,

this in the following, which

supplements the present section .and Section k. 1

m

I

cos X

r
OM.

can

A(111) Rayleigh. Scatterinisr.'

In 1871, Rayleigh developed a mathematical model to account' for the blue
_)

color of the sky based essentially on a scattering integral sim.adrto (38).
a

-

pe.obtained the constant c explicitly, and a*wedtht for small (Small

4

scatterers) U was proportional to
ir

r . The ratio 'of the scattered flux
1

1density at -r -to that on the scatterer (see FigUrc 15-6j) is pro-.
:'. Jm

.,

-portional -9
- , .-:.

1°to .,IIj2
and can tliag. be written

Figure 15-6j

c?"44)
F -

6170 r2X4

.5

O

where g2 goes not depend on length factors. Rayleigh also obtained the same
.

dependence on X from dimensional Analysis by tarting, with

r-

_(as obtained in our primitite discussion of (38)) and requiring that B not

depend on any 1ehgth dimension of the scatterer: since and .FcS are,-
.

Of; 972
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o
different values of the same physical quantity, their ratio is free of units

.1 V2
or dimensions; since

. has the dimension of length to the fourth power,.
r . c

and since X is the only available length, it then follows that B is

proportional to. G? and (45) reduces to the form (44).

FromEquation(gofSectionfromXr =2X--where X and
Ai'

.z. 17

X..
-

are the_ wavelengths of red and blue componentskof_Sunlight), and from ..

-(44) it follows.that

(46)
F(XID) bk4r4 (2X-04

i757.7x.6' 4
= 16 ,

ThUs, if a beam of white light 4s incident on a small scatterer as in Figure .

15-6j,the'blue component-ofwhite light is scattered sixteen times as Strong1j0

as the i'ed,i.e.,the flux ratio-of the blue and red. components observed at an.

angle e from theklirection of Incidence is given by (46).

Equation (44) specifies the scattered fluk,density-at a point r(e)-HaLs

i5-6j. The total flux scattered through a complete -spherical sur-.
% .

-

face around the scatterer -(as discussed in .Section 4) 'is thus independent of

r If FD = the 'toted scattered flux (the scattering Cross section)' may,

be written as

(ic7)

4
411A

. in order to.,,emphasize the dependence on X . .

.-r.efir,.

Figure -15 -6k

- 973:
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Let us now visualize an .incident beamof rays flowing through a t-dbe of
ross-sectional area S as in Figure 15-k and'apply the Kepler - Lambert flux

principle TKE46: The flux through Er at
zl

is
1S , and from [XL] this

equals the flux I
2
S through the surface S at Cz

2
plus flux through the

Incomplete spherical surface consisting, of the sphere minus the cap a . If

we neglect Vae "hole in the 'sphere, we lipproximate the scattering out of the'
f

beam by Q , and obta in

( 485 11S = I Q
1

Since Q is independent pf r , the difference between the initial and f- inal
a

values of the flux-along a parallel beam intercepted by a scatterer anywhere

IP

along the beam is

(49) I2 S-I1 S= -I
1
Q

. _

If there-are N siich.scatterersffin the beam, theh under appropriate restric--

t±ons we may use (49) with the right-hand side multiplied by N to approxi-
.

mate the net effect:

(50) 1
J. a
(12 - I1)s = -NI1Q

.. . . . ...' . ." ..7. : 2: _. . - - ... I.T-e.- - : .; .... ,I . sa al.I 1 -'---:- ..-
. a 1. . - . ....

.-.

..... - % . -. ...- .,...s. J.. J. Z . .. a . .
.- . . . 41:1'. ... . : Wog.. e :te...... a ''' : ' -. alet,.. .

, \Z2

Figure 15=62
-...

b

If there are n scatterers in unit volume in* the geometry of-Figure 15-62,
.k,

.!.;.

then we have,.N = nS(z2.- zi) , and (50) reduces to
,

--)

(51) . 1
12 1 11 7-----r1Q-I1(z2- l)

,
:... .. --

.
_,

In the limit as z
1 approaches z

2 ' we obtain
....

6.
4

.

-(52)--
dI

n4,I 2dz

and consequently

_(53)

0.- with I0 as the value e at say-
,

"1.

I = - -nQz

308
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" A?
'CI:

From (4 70, we have 9 = -7 so that

N h

110 v,5*.

1.

(54) - . , 1 = I0e-n(. kik4)Z

,e.10 ..

which is the fEr.rm considel-eid in Chapter 9. Thus, as (1.5) accounts for the
I Is-

blue of the Ic5r in directiqns other than'towarda the sun, (5!;-) accounts for
`:'s.

the rediess of the clouds illrrmirnted- by sunlight near dusk. (Seel.:the dis-

citsslon of- (6). in. Section 9-3:)-.

Equation (45) gives the 4intensity for one scatterer excited by
.

a wave of .tnit intensity. If cine"statt4rer of a collection is at a. distance

z. from the entrance face7tof.the\iegicof\scaiterers (as in Figure 1526m),

1'

,
.

. .
.O.

t. i -a ,.,. I
.1 6, ..

fir s° ",;

*O.

06
*. . ' ... .....0 .- 0 .. * . ..

' .4.
.. * . ..t. * * at: .'. o. . . . ...Zoo 0, a..

.
.7 * .... o db... .

r

.
a

ar O

z

Figure 15-6

then we multiply,(45) by I(z) = I0e-
nQ

z

loss of tie excitation that reaches it

ray from this scatterer at a distance r

additional facto, e
-no Qr to account for

scattered intensity for one scatterer as

.(5)

where z + r is the

.44

F

f (53) to account for the int ensity

Similarly, IfPwe obserlie a scattered

from its center, we IneorgOratelan

the-addition41 loss. Thus, the 1

in Figure 15-6m, becomes

_
_2

n(A.IN:41t
.

v5 I6e. iN,z+ry

total ray path within .-Cheregion of scatterers.

at.



J

(56)

T_st us rewrite (221 for 'rz r = 1 as
.

F, 7E3 -DA 4
.

a form that shows that. F vanishes for both X - and co , and has a
maximum at'a definite v;alue'6f X , sgy. X = A . *Differentlilting (56) withrespect to "X , we obtain

cIF

Ns
-4dP-dk -DX

( 1 -
-4D)

( -
4
-5)
X

d2s. d7.7 dk

which vanishe for- the wavelength

4 1 4- =D

dorresponding to .a maximum scattered intensi-ty

(50. B 1 BFA =
AT e = -4--4.

A e

"Dividing (56) by X59) we write the scat tered intensity as
-

4 /4A 1A ,
F FA -V e

(60)

so that, F is expressed in terms of the maximum value FA and the correspoad-
,ing wavelength A This simple model applied to skylight gives a maximum

wavelength in the blue-green region7,of the sums spectrum.

r.

Exercises 15-6

1. (a? ShoW that, 19)_ is vglid to first order in the parameter

(b) Show that the error in (20) is at
.most first order 1.4-, .

'4.
. Determine the extrema of the scattering amplitude G(e) for a slit,

f.

S
'Z -4'Equation (33) by calculating the extrema of 'f : x --- (Thexgraph is given in Figure A 10 p. 665)..

= .

1

1

310
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15-7
1.4

15-7. Method of Stationer", Phase.

1V We are now. in a position to bridge the gap between the geometrical optics

. ray prordedurei of the early sections and the elementary wave procedures of

Section.15-641cleWe do so initially by considering diffraction by a strip. We

wOi..-With the-wave form of Equations (28), '(29) , (30) of Section 15-6

and the geometry of-Figure 15-7a. Thus we take the/ cident wave proportional

to

(1)-

the wavelet from

(2)

a secondary line

u oe ikR

U = eikx

source on the strip as

R= (y - /1)2 ,

and represent the net effect of the wavelets at r as the integral

.a
eu(i)dil dn .

In each -'of these wave forms we have suppressed the time factor e for
imtbrevity. To obtain the actual wave forms we must IPA tiply above by e

-

and then .take the real part of the result.

e

Figure 15-7a

The situation inFigure 15-7a is analogous to Oat of Figures 15-6e, f,

h, and if we assume R >> a = jill
/118X

we obtain the same,forms as (32) to (35)

'of

1 ...-q

4' ..Section 15-6. Thus. if we expan d 1 .to first order in 14. (as before) ,- we

obtain R = r - n sin 9 and consequently the previous procedure yields-



-15-7

(it) ce a eikn sin

-a
dn

10
krcei [e

ika sin e -ika
-

ik sin e

2a
plaSka sin-6)

ka sin 19
]

sin

e]

Thus except that the constant c may differ:in the two cases-the present-

reSuit (the !laualt.hofer aPProxiMation or scattering or diffraction by a strip)

is the same as that for the slit.' -?elation of the'result,tor the strip

to_ that of theslit sboindby the above is a Special case of what is called.

Babipiat's

We tatrPduce y.= ka sin e to represent the phage difference between the

rays from the center and from an edge.to the observation point, and -ite

(the "Fraumhofer pattern factor"). The principal CC Z. CIO CU C. of r
corzesPonds- to r (i.e., to the forward and back directions, ii70%-- 0 and
0 ..The secondary maxim of r occur at .the zeros of tan T.., r ,-vhich

are given approximately by r = 1.43* .0 2.467c 3.471c and, .for larger values,
by To (In-+ 2)0 ...FOr the firbt three of these zeros of dr we havedyr 0.13 -0,09 -respectively, The zeros of r .:correspond to
T 21-e angUlarlaaif-width of the principal maximum (obtained from, the
position of' the zero, T = ka sin A = 7r) sin '03 z e = =ka 2a

The fort (4) is restricted to r >> a . In order to cdhsider situations
where r and a are comParable in magnitude, or r .<: a , we use a different

aPProximatiOn fdr g :in (2). Thus We now relax the requirement a. >>.a.- and

assA;me instead ve'reArict the direction of observatifim.to the neighbor-

hoods of the forward scattered (the direction of incidence) and back scattered
dire-ctl_ons. More explicitly, we assume - 1)2 :<<0 and use

(5)
R

xx`' +(y- 2 X + (V TI)

2
.

We Use (5) is the exponent of (3); but the denominator (etisenil Ily as for

Emotion (32) of Section 15-6) we use only the leading term R x . Thus

eeikx a .2,
eilE(Y-71) /2xdn

The tntegral. (6), aescribes the so-called Fresnel diffraction by a strip.

,112
978



.4

{4WAtte e have analyzed/the behavior of (6), we shall also treat the

'corresponding problem for, scattering by a circular,cyllinder: A limiting case

qft-of the resuat we shall obtain will correspond to our geometrical optics re--

sults of Sections 15-2 d 4 in the form

(7) 3

where LH is the ray path obtained previously by using Hero's principle' [H'] ,

is its second derivative with respect to a parameter along the circle, and'

F is the flux density obtained by-the Kepler-Lambert principle Dad.

is. Our derivation of (7) from (3) will obviate the speGial assumptions of

geometrical optics. Zn particular, we shall not have to assume-Hero's "prinT
,

Ciple of the extremum path." Statements such as "nature prefers an extremum" ,

"nature abhors a vacuum", etc., may be useful aids to memory, but. 7nature"-
, .

neither "prefers" nor ors", and such statements.make our mysticism too
.

.
.

explicit. We will show that Hero's prinpiple [W] is merely a consequence

of an approxilmate evaluation of an integral.

- -3s
The approximation-procedure is known as therethod of stat,onary phase.

It was introduced by Kelvin as a' mathematical method for approximating a class
r--.of integral's that come up frequently inwave problems Here we are concerned

.with
5

with integration over an arc, U = uds , essentially as in (3).

Intuitively, the method is based on Young's concept of interterence,:and

the essentials were discussed for Figure 15 -6f. A complex number .Ael° may
'be represented as a vector of length A and direction angle (phase) 0 on

.... 4_

an Argabil diagram and the resultant of a set of numbers A
ne.

n is simply the
iOn

vector sum TeiT =ZAn e depicted in Figure 15-7blOr c. If the phase
.) -....

angles are all the same,then the elementary vectors allpoint along a straight

line and T = n . we say that the vectors reinforce each other, or that

the elementary waves "Interfere constructively." On the other hand, if:the

angle are such that,the nose of the last vector ends up'at the-tail of the

first T = 0 ; we say that the vectors cancel,

or that the elementary waves "interfere destructively." In the situation

sh :In Figure 15-7b, the phase 0117 changes slightly (varies slowly) with'

creasing .n and the resultant magnitude T is.atcorrl-rneY'large. In the

situation shown In Figure 15-7c, the variation of 0
-21

with n is large and

T is small. The'qUantities An and On may depend on a parameter e and

the magnitude T(e) of the resultant givenby
.

979



Figure 15-7b

4.

Figure 15;77c

ico .(e)
(8) T(e)eiT(e) lk(e)e n

n=1

may assume any value between O. and EAn with variation of e .

we may use the same idea for an integral of the form

(9)
1 712.A(Ti,e)ei0(Ti,e)dn

Ti1

.

The integral of (4) is of the abovefOrm, and the series of maxdma and
minimA shown by the resultant an and will be interpreted graphically by meaner.`

of a vector diagram auchas Figur foi-the integral in (6).
(See E5certises 15 -7, No. /.)' .

In (9),-if for a fixed e , . o , when n ns(e) then we say the
phase is stationary at- "Ds ; In the vicinity of the,phase 0 changes
'slowilr with n .; the tuatipn is analagous to that of Figure 15-716', (not
-Flgure 5-7c), we ect the contribution to the'resdltain T(e). to.be.



3.5-7

large. To Frtriare for the mathematical discussion of the general method, we

fii-st Consider .the strip problem without .using the method explicitly. The

results we obtain initially be:relatively familiar procedures will provide a

basis for, introducing the concepts .neeaed for our subsequent more general

discussion.
.

Fresnel Diffraction: 'We may express (6) in -terms of the tabulated

Fresnel "integral

0..00 ,5r
-.

( ni)

_pt

.

o
e
in /2 di: -C--'ia.) ,

.
,

d

whpse path in the complex plane (t..e., the- trace of the point (712.) as a

function of ni) generates Cornu/s spiral (Exercises 115, No. 6(c)) of

Figure. 15-7d. The magnitude r;..r(111)11 = T(111) is 'a damped. oscialsetory func-

tion "of46- TL-.1 . Figure 15-7d for' (10) is a continuous analog of sucik cases of
.

.

Figure 15-7d

Re-:4'770

discrete vectors shown in Figure' 15-7b and Figure 15-7c. The phase changes

sloyl,y in the vicinity of 111 ---.F 0 and then changes wit1 increasing rapidity,

9831 5 .



a
kso that the contribution -to the resultant (ni) is greatest near

1 0 .Although, the .curve of Fire 15-7d has infinite length; a ri
3.

increases thecurve spirals inward to a limit at the point (tor!. ; the resultant
approaches the 1imitY as

We now cdhsider (1) analytioalay...... For large values of

(u) g (Tl)

W

, we -use

f_ elan- 2 cr: Or (.0), --77rfl 17, -71-1,d
('eizr

/2)
'711

2

Integrating the second term by parts., we develop (11) etif the series
solk

11
q 17712/2':_-._

(12)
1 ,(ni) = 6(0 + I

i
. .

1'
2 ... J1

, ilt
%......

nif
...

ihfis to lowest order the error in using the _lead 'term r(co) may bebounded in. propoAion to -2-- -. For the leading -t itself, we accept without
.

711 .
proof

(13). 67-(00) = .17 1"-"? 1 +
. . .

- 0 2 - -1-r cos,-1-7r i sin 702

(The' proof lies outside the ranee of the text.ke

On the other hand for _stusll values of r) , we expand the 'integral Aof (10)4.- _asa. power series in and Integrate term by term:

e17c/4

,rf

(3:4)
2 inT1 3

,?"'( Ili) j. ri . = n

In terms of (10) we rewrite the -Integral (6) for Fresnel diffraction by sa strip as

(15)

(16) 2
5.7C 71 /2

is

TA = 4Ft
)

TS- (f a - )Y

Before.applying this result to the strip problem, let us first apply it to
-!'infinitely wide slit", and determine c _for the Huygherit free:space

4



wavelets that simply serve to regeneratathe,ii.lcident wave. Poi...the uniting
case ka 00 , we have -n . 81.nce 47- is'an,....00ld function (10% from

.

the limit of .(13) we "obtain

(17) tolt

and consequently

(i8)

=

iv/4 ikx"U:- c e

e
irr/4

;

But an 'infinitely wide slit" means no obs4trUction, so that U of (18) must
...----

ecival the incident wave
.

e . Coniequently, for the elementary Huyghens/

sources is
'

k 10
e
-74.

(19) c =' b.

.More generally,- if we
.

by the incident wave0,

(20)

-.4EW

are dewing with secondary sources on a scattdi-er excited

we may write

-17c/4
c e= g

%
zrT

where g may dep on the material of the scatterer, an -directions. TINA

we may rewrite as

(21) U = 5r(n÷) :.7(71_)Teikx
12-

We now apply (21) to scattering by a strip as in Figure 15771a.

essentially three different rangeg of y that we.consider.

In Figure 15-7e we specify three differEnt ranges Of y at a-fixed alue
.11!

of x , say three different portions of it screen placed parallel to the strip.

We 'will use (21), (12), and (14) to obtain explicit approximations of U for

the three ranges of y corresponding to the Braces shown in the figure. The

range of y2 is centered on the geometrical proljection of the edge of the strip

(equivalentlY the neighborhood of the shadow bo;inriary y = a ), and the range

of yl includes Much. the gometz:ical projection (the shadow) of,the strip

oh. the screen.! The range of y1 corresponds to n+ >> 1 and -n_ >>1 ,

ang includes y = 0 as the special case un+ >> 1 ; the range of y2

corresponds to = o and -n_ >> 1 ; the range of y- corresponds to
3 .

» 1 and -n_ >> 1 . If we replace y by lx1 , then-the
.

results will apply not Only for the three sets of points (x,y') in the first.

quadrant.shown in Figure is -7e, but also to the sets Qbtai4ea'in other,..,

n = (7 a - y) .

. + ffrx

There are



+77

Figure 15-7e

three quadrant. by reflecting thettiree given sets in they -axis and in the
y-axis. If, say, = >> I we approximate the integral by the Nfirst
two terms of (12) obtained by using (13),

4022 )

however, if

'1 C23)

e
ilt/4 e

n /I/r 2 2

-trf
X11 >>1

very small then we upe ,only the leading term of (14).

4

At a point (xlyi ) or more generally' at the fol.= points ( I)

we have +
4- XIXI

+ >>= (a y) 1 ; substituting (22) (21.); we then

obtain
Ar

(24) U = g elkixi -tv/4[7:(714..)

.4-17r/4

ank

where g is not necessarily the -sa e for the forward' scattered direction

= x as, the back scattered dir. tion. !xi- = -x . Essentially as for (5),
require .7.<< 1 ; subject to thi4 we see that,in the regime limit

..

eik-(erI2 fx
.a y

-



1k(a "F. Y)2I

x
of sma11

(25) - IkU = ge .

lx1
.

15 -7

Thus in this limit the strip .is'a one-dimensional secondary source. Taking:

int o account that .0 is in general a function of direction, we write

f(26). U g e7 for sgn x = 1..

,

In7the forward direction, we reqdlre 63.4. =:-1 in order for a geometrical
..

,S,,46.wto exist in the sense of. Section 15 -2, i.e., U.4. -e _ . Similarly

.for the case of a perfectly reflecting strip, we:require I 1 in order
t .

that the ratio of the reflected to incident. flux4density U equals
1.c

'unity as before. Thus we have
411121.16. ..,

. +ikx
. U - -e for' x > 0 ,

-t. : .-i-

(2.7) ;

0.
,-1kx 18 -1kx '

..r
U - g e = e e 1 for x < 0

... ,

where 8 is a real number deterrained by the material of the strip (or,
...

described 'mathematically, by the boundary conditions). For present pui-poses

we take 5 =.0 , so that-

(28) -ikXU for , 0 ;
.

physically this corresponds for example to a. waterwave or a sound wave inci-
*

dent on a rigid immovable strip, and also (subject to additional conditions-)

f,or the refleclon of an electromagnetic wave from. a metai"-strlio.

7
introduce the abbreviation

LL
e

Ik[lx1-1-Y2/21x0

2irk y .

so,that we may rewrite (21.). as

(30) U = {e±ikx u (a y) + u
e
(a -I- y-)]

The present results apply. for -the geometrY of Figured 15 -7f. From (5)

that R = $3 x 4" a 3r1 . so that. th exponents of u (a -T- y) fire -approxima-e
.tions oft kR . The factors of kR e the ,phase changes of waves traveling

we see

-

95
319
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Flgure..?-5-7f
I

fromthe -edges of the strip (0,,*-4-.a.) to the observan point (x,y) so

that we

trays we

of -(-30)

(/

may interpret et a I y) : as . the edge

introduced in 1ectiOn 15,2, .971maa the
shown-at direction4 of pro agation in

waves corresponding to t40 .sedge.

normals of the different .waves

Figure 15-7f are also the rays

corresponding to such points as P3 in.Figure 15-2p(iii).

(31)

6
In the region of the geomet'A

and .

e and. U
-f-

ow the total wave

U = (a . y) t u (a y)t e

i.e., the shadow forming part of U.: cancels the incident, wave and we are-left

only wloth the edge waves or diffracted waves. Thus,. corresponding to (31),

"perfect shadow" does not exist; the Attracted field' is .small for relatively
4*!.--

smaL1 .x . (in the immediate vicinity of the obstacle), but. it -Increwses _In

magnitude as x increases and the shadOw"disappeare with increasing dis-

tance from the scatterer., Although the preseilt approxiMations are 'not adequate

for either x 0 or x.- 05-.1 the results are qualitatively COOrect... The
.

field II :is ::)scillatory both in x, and y- .. The .flux.. density, along the .;

axis :6) . ; corresponding tO--112 .with

UT' is the sum of

(32) terni 14
e e

O

P

.

2x

is a relative maximum; this is the analog of the Arago "Sri

for the disk. IM the back-scattered region inclosed by prof
-

2

. .

t" didCussed:

of the

strip edges parallel to -3c -, we-hive

(33) U = = 1 5 + U
-
-

e'4-

a

u
e
(a

where e . is- the geometricsily.reflected wave.
. .

Y) ue(e-
*Ng

.The above,, results (24) to .(33). are subject to two restrictions: .-the first.

at << 1 enable6 us to- use the approximations in (5), and restricts us

to observation near' the back and forweLtd scattered directions; the second
. . .



15-7

k( a. 1' Y) 2 .

lx > 1
9
is requires. in order. to use approximation (22) for Y and .

1 -. -this restricts us to relatively moderate\ values of lxi . Together, the two
na s .

.restrittiohs state that ka !=.-a >>77.- 1 (i.e, the strip is very wide compared
to the incident wavelength)," and that y cannot be near + a (i.e.., y

cannot approach the-shadow boundaries). .

We calanot use (31) to (39) for a point' y - a in the -range of
s . \ ,

Figure 15-7e .. an that region illthottgh -ri_ - Irrci (a 4- y) = ir 2a ->> 1

we see that Ti+ MC
= --- (a - y) - '0 . Thus, in the general farm (21), we still

- .
. .-1.

%use (22) for. [ -11 ) ', but we must use '23) for 7-(T14.) I Consequently at the
..-four points' Ixf , we obtain

C310

2[+ eik.l. 1 / e-isr/14-(a 1...4. 1. Ftsi ei3v4-elk2!_/ixi
27c1x1 2 ark - 2a

The secAld. and third 'terms are of the or considered' in (211.). The first is'
'a cylindrical wave, i.e.,- the wave of a line source on the edge - -.aa "true" .."

- 1 aedge wave decreasing as with increasing distance. The third term becomes
r

negligible fo-r very large ka,
reduces to

for which case the total field fbr x >.O

(35) = Ui + U+ = ;511`x- H(.loc)k( a
2

EiocY ) eik:x
2.7rIsnc

'Thus the field in-theneighborhood of the shadow-line is half the incident=
Wave plus -a cylindrical va.ve corresponding to a line source with source,....4-1
strength pro pOrtianal to ..-.14a -'_Y) : AS : .y.:: approaches a:, we see. t..-t.: #

I- -
-

approachesappr6aches -111 linearly; thid holds whether y aPproaChe'S a from- above
....

from "above" or "below" in Figure 15-7e. Simil_Firly for x ..< 0 , we have

(36)
- UT- sa U U.4- e -1 = A l= + 1 e --iiSZIC

2 + 11(kfxl)k(%" 3r)'
sosIn the range oft y

3
in Figure 15-7e, we.have °-71+ >>. 1 and we again,

use (22)_ for both Fresnel integrals in (21). However, in contrast to (24),
the 'scattered wave at the ±our point; ( Ix' , ry3- I) :is given by

987 421
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ikIxf i/4
,1/4 (37) IT+ = -7- e [17' (-T1+). :1"7°c-71_

eikix ilf/4 eik(Y-a)2/21x1
23tk e - y - a

Cue(a -3r) ue(s. 5r) 11.1,
.- -

so that st.3.ch points receive only the 'edge contributions of (30).

The above explicit 'approximations suffice for present purpbses..A more

complete discussion of the problem-of _the strip iS given in introductory texts
on optics in' which the field at any point -in 'space is usufi3 1y computed graphid-

,. . .. *
cally- from Cornu's spiral Figure 15-7d.

-- . ..

11,

ik(y-l-e.)2/2 I x I
e-

Y

1.3
4

Thus up to moderately large I the -wave is Largely "confined"

to the strip 1yI < a in the sense that, within. this strip we obtain the-geo-

metrically reflected44d shadow forming waves. These two waves ocorrespond .td

the waves scattered, by an infinite plane; however, superimposed on these are-

the additional waves that we interpreted as edge. waves. Because of the addi-

tional waves, the siaadow is not ".perfect"; careful observation's' (subject .to

the present restrictions on distance parameteIs) on the 'shadows of scatterers

haying very regular edges .show a system of bight and -dark bandS parallel to

the edges' of the scatterer (a "fringe system") . We now deteimine the -number

and separation of such extrema that may be observediin .the shadoW region ,o2; a
screen parallel to the strip- ge

We -use _

(compare Exercises

(4)4 and obtain

rgs_c).e Foad.,,.1.(0(x))0,(x

7-2, No. 3(

dy
a...47(

))0 to differentiate.

IkT1

-4?

2

-- 7(n )] = e dy

as given. by ;(15) and

See for example, P.A. Jernktrl5 and H.E. White, Fundamentals of Optics
McGraw-171_111 1957; ch. 18- .



(compare Ex.e

correspond to

c.

remit of U obtained. from

. fr --

2
.e - = .e , .

Consequently the 'exponents must satisfy

it 22(74, n ) = x BY(41): = 21?ff ;. A= 0 ,

The distaace betweensuccessive extrema is thud

(42) IYn 1 Yn

and there are N e- extrema with N given by
N. .

2 22a PkFt 4aN = =
7CX X.X 2

In the geometrical projeytion the Slit/ Thus the number of extrema increases
Kith increasing strip y,1 14,th, or with decreasing. wavelength, or decreasing axial.

distance.

(

dU
dy = 0

Before continuing the main line of this section,, we consider the range of

very large excluded in tar diSeu.ssion based on'("22)..: If -1;i1 &becomes ,

a i2very larg0- so that
Ix!

y
0 , then. both "ri 0 and r AS 0

angel we apPzc;ximate bcith Fresnel integrals. by means of (14). Thus

(44) ' u- a717C/4 iklx1
-

- '?

4-

= B:(10 1)x .
- . .

in (21) ,

.

.Tkrus for thIS case, the scatteredfield -is: eS'Sent.IA) y that of a line source.
oisit .

. of strength ka. . We de ivied this result via (5)- which' means that it is re-
..

stricted to angles near he forWard and back directions; comparing with (4),
we see that (43)' Is merely the,special case of (4) corresponding to e

, end that for other values of e , the appropriate ,form of -U at large
distances is simply (t).

\--Method of Stationary Phase. We haVe discass cl -the'.l1re. liRlinaries-, and can

now turn to the.'mSin,:topic'bf thifi section.. In Jeneral, we consider an inte-
glisil of the farm
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I-= G(x)e 2c
)a

1

-a .

wheie G is a. slowly varying function of x _compared to elkL( x)

k >> 1

In the

sense- that fractional change in G is small when kL changes by 27r - If

there .exist one or more valUe-wif 'x for which .L1=
-v

shes, then the princi-

palpal contributions to the value of the integral ariSe.1r the neighborhoods of
a

the _extrema (or stationary values) of L ; elsewhere the 'contribut4ons cancel

through de'structive interference as defined previously. We reiterate that the

intuitive basis of this Idea is, the recognition that on an Arganc diagram (as

in Figures 2, 3, and' 4) , I is a sum of elementary vectors whose direction

(essentia lly' the phase -kL). is in general .a rapidly changing - function of .x

so, that the resultant_ I is consequently- small However, if there exists a

value or x for which dL vanishes, then the phase -is stationary at thisdx
value and only slowly varying in its vicinity; the elementary vectors near

this value are almost .In phase and add. to give a large result.

Analytically, we proceed as follows. If a value xs exists for which

LI (xs) = 0 then-the Second order Taylor polynomial for L at x' is

-
. x 2)2,

66) L( ) = .L(xs ) L" (?(;) --i- .

Assuming that LP (x
s
) # 0,0 and that the higher order terms ax negligible,

we keep only terms up to second aVdet in t exponent of (45). We replace

the slowly varying. fUnction G(x) by. its v11.5me ,G(xs) at :the- statignary point

(the -point .marking the center of the region in which the ,integrand Contributea
.. .

.

significantly ).1 and it -X .. iS the only stationary point we Use the approxima-
, .

,

tion /0

ikL(xs)
-I-

IkL"(xs)(x-x )2./2

la .'

s 0-
(1a) 1 z Is = G(xs)e . e ,:r dx -

where :P' 1 the Fresnel integral as in .(10)ff.0 (If there 3s more than one

stationary po then Is is'a'aum of such expressions.)

0



In particular, if _r14. , then r -.7(03) of (13 ; we ha-ke

V(..)) -7( ,e7.-10.4 , and consequently

IkL -1-1g/4

I
s

G
s
e s

s
.(48)

15-7

where the subscript s indicates that the function is evaluated at the

stationary point xs . Compare (48) with (7).

Before applying (48), let us show that in the small wavelength limit,

k >> 1 IS is much larger than an integral I as given in (45) when the

Integrand in (45) has no ',stationary point. We show that if there are no

stationary values of L , then the integral (4
1

5) only has the order of r-
ic

as

compared to; Is which, is itself proportional to ; since k >> 1 , Is
I

is therefore much larger.. To show this we introduce L asthe new integration

variable:

.(19) I = I G,x).ikL(.)
g(1!) Ikr,

e dL
- L( -a..) LI

+)
=

J

r. G4.3/4)-1 d(eikL)

i'lL7 L( -a ) L L J. ,

and irate e by pai.ts to develop I in powrs of 1 :k
4.: .

(5o)

L(a ) L(a

I = rk- e
/11 [G (L)

2dL Lt '
) eikLd 2(1

L(-a_

.Thus as long as does not vanish in the range -a- to a the integral.

is only of order 7.

1--and is therefore much smaller. than the stationary case

I of (48).

As a first application e .a (47) to tfile original. irate : =1 (3) for

the strip with the constan-t

U = g /17 e
-isr/4

(20):.

a ikR
0 ' I = e .

dTIi- IR
72= 3c .- Tl

2



lam- T

Figure 15-7g

-Ccaparing with (4), vesee-thiat b(i) = 'and that 'L('g) = R(n)
ift(i)

Introducing 0 as in Figure 15-7g, we-differentiate to obtain

, (52) .

(53) R"--=

dL
a-1T = L R'

1
-1;2 102

n Y

- 2
_

(n - y)2'

[x2- -I: (.y - T1)2)3/-2
R

The stationary values correspond to = 0

1 Is ; 4s, 'igiC)

. 4411,(510

Consequently

(55)

substituting

(56)

sin 0

Rs ="c=1x j - 1R"J =.22iLl=
R
1-

-7Fr

nto-the integral

ikR

-a.

k

of (51) via C47)",
:

1 ikR

- zr

we obtain

E'r(n4.) -7(71
s

( ± a.- ) (1.-f

Introducing (56)binto (51) yields the earlier porn (21).. The limiting Porn.
based_cra (k8) gives VP=agellx1.as-previoUS1y, wAth g7 -1 from. our
shadow condition."

_We may generalize the preceedIng-analysis 4irect15r to an arbitrary. angle
of incidence (see

(57)

Figlire 15-7h). The incident plane wave may be written

.ikx cos a- .4.. iky sin a



Which is merely the form of (1) obtained by rotating the xy coo5dinate. fxixme

through an angle -a . Since the phase of (57).is zero at the origin (the

center of the strip), the-wavelet originating at the origin has the same phase

as obtained from (2). However, the wavelet originating at T1 is excited by

t

\

air

N' iknsinaU (0,n) = e , so-that

Thus instead_ of (2) we have

---Fig-6127a577h'
1ft,,

its phase.cptntains

(58) .u(n) .c e .sin

4

the additional term rn sin a

and corresponding to Figure 15-7h we replace (51) by

fa
(59) u

a eik-1+11;

a

dr11°'
.

where the appropriite value of C. gill be Oetermined from a limiting case.
-

Corresponding to (45),.we take G - c to be slowly varying, and

differentiate the phs.se

(Go)

with respect

( 61)

.L=nsin a

We now have

LT = sin Cz +-sin

1- 4C
2
4S0 Y)2.

95
SE2.

-
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15-7

a
The stationalz values correspond t

(62) L' = sin a * sin/gie-1270 sin .0 = -sin .a ; 0 =. -a + a

.
Pt

which contains Euclid's principle of reflection and the principle of shadow

formation. Since sin 0 = cos 0 we zee from (62) that

y -
s

= Ix' tan a ,,Rs = x sec 0. lx.1 sec a and

(63) Ls =ns sin a +x sec Os =( - lx tazi.c2)sin a + lxisec a =y .pin a +

Sinilarly,

(64)
2 a

L'I
cos

Substituting into `(59) in terms of the limiting form (1.8) we 'obtain.

c +ikL +ilr/4 .
2.,

(65) .0 --
s

e s . y

1/kRs
.

VkiL 1z?-

= et itx

Comparing U4. with

U+ = -U -

cos 'a +iky sin a .
cs .

igx7"eivill-m Uk cos a

f (57), we determine c- .from the sbadoli _condition

cos a

(66) c = - - ek cos -iy/4

IEW .

which differs from our earlier result by the additiOnal factor 'cos a

-Similarly, the corresponding value g for a perfect reflector as 'for

(24), .,is now replaced by g cos-7a
r.

Using the moreigellerga form cOi.responding to (47) , we now have
.

: (67)
geik I xl cos a +

e
iky sin cc 1.-1Y/4' c7.-1

.1 42

-
1 - cos. a a+ I tan a L..y)

k
+ -scix i sec a.

Circular Cylinder. Let us-now app2ytthe same method to consider scatter--
..1..,- .

-.ing of the plang wave (1) by the convex cylinder as in.Figae 15 -7i. They, .

..z.point a(0) on the cylindei- has_the coordinates a.ads 0 ,:a sin 0 , and t he
'1' ika cos d-excfiation at- the point is e , '. ... We: write t, .

corresponding scattered

field as the integral of u over the arc -ad0 :

3.?&94
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C68)

_ 3it c e
cos' 0) ad0

.7r/2 -

do not know c comp3. but the.result (66) and the corresponding fo

15-7

.

3. cos a suggest the genera.3_1zation in which a (the angle of incidence with

respect to'to' the surface normal) .is replaced by. x Thus for convenience

rand as can be,_4ustified by a more complete model) sae _use

.
37c2 ik(R+a cos 0)

(69) U = -ga /arc e , = cos 0 d0
It/2 A

and we sl-1 I see that cos .0 in-the. integrand is appropri or both geo-

metrical reflectiOn and shadow foi-mation. We ''consider o the range

0 < 9 < sr explicitly; however, the results may be extend to all 9 by

introducing absolute values of the trigonometric functions (Vs required to

preserve symmetry).

_The "phase of 1 is proportional-to

('70) L = If + a cos 0 = 1r2"--1L-a2

and its derivative-
,:

(71)
73dra. ar sin(0 a sin 0

vanishes for the two values 0-= ittL, or OD suchthat

sin(OL e) sin 0L

(72L)

ear cos(0 - ef) + a cos 0 L

13L
rL

rop - .e) sin(g t OD)

(70)
RD

For given value of 9. ,the phase has only one-stationary value; the value

may -correspond either to. geometrical 'reflection as in Figure 15-7j, Or to

i'orwa.rd scattering in 'Figure 15-'-7k.. T, efirst ;value applies for y in -the
-

"lit; region L in Figure 15-7j; the second value, which yields the -shiadow. 7

forming.rays, corresponds to y in the "'dark" region -V . as in.:Figuie 15-7k. e-

Equatiop (72t) cOfresponds to Euclid's principle of reflection, and (72D) to
..

the principle of shadow formation.
V.

995 329





. The second derivative of .L . equals

d2L i a
2
r
2

ti 'n (0 - e)
2 -

R3
.

4t,

and substituting (72) leads to the special values at the
.z

Thus for either case,

= L = 2E ==)s(0
/

--a- cos 0

(74) uL
s

= cos(93- )

stationary points

cos

/
where RS and !Os are the specia2 values shown in either Figure 45775 or

Figure 15-71c. At a' f6rward point, we see from_ Figure[15-7k -that
/e) =".R11, cos(7c _7 ODI ; Consequently;

_cos 0D 17$.a ; and (61) reduces:to

'2 :/

Li!) s cos .

a. 2

*"D
D:

On-the Other hand",.. at the reflectidn.point, we see, from Figure 15-7j that'

r cos( RL coS(7c -95L) = a - R.L 'cos ;-.conseqUently

cos ( - OD
D.

cos (OD

:(-(2p)

L = _4Ca(3_ - sin
2

t!.

.

cos (7c -45L)
[RL t.11- cos (7r

. - .

. rni Tay
cc:pi:4.1s

(76D)

.the' stationary :value of the pnaseI functioxi at a forwa.rd point.

-R,
'LI

a :cos ..0D=.:RD - a -cos(7c 70D.) x .

Aathough we could eliminate RL and 94 in the expression for the phase of
'

the reflected wave; It is simpler to leave LL in the original forM

cos(1r. - OL)(761)

here (fox; a given value of

i.e., by noting Whichiray (detem*ed by theFigure 15-7j,
r and .e)' .RL. and 'OL are determi ned. as in

value of 'y) of

the cylindrical*the incident -wave

,surface.

. .

front can .reach 'r(e): via reflection in
4

d.

.



Finally the required slowly varying parts

at the stationary poi.nts are given by

cos 0
(77)

V.

(78)

Substituting (48) into (69), we obtain

of the -integra.nd if I evalua ed

s =.D L .

Thus .;for- the perfect reflector g =

and bbtain the ,sha4Ciw forming wave

' (8o)

.
Q

C

we enter the above D-values in (78):.

U = -e -U.D- -.2.

Simillarl,y; for the geome-trical reflected wave (in the44.1t" region L)

ik(Et.
"
- a cos a)

=
a cos a

=--7c1- )0 -
(RI, -- adz a

...

The result (80). corresponds .the geometrically Obtained -results of Sections-"_',

Section 15-4. 212 pai-ticular, the flu./4densitY:'retio.1 -Fr. of .(14)

. . .

of Section 15'4- 'Is simply- the present IUL! d J. , and SiMiln.rly" the (-..18). of
f 12

b_SeCtion-15r-4- coti-esvonds° to 1U of, (78); the present forms are .richer ins, .
that they rolesmake the role of the, ray path (I, ) and the caustic. s.tL")s .

The cprresPondirig Fresnel approximations are Obtained by using (-47) -

Instead of (18). We change; variables to ri = a .sin 95 L = a cos 95 D L ,

:and obtain

r
(81) = UD e

-12 ---

-7.(1)1. -y)

-where UD is given in (79); thus (81) is siniply (21) for the range x >
Si irrilrly,.. in ,terms of UL of (8Q,), we : have

n

-in/4
(82) L = U

L-

e
) -tV(71

-
)3

-trf.

(EL -I- 2 cos a)
2

- a ct = -v13.1, a cos a

where 47' is the Fresnel int;gral as in (10)ff.



.

The Field On Calistics; AlthoUgh supplementea. by.phase considerationsI-

Eqiiati17 (79) .and (80) are stillresults of gepmetrical optics which -we

could 3.onstructpiece-by-piece*from. the special-"laws"- of the earlier
- ..

sections:

gives the direcItioria; [ICL)-- the magnitudes, and the phases may be

obtained from liet.rt.ones idea of peri6dicity.
- -

However we have now _obtained these res--ults essentially from the single idea

of Periodic waves that evolved:through the work of Huyghens, Young, and

Fresnel into the integral (3). . S-tartini with (3), we'used a mathematical
procedure to approximate the integral and obtain the limiting form 48) which

converts.(3) to the general short-wavelength approximation (7) {two of whose

special cases are given by _(78) - (80)) - Not only does the integral (3) super-

cede the earlier special laws, but it-governs many other phenomena than those-
,

covered 1Dy *(7) or (78).- We have already applied it to obtain the Fi-aun.hofer

lika.Fresn el approximations. We now'apPly it to det ermine-the magnitude of the

field on a 'cauStics the case L; If; = 0 excluded in (46) and in our dis-

cussion of Clad . Were we cansiderin .theanalogou,s problem of concave

semicircle, then we could pick -r to satisfy. LT1-S --= 0
2

so that the denominator

of (8o) would vanish. However, this 'would not require a special 'dew's,- to set

-right 'merely a more .complete approximation'-.of (3) than givenliy.(48).

On a caustic, both L! 'and L",, Vanish; in addition, on a Cusp, of a

caustic (Where the derivative of the equation of the caustic= vanishet; since

the curve changes direction) .the third derivative Jim must alsb vanish.

Thus for such cases we can no. longer approximate L(x) by means...of (146), i.e:,

we must keep additional terms in the. Taylor approximation in order"to obtain

the first-correction to t(x )
.

Let us assume 'that the first, n - derivatives of L at x vanish.

We then- approximate .L(x) by tale Taylor polynomial of n-th order

(83) L(x) = L(xs) (x-
nt-i

xd (dri L(.x). dxn
a

"tn) .n Ls
s) n!

..

,
.

In this case, for infinite ends of integration. (corresponding, essentially to

(48) 17e hve -

- 1 .
... /

44C7- ikL(x ikL
5 oi

4 ik(x-xs z10--( J)in!
G(x)e ` dx Gse e .x ..

33:3
999
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If we introduce a new .variable y

then we may rerrite (84) .as

I .Gse
s n.ncr-, )1/11 ,__n

kL
e dy(85)

. 32-- rt

through yn -
4

ES

nt

.where the remaining integral depends only on n
Using (85) instead of (48) in (68) , we-obtain

ikL
s.ut .

One (k)

2/rwhere we ?Lave suppressed practically everything.bUt.the 'dependence on k = 7 .
Thus for the line caustic of the Circular cylinder, we have n 3 , and since

R(rt) a(rt) on the caustic R = a cos a , die see. from (9) and from

dimensional-considerations that Ur, is proportional to .(k.a)1/6; similarly
fOr a cusp (a = 0 . for the circle) 2.- we have .23 = 4 , and Ur., is proportional
to (ka)1/11. . Thus UL On the caustic Slid focus inczeases as the wavelength

X decreases, and indeed-would-be infinite, if there-were such a thing as a

zero wavelength .(the .impiicit assumption of conventional _geom.etricalt.
More -generally,k since n > 3 we see that k always increases as X
decreases.

1 /2 -1 /n

it
Exercises 15-7

A1.. Sketch vector diagrams for the first zero and first and second extresa
of r-(e) Jsin.(ka sin 9) bf Vouation (4) where e > 0 .ka sin 6

1:

O
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15-8; Mathematical Model for Scattering-.

.In'previous sections-we ccinsidered certain aspects,of wave theory but
r

based the development on several unrelated "ltims of nature." In the present \
section we tie these special postulates together into a mathematical model for

scattering.

Wave Equation. We considered the plane waves.' cos (± Isx - cat) and, for

'convenience, worked with, the real part of the .corresponding exponentd,a.ls-

;(3.)
±ii1X-iccrt ti1QC -iccrt ,

= e e f(x)g(t)

..,....z, Equation (I) is a product of a function of x times a function of t f each
? ' of which satisfies a second order differential. equation.:

d2f(X) 2 27r.
(2) ' = -k f(x) , k = 5,-- ;

dx2

(3)
2

d g( t) - CI3
2g(t) = -k2v2g(t

dt
2

As discussed previously, v is

source vibrating at a frequency

betve.en crests.

(4)

= 2sr v .

A

the phase velocity 'of the wave generated by .a

v and X is the wairelength the distance

The general formAtf(2) apg,(3) is

;
whose solutions equal

(5)

d2F(y)

dY2-

e1 -icycos J3y I sin (33r

or any linear combination'eof these funCtions. Thus in choosing the particular

.combinations that led to (1) .we used some selection rules. We discuss these

rules subsequently.

Now let us use he above to construct more general equations. 'Our

attitude is the allow-Lag: We know of phenomena .that can be described by

wave "functio such as (I): Let us seek a general_ wave. equation that yields

as well as more general wave forms. The more general waves may- well

correspond to phenomena not covered by (1) .

335
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Subtracting one from the other

(6)

or equivalently .
R

(7)

we obtain

1. d
2
f(x) 1 d2g(t)

g(t) di2Frc, 2 v2

.

.d
2
.f(x) f(X.) d2g(t)-

2 2 2
d.x. . v dt

-where dxd operates only on '-f(x) , and dt on g(t) The present notation t
is awkward.. We wcnald,like to combine .f(x)g(t) s ina single form E(x,t).

-To di, so and preserve the idea that the diffecentiatiorts with respect' .x

and t are independent, we introduce the notation a-22-c represent

differentiation: with respect to x while .t is fixed -'j:e.rtial
-. . .

differentiation; .s 1 3er-ly for t , tt. = Dt -. Thus, we rewrite (7) as

(8)
42E(x,t). .Z127-2(xt) fa2 ., 2

k ' E(X t) = 02 2 .'a x2 ""- a t
2

. ax-- v. at . 411I.

b's .. .
.

This is called the wave equation. The :wave functions of (1) are special
..,... . s -. e

"tsc11111.iztiones- of (8). corresponding to periodic. waVes.
so.-..t-

We generalize (8) to two spatial dimensions x y by introducing at
. ' 2

additional operation
a into -(8):
by

( t 2 2ax2 .ay vat
2 a2 a.2

2 E(x,y,t) =.

et.
loc cos ci+iky in Ce - tart r

The plane waves k_.....___.\ - that we considered in Section

15-7 are solutions of (9) (see Exeises 15-8, No.-1). Similarly for three
s., ,. .

, a 2 (9).spatial -dimensions we introduce an additional. operation --E in k

a z
. write tile' general i'ormas 111



where it

a 2
E(r

.1r at2 2 s

1z ) , and where .

2 2a -4) a
(11) , + -ia x2. .ay? a z2

(which is
/

aLso frequently written V2" )- is called Laplacets operator.

The eiementarY.:spherioal:wavethat we considered Previously is thb special

solution/x! (10) that depends- only on the megnitude- r of r and not on

direction. -"The- Simpler eqciation for the elementary spherical have

(12) i

/
E(r,t) - r/

.
can be

/
obtained by comparison- with (1) and -(8) . Thus- if we replace E(x,t)

/ i2 i2 c ..
. _

by i;S(r,t) and =-7 by E-s- , we obtain the corresponding equation for (12):
. 9 al X a r`''

15-8

ikr-iort

(.13)

We may rewrite

OA)

2 2v at

2 2

. N

this directly,in the form

rEr,t) "=

of (10):

r-
Nr v

1 a (-2 a-E) 1-002E
2 ar "-

The general solution of (8) may be written

(15) E(xst) F(v't - +. G(vt+ x)

where- F and are arbitrary. Similarly-, the general- solution of (13) is

-(16) rE(r,t) = Avt r) G(vt + r) .
.

the corresponding solution. for the equation of the line source in two

dimensions and of the general equation (10) cannot be expressed so simply.

We mention the generic]. solutions only to stress that thg. solutions corres -'

pond'ing to pei-Iodic waves are special cases.

Let_us now-ignore practically everything that led us to the wave equation

(10). We accept .(10). as fundamental and seek. its, periodic solutions. For

completeness, we i;peat the definitions of the fundamental . parameters iiiren

in previous sections.

: It

I



The Re.riodievaves we considered correspond to solutions hiving the
product form.

(17)

-If we substitute (17) into- (1a), the ''variables separate' in the sense that

EitytY =4(14)g(t)

we obtain

1 zif(t) 1 "'d
2
g(t)-

f(*)_ v-2g(t) dt
2

essentially as in (6) (see rExercises 15-8, No. '3). Since the left- side of
(18) is a function only of 1 , and the right side only .off) .t , each side

-k2
.

. Thus (i8) reduces tomust equal the same constant; de.L1 this constant

(19)

(20)

d
2
g(t) 2 2 ,

+ k
2g(t)

=
-dt2

zse (5) + f

where (20) is known as Helmholtz t s equation .

Equation. (19) .isthe form (ii.) we Considered previously. Its, solutions

-are. the periodic' functions of (5) . Without ai2y loss of gerieraiity,:-We pick

g(t) =
:dkvt

= a) = kv.
P.

to work with. In Equation (10) 0 v is given as the velocity: the distance
an element of the wave covers in unit. time. From .(21), we 'see that g(t) is
periodic in. t i.e., if the time -t changes by multiples of the constant
T = then .g is unaltered:

(22). g(t). g(t -1-7xCE)-. ; = ; '2 y'..3 - 0- -

Thus T is . he periodicity of the -wave in time, and v (the frequency) is

the number of times that g., has the same value 'in unit, interval of- time.

The in space, the wavelength = vT c÷7 is the distance covered bY.i

.e.* moving with velocity v. for a time T . But from (21) we have
Ir. 1 " 27c= Eonsequently k '= .37 is the ..relation between the "separation ectriitaiat"

..(the propagation factor or wave number) and wavelength.

-The.space' equation : (20) is known as the

holtz*S.:equation . The.' one -dimensional case

(2)- and the special case of thethze sphe:ricp, is,-
,2

(rf)dr
f '=- f(r)

reduced wave equation or Helm-
2

cl....f/2.1c k2f(x)

dx2
symmetrical wave is impl,icit in

1064
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:.The above equattons-specIfy propagation of waves. In a medium whose pro7
.

perties are determined solely by v For the periodic cases, once.'"We'fix the

-frequency factor m , the correspOndIng wavelength in the medium. is determined.

If we are_ devilirt with several such media Specified by different velocities

mv ; = 0 , 1 ... , thenweobtain.the'same wave equations with it re-'.

placed'by vM the corresponding reduced wave-equations for frequency factor
2nco' Involve kmf

co= , For convenience we take 0
as a reference, and

m - m
write

( 23 ) la*
0=

where 4 is the relative index, of refraction'. Consequently km = uk-,,and

the. corresponding space equation is

(A p-2k2)±1±9 o- ,

,2k2 f(x) =1)
(,dx

for the one-qmensional case. If 't.t. is indent of x-, then the Solutions

1'

of-(25)are the forms-.(5) with =

Conditions on the Solution. All the problems we.considered are described

by functions met) = F(f)e-imt , where E(f) is a particular solution of -

the reduced wave equation

Cr] : +.4.12x2)E(r-) = o
"."

The particular.solution is determined.by constraints that have been implidit
4 .

In our development. The conpraints are'of two kinds.

/1

[II] : on the solutions at the scattererls surface,

CIIII: restri ons on the solution at litrgeUstances from the scatterer.

The additional-constraints are:necessary because the wave equation merely

describes the local properties of the medium aild hoW a 'wave travels from point

to point.. But what if the medium is. discontinuous? For example,.

suppose we.haVe_a glass of water and consider Waves "onthesurface

Of the water abounded by the unyielding rim of the. glass;'

. ,

. '

b. tsuppose 'we in a boat on a very large lake and the boat is an

obitacle for an incoming wave.-

l0
5339



35-8.

Case a and b illustrate two essentially different kinds of wave problems
--with which we may be Concerned':

In.Case -a we deal with a bounded medium:
40
we are given v , the shape

of the bolindarY and constraints on the solution at the boundary, and theA may
seek to-determine the forms'alid periods of the waves that can be maintained

Insuchenclosed media.' These axe free- vibration problems' .the- waves on a
. taut clothesline, the waves .on the zurface'-of a glass ofwater the sound

. , 7/.:.' ,2 \
,Wayes in-aClosed roomil'the electromagnetic waves in a Metal-cavity;.0ese
are illustrations, endenalogousproblems exist in the quantum theory of
atomic stetes. r-,

.

If the bounding surfade is. one that yields, then waves on the inside
create waves on the boUlading surface, and they may propagate in a region _

external to theurface.- We-may also wet up vibrations on a dace and use
. ,the surface es- a source'of waves'for:the.ext&rtal Medium, e.g., a vibrating

-1416- --J.drumhead es a sourCe0of-sound. SOULnnuAcEa:istruments,-strings, drums,....

-pipeN6ure- examples of "vibrator-radiator" systems for sound. (We have ,.. .

.switf4ed from talking about light 4o talking about sound and water wavesg,,

his is at once for convenience .and to stress the fact :that for. wave physics

ere are analogous phenomena in all branche :of.,science.)

In, Case b- we deal with a bounded object 'that represents an'olistaCle,
to a -wave' travelingin an essentially unbounded medium. We require conditions
that tell-us the shape.and size of the obPtaele,' whethe'r"its surface is pene-

r_

trable by:waves,,ei4, if.so then -what-i-s the medium,Inside its surface.. Such
-boundary conditions or transition.conditionsspecify the kind of discontinuity_ -

..-

--the obstacle represents in.,the'iMbeddingmedium. Depending on the phenomena
we-seek to model, we. may require boundary conditions such-as

N
Ella] 7E. = 0 on- surface

or

Crib) a E p on surface

0where"--z is the rate ofchabge:ofE 'along: a normal:at-a point on the
surface. These conditions correspond to,snrfaces impeneeble:to Waves.' If

-

theeumeace is.penetrable (partially transparent), then many PhenoMena corres-
pond .to the following: .thevevesout6ide the'Scattereri;mirface travel in ,

-medium:1 and the wave fUnctions satisfy iwithin the

. scatterer they travel in medIUM-2 and satisfY. C0 o ; at the
--
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and E2 are related. by the transition., conditions
,

.421 aE2 it.
.

E2 a n A 17
where A is a supplementary physical constant: Thus in general, the wave,

problems we consider are specified by two physical constants (or "physical

parameters") p. and A. whose -Values =List be assigned at the start.

Haviliag [1] 'and 1-.we complete th'e mathematical statement of the

scattering prob eth- by conditions at large distances' 'icbla the scatterer EIIII

These specifY that we seek a solution consisting of essentially: two tern:Ls:11.-
;1

one. term':coi-re4pOnds to the incident field, e.,g.. :a. plane .wair4-' -
.

ikxE = e - ,

.kxitotwhich is the space part of- e1 -
; the other term, say E correq.ponds

to the wave cn2tgoing from the obstacle that Ei . excites. In three'dimensions,

we considered simple sources producing outgoing waves proportional to
e

-so that the wave sum-faces:were 'spheres of constant r We al.loe

saw when we applied Huyghens I principle to geometricallreflection frbm a

semicircle, that the wave surfaces that were complicated in shape in. then

4.ricinity of the obstacle became more and more symmetrical with increasing
distance. We summdri.ze all such cases. by -,6he. statement

.

where:, is measured from some pbinzt sCatteiler;:'and where.. g

the scattering amplitude) is independent_ of r . Thus at large distances

from the scatterer (r M co) Es reduces to the..elementa7ry s rice.1 wave

times. a function of angles. Similarly for .a line scattereil w e the
eikr

elementary form and write

ikr[III E
s

e
as

-

-For on planar scatterer, 'the elementary source is eik I x 1' and we have

ikixlge . as

Collectively we- write-the total field as

I C



a.

Ern /.3
ikrikx = e=

i
; E = e ; E - gm m = 1 2, 3 cIT= -

Where 1 -ehd s ,stana for incident and scattered respectively.

Equations [I] , [Ii] -., and (III]'constitute the mathematical'model for

scattering. They replace all he special princiiled.we considered previously;

they cover all the easels where 'the principles apply, and, many add34lonalones

as well.

:. Point- Scatterer. As 'an lelementary .illustration _let us consider the
. 5.10Cscattering of a plane..-Wave e 1,Sr a small sphere of radius a__. for the:_

boundary _Condition Elia] E ;--- 0 at r =_Ee . Far the general C.a.e of a
1, .

sphere of arbitrary radius. a? we would:work; Nsith_the. complete solution of

[I] for µ = -1 subject to . ,We would` represent E and Es
. in terms of angle-dependent funcions-.and initially unknown constants, and
tail use trial to aeterthine' the constants. Hc:rwev'er,"he restriction. a .<<

-or equivalently,

(26) I.

simplifies-the prob

Niequals e
(26), we have eika cos

(27)

.

Ica,- '0

-:

Frzqn the geometry of Frgie 15L8a-; the .incident field .

at the sUrface of the sphere; using the_rea-triction

1 so that .we'-may- work

E (a): = 1 .
s

.

Thus the exciting field at the surface is independent of -angles, and the

corresponding scattered wave must be similarly independent of!angles; E (r)

is a solution of d2 IrEs)
dr

at large dtstances'is

(28)-=

2k rE = 0 'and the only one satisfying [Mb]

where Q is a constant.. At7,.-tle surface of the scatterer
,eik r 1- and consequently. the total field at r = a- isr a ,

. ..

(29)

z..

Applying the boundary

(30)

The scattered" Wave or

=N.MiCiitY:4- Es (

condition- E(a). = 0

> a is thus

)
C1 4- .

we get

r = a we; have



_

Figure 1,-8a,

a .ikr
E .= - e
s - .r

15,.8

This corresponds physically, f6r example, to scattering of underwater sound

by a small ajir-bubble .-

Slab Scatterer. As* another examp;.ei let up consider scattering of -a

plape wave_ by a partially transparent slab. as in -Figure 15-8b.. The editions .

on the problem are:

d
2

)2'

kdx

d2

dx
2

--a 0

)E2 ° icold

>0-;

1 <0 ;

, 4: E

.

wit

Ty.

1009
__



( 36 )

Fr ors (35)', 1e w T1.t e

Es-
a

for x < -a

From (33) .we tieke the most general solution in- the form

(37) E-2 = b eilCx 37 e+ii6i

We.thus have four constants (g+113_,b ,b_) to determine, and we do so by
applying ttg.surface conditions (314)'.

At xr= -a ; we get

(38)

X39)

similsrly at x

b b e-11Ca =.

. ;11.1)- KAtb eAXIa- -11Ca) = k(1 g ):e
C

Tus we hence four

§olving .(38)

42. -

we obtain

( 14.3 )

..
-aigebretic etfuetions_ for . four. unkILOwns..

- (10:: (gxercatses No'.624);- and 'IntrOd

,-----
--1. KA
+ -1, -/ k 7

.e-i2ke di4Ka)

1 - eel4Ka

ci coel(K.-k.)2a

the abbiev,ia-

'where. R acid T are called the reflection and transmission coefficientS.

corresponding .internal fie is, f .C87).

.

- . %'
."÷ Q'e

Q)e.. 1 2- 'Q e
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Mcpanding the denominators in (43) and (44) enables us. to interpret thy'

solution in terms of multiple reflections inside_ the slab.

If we are dealing, a

then we Obtain simply

(46)

(La)*

single interface'at x.=

ilizx 3. + Q -UDC wi=e Q e
E- = Q, - 1 ilDE

2 2Q

(See Exercises..-15.-N.Agb.-.5.)
.

. .
. .

as in Figure l5-8c,

The results and all the

oftncidente

may replace k

ticinssin

arbitrary angle

,
'

and (33) we

the sam
. -

e.g.

(143)'

beco

Figure-0
above may be generalized by inspection to an

a as in Figure 35-5.8d._ Thub in Equations (32) .

by 0 cos2 a and e, Je cos2 0. and obtain

erns of -Le. new constahts' k. -cos a and - K cos p

O

-

eikk cos a
.

Z? - 1 KA cos' VY.
7 Zt 1 ' .cos a

ta.
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.

and (47) -becomes '

( 49) )elICX
F.35

We mar 'now multiply (48) and (49) by the same factor eiky sin a
This

converts .(48)

>
eikx: cos a -1-ilszr'sin a --iki, cos ix -I- sin a(50) F.1 - St e Ei(cc) 7 WEil(ir - a) /

.
where Ei(cc) is a plan\e wave incident at an angir a , and Ei(lt a) is its

mirror .image in the plane x = 0 . From (49), m4itiplication by eikY stnia
4.

/ gives

(51).

. require that

(52) k sin a= K.sin.f3

then. (51) .-equals

-cos P-1-145r sin a

sin a = sin =. sin ,

(1 _.-Q,)eiKx cos a +iicy f3

.-'which- is a plane wave traveling at an angle ' . Equation (52), which we
.recipgnize as "Snell? s.. arr.?'" is thus *ail artifice 'for converting the
solution ,of a one-dimensional is'roblem to ;the -coi--responding two-dithensional,
solution; it insures that corresponding wave fronts match at the surface.

Integral Representations. in sections 15-6 and 15-7 we used Huyghens'

principle in order to represent the. total scattered field. as the integral" of

trwave3.0-te.arising from a- distribution of elementary sources. -tTo, round out.

the previous intuitive discussion we should indicate how such forms follow

from the present-.mathematical model [I] [II] , and <".. [III] -If we had.

.10
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theorem -of-Gauss (which relates certain surface andIttolUme integral

form), we could -prove that scattering- functiOns Es satisfying .CI) and

can be represented terms of elementary sources H as

(54) Es.(r) , I
s

r%.(kir E($)-- pimptl? - zindsm
J

where '4 4.3 a point on a surface S(4) as in Figure 15-8ethat inclbses-the

scatterer but.excludes the observation point .S. and"where::fi- isHthe out-

ward normal derivatiVe. The function E(4) = E
i
(4') E (ay the total field

s.

. at 'p 0.and its notmal:derivativel are weighting factors for the surface

distribution of elementary sources Hipit - 4I) and which radiate
4

from-4r.to .

-The elementary sources are essentially those -we worked with in earlier:

sec ions. Thus in three-dimensions,

ikR
(55) H3(kR) = %7--rpt

.and in one dimension

(56)

In two_diniensions-,

(7) 18[2(kR)

e

ti

(Y- X1)2 +(z )2

1(kR)
.eikR

12k

for argument kR >> 1 ,

e
irkR e . .

we have .

wiich is the form we worked with previously; the fact that (57) holds

for large values of the arguMent:accounts_fbr the restriction. kR

-we mentioned for-the strip and cylinder probiemi. sfaall values of

the elementary source in two:dImensions.behavesquite differently.:.

(58) H
2
(kR) lnkR kR - 0

Its exact representation ds given by

(59) g2(kp) )-(R):,

: .-e.-,'
. .., .. -

'. 6) . -

wherk...11
o

'' .(whichiaknown as'.HankeWa.function (DI' thefrat:kind .of. order.

zero) is the corresponding
,. .-

e -independent outgping-wavesi,i.i.e. it plays 'the-aame role in two-dlmen7

only

that

kR

.

a.

_

licit

atonal propagation as R and e
ik I x the ;atera cases..

If we,
-



specialize S(6) to the surface Of the .scatterer itself, then we can use
such .surface conditions as"

. [ H] to obtain. equations (integral equations)
E
s
(5).

for the-unknown values of E ($) and ; for simple surfaces, then pro-

cedure is analogous to that we followed for the slab.

\
Although we will not prove (54), we will show how to obtain the approxi-

mate forms we worked with in earlier sections. Thus if we specialize S(a)

to the scattererts surface and use the boundary condition [IIb] that
E(6)

= 0 , we reduce. (54) toan

(60) Es(11) .--='-fE($)n Hin(kir pl)dS(6)

In particular, in ti'ro..dimensions and ktr- - pI » 1 , we use (5-0 in (60) 'to
obtain.

(61) Es(i) -7-7- Pi dS(6)
eild" 0^ ^

1r -p1
which is of the required form [IIIc] . If we knew the field E($) on the
scatterer's Surface, we could obtain the Scatte'red field E (47 by ingra-

s
tion. If we do not know the field (and it is only for very simple shapes
that- :E(6)._ 7 is known exactly), then, we may seek heuristic pThysically motivated

approximations-.

In particular if the. scatterer is very big -compared"to velength then-b.

it is plausible _to. approximate E(6) : by elementary geometr/ 1 optics con-
siderationS. Following essentially: Kirchhoff, One approximates the total field
E($) on the "lit side" of the scatterer by twice the (incident vale. E

i
and

by zero on the-"dark 'side." Thus if we substitute

(62) E(p) Ei(6) on lit side; E($) -7 0 on dark side.
4

- 1St.

into (61) we obtain the general case of the integrals we considered in Sections
.

_,.

15-7 and 15-8, .1.e.t. for the strip with dS(6) := do and the circular cylinder
with dS(6) = adds ...

From (54) we could also construct-the valuthe integral of elementary
scatterers_ that ..We worked' with previously- for the case of a partiallY, trans

parent sphere. Firet we specialize (54). to /5 on the scatterer and then use
the transition conditions [e.Tic] to replace the 'external surface fields

E(45) = g(kari, and -11- E(13) by the corresponding internal field:6; E(K,$)
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and 49- E(K 73) where K = r -tis the internal' number. We then use thean
same theorem of Gauss to convert the resulting surface integral-to an integral

over the volume of.the scatterer. In particular for constant p. and IA
= 1 ,

we would' 'obtain

(63)
(k2

V11(k 1r -,O DE(K,$) dV(

where V is the volume of the scatterer. ±X we .add E to both sides: of

(63) we obtain_an.integral eqUatiOn for E which can be solved for simple

shapes. We shd11-notproye {63}, but we will show how this rigorOus result

leads to the prelhousapproximation-of Section 15-6, Equation (38).

For tenuous scatterers,in the sense K2 = k2p.2 k2. Rayleigh replaced

=the unknown internal- field E(p) in (63) 'by the incident wave:

a(K,$) =Ei(kro') = eikt

If ye substitute (64) into .( 63) and specialize. to three dimensions by using

'(5S), we obtain'

E k2(µ2 1)
-eIP-1161.eikt dV(76)s .7r

$1Atu
,which is the more complete version of the form with which we: worked previouSly

in SeCtion 15-61. Equations .-(38)ff, Equation, (65 dii-ectly- the result

..that the flux (1E512).- is inversely proportional o X scatterers whose

lengthatmensions:are small compared:to X

It should be stressed that such approximations as (62) and (64) are

adequate only folimited ranges of the pai-ameters. However,: within their''".

, - -
,..: i . g

livrt TitatiOn'S x they provide -tsetz.--1 and. instructive explicit results'for pros-
K.

lens. that cannot .be. .solved: rigorously.

- In concluding this chapter, we should also reiterate:and ..stress _that we

have covered merely a selected sequence cif 'topics in.-wisi,re physics. The wave
.

.equations that w4 "introduced in ad hoc fashion are generated. more systematically

in physics courses by combining ,first order differential equ'ations-(Maxwellts

equations for electromagnetics), which arise partly from interpretation of 'the.
physics]: experiments of, Faraday and Others., Although,me made it the

theme for much of the development, we have not covered Aan- essential SPeet
. _,

that distinguishes wave models for light ffom.. the 'models used for sound;.
light, and all electromagnetic waves, haust also be characterized .by

tion; this recpz.res in generalt thit we 'deal with vector waits functiOns with
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. .

amplitudes perpendicular to the direction of propagation instead of the scalar
106functions we have considered. Ourdiscussion.;of light was ih no-sense meant

to be comprehensive and there are-many,phenomena.involvIng light that are hot
described by a wave -model at all. In illustrating different applications of.
calculus, we have used. light as a vehicle for.an introduction to wave-physics,
not-only'because we have many visual- experiences.todraw on, but because. the
adequacy of.a:wave4model for such phenomena wasfar:from obvious to the early., .

. investigators (and'not paticularly obvious even -to us. without,some careful

-observations). For watel-waves,:the appropriatenegt of-the.14athematical model.
*would have been clear. from the start, and even for sound waves theeintuition

leads relatively directly from the visible waves oestringed.inairuments. and
on-drumheads to waves in air. Thus in discussing light, we could introduce
key topics,_ leading to the:development.Of the wave del essentii21;y' in their'
historical order; and thereby indicatethe greater nerality and the greater
economy of the wave model over:the earlArCollectiOn of special "laws of
nature." HoWetrer, the initial.r'eservations that "light"; is neither wave nor
particle, and that only certatmalastes'of phenomena involving light are
adequately described by a Wave-Model should not be ]most sight of, Light is

.-one of the most Complex characters in the, ABC of mathematical physics.

.
. .

1. Verify that -the plane waves -.

Eercises 15-.8

"'

J _ 1-ikx-Cottt+ikysine.-iart.---
:\

. are solUtions of (9). as claiisuidA.....

2. Show

-

thatany sufficiently differentiable function of the form

F(Vt .1 x) d(vt x) -

satisfies Equation (8).,

3.. Verify that a solution of-the7wave equation (10) hat: the form: (17),
namely.

only if

f

_ -
E (xly0z t) =-,f(x,y,z)g(t)

2 f1 d gvti = oonst.
,...Vi(t) "at%

2



.

.

4. Obtain (43) and (44) as solution's of the linear system (38),?- (41).-

Derive Equations (47) and-(48).

C.+

25_8



absolute convergence of integrals,i Cauchy product,-880
absolute value, 254, 274
acceleration. 2, 409).
Al',: sto4 about1497, 659
imgle . 4

oft.inclination00
.of interdectioliof curves, 491

angular frequencey,.962
.angulqr momentum, 44,
..antiderivativel 427
,,Arago bright spot, 923, 986
arccos, 144
arclength, 430 384, 385; 650ff
arcsin, 143
arctan, 144
area, 11,1e367ff

between the graphs: of two

Cauchy sequence, "859
.-Cauchyss inequality, 253, 403,
caustic

line, 910
p 910

ace, 910
virtual, 916

caustic epicycloidal, 917'
caustics'

'field on, 999
rainbow, 930

Center of curvature, 62
.center of mass, 51
centoid, 14-
central 'force, 44.-
Ceva's Theorem, 20
Chain Rule, 149
change of. origin, 18.
characteristic equation, 605
'chronaxie, T ,509,
circular frequency, 14
circular functions, /371.303

analytical definition of, 653:
derivative of, 137
derivative of....inve 143
differentiaIequati th fbr, 471:

..Clairaut'-E4Uation,:765
.cluster points, 861
collinearity of vectors,
competition, 512
completeness Of:'the-ireal

263
-component,*5.-

parallel, 33
perpendiculai, 33
of a vector, 5

composite function
derivative of, 149

functions,. 397._
in itive concept,. 11
invariance of, 56-
of a"standard-region 13f

area function
aaaitive property, 367
order.property, 367.

asymptote, 230f
horizontal, 232,-234.
oblique (slant), 233, 2344
vertical, 232, 234

:.attenuation, 502

-Apase of 6.:power, 445
Binomial Theorem, 338, 857
binormal, 76
bound

lower, 261
upper, 261

boundary conditions; 1006
bounded growth, 512
bounded set of points, 261

greatest ower bound, 266
. least upDbr bound, 265 -'

.bounded variation, 649
braking coefficient,"513
Buniakowsky's-Schwarz inequality, 403

"oarploid, 48,
catenary, 489
Cauthy Condensation Test, 872
Cauchy Convergence Theorem .

(Th. 14-2k).,, 859
Cauchy,.Criterion fonLconvergence, 864
Cauchy form of remainder.

Theorem), 825

composition
of functions, 102, 285
of translations, 6

conditinuous dependence on initial
data, 593

conic section, 313
directrix, 313
eccentricity, 313
focus, 313

conservation of angular momentum, 44
partial, 52

conservation of energy, 11 31
constant function, 274
constant phase, 963
constrained extreme value problems, 213
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0.

constraint, 213
. continuity,,: 91ff . ...._

a-ta.point (definition), 93
of composition function

(Th...3-6e)i.10e.
. .

of a differentiable function
(Th...36d), 101 :

on the interval, 108
Intuitive ide , 162:
of Inverse-fun onAN41

.(Th. 3 -6f) ,. 04
pieceVise, 589
of product of continuous

-.'functions (Th 3 -6b), 99
of quotient of- continuous

functions (Th. 376c), 100
of rational combination--99-
Of a dtronglY monotone function

( Nb 16)0' `13.5 . :.-- . .

of sum of cOntinuous. function.
_(TIT.-3,..6a), 99'. .

n.

,.7..

cOntinubus- ,,-- ..-. -
..,: . depende ott initial data, 602

piecewise, 589
continuous_function'

boUndedness,45
-inteesbility, 648
:POnotonetetween extrema,'178

5,_ convergence
--absolute,-664, 873
'Conditional, 873
pointwise (Def. 14-6a), 883
radius of, 891:- .- .._

of sequences, 852 -
uniform (Def. 146b) 885

convex fUnctio4. 206
boundedness of, 212
continuity of, 212' .

differentiability- of, 212
..convex:pointi- 945

conVex'set0.207'.-
convexity,'.206%

flexed' ,downward, 207, 234 .

flexed upward, a070 2080:234:
..,coordinate,reprebentation, ,5

coordinates
-poIail.308- . :.

properties Independent of.
(see invariande), 2

coplanar vectors, 7-
'Cornu spiraI1:47-
..cosine, see circular function)',.137

. integral, 635
cover - ..4..

of a 'closed interval, 645
of-an interval, 645

critical damping, 23 .

,
cross product

right hand' rule for, 27
of two vectors,-26

curvature 58
as_characterization of:,a plane

Carve, 67
..-center of, 62

invariance of, 58/
.radius of, 59-

.- . sign'of, 59
curve

arclength of, 43
Prenet-Svret equation for, '77
otion_albmg 35
rametric :representation of, 40
ecewise smooth:40

principie:normal.r48
rectifiable, 651.
simple closed,-.51 .-,

. y c'tor tangent; "41
cycle,
cycloid, 47

damped oscillation, 14
decay 499
decay coefficient, 499
decimal-

perlodi 267
decomposition into partial fraction, 56=
decreasing, (see increasing), 299
decreasing function

(see increasing fu#Ction) 110,234,
299
WeAkly0,-196,.299

definite integral; 427
derivative, 5, 27ff

of ax, .4400
ofarccos.x, 147
of arcsin x, 147
of arctan x, 147
of`- 'a circular function, 137ff."
of a, composite function, 149
of compbsitions (Chain Rule),

(rla: 4-6), 149 -

Of a constant, 118
of-Cos 3t, 139
of cot x, .139
D 117._

of iN ,4.65 -

of an exponential'fUnction,
at.an emtremum,_173
of rl, 117 .

of f :
f,-: x; 118-

-
. 'of f : ae.0.1i0

V7i, 118 .-



111.
of f x -:+1 .118x
of f 118
of a fractional power, 134
of a function at a point, 49

-of an implicitly defined function,
,161

of an integral Power, 125" ;tf.
intermediate value property of,

195
intuitive concept, 5ff
of an inverse, 131
of an inverse circular

143ff,
of inversetif differentiable

"functionfr(Th. 4.-3), 132
left-sided (No..7) , 121
Leponiziamatidn, 156
of linear co4ination

. 120
.

of- log x, 465_

function,

of the logarithmic function; 46
of a monotone. fUnctioh, 196
notations for, 154ff
of a polynomial

(Th.'4-2c, Cor. 2), 125
of polynomlil of differentiable

function (Th. 4-2c, Cor. 3),
125,

of a power function, 465,
power rule for positive integers-

(Th. 4-2c),-125
of a product

(Th. 4-2b), 122
of a quotient. of differentiable

functicin (Th. Cor. 1),
'127,.128 .

of a rational function
(Th. 4-2d, Cor. 2),'129

of. reciprocal of differentiable (1
function (Th.4-2d), 128

of.rightband.-and left-hand, 121
sign. .test.. for, 198 -
of.-ain:x, a39,
sutaessi+e'higher, 159
of tan x, 139
'of a-vector function, 3

differential equation0429.

X, ( rhg.3543), 471
linear first 'rear,. 5,0ff
linear second order, 603ff
separable, 621ff
sin x, cos x,

,(Th..8-50, 472(
differential' Operator, 590
differentiation, 117ff

. linearity of, .120'
partial., 1002

direct sum of linsiar-vector spaCes,.1.2
direction angle, 30
Dirichlet integral, 664'
disContinuity

poin f, 94
displ ent, totV1, 408

OT a-function, 269
dot product.of two vectors, 22
d.,!hasmics 3'

4610 48,0,

irrationality of, 479_
properties of, 477..

edge diffracted rays,.920
eikonals, 917
ell, 881
ellippe,.313

focal chord,:314
aatus:reetum,. 314

-energy 11

e4VelOpe 63
picyoloid 75
epsiloniqs, 67f
equilibrium, 33, 39

stability of, 40
equivalent. parametrization, 44, 49
escape velocity, 49
estimate

lowers. 255
upper, 255

'Euclid's Principle , .

of propagation, 904
of reflection, 904

Euleris constant, 861
Euler's.Method, 842
Euler polygon, 843
evolute, 62 .

as envelope of normals, 63
exponent,'445

definitidn of zero exponent, 446
general laws-for negative integers,

general laws for positive integers,
.245- -

rational..expOnentsi 447
exponential function; 458ff

derivative op; 448
differential-equation:for.471
Inverse-function, 448'
relatlye.magnitude 463 r-

exponentially-damped sinusoid, 607
Extreme Value Theorem

.(Th. 3-7b); 109, 3'45ff
proof,. 347

extremum,. 173.
derivative at, 173
isolated0.199 -

354

41.



Is dated, 199
local;.1761-1811 200

:. location .of, 73ff
on open interval:.

(Lemma.5-2) 178.
relative,176.
second derivative .test forl'205
sign of derivative test,' 198

-strong, 419

factorial,
deft dition of, 328

of, 481
Faraday, 1015
Fermat's Principle of Refraction, 928
field, 245

ordered, 249
First Comparison Test for Convergence

. (Th. 14-3c), 865
flexure, 206ff =Q,
flux density, 941
flux-priiciple, 939
loll of Descartes,. 228
force -3 .

forcing term, 591
Fourier Series of' -f-.; 890.
.fractional pert, 278
Fraunhofer diffraction, 968
free vibration problems, 1006-
Frenet-Serret equations, 77
frequenCy 14

driving; 16
natural, 16

Fresnel diffraction, 978, 981
Fresnel integral, 981-
friction..

-linea r, 14
7

function, 269f

absolute ue, 95, 274
of bounded
cir r, 30
compos te, 285 286
conti ous and wheredifferen-

t able, 111 52
convex, .206

riation, 649

even, 276
exponential, 447, 458.
hyperbolic,: 485

:Implicitly defined, 161, 359ff
increasing,' 299

4 13acreasixig on the right, 349
integer part,. '5T, 275
-inverse. of, 290, 300
limit of',. 58ff.
linear coMbination of, 78
logarithmic, 448

C

monotone, 298
Odd.276
one-toone, 290
periodic, 277
power, 459

. -
rational combinationof, 78
signum (sgn)0 61, 62, 276
strongly monotone, 299
weakly increasing, 299

functlon definition, 269 .

circular, 1374 303.
274

explicitIyIdefined,..162
identity, 274'
implicitly defined, 161
inverse circular, 143f

fundamental, 98
fundamental set-of vectors, 28
fundamental solution, 594
Fundamental Theorem of CalcUlus 425

iGalilean Principle of Relativity, .8
global property of f, 169:
gnomon, 881;
graph-

ofa-fUnction, 272'
sketching, 229, 233

Greek:Alphabet,.244
Greents function;.6167'
Grimaldi, 922 -

growth coefficient, 4971.513

harmonicosbillator, 14
heaviside'PUlse, 951.
Heine -Borel Principle, 645
helix, 48
HaXmholttta-equatioxIG 1004
Hero's Principle (of reflection), 906,

909 .

hoMOgeneous equation, 591
,Hookers law, 13
HUyhenis Principle, 951
hyperbola; 313
hyperbolic:TunctioAs, 485

_cosh x.. 485
'derivativer6f1-485. .

differential equation for; 489
gedumetrical interpretation, 487
inverse of,
sink x; 485
tanh x, 485

hyperholiC-sector 487
hypocycloid, 75 -.

four, cusps; 44 ,

ob.



Identity Function, 274::
inhlined plane, motion On,'26
image, 270
implicit differentiation; '162

-Implicit Function Theorem1.361
improper integral,: 578

convergence of, 661
,.increasing function, 234,.299

cOntinuity of,.110
liahkly, 196, 299.

.indefinite integral, 427
: inequality

strong, 249
weak, 249

inertial coordinate system, 4
inflection point, 230,
initial value, 497
initial value 430, 592
Integer part, e75
-integrability .

of a continuous funCtion,aff,
.648.

of a. linear. of-
monotone functibnA,, 12517

l'unctidh, 378'
of a eceviSe monotone flxnctIon,

integral, 11, 577.
absolute convergence of, 664
of a continuous fuhction, 648
convergent, 582.
definition,:377
estimetS'of, 437-
existence of, 638ff
Rxietence Theorem

(Th. 6-3a), 378
geometric properties., 388
- . .

improper, 578 .

intuitive concept , 21±i'
limit of Tiemann Sum, 383; 643
of .a linear combination, 39311.

of monotone function
, (Th. 6-3S),

of a motiod,'11-.-
nonnegativeifunet n, 401'
operator,- 617.
of a periodieljunCtion; 401'.
of aratIonal,combination of

:,cdrculak Functions, 550
sofa symmetric ction, TO
testfor convey ce .

(Th...,143d) :866

'integrals
..,7.convergent, 582

definition,-581-
divergent, 582. .

improper; 578.
symMetric,. 571 -

571.

:.

integration, 535
of oonstant times integrable
,..fuia ctiOn, 394

-formal, 431' .-

.ot Iinesir*comination of
V,.r> integrable simptions, '393 r

L,

linearity or; 393, '430... .

by.parts, 554
-'

f. polpnotial, 633 '.

of'rstionsl functione; ,563,
_special. reductions, 57
substi ion of circular

.

tun -, % ions, 546
Rubstitu ion Rule . .

(Th..1042), 540 .. .

or. sum of integrable functions, .395
by summation 633

interference, 96e-
cwstructive; 96B .

.. destructive; 968

:::itoteriorpottt of ,an interval, 259 s,

"Intermediate Value Theorem:,
(Th. 3-70,;109

Proof, 350f .'

inter:n:4, 259 . ,---f

closed, 259,-109 ..:

Ulterior point. of, 259 . .. ..,

inverse function, 131,291f ,.--
3tength of 259
.midpoint.Ot, 259
', ()Pen, 109, 259 pa -.. ...

interpolation; linear; 191
invariance, 2 .

of area, 56
nf'curvature,.58.

inverse '.

of a function, 290
Inverse-Circular Functions, 143.

derivative of, 147 .

in4sefunction ..

derivatives-of, 131
inverse..6ylomrbolic functions, 488

deriyative of', 489 - .4

inverse squax.s. force, 47

involute, 6a
geometrical construction of, 73.

iteration.schemes .,

.

` alternating, 817.
,

approximate. x for t(x),'!= 0, 809
convergent, 809i 814
square root, 801d

jorda?Nurrq, 51

oller, J.3.! 920
geiVin, 979
Kepler - Lambert PrineiPle, 939f
tePleie First LaW,-47'

35G
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KeplexikeSecond La'w 2 1.5

Kepler' s --Third Law, 50
kinematics,-2
kinetic energy, 11, 31
airchhof?,.. 1014

grange
d;r0'71. of remainder

'(Teyibr I s" Th . ) , 825
rule of variation of parameters,

. 615-
lateilt,eperiod, 509

. law of- inertia, 3
Law of the Mean- 186ff, 190

generalized, 76
of Mass. Ac7eiOn, 516

Least Upper Bound Principle, 265
Lell5ni"z; 156'
Leibnizian notation.

'for:derivatives, 156
for integril, 305

Leibniz 'a Test for Alternating Series
-1 1440, 874

lemniscate of Bernouli, 313, 359
length, 4

of an interval, 259
limit

.

of -.a constant, 79
of .f at a, ..58f
of a fqnction, 55ff
of a function i(definition.),. 59.
of a function-at infl4ty, 231

liMit inferior, 862
intuitive condept,..6
: of a-.linear combination, 81-
of -a product, 82 -
of a; quotient,' 85 .

'right- and left-sided, 96, 578
sin xX_'138 .

.

of. /3- SUM, 8Q
superizr, 861

limits, 55
limit- theorems-

conatcaitt function
(Th. 3-4a)./ 79 -

(Th. 14 -2a), 852 -

constant-multiple of a function
(Th- j-'14-t1)/ .79 1.

(Th. 14-2b)., 852
linear combination of functions

(Th. 3-4c,- Cor.
(Th. 11# -2c Cor.), 852

nbnnegative function
,-(Lem. 3-4, Cor: s2) 84
(Lem. 14-2, Cor. 2), 853

r

r
oduct 'of. ftnactons

3-4Q,
(Th..)14-2d)-, 853

rationsa.:tuaction
3-1 , Car. 2),- 8$

(Thc. ,111.-2e, Cor.), 853
reciprocal :af. a functi*

(Th. 3-4e), 85 -
(Th. 14-2e), 853

Sandwich -Theorem--.
". (Th.: 3-4f, ..Cor. 1)-, 8f

(Th." 14-2f, tor.. 2),, 653
Squeeze. Theorem

(Th. Cor. 2), 87
, Cor. 854-

sum of functions
(Th. 3-44,80
(Th. 14-2c), 852 lir

vector equation.,af, 13
'linear 'apprOximation, 224f'
linear approximation of f, 223
linear combination, 78
linear differential equation of first

order, 590
forcing term, 591
fundamental solution, 59
general solution, .594
initial 'value _problem, 572
npnhomogeneous equation, -595
reduced equation, 591

linear differential equation -of seCond-
order, 603

-homogeneous equation, 601)
.

supAposition principle 16o4
linear friction, 14
linear interpolation, 191
linear oAbeator, 591, 601
linear vector, space, 9
local property, 169 r

of a.function, 108
logari.thm, 448

base e, 461
base 10 (common) , 461

logarithm ,

derivative, 449
estimates for ,456
function; 448
as an integral, 452
of a product, 453
of a quotient, 453
with any base, 461

logistics equa-tc,1Qn, .513
Lorentz for.a.,,..48
ilaaer sum over. ,- 376

"'"7.- 0

fr



mapping, 270 -
IMRE; S 5
mathematiCal ifiduCtion- '369ff, 319

first prin-ciPle, 323
second prirrbiple, 327 .

maximum. (see ex-Eremum), 173
.' . 1o.c/il, 177, 181, 198, '2052-234

of a set, '255
maxwells 1015
mean 7time
Mean Aralue'Tliedran of = integral

calculus, '402 .. -

-MenelaUs s Theorem, 21
method of equated coeffilents, 566
minimum. (see ex-trgiamra), 173 .

local, _177, 181:: 198, 205; 234
.of a set, 255

model
for decay, .499
for growth, 497:

momentum, .6 .

mono&Lromatic .1113ht, 959
.Monotone ConvergenCe Theorem

(T 14-2h) ,: 856.
monotone function, 298ff, 196s. 415

derivative of, 196, 2014
integrability -of, 378
inverse of strongly monotone

function (Th. A2-4), 300
linear combinations of, 415
plecewise,.
sect.prAl ly, 415
strongly, 178, 299.

neighborhood, -58, 260, 259,
deleted, 260" ..

- of infinity., 5137
radius Of, _260 7-

Nested Interval Principle, 265
Newton, 156-
.Res First Law,- 4 : -

NeWtonts Second Law' "5
Newton' s Third Law, 16

s' Method; 813,
nonhomogeneoUs equation, 595
norla of rtition, 379

:_rrortaal
lin

-4,Pi a e, 31 .
at a point

-
226.

principle tb a curve 714.
notation

Dx 11'7

A (difference), 156:
A (increment),

. _Et
dx

117
Leibnizian 156

null vector;
number -

irrational, 263
numberical integvatt on- -829f

rectangle 'rule, 829
-.trapezoid rule, 830
Simpson's aule 832..

Poi4u1e,- 835 . .

operator
differential; 590
litlear; 591, 601'

orthogonal trajectories,
osculating circle, 62'

parabOla, 313 --
parallelism

of directed segments, 4.
-1;arallelograpr. . .:-

law for vector addition,, 7.
parameter, 44 -

parametric-representation of a curve, 40

917

paraxial rays, 915
particle-, 2
. charged, 18
particular solution, 595
partition, 376
partition of [a,b], 376
pendulum. 32

cycloidal, .36 1°w
periOd of.; 34
spherical, 52' .

4 period -
of a deCi-mal,
'of a function 277 -;.
furiaanientel 98, 278
'of plithetary motion, .50

peridEidic :waves, 959_ -

phese,.599; 960 . . .

_ . _method of tatione.i.y., :979, 989
phase- lag, 1b
pi

def ini on of, 655
-Picard's thod, 814
pieceNfise continuous 589.
piecewise monotone fLictions, 415

-integrability,. 415
.planar source., 942.
plane- : ,

characterization by dot product, 25
:of incidence, 905
nOrmal.to, 31
vector pquation of, 14

t_planets* motion,
point..of? inflection, 30, 234

s



polar axis, 303 -

polar coordinates, 308'
IxdarizCtion; 1015.
polynomial. .

derivative of 125

motion of,' 21
Rolle *,s Theorem

(terazita 5-3)
root

nutaber-Af zeros; 188
positidn vector, -..8
potential.,energY:, 11, .31 ...

Potential- function; :38

potentie4 well,: 38
. potter, x+45,.:459.

power, series.. 891
_primitive of f, 427
principal normal., 74
Priinciples of irchimedes, 266
"product, of functions, 285
p7-test for: convergence

(Th. 14-3e), 867

principal., 301.
test ,for .convergence

(Thz..14 7.3), .8691.

Sandwich" Theorea,.

9
scatterer -

point, 1008
slab., 10

scattering, 5 3
einplitud 970

s-> coef'ficient, 563:
Second Comparison Tesi. for

(TIT. l4-3f), 868
second, derivative 1 205
semicubical parabola, 42 PP

separable. differential.equation, 621
Separation Axiom 263
separation constant" 1004.

radiation
primary, 948

- secondary, 948
radioactive decay-,
radius of curvature, 59
radius of a neighborhood, 260
radius vector, 308
range of a -function, 269 .

ratio test for -convergence
(Th. I.4-3g), 868

rational combination, 78,:.99,

,Rayleigh-Born scattering, 970-i"

reaction rate, -516

convergence

sequence, 851 -

"'Sequence of partial sums, 863
series, 863
set

convex, 2b7
Signuni: 276 -

simple. closed curve,
enclosed: by, 52

-ori'entation' of, -52
Siitipsonta
sine (see circular function),
slope,
smooth, 54

piecewiser 54
Snell's Law of Ref(fifietIon,- 927solid of revoluti.
spherical pendUlum.;*-52'
Squeeze Theoremi,87

40-
standatd'iregion,.:13

lower bound, .370
. upRer "bound, .370

--s-tieadyVtate 599
Stirling" s-7L.rmuia, 482;- 835

,:stra,i=ified 'medium, 933
stro?Wy monotone, 299 4.

Substitution Rule 428 "%a
for integrals, 540

substitutions.
of circular functions, 546
of hyperbolic functions, 553

SUM -

of functions, 285'-
Riemann," 381

real' numbers, 4Z' -

algebraic. p"6perties 245,
brder4eiations, 249 .

real number ,system, 245ff
Completeness, 263ff, 645-

rectifia131e,
recurrence .relations.,
recursion, 238,

.
definition by, 328

-/LFeduced equation, 591
re$lected ray system, '.905-'

reflectSra
.parabola, .913
semicircle, 914 N

refradition 41,

index- of,': 927 '-
resistance."'

of air, 11, 23
resonance, 16 :c

restriction, 297
-Of a' function, 297i

rheobase, :508 .

Rierth*, sum, .381
'limit -of; 383 .
.upper,..3814-

b.
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-upper, 377
:.of VeCtors, 7
i7ot.a.tioxi, .33, 371.

Suiie-rpos-ition Principle; 604
Supremumi 265
- symbol

max. 255

"min tri'r2';'"frn)' 72, 74/ 7

' §3, 255retry, 570

tangent, 29
to-Ithe curve,. 223

-Taylor expansion,: 823
Tay ldr series, -823
Taylorra Theorem

(Th. 13-3) ,. Sao
tolerance 6 ,

tolerance e ("error) go 32 '63

transient state, 599
transittoi? conditione; 1006).:
-ranslat.ion, 4
translati.ons-."

I

composition" of, 6
triangle : :inequality, 255

triple scalar product, 31
trivial :eoiution, 591'
trochoid; 21
truncation error, 814-5

velocity J. 2

average,- .30;..142

-.instantaneous ,".42 _

volume of solid Of revolution,-495

Wallis 's Product-for

wave :equation, :1002
wave 'length,- X- 925
.wavelet; 951 -- .

'wave, surface,. 951

weakly, increaling, 299
.WeierstrasS, 11.1:

Weierst,rass "unction,. 352,

Weierstrass M -Test
(Th. 14 -6q), 887,.

well -posed
vbrk,I31

Young's Principle, 960

zero Of order k, 826

.unit source., 914-0 -

unit rOint source, 940
upper sum over 0 , 377

variable; 274
variation of parameters, 596"
-vector --

component of,. 5
coordinate representation (If, 5

..coplanar, 17
cross product of, 26
'definition of, 1. .

dot product. of, 22
length ot, 4
linear depepdence of, 19
multiplication by a scalar, 9
position, 8
triple scalar product of, 31


